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Abstract

This thesis critically assesses Coastcare's role in contibuting to an integrated and
participatory approach to coastal management in Australia. Coastcare, one of
Australia's suite of coastal programs under the National Heritage Trust, had the
principle objective of engaging local community in managing the coast.

Coastcare represented an internationally unique example of an operational
Integrated coastal managernent (ICM) initiative. The Program fulfilled the
requirements of an integrated approach including intergovernmental co-operation,
financial commiûnent and community involvement. ICM has been adopted
internationall¡ during the last decade, as a sound approach for ecologically
sustainable development and for coastal resource use planning. Despite the
acceptance and abundance of ICM eftorts around the world, little critical analysis
of programs is available. Many of the most complex aspects of integration - the
development of relationships and trust between agency and community were
beginning to emerge through Coastcare.

This thesis demonstrates that within each of the states and the Northern Territory
the Coastcare program functioned quite distinctly âs a consequence of the
existence and prominence of individual state coastal policies, state coastal agency
commitment to the program, finances available to buttress the program beyond
the state/CoÍrmonwealth formula as well as social, cultural and demographic
features.

Coastcare's contribution to a participatory style of management is assessed by this
thesis. Stakeholder interview responses were analysed according to an evaluation
framework, based on the principles of participatory democracy, and designed to
assess different elements of community participation. This thesis concludes that
one of Coastcare's greatest strengths lies in its active capacity building. The
active engagement of groups undertaking localised works has raised awareness of
coastal processes and coastal management governance and systems.

The study contributes to a greater understanding of the processes of an integrated
approach to coastal management by providing a detailed analysis of the various
pathways of communication and cooperation between Program stakeholders
(Commonwealth, state and local government, the program team and community)
that have developed through Coastcare. Factors assisting the three tiers of
government and community working together are explored along with the barriers
that impeded progress of the Program. Its achievements will contribute towards a
greater understanding of sustainable approaches to coastal management

IX
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Chapter 1

The role of integrated management in achieving sustainable
development of coastal environments

1.1 lntroduction - the need for lntegrated Coastal Management

Despite national, sub-regional, regional and global efforts, current approaches to the

management of marine and coastal resources have not always proved capable of
achieving sustainable development, and coastal resources and the coastal

environment are being rapidly degraded and eroded in many parts of the world.

(LINCED 1992b:308)

This situation, declared at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, posed a

critical global problem, given that coastal environments were considered 'an

essential component to the global life-support system' (UNCED 1992b:307)' The

Earth Summit provided a reaffirmation of the Declaration of the United Nations

Conference on the Human Environment, adopted at Stockholm in 1972, towards

sustainable development. It provided a turning point for global efforts towards

environmental management by introducing a new incentive: 'the goal of

establishing a new and equitable global partnership through the creation of new

levels of co-operation among States, key sectors of societies and people' (UNCED

I992b: ll8). It was during this conference that a forward-looking vision with key

principles for coastal management emerged as the internationally accepted

approach to achieving sustainable care of coastal and marine environments. This

broadly accepted approach is commonly referred to as integrated coastal

management (ICM).

The most important output of the Earth Summit is Agenda 21, a forty-chapter

action plan for achieving sustainability. Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 is specifically

dedicated to coasts and oceans (UNCED 1992b: 308). The intent of Chapter 17

was to encourage coastal nations to prepare and implement coastal management

programs by 2002 (Tobey and Volk 2OO2: 285). The actions called for in Chapter

lj were ambitious and demanded intensive efforts of nations, among them

interpreting the requirements necessary to put into operation the broad and

visionary concepts of ICM. Cicin-Sain outlined numerous hurdles to be overcome

in the undertaking:

The actions called for in Chapter 17, however, are not at all-self implementing.

Nations have to choose priorities among alarge number of important actions...key
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concepts need to be further defined...; appropriate institutions and or processes need

to be strengthened or established; funding needs to be obtained and committed; and

additional funding and technological assistance from international donors must flow
to developing countries'. (Cicin-Sain 1993: 22)

Countries around the world have taken on the ambitious goals of Chapter 17 and its

consequent demands of implementation. Since the Rio conference ICM has

flourished in many contexts and forms as the 'central vehicle for sustainable

coastal development' (Tobey and Volk 2OO2: 285). However, the degree of

success of the ICM approach, like all other solutions to environmental problems, is

linked to political will, to organisational capability and powers (Carley and Christie

1992). Ten years on from UNCED and Agenda 21, ICM as an approach to

management is largely lacking purposeful evaluation. Despite this, ICM remains

as the most widely accepted approach for managing coastal and marine

ecosystems.

1.1.1 The importance of the coast

Simply stated, the coastal zone is the place where land and sea meet. Defining

exactly how far inland and how far seaward the zone should extend is a contentious

issue. Coasts are places of great ecological and social significance, being 'among

the most changeable of the earth's surface both spatially and temporally' (Carter

1988: 8). Harvey and Caton expand on this idea, suggesting that Australia's

coastal zone

is a dynamic meeting area of earth (lithosphere) and atmospheric forces

(atmosphere), of oceans and rivers (hydrosphere), and of terrestrial and marine life
(biosphere). (Harvey and Caton 2OO3:21)

This land and sea union takes form in many physical combinations, including

coastal plains, wetlands, marshes, estuaries, lagoons, reefs and shallow waters. In

addition to the variety of coastal physical landforms there is great temporal and

climatic variation within and between regions. Figure 1.1 provides a diagrammatic

representation of the coastal zone and Box 1.1 highlights many ecological features,

functions and benehts derived from the coastal zone. In estimating the value of

natural capital of the coast, a research team attributed an annual value of $12.6

trillion to coastal services (not including the ocean). This represents 407o of all

natural capital produced by the various ecosystem categories (Costanza etal 1997).

2
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Coasts are highly changeable places. They have been subject to modification over

avariety of timescales, both ancient (i.e. Holocene sea-level rise) and diurnal (tides

and currents). It is this dynamic nature of coastal environments that creates

significant implications for management programs, which also wrestle with the task

of regulating human use of coastal resources (Holmes and Saenger 1995).

Figure 1.1: The coastal zone
Source: (Queensland State Govenrment 2001: 2)

Coastal environments worldwide are under increasing pressure from population

growth and unsustainable use. The majority of the world's population is settled

near the coast and the number of coastal dwellers is predicted to continue to rise.

Estimates of the numbers comprising the global coastal population vary. For

example:

60km ofthe coast;

coast;

digital techniques claim that earlier estimates have been exaggerated; they
state that 1.2 billion live within 100km of the coast.
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Regardless of the estimates, the majority of the world's largest cities are located on

the coast and rural migration to coastal locations is increasing. The combination of

increasing demands for resources and population growth places mounting pressure

on coastal environments.

Box 1.1: Ecological features and benefits of the coastal zone

The coastal domain (as illustrated in Figure 1.1) from 200m above to
200m below sea level:

productivity occurs

million people are located

The coastal ocean accounts for:

elements and pollutants

(Source: Pernetta and Milliman 1994: 16)

Direct consequences of population pressure and associated exploitation of coastal

resources are ecosystem degradation, including habitat and biodiversity loss,

declining near shore water quality, declining fish populations, inappropriate siting

of infrastructure, conflicts between user groups, and reduced access by traditional

owners. In an attempt to alleviate these problems, efforts to manage coastal

environments are flourishing around the world. Olsen and Christie (2000: 7)

suggest that issues addressed by coastal management programs are 'remarkably

similar across a wide range of societal and geographical settings'. The issues to be

resolved through coastal management have been labelled as 'wicked problems'

because of the considerable number of variables which share 'significant

relationships between them that are imperfectly understood' (Pitts 1993:7).
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It is the combination of threatened coastal environments under mounting pressure

and the complexity of managing such dynamic environments that has resulted in an

international push for the implementation of effective ICM practice.

1.1.2 Defining ICM

There are numerous definitions of ICM but one that captures the comprehensive

and complex aspects of ICM is the following:

A continuous and dynamic process, incorporating feedback loops, which aims to
manage human use of coastal resources in a sustainable manner by adopting a

holistic and integrative approach between terrestrial and marine environments; levels
and sectors government; government and community; science and management; and

sectors of the economy (Harvey in press).

According to Kay and Alder (1999), the meaning of the term 'integration' is

confusing because 'it has been used in a variety of contexts'. There are several

terms similar to ICM in use, which also serve to confuse. A multiplicity of terms is

not helpful in establishing a common framework or for gaining clear understanding

of the concept. Such terms include Integrated Coastal ZoneManagement (ICZM),

Coastal Areas Management (CAM), Integrated Coastal and Marine Areas

Management (ICMAM) and Integrated Coastal Area Management (ICAM).

Burbridge (1997) advises a move away from def,rnitions emphasising the

management of areas and zones, because stating such boundaries may detract from

the flexibility envisaged in an integrated approach. Conversely, Cicin-Sain and

Knecht (1998) argue that the multiplicity of terms, in fact refer to the same

concept, but for consistency they adopt ICM. This thesis too, adopts 'ICM' as the

preferred terminology, as it is becoming the more commonly used expression in the

international literature on coastal management.

1.1.3 ICM - an approach to coastal management

Although coastal and marine management has been practiced for at least 30 years,

it is only in the last decade that ICM has been adopted globally as a logical

approach for achieving sustainable coastal development and coastal resource use

planning (Sorensen 7997; Tobey and Volk 2OO2). Cicin-Sain and Knecht, who

identiff five sets of international guidelines for an ICM approach, provide evidence

of the global embrace of the philosophy of ICM. These guidelines are important

because 'they can be viewed as setting standards of an international model or norm

for countries to follow' (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998: 103). They are:
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(OECD 19el)

Conservation Union) Guidelines ( I 993)

These sources 'reveal rather more agreement among thsm than might be expected

given the different motivations and backgrounds underþing each set' (Cicin-Sain

and Knecht 1998: 104). The underlying tenets of the various guidelines are

discussed below.

1.1.4 Dimensions or principles of ICM

By promoting co-operation and co-ordination, the principles underlying the process

of ICM directly address the issue of overlapping interest between coastal

management authorities. These are elaborated by four distinctive 'dimensions'

(Knecht and Archer 1993):

The first dimension is that ICM is intended to be intergovernmental,
that is that all levels of government are required to be involved in
planning and management decisions that will have an impact upon
the coastal environment (otherwise referred to as vertical integration)
(Thia-Eng 1993; Sorensen 1997).

2. The second dimension demands recognition of the interconnection
between the land-water interface, and that an understanding of
ecological processes is important.

Consequentþ the third dimension requires inter-sectoral integration
(otherwise known as horizontal integration) (Thia-Eng 1993 ;
Sorensen 1997). Prior to ICM efforts, coastal management suffered
from fragmentation between sectors, and from the 'tyranny of small
deôisions' (Odum 1982).

The fourth dimension of ICM prescribes an interdisciplinary and
holistic approach to management. There is a focus on the link
between natrual and human systems and their component parts and
interrelationships. This fourth dimension also places importance on
traditional, cultural and historical perspectives and demands
participation of local communitymembers. It is necessaryto
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emphasise this point because 'it is at the local level that much of the

innovation, and real action in ICM is taking place' (Hildebrand

1997b: l).

Kenchington and Crawford (1993: 125) provide a series of 'necessary elements'

required to mobilise the principles of ICM into tangible management outcomes,

These elements are listed below:

detailed day-to-day management involving several agencies

accountability of the strategY

extent to which goals and objectives have been met

According to Clark (1997 200), the concepts and methodologies of ICM are taken

from well-known standard land use planning and management approaches. He

cites regional development planning, catchment management, rapid appraisal and

protected area management as examples of other such approaches. Kay and Alder

(1999) note that community involvement in coastal planning and management has

lagged behind land-based approaches, due to the complexity of coastal zones in

terms of multiple uses, users and jurisdictions. Public participation as a concept is

not unique to ICM philosophy. There has been growing interest in the participation

of local communities and user groups in natural resource management generally

(Jorge 1997; Curtis and Nouhuys 1999). The critical differences between ICM

rhetoric, other natural resource management approaches, and earlier coastal area

planning and management efforts are, first, ICM's endorsement of a systems

approach (the dynamic nature of the process) and second, its recognition of the

need to involve multiple sectors (Sorensen 1993; Olsen et al' 1997; Tobey and

Volk 2002).
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Another way to consider ICM is to view the steps from policy into process (Olsen,

et al 1997: 160). Olsen et al. (1997: 160) suggest that the process of converting

policy into process is best described as a cycle. Figure 1.2 illustrates the different

steps required to implement an ICM program from issue identification, planning,

implementing and reflecting on practice. Again, this is not unique to ICM as the

cycle depicted shares 'the same features of other institutional endeavours' (Olsen et

al1997). The hve steps are identified as the essential actions for completion of the

ICM 'policy cycle'. A key component of the cycle is its iterative nature. It is

assumed that cycles will continue over time, building and modif,ing according to

the experiences of preceding years' activities.

More sustainable forms of coastal development

.Ja
-\

\
a \

lmplementation

I
I
I

I
I
I

Evaluation

\ ata\a

ttt,,-)-ír. - >

Time

Progressively larger cycle looPs
indicate growth in project scope

Formal adoption
and funding

lssue identification
and

Program
preparation

Figure 1.2: The cyclic nature of ICM
(Source: Olsen et al. 1999: 8)

1.2 lnternational progress ¡n ICM: translating philosophy ¡nto action

The precise role and expression of ICM varies from place to place and situation to

situation. Despite the observation by Olsen and Christie (2000) and Cicin-Sain and

Knecht (1998) that issues for coastal management/managers are similar across a

variety of settings, the capacity to act varies greatly. There is disparity in what it is
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that motivates a place to develop an ICM 'effort', especially between developed

and developing countries and island nations. Poor countries (e.g. Pacific Islands,

West Asia, North Africa) solely reliant upon coastal resources for food security

have more accentuated population pressure, degradation, poverty, lack of

professional capacity and non-sustainable practices. The disparity between rich

and poor countries also illuminates differences between the types of approach

adopted, whether those approaches are 'top-down' inspired or 'bottom up'

community driven.

Despite the existence of coTnmon principles, 
.essential 

elements and progress

cycles, to date no hypothesis about ICM design and practice has been

systematically tested across the diverse spectrum of coastal nations (Olsen, Tobey

and Kerr 1997). However, two major studies regarding the proliferation of ICM

around the world (Sorensen 1997, and Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998) have worked

towards an understanding of how the principles of ICM have been translated into

action.

1.2.1 Sorensen's roster oÍ ICM activity

Sorensen has been collecting data since 1993 on the number of ICM 'efforts'

around the world. He has defined three types of effort:

1. Policy statements (advisory in capacity)

2. Feasibility studies (case studies, pilot studies, demonstration areas, and

learning areas). These are considered to be a 'prelude to the initiation of a
full-scale national or sub-national program) and

3. Programs (fullpolicy formulation, adoption and implementation cycle).

Sorensen (2000b) estimates that ICM activity has grown from 180 efforts in 1993

to approximately 385 in 2000, in 87 coastal countries and semi-sovereign states.

These are, however, 'self-proclaimed' efforts, and consequently 'a number of them

may prove to be just wishful thinking, empty promises, or paper exercises'

(Sorensen 2000b: 2). The purpose behind the collation was to stimulate interaction

and information exchange between individuals and countries carrying out ICM, and

hence to improve methods for achieving its desired outcomes. A secondary

purpose was to find reasons behind the 'demises and transformations' which

appeared to take place during program implementation. Kay and Alder (1999:11)
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question Sorensen's 'attempt' at collation on the grounds that it lacks 'critical

examination of the findings of such work'.

For example, Sorensen's baseline database includes 51 'national efforts'.

According to my analysis, Sorensen's list shows that of the initiatives of the 51

initiatives listed as national efforts, in fact there were 15 programs, 24 policies and

12 feasibility studies (See Appendix 1). An ICM policy has not yet necessarily

been implemented; it provides a framework or direction for how a program may

run. The category of 'feasibility studies' (or 'projects') delineates site specific

activity, such as a demonstration site, or a pilot site of an ICM initiative. However,

considering categories of feasibility studies and policy statements is not in itself

sufficient to constitute a successful ICM activity. A 'program' on the other hand is

the more sophisticated approach of the three categories, because programs

constitute several components, including supportive legislation or policy, a strategy

or plan (an agreed upon set of processes to be implemented towards coastal

management activities), a formal staff,rng arrangement and/or a governing council.

However, Sorensens's list does not address the issue of implementation.

Given the lack of detail available and the desire to better understand the progress of

implementation of ICM internationally, I undertook a systematic search of journals

and the internet for each of the countries listed on Sorensen's roster as 'national'.

A summary of the results of this search is provided in Appendix 1. The

investigation revealed that many of the initiatives have not moved beyond the

planning phase and most have encountered significant barriers to implementation.

This will be taken up in the discussion below.

Appendix I highlights that much of the effort at a national level has principally

been in the development of coastal management plans or the development of

legislation. The degree to which the plans have been implemented is often unclear.

The other issue of note is that many of the efforts are financed by loans or donor

assistance, and this calls into question their long-term sustainability. These include

the larger prograrns such as the Gulf of Guinea and the National Black Sea

Strategic Action Plan which may be viewed at the following web addresses:
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(http:i/www.africaonline.co.cilAfricaOnline/societes/goglme/goglme.html;

http : //www. coastal guide. or g/icm/bl acksea/bul gari a. html)

One of the confounding issues of ICM is that the geographic scope of efforts varies

considerably, ranging from international to national, state, regional to small local

demonstration projects. It seems inappropriate to consider such efforts as the same

thing. It has been shown that site specific, demonstration activities have achieved

success 'in the sense of achieving performance targets during their lifetime' (Tobey

and Volk 2002: 293) but increasingly experience suggests that the pilot project

concept is failing as a strategy for scaling up to a larger program (Burbridge 1997).

It is clear from the search that there are few examples of countries that have

implemented or are trying to implement a national ICM program incorporating an

entire national coastline. Equally unconilnon are progranìs that rely upon existing

expertise and internally generated funding. An even greater layer of complexity

exists for countries that share borders, because they require a greater and more

sophisticated degree of co-ordination and co-operation between them. Examples

are special groups, like the 'National Caspian Sea Project' and the 'Phare Project of

the Baltic States'. The Phare project is f,rnanced by the European Communities to

assist the applicant countries of central Europe in their preparations for joining the

European Union. It encompasses countries of central and eastern Europe, Bulgaria,

the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia,

Slovenia and Romania, helping them through a period of massive economic

restructuring and political change. These two examples provide evidence of an

attempt to deal with trans-national and boundary management in an integrated way

(http ://www.coastalguide.org/icm/index.html).

The range of experiences recorded in the international literature suggests that the

majority of ICM 'efforts' fit the second type categorised by Sorensen: the

feasibility study category. There are many examples of 'first-generation' local

demonstration projects but it is unclear if these will contribute to solving regional

problems, or whether they can be scaled up to inform and develop ICM programs

(Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998). The major challenge to the success of ICM is the

expansion from local projects to nationwide programs, such as national policy
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frameworks (White and Deguit 1999; Olsen and Christie 2000). As Sorensen

noted n 1997:

The best indicator fof success] is the number of programs (not 'efforts') which have

been adopted and implemented. The implementation phase is the acid test of all

ICM programs, but it appears that most efforts have not moved into that stage of
enforcing plans and policies - of these that have adequacy ofprograms is not known.

(Sorensen 1997: 14)

1.2.2 Cicin-Sain and Knecht's cross'national suruey

ln 1996, prior to Sorensen's research, Cicin-Sain and Knecht undertook a more

rigorous study, published in 1998, comparing ICM processes in different countries.

Their research was based on a selective cross-national survey, which elicited detail

about various aspects of ICM ranging from:

up)

Twenty-nine developed/developing nations around the world were carefully

selected and the survey achieved a 78Vo response rate. Results indicated that

despite the widespread embrace of the philosophy and principles of ICM, evidence

of follow-through was lacking: 'there is scanty evidence regarding ...the extent of

implementation and the extent of effectiveness' (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998:

254). Australia was included in the survey. The Commonwealth Coastal Policy

was cited as an ICM effort. It was reported that because implementation was just

beginning, it was too early to determine effectiveness.

A third related study was undertaken in 1998 by Meltzer, in the form of a desk-top

review of international ICM prograrns. She concluded that there were very few, if

any, successful models. Meltzer suggested that ICM was still an evolving practice

and, at the time of her study, it was too early to expect more progress.

1.2.3 Barriers to imPlementation

Despite the global acceptance of the concept, there are emerging flaws related to

the practice of ICM. Concern over the degradation of coastal environments
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continues to escalate whilst the call for integrated management continues.

Sorensen, in his 1997 global review of ICM efforts, cautions his audience with:

There was enthusiasm and optimism among those who chose to follow the rising
star...For many who have been following the ICM star for decades, the optimism is

now guarded because they have found out that ICM is a long swim against the

current (Sorensen 1997 : 3).

There is lack of evidence that the large numbers of ICM 'efforts' taking place

around the globe are sustainable over the long term.

Despite the 30 or so year history of ICM there are few good examples of fully
integrated coastal management strategies, plans or management practices beyond a

local level or problem - specific scale (Burbridge 1997: 181)

Cicin-Sain and Knecht (1998: 63) advise taking a realistic approach to ICM and

avoiding 'overselling' it as a 'crusade'. They warn that it has yet to be fully

implemented in any national context. Crawford, Cobb and Friedman (1993:3I3),

citing Kenchington (1990), agree that ICM plan development is often easier to

achieve than implement and call this imbalance the 'implementation gap'.

Lack of implementation of ICM plans and policies is a critical issue. According to

Shah (1997), speaking of the Eastern African experience, there is a critical gap

between 'knowing' and 'doing'; good plans do not necessarily lead to good

development. Glavovic (2000: 270), speaking of South Africa, states: 'While the

policy formulation and adoption process appears to have met with considerable

success, the challenge that lies ahead in implementing the policy is enormous'.

This trend is far-reaching, with an increasing number of national plans being

approved in developing countries. However many are not being implemented

(Crawford, Cobb and Friedman 1993:313), and few examples or case studies exist

(Ehler and Basta 1993: 10).

This problem is not isolated to ICM. Davis and Weller (1993) in their review of

strategiô management in the coastal zone, identif,red different large studies in the

United States that were trying to implement polices across levels of government.

Their conclusion was that implementation 'becomes a test of the theory implicit in

all policies'.
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In most instances, ICM is being introduced into countries/1.{ations/States that

already have administration processes for coastal management in place. However,

ICM programs often fail to be implemented because existing structures remain

unchanged or impenetrable, as well as because of a lack of skilled/trained coastal

managers, suspicion and dislike of public involvement in decision-making,

political turmoil, and lack of funding (Shah, Linden, Lundin et al. 1997; Hale and

Amaral 2000). [n other words, coastal administrative systems in existence pose a

significant barier for converting ICM vision into strategy and action. A condition

for overcoming the 'implementation gap' is that administrative structures for

coastal management, put in place prior to the acceptance of the ICM philosoph¡ be

open to rerurangement and re-negotiation of responsibility. It is also likely that the

'implementation gap' will only be resolved through üaining and employing coastal

program managers (Hawey, Clarke and Baumgarten2002).

1.2.4 Lack of evaluation

Compounding the problem of tracking ICM success is the lack of critical

assessment available. The literature available on ICM shows that program

evaluations conducted by ICM institutions lack independent critical assessment

(Sorensen 2000a l3). The following quotes highlight the lack of clear

understanding behind the process.

There is scant information derived from rigorous evaluations of ICM program
outcomes or answers to tho question 'does ICM or ICZNI really make a differenoe?
(Sorensen 7997: 13)

There is very little inforrnation that demonstrates the success of ICM efforts and how
the process of ICM has influenced outcomes.... (Olsen, Tobey and Kerr 1997: 155)

The integrated management system has yet to be carefully evaluated with respect to
its concept, operation and effectiveness. (Thia-Eng 1998: 603)

Despite the acceptance of the concept [of ICM] and excellent work performed by
such as ...Biliana Cicin-Sain, Chua Thia-Eng, Jobn Clarlq Robert Knecht, Jens

Sorensen, Steve Olsen and Mark lls¡shman, in books ....and international journals

such as 'Coastal Management' and 'Ocean and Coastal Management' clear
performance indicators to assess the success, or otherwise, of implementing ICM are

not readily available. (Wescott 2000a)

What has been established so far is that ICM is a process, but there is no singular

model to describe it. Rather there is a set of principles, which underpin what ICM

is trying to achieve, and there are essential elements for developing a national ICM

project or program. Despite the widespread acceptance of the philosophy, to date
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there is great uncertainty about the benefits of adopting an ICM approach. Davos

(1998: 379) suggests that effectiveness of the function of coastal management is

undermined by the calls for action towards sustainability in the coastal zone,

because such calls insist upon 'reiterating "ends" while failing to suggest "means""

Furthermore, Burbridge emphasises that it is important to be clear about what

aspect of ICM should be measured:

A distinction should be made between the progress that is made in the development

of an ICM initiative in meeting stated goals. It is logical that a well-designed ICM

initiative should help meet stated development objectives. However' there is no

guarantee that such an initiative will be effective if it cannot be properly

implemented. (Burbridge 1997: 181)

According to Wescott:

We have a well accepted concept of ICM which can qualiff as an international

benchmark (concept) but no reliable or agreed method of assessing when a nation or

state has reached this benchmark' (Wescott 1997: 58)

Without performance indicators and professional evaluations, it is not possible to

assess the success of nations' efforts in realizing stated ICM objectives. According

to Olsen (1997), 'any methodology for learning from ICM should address the

governance process itselfl: that is, 'the method of coastal management, including

the laws, institutions, policies and processes that affect how coastal resources are

utilized and allocated'. But methodologies that explore the governance process are

ioutinely underdeveloped in comparison to those that specifically monitor and

assess the condition of natural systerns (Olsen 1996, quoted in (Meltzet 1998: 6)'

Clearly there needs to be a more rigorous approach in assessing ICM against

coastal management governance structures.

The previous discussion has highlighted some of the shortcomings of the global

embrace of ICM. Two critical issues that require more attention are:

and,

Sorensen and Cicin-Sain and Knecht suggests that there needs to be

clearer parameters around what constitutes an ICM program, what is

being achieved, and how integrated coastal management programs are

functioning at national, state and local levels
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1.3 IGM in Australia

Australia has responded to the call for an integrated approach in developing and

managing the coastal zone. Australia, with its federal system and three tiers of

government, is a good example of a place that must rely on nested strategies (at

local, state and national levels) for implementing an ICM approach. Between 1995

and 2002, the Australian Commonwealth, in partnership with the states and coastal

local governments, developed a comprehensive suite of programs in the endeavour

to arrest coastal degradation and implement more strategic approaches to managing

coastal resources. According to Thia-Eng (1998), 5-7 years should be sufftcient for

the development and implementation of the first generation of coastal management

programs under an ICM framework. This Australian example is significant in light

of the implementation gaps experienced elsewhere and because

Successful first generationlCZNl initiatives are important for building confidence,

encouraging wider adoption and generating political and institutional support for

future projects. (Power, McKenna, Macleod et al.200O: 143)

As one specific element of the suite of Commonwealth initiatives, Coastcare

provides an ideal subject for research because it meets the prescribed formula

(principles and elements) for ICM. It is an initiative of the Commonwealth that is

specifically designed to engage participation of local communities. Coastcare has

been implemented nationally though a formal program, and has been in operation

since 1995. It has been designed to cover the length of the Australian coastline (a

team of regional Coastcare facilitators has responsibility for co-ordinating coastal

management activities of volunteer groups around the entire coast); it has received

guaranteed funding for five years; and the three tiers of government have

committed themselves through a formal partnership by signing Memoranda of

Understanding that prescribe the duties and obligations, objectives and outcomes

expected from the Program.

As with other ICM efforts discussed above, Coastcare lacks critical assessment in

terms of its strengths and limitations and an exploration of the factors that have

either helped or hindered progress to date. Given the paucity of thorough

assessments of ICM programs, an examination of Coastcare's progress can

contribute to a stronger understanding about how a functional, integrated process

can be established. It is essential to determine the degree of Coastcare's success to
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support and guide the next phase of the program in Australia but also to provide

insight for places that have not yet established such programs. The ensuing

discussion unravels the emergence of ICM in Australia and explains how the

Coastcare program was established as a fully fledged coastal initiative.

1.3.1 The emergence of ICM in Australia

There was a long lead-time prior to the establishment of integrated coastal

management, and hence Coastcare, in Australia. According to Kay's and Læster's

review (1997), managing the coastal zone has been a priority but an enduring

problem for Australian governments for many years. Management of Australia's

coastline really emerged in the 1970s, mainly around issues of protection works

and conservation. However, coastal management in each state occurred in a

piecemeal, reactionary fashion during the 1980s and early 1990s. Intensifying

pressure over use, insufficiencies in the ad hoc controls and overlap between

jurisdictions ensured that coastal resources were continually reported to be in

decline around the country (Harvey and Caton 2OO3). Complex resoufce

management issues (namely population pressure and conflicts over use), similar to

those faced by other coastal nations, have been the motivation for improving

practice. In the early 1990s, international practice and theory began to influence

how Australians thought about and planned for natural resources. This period has

been described as a 'watershed' for coastal management in Australia (Haward

1995). Thom and Harvey (2000) identify four key triggering factors that

stimulated this reform of Australian coastal management:

holistic or integrated approach to resource management, and

decision making.

In response to these triggers Australia pursued a more integrated approach to

coastal management generally with the development of a national coastal

management program.
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1.3.2 Coastal governance in Australia

Australia has a three tier Federal system of governance comprising the

Commonwealth, six states and two territories and local government. Powers for

the management of natural resource management lie with the individual states, a

consequence of the nature of the Federal constitution. However, the

Commonwealth has considerable financial powers and is able to provide a

leadership role through the setting of national standards, for example. Numerous

state agencies are endowed with the responsibility for the management of coastal

lands within their jurisdiction and local government undertakes many of the

maintenance tasks and development control of the coast. The structural

arrangements for coastal management are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Coastal

management in Australia has undergone considerable change over the last decade.

The adoption of the principles of sustainable development - the central concern of

which is 'ensuring that the needs of the present generation are met without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs'

(Commonwealth of Australia 1992d) was a primary motivation in changing the

nature of natural resource management across sectors in Australia. The concept

was expanded in the 1990s, within Australia, as ecologically sustainable

development (ESD) and defined as:

Using, conserving and enhancing the community's resources so that ecological processes,

on which life depends, are maintained and the total quality of life, now and in the future,

can be increased (Commonwealth of Australia 1992d)

Given the importance of ESD, Australia needed to adopt a more co-operative

national approach to environmental management generally. In order to achieve

this, better definitions of respective governmental roles were essential. Coastal

management was swept along with other broad governmental reforms of the day.

Table 1.1 provides a timeline of the major events and key documents that

influenced coastal reform in Australia between 1989 and 1996. In one year, 1992,

three significant developments took place, signifying the rise of the environment on

Australia's political agenda:

response to increasing pressure for economic, social and environmental
policy reform and the consequent need for a formal structure for progressing

and resolving major inter-governmental policy issues (Moore-Wilton 1999).
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the development and implementation of environmental policy and programs

by all levels of Government. It decreed that they should be guided by a set

of agreed considerations and principles. Of greatest relevance to this thesis

is the adoption of sound environmental practices and procedures, as a basis

for ecologicalþ sustainable development by all parties. Accordingly there

was recognition that this would require the effective integration of
environmental considerations in decision-making processes. Section 2 of
the Agreement delineates for the first time the responsibilities and interests

of each of the three spheres of government (Commonwealth of Australia

1992c).

addressed in an inter-sectoral report and prepared by a special sub-group,

'Sub-Group 2I' , of state and Commonwealth offrcials charged with the task

of applying ESD principles to coastal management. This inter-sectoral

group was essential because 'the problems of inadequate strategy and

implementation for coastal zone management' were seen to 'affect all ESD

sectors' (Commonwealth of Australia 1992d: 96).

It is the last of these three developments that had the greatest direct impact on

changing the nature of management for the coast through ESD, as a consequence of

the efforts of Sub-Group 2L NSESDs influence was shared with a series of other

important and interwoven initiatives specif,rcally focussed on the coastal zoîe:. a

government standing committee report and a Resource Assessment Commission

inquiry, which both assessed the way Australia's coast was being managed, and the

emergence of a Commonwealth coastal policy. These initiatives are elaborated

below.

NSESD supported the hndings of a seminal report, 'The Injured Coastline',

produced in the previous year by the House of Representatives Standing

Committee on Environment, Recreation and the Arts (HORSCERA). It urged the

establishment of a national scale coastalzone strategy, and recommended that:

The Commonwealth develop without further delay a national coastal zone

management strategy in co-operation with States and Territories and local

governments to provide a framework for the coordination of coastal management

ihroughout Australia. The strategy should incorporate agreed national objectives,

goals, priorities, implementation and funding programs and performance criteria
(HORSCERA 1991:xiv)

The HORSCERA report was instigated after some previous 20 reports by

Commonwealth agencies or Parliamentary Committees that gave testimony to the
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Table 1.1: Timeline of events and strategy documents influencing coastal management practice in Australia, 1989 -1996

Prime Minister's
Statement
'Our Counûy Our
Future'

HORSCERA-
The Injured
Coastline'
Terms of
Reference for
Resource
Assessment
Commission
Inquiry

National Strategy
for ESD
IGAE - Heads of
Government
endorse ESD

Draft Policy for
Commonwealth
Responsibilþ in
the Zone

RAC Final Report:

'The Coastal Zone
Inquiry'

TIME

Commonwealth
Coastal Policy
Released, 'Living on
the Coast'
National Coastal
Action Program
announced.

Natural Heritage
Trust'Coasts and

Cleans Seas'

Program
announced

o
oo
o

No
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lack of appropriate management techniques in the coastal zone, but which between

them failed to make a difference, sufflering from an apparent 'paralysis by analysis'

(Haward and VanderZw aag 1995: 283):

While the need is recognized, there is a seeming inability of governments and

agencies to work together to develop ¿¡fl imFlement a national strategy for effective,
consistent, long-term management and conservation of the coastal zoîe'
(Commonwealth of Australia 1992b: 95)

In the year prior to NSESD, HORSCERA had urged a Commonwealth government

response to this situation; the report's findings initiated the Resource Assessment

Commission's (RAC) Coastal Zone Inquiry and the HORSCERA report is also

given credit as a catalyst for the production and the foundation of the

Commonwealth's Coastal Policy (Commonwealth of Australia 1992a). In response

to HORSCERA and NSESD the Commonwealth produced a draft. coastal policy in

1992 (Commonwealth of Australia 1992a), acknowledging the requirement for a

national coastal strategy and agreed principles for coastal management. The policy

was released in 1995 drawing upon the findings from the 1993 RAC Inquiry.

lndividual states during the early 1990s were also individually tackling coastal

policy through their own reforms. All Aushalian states and the NT announced

coastal policies and/or strategies in the early 1990s following reviews of existing

legislation, policies or practices (Haward 1996: 23). ICM in Australia is being

implemented within pre-existing coastal management structures and frameworks.

The preceding discussion pointed to this as a challenge, identified in other

countries, and a barier to success. In light of the constraints in implementing

intergovernmental policy and the inflexibility of existing structures to be open to

change, the role of the Australian states in coastal management and their adoption

of a specific integrated managernent strategy will be taken up in greater detail in

chapter 5 of this thesis.

1.3.3 Resource Assessment Commission Coastal Zone Inquíry

ESD Sub-Group 21 of the NSESD, with representatives from all states and the NT,

local government and the Commonwealth, continued their work but became

closely linked to the RAC Coastal Zone Inquiry (Commonwealth of Aushalia
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I992a), which was set the task of examining and reporting on Australia's

institutional arrangements for the coast. The Inquiry took a year and a half to

complete, examining coastal management responsibilities between the three tiers of

government. Following HORSCERA and NSESD, the RAC recommended a

national approach to coastal management that was both integrated and strategic

(Resource Assessment Commission 1993: 87). A national approach was

considered necessary for four main reasons:

importance to the nation and;

coordination between the spheres of government.

The RAC'5 answer was a National Coastal Action Program (NCAP) of four key

elements:

The RAC Final Report acknowledged the existing efforts of volunteer associatlons

around the Australian coast but pushed for more resources, Support and

coordination of community and industry involvement in coastal planning and

management. The RAC placed emphasis on an increased role for volunteers

suggesting they should be 'participat[ing] in forums to determine management

strategies at local and regional levels' (Resource Assessment Commission

1993:lI7).

The RAC recommended a national Coastcare program be set up as part of the

NCAP and outlined a vision for the role of such a program:

A Coastcare program should be established by the Commonwealth

Government to deal with the particular needs of coastal areas for soil

conservation, maintenance of biodiversity, re-vegetation, and management

and monitoring of shoreline and near-shore environment
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regional coastal conmunity facilitators and extension services.

initiatives for community involvement in integrated catchment management.

The HORSCERA report, the NSESD and the RAC shared numerous

recommendations related to institutional arrangements to manage the Australian

coastal zone, and these are shown in Table 1.2. These finally culminated into

action through the development of the Coastal Policy and implementation of the

NCAP.

Table 1.2: Comparison of recommendations for achieving institutional integration in
Australia

(Haward 1995)

1,3.4 Commonwealth coastal PolicY

In response to the RAC Inquiry the Commonwealth Government redrafted their

earlier coastal policy and on the 28th May 1995, the Commonwealth Coastal

Policy, 'Living on the Coast', was launched by the then Commonwealth (Federal)

Minister for Environment, Senator John Faulkner.

'Living on the Coast' incorporated the RAC recommendation of a NCAP and both

the Policy and the Program are considered to be 'critical elements in the

development of an integrated approach to management' of Australia's coast

(Haward 1996: 3l). However, several of the proposed initiatives specifically

devoted to improving intergovernmental relations never eventuated (Haward 1996:

32). These included a Coastal Resources Management Act, a National Coastal

HORSCERA NSESD RAC

A national coastal strategy o o o

Commonwealth coastal zone legislation o a

Commonwealth coastal agency a

An intergovernmental agreement o o o

Integration of Commonwealth and state

management

o a o

Financial assistance to state/local
government

a o

Integration of local government o o

Regional basis to management O o

Community/citizen participation o o o
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Advisory Committee (NCAC), a Commonwealth Coastal Co-ordinating

Committee; and an Intergovernmental Technical Committee. Nevertheless, the

Commonwealth, through its new Policy and Program, provided a formal structure

through the NCAP to deliver finances to specific coastal programs.

The Coastal Policy set out to achieve specific practical improvements to coastal

management on four key 'fronts': a) increased community involvement in coastal

management; b) sustainable use of the coast; c) capacity building; and d)

promotion of Australian coastal management expertise in neighbouring regions

(Commonwealth of Australia, 1995: iv). Coastcare features prominently as the first

of the four. Stocker and Moore (1999) highlight the significance of the focus of the

1995 Coastal Policy, which launched Coastcare, as being 'framed in terms of

community management of the coast, not just [increasing the communities']

knowledge of the coast'.

1.3.5 National Coastal Action Program

The RAC's vision for a national approach to coastal management was partially

fulfilled by the announcement of the NCAP in 1995. It was not the purpose of the

NCAP to eradicate and replace existing community interests but rather 'provide a

focus for existing programs' and to inject resources to 'improve management skills

and harness community interest' (Resource Assessment Commission 1993: 101).

The central message for the program was thus:

Coastcare is about communities and governments working together to bring about changes

in the ways that our coasts are managed. (Tailby and Lenfer 1996:129)

After considerable negotiation between the Commonwealth and state governments,

a major achievement of the NCAP was the acceptance of a Commonwealth (of

Australia) role through an agreed set of Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) with

all states, the Northern Territory and representatives of local government (Thom

and Harvey 2000). The collaborative effort between levels of government and

community groups, that was required to implement the NCAP, is endorsement of

the ideals expressed in Chapter l7 of Agenda 21 (Haward and YanderZwaag

1995). The individual state NCAP MoUs detailed program objectives,

governmental roles and administrative requirements. Specific initiatives of NCAP

and their roles are included in Table 1.3'
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Table 1.3: Elements of the National Coastal Action Program

Coastcare Initiative designed to involve local communities in man¿gi¡g
the coast.

Ocean Rescue 2000 the development of a national system of ma¡ine protected areas.

Prevention of pollution of
coastal waters

Support of demonstration projects and stategies focused on
addressing marine pollution; research into marine pests.

Australian Marine
Conservation Plau

Identification of management sfrategies for full range of
activities affecting the sustainable use of the coast.

Coastal Integrated Local Area
Planning Program

Promotes a whole-of-government approach to local area and
regional strategic pl¡nning for the coast.

Sustainable Coastal Tourism Supporting local government coastal managers design
appropriate coastal tourism strategies.

Defence Development of managementplans for coastal lands and \ryaters

under the contol of the Deparhent of defence.

Coastnet au electronic communications network to improve
communications between resea¡chers and coastal managers.

Coastal Monitoring System Establishment of a network of monitoring sites around the
Aushalian coast to provide baseline information for government
to meet management and policy needs.

Capacity-building program Promotes increased skills among those with a responsibility for
managing the coast.

Global and Regional
initiatives

Development of information packages and participation in
regional forums to promote e¡sþenges of views about coastal
problems.

(Source: adapted from Environment Australia Web site, 2000.)

The NCAP had barely begun when, with a change of government, it was

repackaged within a new Commonwealth environmental initiative: the Natural

Heritage Trust. Coastcare and Capacity Building'rwere the only two initiatives of

the NCAP to retain their identity in the ro11 over into the Natural Heritage Trust

(NHr).

1.3.6 Natural HerÍtage Trust

The Natural Heritage Trust was established in 1997, through the part sale of

Australia's major telecommunication carrier (Telstra). It was to finance a suite of

envirorimental programs heþing preserve Ausfralia's natural capital. The Trust

placed great importance on the development of partnerships between the tiers of
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government (Commonwealth, State and Local) and the community. The elaborate

structure of the NHT and programs within it is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Structure of the NHT, 1996/97 to 200012001
(Source: created from EA website, 2000)

The coastal and marine initiative of the NHT, the Coasts and Clean Seas Program,

was administered by the Commonwealth department, Environment Australia, and it

provided Au$125 million for the 'conservation, sustainable use and repair of

Australia's coastal and marine environment'. Table 1.4 outlines the suite of

programs within Coasts and Clean Seas, their objectives and funding. Hence, the

NCAP was replaced, and a new MoU signed in 1998. An example of the Coasts

and Clean Seas MoU, that relates to Coastcare, from South Australia is included in

Appendix 2. The fundamental elements of the MoU relevant to Coastcare (the core

objectives, desired outcomes, and project eligibility criteria) were identical across

the MoUs of all the states and the Northern Territory.

1.4 lmplementation of Coastcare

Coastcare, the community participation element of both the NCAP and NHT

coastal programs, is described as 'the cornerstone' (Tailby and Lenfer 1996: I29)
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and 'flagship' of the 1995 Coastal Policy, and 'the jewel in the crown' of the suite

of coastal programs (Rees 2002a) because it had a public profile, and embodied

principles of integrated and participative decision-making (Morvell 1996: 303).

Table 1..4: Natural Heritage Trust .Coast and Clean Seas' Sub-progranrs

(Source: Adapted from Environment Australia Web site, 2000).

Coastcare held a distinct position within the NHT compared to other 'Care'

programs (like Landcare, Bushcare and Rivercare), because it was administered

separately from the other stewardship initiatives, being part of a separate formal

Programs and Initiatives Objectives Allocated
Funds

(Au$1,000)

Clean Seas Program Protection of coastal, marine and
estuarine water quality

51,000

Coastcare Support for community activities 2'1,300

Marine Species Protection
Program

Conservation of marine biodiversity 8,000

Marine Protected Areas
Program

Establishment of a national
Representative System of Marine
Protected Areas

7,900

Coastal and Marine Planning
Program

Guidance of strategic planning for
future development in the coastal zone

7,600

The Fisheries Action Program Restoration and protection of fisheries
habitats and promotion of sustainable
fisheries in estuarine and marine areas

6,000

Coastal Monitoring and
Vulnerability Assessment

Monitoring significant threats to key
coastal environments

4,200

Introduced Marine Pests

Initiative
Reduction, management and local
eradication of introduced pests

4,000

Australian Coastal Atlas Development of an interactive,
electronic coastal atlas

3,200

Capacity Building Program Improvement of coastal and marine
managefs' understanding of coastal
environments and enhancement of
their management capability

2,700

Oil Spill Atlas Development of the Coastal Resource
Atlas to assist in response to
contaminating spills

1,000
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agreement, the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU, and had a different project selection

process. Tasmania was an exception where the NHT one-stop-shop SAP assessed

Coastcare projects in addition to the other programs.

It is important to examine how tiers of government in Australia worked together to

implement the principles of ICM through Coastcare, given the lack of other

examples available internationally and locally (as discussed in Section 2 of this

chapter).

1.4.1 Coastcare - an operational ICM program

Coastcare was promoted as a cofirmunity-based coastal management program,

supporting and encouraging local communities to participate in activities designed

to protect and enhance their coastal environment (Commonwealth of Australia

1995). The Program was open to anyone who had an interest in coastal

environments and specif,rcally encouraged those who might have had an impact

upon them (through economic, social, cultural or recreational activity). The

underlying premise was that anyone using the resource had a responsibility for

managing it (Commonwealth of Australia 1991).

Community groups were gi'ien the opportunity to 'manage' the coast, in

conjunction with Coastare staff, by way of a small grants program. After a formal

application process modest funds (of up to $30,000) were distributed to community

groups to undertake local projects. In addition to the community grants,

Commonwealth funding was provided for the salaries of the Coastcare team: a

network of regionally based staff who supported the Program giving technical and

administrative advice, at the local level. Media promotion to raise community

awareness and campaign for Coastcare was also funded through Commonwealth

and state monies (Commonwealth of Australia, 1999; Commonwealth of Australia,

2000).

The localised projects were typically carried out on publicly owned or managed

lands and marine environments (Commonwealth of Australia 1998). This is in

direct contrast to Landcare, where group members are usually landowners who

have a direct stake in their own land management (Stocker and Barnett 1998).
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Since Coastcare's initiation in 1995, there was significant interest from the

Australian community in becoming involved in such management activities along

the coast. Between 199511996 and 200012001,2,323 projects were funded. Each

project concluded with a final report detailing expenditure, a brief evaluation of the

project and was signed-off by the community group and land manager.

There was significant variation in the delivery of Coastcare between individual

states. Coastcare in most of the states and the Northern Territory was delivered as

a program of the Commonwealth. However, exceptions to this were the Victorian

and 'Western Australian Coastcare prograrns which were delivered jointly alongside

their respective state community coastal programs, CoastAction in Victoria and

CoastWest in'Western Australia. These two state counterparts were in operation

prior to the establishment of Coastcare, and Victoria and 'Western Australia

negotiated heavily to maintain the identity of their own programs in conjunction

with Coastcare.

1.4.2 Contrasting examples of community-based coastal initiatives

Australia's Coastcare program is of international significance because it was

national and because was a unique example of an ICM program that attempted to

link three tiers of government and the community toward a common purpose.

Coastal management initiatives within other developed countries, like the United

States, Canada and New Zealand, share some similarities with Australia's

Coastcare program. However, none has all the qualities of Coastcare: the

geographic scope, federal financial backing nor formal intergovernmental

agreement for how the program ran. Below is a brief synopsis of the three other

coastal community-based initiatives (United States, Canada and New Tnaland),

highlighting their limitations in contrast to the features of the Coastcare program,

relative to the principles of ICM.

bears close resemblance to Coastcare in several respects. ACAP was

initially seed funded and facilitated by Environment Canada. The
program was staffed and promoted as a community initiative. It
prescribed how the community would work with government through
management agreements, similar to Coastcare. However, ACAP was

never national in scope. It involved 13 coastal regions on the eastern

Canadian coastline. The ACAP has also changed signihcantly over time
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to become completely community-led. Now the agenda for planning and

management is determined at the local level. Government agencies

become partners in responding to the outcomes of community round-
table policy and priority setting (Ellsworth, Hildebrand and Glover
t991).

links their three tiers of government, federal, state and local, through five
core objectives designed to improve management of their coast. There is

great flexibility in interpretation of the Act however, with each state

electing 'the level of importance to afford different coastal management

objectives and the approach to take in addressing them' (Hershman,

Good, Bernd-Cohen et al. 1999: 116). According to Hershman et al

(1999: 117) the individual states also 'vary greatly in how they pursue

goal of integration, making it difficult to "add up" the state efforts to
determine if the federal goal is being met'. In addition to state programs,

the US has a volunteer initiative: 'Volunteering for the Coast', run via an

intra-agency partnership within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration NOAA (USA Federal Government). 'Volunteering for
the Coast' is described by NOAA as an internet-based coastal

stewardship tool. It does not fund groups to undertake work but rather

supports volunteer co-ordinators by providing them with information,
success stories, and opportunities to network with each other. The
internet address for Volunteering on the Coast is:

http : //www. volunteer. no s.no aa. gov.

through it established a new coastal management regime. It is based on a
partnership between the Crown and regional and local authorities. Under
the new regime, regional councils have been granted greater control over
planning and management functions. However, the central government

retains overall control through provisions proclaimed within its NZ
Coastal Policy Statement (Department of Conservation 1994). (The

RMA Act specifies that at all times there must be a New 7-ealand Coastal
Policy Statement [NZCPS] to guide the management authorities through
day-to-day management of the resource.) The statement contains broad
environmental goals and identifies national priorities. Regional plans

must reflect the provisions of the Policy Statement. There is no broad,
funded coastal program like that of the Commonwealth in Australia.

New Zealand also runs a Coastcare program, but it was initiated by
regional and district councils and is still resourced by these parties, with
little meaningful central government funding or involvement. Neither
does it have nation-wide coverage and the facilitators tend to be local

council staff or contractors (Dahm 2002).

1.5 Analysing Coastcare's success

This thesis is primarily concerned with the flrst phase of the Coastcare program, as

part of NHT I, running between 1995 and 2002. Coastcare's fnst phase formalised

processes that provided the opportunity to examine the interaction and linkages
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between respective governments and their roles in working with community

groups. The implementation of Coastcare was unique in each State and the

Northern Territory, which requires specific examination of Coastcare's

implementation in each. There were numerous influences within each State and the

Northern Territory that are worthy of scrutiny:

procedure);

Each of these influences shaped the way the Coastcare program was carried out,

and affected the outcomes in each place. Analysing such differences will assist in

determining what has been successful at the 'nested' levels suggested by

Kenchington and Crawford (1993).

During the 2001 Federal Budget the Government announced a further ltve year

extension of the Trust. There have been significant modifications to the structure

and emphasis of the Trust for the ensuing NHT II. One of changes that has been

made with the extension of the Trust is the reduction from five broad programs

(Land, Vegetation, Rivers, Biodiversity, and Coasts and Marine) and a suite of

initiatives within each as shown on Figure 1.3, to four programs: Landcare,

Bushcare, Rivercare and Coastcare. The most significant difference between NHT

I and II is the focus of NHT II on regional delivery, with the majority of funds

being directed to regions that have accredited natural resource management (NRM)

plans. It is the intent that regional plans will provide a more strategic basis for

dispersal of Trust funds on the basis that regional issues will be prioritised, so that

the most important issues for action and funding are realised. The new structure of

the NHT extension is depicted in Appendix 3. The original NHT MoUs have been

disbanded and new bilateral agreements (between the Commonwealth and states)

are currently being developed around the country. Consequently, the states are no

longer required to contribute according to the original dollar for dollar agreement

for community grants programs. The local action grants are provided fully by the

Commonwealth and the role of the states in terms of administration and project
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selection is currently unclear. The original network of Coastcare facilitators is also

to be replaced according to a new regional structure. This roll over into NHT II is

in transition; therefore the ramifications for Coastcare are not yet evident.

However, some concerns have emerged for Coastcare:

the lead on negotiating arrangements for regions have not necessarily been
those with strong coastal and marine focus. The problem is that there may
be inadequate coverage of coastal and marine issues in the integrated NRM
plans developed by different regions.

revised local action component of NHT II, Envirofund, allocates a single
pool of funds to be distributed to all 'care' projects from a central funding
bucket. Coastcare competes with the other streams for funds. If the INRM
plans have failed to adequately address coastal issues there will be sustained
strenuous effort to draw attention to them in the process of identiffing
regional priorities. The process for selecting individual projects is also

unclear. Under NHT I the majority the states have had independent coastal
panels to assess the appropriateness of grant applications. This task will
now most likely be devolved to regional panels, with limited coastal
expertise.

based community-based prograrns. South Australia has also been making
provisions to continue funding small grants through funds from its Coast
Protection Board. These changes do not appear to champion the cause of
cooperation and integration but rather to splinter and confuse the groups
seeking to undertake the work on the ground.

unclear. There has been a considerable cloud of uncertainty and
apprehension growing over the Coastcare network - those administering the
program at the local level around the country. There is evidence of this
indicated by staff turnover by regional facilitators facing job insecurity. A
state manager at a recent conference confirms this:

The Coastcare network is losing morale and beginning to disintegrate, Ieaving the huge
community of supporters in a vacuum and growing confusion. (Rees 2002: 382)

A thorough investigation of Coastcare under NHT I is warranted given that the

factors of community cohesion and capacity building, which made Coastcare work

as a community-based management program, have been neglected in the formal

evaluation process of the NHT to date. No data have been collected centrally nor

nationally on partnership building between land managers and local community;

nor are there available data on the effectiveness of projects in solving coastal

management problems. This situation confers with what Dovers (2001:7) has
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labelled 'policy ad hocery and policy amnesia' because the new provisions of the

Trust are being established with a lack of hindsight, yet many issues raised in the

first phase of Coastcare are potentially relevant and limitations may be transferred

to the new arrangements.

1.5.1 Besearch aims and obiectíves

The literature presented above conf,trms that there is a lack of guidelines on the

process of implementing an ICM approach and a paucity of research focussing on

the success or otherwise of integrated approaches. Australia's Coastcare program

is well placed to provide a case study for such an assessment. This research will

focus on the nature of integration, between levels and sectors of government and

the Coastcare team that emerged through the establishment and administration of

Coastcare.

1.5.1.1 Aim

To examine the role and effectiveness of Australia's Coastcare program in relation

to the principles of integrated coastai management.

1.5.1.2 Obiectives

1. To froVide a national overview of the Coastcare program and the

differences between each State and the Northern Territory in
the Program

/-'-\ |

2. To detdqmì/e the extent to which the Program was successful in engaging

the community in coastal management

licy/management arrangements in each

how well these supported and guided the
3.7

S and
o the

implementation and of the Coastcare program

4. To establish the linkages made between agencies and people working

closely with the Coastcare to determine the degree to which the Program

was successful in integrating different tiers of government towards a

common goal.

1.5.1.3 Thesis Structure

The thesis is structured as follows:

techniques applied to collect and analyse research data.

Coastcare Program from its inception, based on the Commonwealth's central
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statistical data base. The discussion highlights the unique nature and features

of the Program within each state.

participation in association with the theory of participatory democracy. Survey
data is applied to an analytic framework, as a means of assessing Coastcare's
progress in engaging the community in coastal management.

current coastal policy and administrative arrangements for each state and the
Northern Territory on the basis that such arrangements directly influence the

nature and success of the program in the individual states. Coastcare's position
in relation to each State's coastal management framework is explained. A
discussion is provided on the strategic nature of Coastcare in meeting

individual state coastal management goals, objectives and direction setting.

the pathways of integration between three tiers of government and the

Coastcare team. Key actions from the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU provide a

framework for discussion.
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Methods

2.1 lntroduction

In order to better understand the pathways to integrated coastal management,

research for this thesis has been designed to establish the nature of partnerships that

developed as a consequence of official structured interaction between people

within agencies and the community involved in implementing the Coastcare

program. The population under study includes individuals from the three different

spheres of government (Local, State and Commonwealth) who were linked to

Coastcare and those employed to work directly on the Coastcare program (state

coordinators and regional facilitators). These people were formally bound through

Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) to work towards an agreed set of objectives.

Understanding the nature and the influence of the layers of interaction between the

stakeholders of the Program is a means of understanding how ICM works in

practice. This is important because procedures often agreed to in theory are rarely

adhered to. Yet Olsen et al. suggest that an understanding of the governance

process is essential because

institutions are more likely to be the source of program debate and conflict than are

purely technical matters. Governance capacity is vital to sustained action on coastal

resource issues. (Olsen et al. 1997: 169)

According to Meltzer's (1998) international review of ICM, assessment of the

nature of governance is not well developed. There is very little information about

whether ICM activities are meeting their stated objectives and whether or not they

are effective (Olsen et al. 1997; Thia-Eng 1998; Sorensen 2000). This is largely

due to the paucity of research and lack of thorough evaluation.

2.2 Evaluation of coastal management programs

ICM evaluations have tended to focus on program or project outputs and not

outcomes (Sorensen 2000). Outputs include aspects of program activity such as

the production of plans, permits, the number of meetings held or publications

produced. Yet it is the program outcome that most specifically addresses the

original objective, including the involvement of communities in decision-making

or improved intergovernmental cooperation. Sorenson (1997) and Olsen et al.
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(1997) provide reasons why evaluations have been framed in this way: outcome

evaluations are more time consuming and complex than output assessments; they

cost more and are more likely to be politically controversial. Nevertheless it is the

act of reflection on past activity that can provide solutions and alternative

approaches for future efforts (Olsen et al. 1997).

Evaluating the impacts of ICM programs is problematic, as shown by the list of

obstacles and issues encountered:

Lack of performance indicators

Lack of comprehensive base-line data

Lack of clarity in program objectives, which are difficult to measure and

open to interpretation

Short political time frames, which constrain the possibility of achieving
longer-term outcomes

Difficulty of measuring individual project influences, when multiple
projects and./or processes might affect any one natural environment.

(Burbridge 1997 ; Kay and Lester 1997 ; Hershman et al. 1999; Sorensen

2000).

Evaluation scarcity is not the failing of ICM practice alone. Bellamy et al. (2001)

suggest that there has been a widespread failure to evaluate the effects of policy

development in natural resource management across the board. They stress the

importance of undertaking thorough examination of the effectiveness of NRM

policies and how they affect on-ground outcomes:

Evaluation is fundamental to identifying change, supporting an adaptive approach

that is flexible enough to meet the challenge of change, and enabling progressive

learning at individual, community, institutional and policy levels. (Bellamy et al.

ZOOL:401)

In failing to evaluate the way that NRM initiatives actually contribute to

sustainable and equitable resource use and management, they state that the

potential for improving policy direction is severely limited at all levels (from local

to global).

Chess (2000), in discussing the evaluation of environmental programs in general,

suggests there is a tendency for evaluations to focus on outputs rather than

outcomes. This is because:
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while exploring the process of agency interaction with participants, some agency

managers may be less concerned with the process issues than with progress towards

results. (Chess 2000: 780)

This lack of reflection on process outcomes, and the consequences of failure to do

so, is echoed by Australia's Productivity Commission, assessing the

implementation of the principles of ESD in different policy sectors, including

natural resource management:

Monitoring the effectiveness of policies and programs aimed at implementing ESD

does not appear to be undertaken routinely by departments and agencies. Further,

there appear to be even fewer examples where the results of monitoring activities are

incorporated into policy or program revisions via feedback mechanisms.

(Productivity Commission 1999: xxiii)

As previously noted, there has been a pattern of institutional or organisational

failure in Australia to reflect upon and learn from past efforts (Dovers 1999:2lI).

The effectiveness of programs and policy decision-making requires clear

understanding of the nature of internal processes (co-ordination, co-operation) and

outcomes.

In setting out to examine how Coastcare has functioned as an integrated program,

this study explores the nature and degree of co-operation and co-ordination

developed, as a consequence of the official structured interaction between people,

in different tiers of government. In order to analyse the complexity of the

integration process it has been necessary to apply a number of carefully selected

data collection techniques with a reliance upon combining qualitative and

quantitative data interpretation and analysis. There is an implicit understanding

that people shaped the way the Coastcare program performed and therefore the

focus of study is on the interaction of people between agencies. Hence, this study

is designed around the personal experiences of respondents. The use of qualitative

data techniques has enabled a more complete understanding of the interaction

between the varied and numerous stakeholders implementing the Coastcare

program, within and between different institutional settings.

2.3 Qualitative versus quantitat¡ve data -
an ep¡stemolog¡cal debate

There has been much deliberation between 'schools' advocating the strengths of

qualitative versus quantitative research and a strong resistance to qualitative studies
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(Bryman 1988; Denzin and Lincoln 1998: 7; Chess 2000; Bryman 2001).

According to Bryman's investigations of the literature pertaining to qualitative and

quantitative research, the two are treated as 'mutually antagonistic' (Bryman 1988:

5 and 91), on the basis that they stem from different epistemological and

ontological positions (Bryman 1988) and 'catry different epistemological

commitments' (Bryman 20Ol: 445). The two, it is argued, belong to separate

paradigms: quantitative research to positivism and qualitative research to

interpretivism. The basic fundamental differences between the two are the

strategies adopted in data collection. Quantitative research has an emphasis on

numerical data collection and analysis compared to qualitative analysis' focus on

the meaning and interpretation of words (Bryman 2001:20). Patton suggests that

quantitative data are succinct, easily aggregated, parsimonious and systematic.

They allow for a standardised and easy presentation. Qualitative data on the other

hand he describes as longer and more detailed and variable in content. The

analysis is more difficult because responses are neither systematic nor standardised

(Patton I99O:24).

eualitative research has been criticized for being 'soft' or 'flabby' science, lacking

validity and quality (Guba and Lincoln 1998: 196). However, it has the capacity

for providing insights, explanations and theories of social behaviour (Ritchie and

Spencer 1994). Guba and Lincoln (1998: 197) suggest that quantitative data are

'stripped' from their context and lack meaning or purpose and separate actors from

their experiences. This is supported by Ritchie and Spencer who state that:

'What qualitative research can offer the policy maker is a theory of social action

grounded on the experiences - the world view - of those likely to be affected by a
policy decision or thought to be part of the problem. (Ritchie and Spencer 1994: 174)

And by Denzin and Lincoln who state that:

Qualitative researchers stress the socially constructed nature of reality, the intimate

relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the situational

constraints that shape inquiry. They seek answers to questions that stress how social

experience is created and given meaning. (Denzin and Lincoln 1998: 8)

Much of the literature disparaging qualitative data is concerned with whether or not

it is valid and reliable. Lincoln and Guba (1985) provide a framework of four

concepts to apply to qualitative research in order to address the value or

'trustworthiness' of research design. These are explained by Table 2.1 below.
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Quantitative Qualitative Strategies to
meet criteria of
trustworthiness

Validity
(internal/external)

Credibility Goal is to demonstrate that the
inquiry was conducted in a
manner as to ensure that the
subject was accurately identified
and described,

Prolonged
Engagement;
persistent
observation;
triangulation
(sources, methods
and investigators)

Representativeness Transferability Refers to the generalisability of
the research to other settings.
This criteria of soundness can
be embraced through
triangulation of multiple sources

of data

Broad description

Reliability Dependability Researcher attempts to account
for changing conditions in the
phenomenon chosen for study
as well as changes in the design
created by increasingly ref,rned

understanding of the setting.
There is an assumption that the

world is always changing.

Audit trail

Objectivity Confirmability A qualitative research proposal
should respond to the concerns
that the natural subjectivity of
the research will shape the
research. Qualitative data does

not pretend to be replicable.

Reflexive Journal

Table 2.1: Validity and Reliability of Qualitative Research Design

(Source: Adapted from Lincoln and Guba 1989: I 4s)

Marshall and Rossman (1989), drawing on the work of Lincoln and Guba,

emphasise that if qualitative research design is thorough, clearly documented and

authenticated, according to the parameters they outline in the quote below, then

research is valid:

the strength of the qualitative study that aims to explore a problem or describe a

setting, a process, a social group, or a pattern of interaction will be its validity. An
in-depth description showing the complexities of variables and interactions will be so

embedded with data derived from the setting that it cannot help but be valid. If the

researcher states the setting, population and theoretical framework, the research will
be valid. (Marshall and Rossman 1989: 145)

Despite the disparity of views about the relative strengths of both data genres there

is a growing consensus that neither is better than the other, nor mutually exclusive,

and increasingly it is reported that the two complement each other (Chess 2000:

778).
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2.4 The value of combining techniques

Several authors support the combining of qualitative and quantitative techniques.

Their various positions are elaborated below. Patton (1990: 24) calls for 'a

paradigm of choices', rejecting what he calls 'methodological orthodoxy', and as

stated previously, aims instead for methodological appropriateness. That is,

selecting methods suitable to meet the requirements of the particular inquiry.

Bryman expands this position, explaining that fixed epistemological positions for

qualitative and quantitative research methods are not sustainable because both

types of methods 'are capable of being put to a wide variety of tasks' (Bryman

2O0l: 444). He suggests that the two are in fact not paradigms at all, given that

both types of research share areas of overlap and commonality. Miles and

Huberman, before Bryman, noted that

It is getting harder to find any methodologists solidly encamped in one epistemology

or thè other...most people see the world with more ecumenical eyes. (Miles and

Huberman L984:20)

On the value of employing both qualitative and quantitative techniques, Marshall

and Rossman (1989: 146) suggest that the external validity of research using

multiple data gathering techniques is strengthened, on the basis that such an

approach may be more easily transferred to other settings.

Bryman uses the term multi-strategy research, as a 'short hand' to describe studies

combining qualitative with quantitative methods (Bryman 2OO1 444). Different

approaches, with different purposes, have been employed to unite the two data

genres. One such approach is called triangulation, described as 'the act of bringing

more than one source of data to bear on a single point' (Marshall and Rossman

1989: 85). This is done with the purpose of validating research findings on the

underlying assumption that 'data from different sources can be used to corroborate,

verify, elaborate, contrast or illuminate' the research in question (Miles and

Huberman 1984 234). A second approach described by Bryman (2001) is that of

complementarity, differing from triangulation, in that the purpose is not to cross-

validate, but to dovetail different aspects of research to provide a clearer picture of

the problem under investigation.

It is the latter approach of complementarity that this study utilizes. By combining

methods, employing different research techniques and using the opinions and ideas
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of multiple stakeholders, it is the intent of this research to 'capture an overall view'

(Bryman 1988: 139) of how Coastcare has worked towards an integrated approach.

2.5 Research design

2.5.1 Theoreticalframework

This research straddles the epistemological divide between qualitative and

quantitative techniques, but primarily the study design is positivist in nature.

Features of this study fall within a positivist approach:

Sampling and questionnaire construction was conducted prior to the start

of data collection and was imposed upon the members of the sample.

(Bryman 1988: 94).

However, the research instruments - the questionnaire and interview schedules

collected both quantitative and qualitative data simultaneously. The quantitative

data provided a sense of scale, for example the degree, extent and frequency of

respondent opinion about various aspects of the Coastcare program. Open-ended

questions allowed for respondents to explain why they felt the way they did about

particular issues. Patton states that open ended questions 'permit one to understand

the world as seen by the respondents'. Therefore, the researcher is able to assess

points of view that have not been predetermined through selection of questionnaire

categories (Patton l99O: 7).

2.5.2 The setting

This research project examines the performance of the national Coastcare program

between 1.995-200I, as it was under the National Coastal Action Program from

1995-1996 and subsequently, the first phase of the Natural Heritage Trust, from

199611997 to 2001. The national focus of the study was designed specifically to

compare how the states and Northern Territory implemented the program and to

elicit the differences, strengths and contrasts between them.
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2.5.3 The Coastcare population under study

The population under study for this research project comprises the people closely

linked with the Coastcare program in various institutional settings. A range of

different perspectives has been considered by this study to obtain a diverse array of

opinions about Coastcare. The emphasis of the research is the process of

integration between agencies, and as such, individuals from three tiers of

government associated with Coastcare have been surveyed: those administering the

Program and those involved in making use of the community grants. All the

people 'insids' the Coastcare program, or in other words those directly employed

through Coastcare, wefe approached to take part in the study, namely the

Commonwealth managers, the State Coastcare coordinators, and regional

Coastcare facilitators. Other key people identified as 'insiders' were those who

performed the local 'hosting' function: the local agency contact who provided an

administration service and guidance for facilitators at the local agency level; and

finally all members of each of the 7 State Assessment Panels. Groups not directly

administered or directed by the Program but in direct contact as a consequence of

the grant scheme, 'outside' of the Program, consisted of all state managers of lead

coastal agencies and a range of local land managers from local coastal councils, in

contact with the Coastcare program, around Australia.

2.5.4 Researchtechniques

In order to meet the rigor outlined in the Table 1 above, 'an amalgam' (Bryman

1988: 129) of different research and data collection techniques has been utilised to

assist in the compilation of this assessment of Coastcare:

Statistical analysis of the Commonwealth's data set provided for a national
description of Coastcare since its inception, identifying individual
characteristics of each of the states and the Northern Teritory

State Assessment Panels, national coordinators meetings and national

Coastcare forums provided information and a means by which to determine

idiosyncrasies between the states in their approach to coastal management

and implementation of Coastcare

information about the integration process; the opinions of 173 key

individuals from 7 key groups who were involved with Coastcare at the time

of the study were collected and analysed. Respondents included the

Coastcare team (all Commonwealth Coastcare managers, all state Coastcare
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coordinators and the majority of the regional Coastcare facilitators), all
managers of state coastal programs, all but two of the local hosts of the

Coastcare facilitators, state assessment panel members and a range of local

coastal land managers.

Each of these processes is elaborated below'

2.6 Making contact'meet¡ng the Coastcare network

This project has benefited considerably through the opportunities I have had to

meet and build rapport with the team of people who were working on the Coastcare

program at the time of my study. This network building process began by

attending a National coastal conference, 'Coast to Coast' in Melbourne in 2000,

where I met Coastcare's national manager. This proved to be a vital connection in

terms of gaining access to the Commonwealth database and to the Coastcare

network of state coordinators and regional facilitators. After some discussion with

her about the focus of my study, I was invited to attend a national Coastcare forum

in Townsville, Queensland in July 2000. At this forum I was introduced to the

whole Coastcare team (Commonwealth officers, state coordinators and regional

facilitators) from each state and the Northern Territory. As well as participating in

the formal program I was able to meet informally with the group and get to know

its members. I attended the subsequent national Coastcare forum in Victor Harbor,

South Australia, in 2001; two Coastcare coordinators' meetings (in Canberra 2000

and Melbourne 2002) and I have been able to observe these sessions, as well as

being actively encouraged to contribute to them.

Meeting the state Coastcare coordinators in Townsville led to my attendance of

their individual Coastcare State Assessment Panels (SAPs), where individual

projects were selected for funding. I was granted permission to administer a

questionnaire to all SAP members. I travelled to each state and met and spoke with

a broad range of coastal management stakeholders, including managers from the

lead coastal management agencies and community representatives. I was unable to

attend the Northern Territory panel due to funding constraints. I was able to attract

funding assistance to attend assessment panels and planning meetings in other

states, which was made possible only because I had met key individuals and

promoted the value of my study to them. For example funds were provided by the

coastal section of the WA Ministry for Planning, the Tasmanian Marine and
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Coastal Community Network, NS'W Coastcare and from the Commonwealth

Coastcare office.

These experiences have proven to be invaluable for my research as I received very

good response rates for my data collection. For example, when I approached the

Coastcare team and requested interviews from them the response was one of

enthusiasm and co-operation: all Commonwealth Coastcare managers, state

coordinators and 32 of the 35 facilitators completed structured interviews.

Benefits of communication and contact with the network included:

establishing a sense of familiarity with the team;

gaining a clearer understanding of the Program's activities beyond the

grants scheme;

gaining greater insight into the differences experienced between states, and

coordinators and facilitators on the ground in different coastal locations;

facilitating the design of the research instruments.

2.7 Commonwealth nat¡onal data set

Descriptive statistics used to generate a national overview for this study are from

two sources. The first data set came from the centrally held Commonwealth

(Environment Australia) Coastcare figures. This provided the majority of

descriptive statistical information about the Program. Microsoft Excel was used to

manipulate the data. When I began this project in 2000, no national compilation of

Coastcare statistics had been undertaken. During our first meeting, the

Commonwealth Coastcare manager agreed to provide me with their national data

set, containing state-by-state information about each project funded by Coastcare.

Details of projects on the data base included project descriptions, location, the type

of group undertaking the work (i.e. community group, educational institution) and

the amount of funding provided. There were however, some gaps in the data set. It

was not possible to determine the following:

The number of applications received compared to the projects funded in a
given funding round

The number of projects comPleted

The number of groups receiving more than one grant, as project numbers

were assigned with each new funding round with no link to past activity
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P

The groups that were not in receipt of funds but were still participating in
Coastcare in a given year

The number of councils signed as land manager

Other Coastcare activities running along side the grant scheme

(educational workshops, summer activities programs, convening of
conferences).

I complied a second data-set, filling these gaps. In constructing the second data-

set, I collaborated with the Commonwealth managers in designing a questionnaire

to be completed by each of the State Coastcare coordinators. It was designed to

complement the existing data set. Unfortunately, I was not privy to the final

questionnaire prior to its administration. Had this been the case I would have

amended some ambiguous wording that was added after the first draft. This

questionnaire is included in Appendix 4.

2.8 Document analysis and observat¡on

To understand fully the complexities of many situations, direct participation in and

observation of the phenomenon of interest may be the best research method. (Patton

1990:25)

2.8.1 Obseruation during assesstnent panels and meetings

During the course of this study, I had the opportunity to attend three joint

Commonwealth/coordinator meetings. This provided an opportunity to explore the

extent to which statutory and institutional affangements that administer Coastcare

projects were addressed in planning and management approaches between states

and the Northern Territory.

2.8.2 Coastcare Stafe Assessment Panels

Between 2000 and 2001 I attended six of the seven national state assessment panels

on the basis that this process determined which projects received Coastcare funds.

Observing SAP deliberations provided an indication of the degree of support

provided by individual state coastal policies during the selection process. Although

the federal Minister for the Environment at the time, Senator Hill, made final

decisions and made amendments to the SAP selections each year, the majority of

projects funded were those identified as suitable by the SAP. The SAP process is

taken up in detail in Chapter Three. I visited South Australia's and Victoria's
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SAPs in 2000 and sent a copy of the comparison to both panels, noting their

similarities and the comments they raised for improvement to their process. In

ZOOI I extended this comparison and visited Tasmania, Western Australia,

Queensland and New South Wales. However, my attendance at the New South

Wales panel was cut short so that I could return to Adelaide immediately before the

collapse of Australia's Ansett airline. Nevertheless, I had the opportunity to meet

the panel members, witness how the NSW process flowed and personally delivered

my questionnaire.

2.9 Structured interviews and postal quest¡onna¡res

An elaborate combination of semi-structured interviews and postal questionnaires

was administered for this study, generating a large body of data. The national

scope of the study, the broad range of research subjects and a limited budget

necessitated the use of a variety of data gathering techniques. According to

Marshall and Rossman: 'strengths of surveys include accuracy, generalisability and

convenience' (Marshall and Rossman 1989: 85). Surveys provided a useful means

of repeating the same questions across stakeholder groups, for the purpose of

comparing responses and attitudes about various aspects of the Coastcare program.

2.9.1 Structuredinterviews

Marshall and Rossman describe interviews as 'conversations with a purpose'

(Marshall and Rossman 1989: 82). For the purpose of this study structured

schedules were selected for the purpose of more easily aggregating data related to

the set questions (Bryman 2O0I 107). Ideally face-to-face, semi-structured

interviews would have been used for each stakeholder group. However, given the

geographical dispersal of the sample, logistical, time and funding constraints

limited the research design to conducting telephone interviews'

2.9.2 . Development of ínterview schedules

As discussed in the introduction, information about co-operation and co-ordination

between agencies and people is not routinely collected by program managers. In

order to gain an insight into this process I wrote a series of structured interviews,

postal and email questionnaires to explore various elements of the Coastcare

program otherwise not available. Examples of each of the schedules are provided
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in Appendix 4. Each schedule consisted of a combination of closed and open-

ended questions. The questions were designed to elicit information across the

following themes:

(State and Local level)

management

Respondents were encouraged to express their views about various aspects of

Coastcare, its role and function, the success or otherwise of the interaction of

various actors and the role of community in the Program. The open-ended

questions allowed for some degree of open comment and exploration of issues

arising during the interviews and for respondents to state their opinions and

explanations in the self-completion questionnaires.

2.9.3 Pilot testing the research instruments

Moser and Kalton (1971) liken pilot testing research to that of the dress rehearsal

of a live performance. They also suggest that typically, after conducting a pilot

test, modifications are made to the instruments tested, thus increasing their

efficiency and quality of results. The most valuable function of pilot testing is to

determine the adequacy of questionnaires - their wording and clarity.

Questionnaires and structured interviews for this study were pre-tested by asking

key individuals, who had some experience and knowledge of Coastcare, to check

the wording and clarity of the schedules. As shown in Figure 2.I, the

administration of questionnaires and interviewing took place in a sequential

fashion. Despite there being common questions between schedules, each was

tailored to the specific stakeholder group. Thus, each research phase informed the

next and provided a set of learning experiences that was built upon with each new

group. The SAP questionnaires were the first of the research instruments to be

developed. A member of the South Australian panel was asked to pilot the

questionnaire. On the basis of the returned comments, several questions were
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amended. The regional Coastcare facilitators were the first group to complete the

structured interview process and this was piloted on two people working closely

with Coastcare in South Australia. Again, ambiguities were identified and

questions reworded and the schedule amended accordingly.

2.9.4 ldentification of interviewees - 'lnsiders' and 'Outsiders'

The numbers of people approached within each stakeholder group and the survey

method or instrument utilised are summarised in Table2.2.

2.9.4.1 The'lnsiders'

All individuals working as part of the Coastcare team were approached to

participate; these were the 'insiders' of the Program. These people clearly had

good insight into the processes and functional aspects of the program in relation to

other coastal programs and knew its strengths and challenges. In South Australia

and Queensland, staff turnover had been high, and newly appointed staff had not

had breadth of experience, so I approached some people who had recently left the

program, to question them about their experience.

All of the individuals deliberating over the applications and selecting projects were

considered a vital stakeholder group for two reasons. They were the gatekeepers to

the Program and determined who would and would not get money to do work on

the ground. Assessing their individual approach to project selection was important.

In scrutinising their selections, I monitored the value of coastal policy in guiding

their choices.

Finally, of the insiders, I also canvassed the opinions of the agencies hosting each

of the regional facilitators. These agencies contributed a substantial amount of

resources to maintain the operation of the facilitator network. They also provided a

local link in the integration network'

2.9.4.2 The'Outsiders'

In order to get a more objective perspective, to add some balance to the survey, I

considered it critical to obtain the opinion of state managers who ran broad state

coastal programs, and to see how they considered Coastcare and their role in it.
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Figure 2.1: The Research Process
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Table2.2z Summary of Survey Respondents

No of question asked

25

28

3l

22

18

Stakeholders'OUTSIDE' Coastcare

1l

l8

Research instrument

Telephone interview

Telephone interview

Telephone interview

Postal questionnaire

Postal questionnaire

E-mail questionnaire

Telephone interview

Participated

4

9

32

54

2T

47

6

t73

Approached

4

11

37

89

23

r24

6

294

Stakeholders'INSIDE' Coastcare

Commonwealth Coastcare Managers

State Coordinators

Regional Coastcare Facilitators

Members of State Assessment Panels

Local Government (Hosts)

Local land managers (Councils/Parks)

State agencies - Managers of coastal

branches

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

o5
o
Ð
o
l\)('¡t

O
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The Tasmanian manager of the state coastal management section is also the State

Coastcare co-ordinator. He was interviewed once only, and asked the questions

from the Coastcare coordinators schedule.

Finally, a sample was obtained of local coastal land managers who had been

working recently with Coastcare groups. The sample of coastal land mangers was

compiled by asking the facilitators to return, via e-mail, the contact details of four

land managers with whom they were in contact. Compiling the e-mail list was

time consuming and took a number of reminders to facilitators to obtain a national

distribution of land manager contacts. The local coastal managers approached to

take part in this study were primarily working in local councils but included some

national parks managers. All Coastcare applicants must obtain the signature of the

local coastal manager upon whose land the group's work is to take place'

Therefore, this stakeholder group were in direct contact with the Program, the

individual workers were obliged to work directly with Coastcare groups and were

responsible for the on-going maintenance of works completed by groups.

2.9.5 Research bias

This research has not directly canvassed the opinion of community members

involved in Coastcare. Individuals and community groups were not contacted for

the purposes of this research for several reasons. This study began with an

assumption that Coastcafe was not a truly participatory program and that the

community was carrying out projects predetermined by government based on the

assertions of Doyle (2000) and queries of 'Wescott (1998). To an extent this is the

case, as is discussed in the following chapter, which describes Coastcare's outputs

from the grant scheme. However, in the process of data collection and talking with

the stakeholders greater insight into the functioning of groups and Coastcare

activity, I have learned that many communities working on the Program have

grown beyond the confines of the funded projects and become more sophisticated

in a participatory sense. A thorough study of community engagement with

Coastcare would provide an ideal stand-alone research topic as the nature of

community participation is a critical area for assessment and increased attention.
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The following chapter provides descriptive information of what is known and

routinely collected about community groups through the Coastcare grants scheme.

Factors of motivation, group dynamic and experiences working as a volunteer for

Coastcare would be worthwhile. Other practical considerations contributed in the

decision to not approach the community groups working on the Program:

The cost of undertaking a postal survey of a representative sample of groups

around the coast was prohibitive. It is estimated that 60,000 people and

2000 groups have participated in Coastcare since its inception. Obtaining

the views of a representative sample of this participant population posed a

prohibitive cost to this study in terms of funds and time.

More research has been conducted about volunteer motivation than

interagency integration and cooperation and the factors enabling or

hindering this. Admittedly these studies are within other environmental and

natural resource management settings, such as Landcare, but do provide

some indication of issues.

The regional facilitators work closely with groups and have a good

knowledge and are supportive of community engagement in the Program.

2.10 The interview Process

Telephone interviews were conducted with the Commonwealth managers, State

coordinators, facilitators and managers of state lead coastal agencies. Prior to

conducting the interviews I sent all respondents a copy of the questions they were

to be asked during the interview. This gave respondents time to think about the

questions and how they felt about the aspects of the Program under examination. I

also sent a copy of the rating scales within the schedule, for ease of communicating

respondent choice over the telephone. Given the expense of day-time telephone

calls I arranged appointments by email and the respective interviewee called me. I

used a telephone with a conference line and kept a tape recorder by the telephone

and later transcribed the outcomes of each interview onto a word processing

prograrn. I also took detailed notes, on printed interview schedules, throughout the

interview as a reference and back-up.

2.10.1 Regional Coastcare îacìlitator interviews

Regional Coastcare facilitators were interviewed between October and November

of 2001. They were each asked a combination of thirty closed and open-ended

questions, which took between one to one and half hours to complete. The
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selection of past facilitators was considered important in States where the turnover

of staff had been high. A summary of Regional Coastcare facilitators interviewed

is shown in Table 2..

2.10.2 Commonweatth managers and state Coastcare coordinators

Once the regional Coastcare facilitators interviews were completed I tailored

questions for the state Coastcare coordinators, and again for the Commonwealth

managers, and then again, for the state managers in lead coastal agencies' The

Commonwealth Coastcare managers and State Coastcare coordinators were

interviewed between November and December 2001. Managers of state coastal

programs were interviewed between December and January 2002' I arranged

times, by email, to interview the Commonwealth Coastcare managers and the State

coordinators. They each agreed to telephone me for the interview' All the

Commonwealth Coastcare managers and the State Coastcare coordinators

participated in the interview process. The Queensland and South Australian co-

ordinator positions had recently changed so I interviewed the incumbents as well as

past coordinators.

I wrote letters to the managers of state coastal management programs inviting them

to participate in my study. Prior to commencing the interview process with state

coastal program managers, I had had the opportunity to meet five of the seven

managers through attending the SAP meetings. Three of these people had been

part of the voting SAP membership but had not returned their questionnaires to me,

so the interview questions were appropriate and non-repetitive for these

individuals.

I made phone calls to negotiate appointments with the secretaries of the state

managefs for the structured interview, and each manager called me at the

designated time.

2.11 Postalquest¡onna¡res

The larger numbers of the remaining respondent groups (the SAP, hosting agencies

and local land managers) necessitated the use of self-completion questionnaires. I

was able to hand deliver the questionnaires to State Assessment Panel members,
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Table 2.3: Summary of regional Coastcare facilitator interviews

# No change of staff since program inception
*Invited past facilitators to participate but received no response'

(¡t
À

Number Interviewed

6

5

7

5

5

3

1

32

Past Facilitators Interviewed

t<

*

J

2

#

#

5

Number of Interviews
completed with Facilitators
employed by Coastcare,
Oct/Nov 2001

6

5

4

5

J

J

1

27

Number of Facilitators
Employed by Coastcare,
Oct/Ì.{ov 2001

6

7

5

5

J

5

I

29

State

NSW

uc
QLD

WA

SA

TAS

NT

Total

o
oo
o
l\)
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post them to Coastcare hosting agencies and send them by email to the sample of

local coastal land managers.

2.11.1 Stafe Assessment Panels

I attended three of the seven SAP panels during 2001. At the completion of each

of the panel sittings I was given the opportunity to introduce my study and invite

panel members to complete the questionnaire that consisted of 22 closed and open

ended questions. I handed each panel member a package that included an

explanatory letter, a questionnaire and a self addressed return stamped envelope.

As I did not attend the SAPs in South Australia or Victoria in 2001, and could not

get to the Northern Territory SAP, I made alternative arrangements with the panel

chairperson and or State coordinator and Commonwealth representative to present

the research aims and deliver the package on my behalf. Appendix 5 shows that

not all nominated SAP members were in attendance when their panel met.

Accordingly, members who were absent during the SAP meetings were mailed

their questionnaire package immediately after the SAP. This explains why, for

instance in the Western Australian case, more questionnaires were returned than

numbers of voting panel members in attendance on the day the panel met. As the

questionnaires were delivered at the time each SAP met, they were administered in

sequence, with Northern Territory first in August, followed by Tasmania, South

Australia and Western Australia. The South Australian panel met the day after the

Tasmanian panel in 2001, and as I had attended the South Australian panel in 2000,

I elected to attend the Tasmanian panel. Queensland, Victoria and New South

'Wales panels met in September. Victoria and New South Wales panels overlapped

and having attended the Victorian panel in 2000, I attended the Sydney panel in

2OOl. A summary of SAP respondents is shown inTable2.4'

I sent reminder letters to all nominated panel members (those in attendance and in

absentia) who had not returned their questionnaires within three weeks of its

delivery. After a two week period I then sent a copy of the questionnaire to those

who had not responded to the reminder. Both of these efforts achieved either a

couple more completed questionnaires or a response to indicate reasons for why

people had not returned their schedules. A final attempt at recovering outstanding

questionnaires was via either the State Coastcare coordinators ôr the SAP chairs
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who approached individuals on my behalf and requested that these people

participate.

Table2.4z Summary of SAP respondents

The response rate to the postal SAP questionnaire was 617o. A factor impacting on

the response rate was that a large number of individuals nominated as State

assessment panel members did not attend the panel meeting. Table 2.4 indicates

this. The majority of respondents who returned questionnaires had been in

attendance at the panels and had therefore heard my presentation about the purpose

of the study and they were encouraged to contribute.

I was able to identify twelve individuals' reasons for non-response. In some

instances individuals sent a letter explaining their reasons for not participating that

included their lack of attendance at the SAP and therefore not feeling informed to

comment. (Some people listed as SAP members had not attended in the previous

two years.) Others indicated they were too busy in their employment pursuits to

contribute. In a further two cases, SAP members were also managers of lead

coastal agencies and their perspectives were collected by interview instead.

2.11.2 Hosts

In November 2002, each of the twenty-three contacts of the agencies hosting

Coastcare facilitators were posted a questionnaire, a modified version of the SAP

questions. They received the same package as SAP members: a letter introducing

my project and its progress at that time, a questionnaire, and a return addressed and

stamped envelope. Some of the host agencies were responsible for more than one

facilitator. The summary of their response rate by state is shown in Table 2.5.

State Number of
nominated SAP

members

Number in
attendance at the
sittinq of panel

Number of
Questionnaires

Returned

Reason provided
for non-response

NSIW 1'.7 1l l0 I

VIC l0 10 5 2

QLD 9 7 7 2

WA T4 6 8

SA t4 l2 l0 2

TAS t7 8 11 2

NT 8 8 5 3

Total 89 60 54 (6lVo) 12
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State Questionnaires Posted Questionnaires Returned

NSW 5 5

VIC J 2

QLD J 3

WA 5 5

SA J 3

TAS 3 2

NT 1 I

Total 23 2l (917o)

Table 2.5: Summary of Host Respondents

I sent reminder letters to respondents whose questionnaires remained outstanding

and received back all but two schedules.

2,11.3 Local coastal land managers perspective

In anticipation of attaining responses from a national distribution of local coastal

land managers, I asked each regional facilitator agreed to send the names of at least

four (and no more than eight) local managers with whom they were in contact,

through the Coastcafe program. Subsequently, in February 2002, a questionnaire

was sent as an email attachment to the nominated local coastal managers, as this

was the most efficient and affordable means of accessing this group. Compiling

the list was time consuming and took a number of reminders and follow up calls

with the regional facilitator network to obtain the contacts for a national

distribution of land managers. On advice from the facilitators, the questionnaire

for land local managers wÍÌs short, to improve the response rate. The initial

response was slow and in total, I sent three reminder calls. I tried to make the

subject headings of the email messages catchy: 'Have your say!', 'Make a

Difference', 'Meeting with the Commonwealth' and 'Last Chance' to try and

engage a response. With each reminder a few more responses trickled back. Table

2.6 shows the final response tate of.387o'

I printed returned email schedules as they arrived, and assigned each with an ID

code and filed hard copies. I then copied the electronic version of the returned

email and attachment to a folder on the computer containing all the returned

electronic schedules. I then copied the electronic text of the returned schedule to a

word processing file, ready for analysis. I thanked each respondent for their
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contribution with an email message, something that is more difficult to achieve

with postal questionnaires.

Table 2.6: Local Land Manager Contacts and Return Rate by State

State Number of Local Land
Managers contacted

Returned Schedules

NSV/ 30 t2

VIC 22 8

QLD t4

WA 25 t2

SA t3 5

TAS 15 3

NT 5 3

Total 124 47 (387o)

This email method was effective in terms of the detail of written response returned.

There was considerably more detail provided than that within the hand written

questionnaires. Respondents were not limited to an allotted space. The form was

also easy for participants to return; there was no complication in mailing the

schedule back. However, respondents were given the option of sending their

schedule by post or emailing it back to me; some people did choose to send by

post, perhaps for anonymitY.

A limitation of this email method is maintaining control over the original recipient

list. In a couple of instances, my message was forwarded on to a new person

thought by the original recipient to be more qualified to complete the questions.

This was difficult to manage. I did want the original person to contribute, as the

nominated individual, but I accepted all returned schedules. Another limitation

was incorrect email addresses. A number of the nominated email addresses

bounced back to me and I had to chase up additional contacts to make up for those

I could not access.

In hindsight it would have been preferable to send an email to the few hundred

local coastal land managers in contact with Coastcare, rather than a selection.

However, that would have been more onerous for facilitators in providing their list
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of contacts, but a higher number of replies from the local land manager groups

would have been preferable.

2.12 Data analysis and coding

According to Jorgensen data analysis is the

breaking up, separating, or disassembting of research materials into pieces, parts,

elementi, or units. With facts broken down into manageable pieces, the researcher

sorts and sifts them, searching for types, classes, sequences, processes' patterns or

wholes. The aim of this process is to assemble or reconstruct the data in a

meaningful or comprehensible fashion. (Jorgensen 1989: 107)

However, there is much discussion about procedures for analysing qualitative data

(for example, [Strauss 1987; Tesch l99O;Dey 1993; Bryman and Burgess 1994;

Ritchie and Spencer 19941; each provides examples of techniques for

systematically coding data). Miles and Huberman suggest that attention should be

paid to procedure because:

Analysis methods are rarely reported in detail...one cannot ordinarily follow how a

researcher got from 3,600 pages of field notes to the fînal conclusions, sprinkled with

vivid quotes though they may be' (Miles and Huberman 1984: 16)

paying heed to such oversight, the discussion below details the processes

developed to reduce the bulk of information retrieved from respondents in this

study into a manageable and thematic discussion.

2.12.1 Coding

According to Bryman 'there is no one cofrect approach to coding your data'

(Bryman 20Ol: 399). Rather, the purpose of coding is to organise raw data into

categories and concepts for analysis, guided by the research question (Neuman

2OO0: 420). In this study, the carefully constructed questions and their structured

nature provided a guide to the overarching themes for the textual data. The

interview schedule constituted what Patton terms 'a descriptive analytical

framework for analysis' (Patton I99O: 376). Units of text for analysis were

primarily the individual questions asked of each respondent. This allowed for what

patton terms 'cross-interview analysis' whereby answers from different people to

particular questions are grouped together for close inspection (Patton l99O: 376).

For example, in meeting Objective 2 of this study, specific questions were devoted

to participation, and in meeting Objective 3 and 4 questions were asked of the

contribution of state coastal policies to guiding project selection and about
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integration between tiers of government. krdividual answers once grouped by

question were further broken down into topics or themes.

Analysis of the textual data was facilitated through use of software designed to

assist with data coding and refrieval. I trialed several software programs suited to

qualitative data analysis including

E,ZText, a program available free of charge on the internet, (designed
originally to conduct HIV/AIDS behavioral research (Carey et al. 1997),
and two commercially available programs:

Ethnograph, and

NU*DIST (Non-numeric Unstructured Data Indexing Searching
Theorising) (Version 6).

EZ Text, despite being economically attractive, \il¿rs inflexible in terms of its

coding facility, compared to the commercial programs. I settled on Ethnograph for

two reasons. I had used the Program previously and was therefore familiar with its

requirements and capacity. It was also inexpensive compared to NU*DIST. I

purchased software from a company based in the United States. The company was

well recognised and several intemational universities were using the program as a

networked teaching facility. However, I encountered significant problems running

the software, despite the compatibility of my computer with the system

requirements listed in the software's manual. I persevered with the program and

tried to resolve the problem. After failing to find a solution to the apparent

software incompatibility, the designer agreed that I should be reimbursed for the

program. This dilemma resulted in a degree of frustration and loss of productivity.

However, I arranged to use my Departrnent's (Geographical and Environmental

Studies) copy of NU*DIST (Version 4) to perform the sorting, coding and retrieval

tasks required. I also salvaged the original coding system and utilised what was

possible.

2.12.2 Data analysis

I transcribed the interviews from tape recordings to a word processing progr¿rm

between October 2000 and February 2001. At the same time and in the same

fashion, I entered the text from written questionnaires, as they were returned to me.

I wrote coding frames for SPSS (a Statistical Program for Social Sciences) and
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entered the quantitative data from the questionnaires and my interview schedules as

I progressed through the interviews. The responses were separated into themes or

issues as pattems emerged. After seeking different approaches to coding, I settled

upon the style described by Neuman (2000), illustrated in Table 2.5, as it suited the

nature of data I had collected.

Table 2.5: Coding Framework

Source: adapted from Neuman (2000: 421-a24)

The data pertaining to community participation discussed in chapter 4 however

were dealt with in a difflerent manner. I used what Neuman (2000: 427) describes

as an 'illustrative method' of coding and analysis. The data were organised and

coded based upon on the existence of an existing framework that provided the

'empty boxes' for my data to fill. The existing framework provided a general

model by which I analysed the data relating to community involvement in the

Coastcare program.

2.12.3 Data presentatíon

The primary data for this study are the segments of text transcribed from the

various interviews and questionnaires. Quotations from the transcriptions and

questionnaires are used throughout the following chapters to highlight themes and

provide examples of what respondents were contributing. The quotations have

been included af¡ they were written or spoken. However, gramnatical

inconsistencies and speaking hesitations (the 'ahs' and 'ums') have been omitted

Staee of Codine Tasks Associated
Open coding First pass through the data

First attempt to condense mass into categories
Coding themes generated while reading daø
Memos and notes written as ideas and concepts about the
data are formed

Axial Coding . Secondpass throughthe data
¡ lJses initial codes and concepts
r Review and examination of initial coding system
. Ideas and themes are organizsd into key concepts and

structure
o Looking for causes and consequences; conditions and

interactions; stategies and processes; clustering
categories and concepts

¡ Begins the formation of themes and concept linkages
Selective coding ¡ Last pass tbrough the data

¡ Major themes already identified.
o Data and codes are re-scanned, looking selectively for

cases illustating or contrasting themes
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and some words inserted in square brackets for clarity. Individuals are not

identifiable by way of the use of quotes, but different stakeholder groups are noted

below each quote in brackets thus: [ ].
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The Coqslcqre progrom - ils role qnd funclion

Coastcare was in operation between 1995 and 2002. It achieved full participation

of all the states and the Northern Tenitory by 1998. To date there has been no

thorough analysis of the national data set and no comprehensive overview of

Coastcare's achievements and practice around Australia that spans the duration of

the Program. This chapter provides a brief historical account of Coastcare and

compares differences in Program implementation between the states and the

Northern Territory. Particular administrative processes of the grant program are

assessed. This assessment has direct implications for informing future programs

that will fund community initiatives like Coastcare. This Chapter also expands the

image of Coastcare beyond that of a grants program, by explaining its broader roles

of education and government partnership construction and development.

3.1 Coastcare's roots' a pol¡cy becomes a program

The first chapter provided an outline of the significant events that led to the

adoption of Coastcare. South Australia was the first state to sign the NCAP MoU

in October 1995, followed closely by Queensland and New South Wales in

November of that year. This is substantiated by one of the survey respondents:

There was more confidence in those jurisdictions in taking Commonwealth money

and getting on and spending it. Tassie and New South Wales - that Eastern Seaboard

group are more used to taking the Commonwealth dollar and turning it to their own

ón¿s. I think they also, in terms of the Coastcare program itself; Tassie could see

what they wanted to do with it and just got on with it. New South Wales took a
while to work it in because they were a bit more like the South Australia approach at

the time, a bit more engineering focussed, shore protection that sort of stuff. But

nevertheless took the dollars and, like all the States had been trying to do, localised

repair and remediation type works, and didn't have enough money to do it, they saw

the money was on offer, and took it, and got on with it. (Commonwealth Coastcare

Manager)

These states were keen for the others to follow. According to Haward (1995)

deliberations by the other states could have been related to the fact that by signing

the MoU, state and local government were then bound to contribute financial or

'in-kind' support. Western Australia and Victoria took longer than the other

states to join the Program. These two states had their own community coastal

programs in place prior to Coastcare - CoastWest and CoastAction respectively
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and, after some negotiation, the Commonwealth agreed that both States could run

with joint programs:

In WA, there was a deep concern that ran for about a year and half which was: they

wanted the money and needed the money and their submission said the

Commonwealth should provide the money, but then they didn't like the

Commonwealth having any say in what, how, and why it should be spent. It got to

the point where one of their senior executives at one stage was quoted as having said

'we don't want these Commonwealth facilitators; they will just be Commonwealth

rangers poking around, sticking their nose into our business'. They were very

distrustful of what it would mean to have the Commonwealth involved. I think
we're talking planning, localised land use issues. Not really Commonwealth issues,

so they were very reluctant, and that caused them to stand. off (Commonwealth

Coastca¡e Manager)

New South'Wales, too, had its own established community initiative, Dunecare,

but many groups simply re-badged as 'Coastcare'. Northern Territory signed on

almost 12 months after the last of the other States for several reasons. They

needed to be convinced that Coastcare could be of benefit to them given that the

Northern Territory coastal issues were different because of low population

density and much of its coastal lands were in Aboriginal ownership. The

Northern Territory government felt constrained by the requirements of the MoU

and wanted to spend Coastcare money as they saw fit.

The relationship was always strained with lthe Northern Territory] at a senior

management level. That appeared to be strongly driven by deep-seated political type

positions. They were in a remote coastal situation. As far as they were concerned

they didn't have much in the way of impacts. Their impacts were localised in

Darwin. Everything else was almost wilderness and under the jurisdiction of
indigenous people and I think there was a strong sense of mistrust about the

Program, about being another means of providing support to indigenous

communities to press their claims. That might have well been part of it.
(Commonwealth Coastcare Manager)

However, the Northern Territory government formally agreed to participate and

make the Program truly national in 1998.

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the signatories of the 'Coasts and Clean Seas'

MoU across the country. The signatories of the tri-partite agreement in each state

and the Northern Tenitory included the Commonwealth Environment Minister

(Robert Hill), the equivalent of state environment ministers and the presidents of

each of the states and the Northern Territories local government associations. New

South'Wales, Queensland and Western Australia had two sets of state signatories,

incorporating planning or natural resources interests.
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NSW Commonwealth Robert Hill (Minister for the Environment
State of NSW: Craig Knowles (Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning);
Richard Amery (Minister for Land and Water Conservation)
Local Government and Shires Association: Peter Woods (President, Local
Government Association of NSW); Bill Bott (President, Shires Association

of NSW)
VIC Commonwealth Robert Hill (Minister for the Environment)

State of Victoria: Marie Tehan (Minister for Conservation and Land

Management)
Municipal Association of Victoria: Brad Matheson (President, Municipal
Association of Victoria)

QLD Commonwealth: Robert Hill (Minister for the Environment)
State of Queensland: Rod Welford (Minister for Environment and Heritage

and Minister for Natural Resources)
Local Government Association of Queensland: Tom Pyne (President, Local

Government Association of Inc
V/A Commonwealth: Robert Hill (Minister for the Environment)

State of Western Australia; Graham Kierath (Minister for Planning); Cheryl Edwards,

(Minister for the Environment)
'Western Australian Municipal Association: Ken Pech (President Western

Australian

SA Commonwealth Robert Hill (Minister for the Environment)
State of SA Dorothy Kotz (Minister for Environment Heritage and

Aboriginal Affairs)
Local Government of SA: Mayor Rosemary Craddock (President, Local
Government Association of SA)

TAS Commonwealth Robert Hill (Minister for the Environment)
State of Tasmania: Peter Hodgman (Minister for the Environment and Land

Management)
Local Government Association of Tasmania (President, Local Government

Association of
NT Commonwealth Robert Hill (Minister for the Environment)

Northern Territory: Mick Palmer (Minister for Lands, Planning and

Environment)
Local Government Association of the Northern Territory: Margaret Vignants,

Local Government Association of the Northern

Table 3.1. Signatories of the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU

Source: Compiled from the individual state and Northern Territory Coasts and Clean Seas MoUs

The MoUs specified Coastcare's obligations and functions and were considered to

be a significant factor in the integration process because they established the

'principle of partnership and the processes for intergovernmental co-operation in

coastal management' (Commonwealth of Australia 1995). Each jurisdiction agreed

to 'cooperate and consult' and to 'establish mechanisms' both for promoting an

integrated approach to coastal management, and for consulting with the

community. The manner in which such tasks were to be carried out was left as a

matter for individual states and jurisdictions to determine. The tasks were vaguely

expressed in terms of degree (to what extent and over what issues should

jurisdictions have cooperated?); regularity (what constituted a reasonable amount

of consultation?; Should it have been regular or periodic or issue driven?); and
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outcomes (what was there to show that the MoU made a difference to the way

j urisdictions interrelated?).

Schedule 2 of the MoU set up the terms for the intergovernmental coastal reference

group (ICRG), a forum for the different jurisdictions around the country to meet

and discuss issues around the implementation of the MoU and to enhance the

development of coastal policy. The group met on an ad hoc basis, as needed.

Schedule 2 specified that the ICRG have representation from all spheres of

government and each state the Northern Territory. Unfortunately local level

government participation in the meetings was patchy, with local government not

having the resources to send representatives to interstate meetings. Local

government interest and involvement in ICRG dropped off over time. These issues

are picked up in Chapter 5.

3.1.1 What was Coastcare supposed to be doing?

Schedule 3, of the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU, set out the specifications for how

the Coastcare program should function: its objectives, desired outcomes,

assessment criteúa, grant conditions, funding alrangements, staffing conditions,

hosting specifications and reporting requirements. An example of schedule 3 of the

MoU is included as APPendix 2.

The stated objectives for Coastcare were:

stewardship for coastal and marine areas

and interest groups to participate in coastal management

resources

responsibility for managing coastal areas (Commonwealth of Australia
1998).

The stated desired outcomes of the Program were as follows:

coastal management

through documentation and dissemination of best practice coastal

management information
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community.

3.1.2 Differencesaround Australia

A significant achievement of the Program was its implementation across a

spectmm of jurisdictional, geographical and cultural conditions around Australia.

A consequence of these factors was that despite the national approach and shared

objectives, there was considerable variation in the delivery of the Program between

the states and the Northern Territory. External factors affecting the nature of

development of the Coastcare program around Australia's coastline are introduced

below.

3. 1 . 2. 1 J u risd ictional factors influencing the implementation of Coastcare

Each state in Australia has separate coastal management legislation, policy and

structural arrangements and as such each has different strategies for looking after

the coast. Ownership of coastal lands also varies. The day-to day responsibility

falls primarily to local government, yet a significant amount of coastal lands falls

within parks and wildlife agency responsibility and indigenous communities. The

management agencies responsible for the operation of the Coastcare program at the

StateÆerritory level were nominated by each of the states and the Northern

Territory and, logically, were located within the agencies having responsibility for

coastal management. Table 3.2 shows that these were primarily departments with

the environment as a central feature of their portfolio.

'Western Australia was the exception, where coastal management was the

responsibility of the Ministry of Planning. As of June 2001 this arrangement was

reconsidered during a 'Machinery of Government Task Force' that recommended

CoastweslCoastcare be transferred from the evolving Department of Planning and

Infrastructure across to the new Conservation agency under the Minister for the

Environment. This transfer was confirmed in February 2003. A state-by-state

analysis of coastal management arrangements and their influence on Coastcare is

dealt with in Chapter 5.
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State State Coastcare Manager Local Hosts

NSW Department of Land and Water
Conservation

Local Government

VIC Department of Natural Resources and

Environment
State Government Agency (Dept of
Natural Resources & Environment)

QLD Department of Environment and

Heritage
State Government Agency
(Environment Protection Agency)

WA Ministry for Planning Local Government

Industry Body

State Government Agency (Dept of
Conservation and Land Management;
Ministry for Planning)

SA Department of Environment and

Heritage
Local Government

TAS Department of Primary Industries,
\Vater & Environment

State Government Agency (Dept of
Primary Industries, Water &
Environment)

Local Government

NT Department of Lands, Planning &
Environment

State Government Agency (Dept of
Lands, Planning & Environment)

Table 3.2 Delivering the coastcare program - administrative arrangements

Source: Compiled from the individual state and Northern Territory Coasts and Clean Seas MoUs

3.1.2.2 Ecological factors influencing the implementation of Coastcare

Given that Australia has a vast coastline, some 69,630km in length (Harvey and

Caton 2O03: I4), an impressive achievement for Coastcare was delivery of the

Program around the country's entire length, including some of the islands. The

geographical coverage by the regional Coastcare facilitators was remarkable. In

addition there was an impressive array of biophysical environments to be managed.

The different types of coasts around the continent are illustrated by Figure 3.1.

Issues tackled through Coastcare therefore encompassed a great variety of

management problems and physical processes:

From the Top End to Tasmania there is great pressure of uses: everywhere in the

varied coastal environments, management is complex, challenging and needed.

(Harvey and Caton 2OO3:45)

3.1.2.3 Social factors influencing the implementation of Coastcare

Where population was, or was not, had a direct impact on the degree of Coastcare

activity. The Coastcare program was reliant upon there being communities in place

to lodge applications and subsequently to undertake coastal works'

There are variations where population settlements are and what the climatic regimes

are and resource availability and all that, but on the whole the problems that occur

around the coastline are pretty similar and I think it is a good idea to have a national
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push or focus on the broader Coastca¡e type issues. I think it is a good idea, a
national approach, so that we're attempting to look at these problems nationally

rather than just areas that have loads of resources or people. (Commonwealth

Coastcare Manager)

Figure 3.1: Types of coasts around the Australian continent

Source: Harvey and Caton (2003: 33); after Davies

The settlement map, Figure 3.2, illustrates the high population density along the

eastern coast of Australia, concentrating around the capital cities, particularly

Sydney and Melbourne. Urban localities recording highest rates of growth

between 1994 and 1999 included Byron Bay, Hervey Bay, Whitsunday and

Augusta, Margaret River (Commonwealth of Australia 2001: 15). A pattern of

migration labelled the 'sun-belt phenomenon' is contributing to the rapid growth of

non-metropolitan coastal cities and towns (Commonwealth of Australia 2001: 15).

Highest ever population gains were recorded during 1999-2000 in many coastal

regions located along the coastlines of New South Wales, Queensland, South

Australia and Western Australia.
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The regional Coastcare facilitators faced considerable variation in the density of

groups they had at their disposal. Some had to manage large numbers of groups

with high membership bases. Facilitators on the remote coasts faced lengthy

distances between scattered groups. Each of these situations required adaptive

management styles and both extremes placed limitations on the availability of the

facilitator to individual groups'
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Figure 3.2: Settlement maP

Source: (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2003)

3.1.2.4 Remote coastlines influencing the implementation of coastcare

Australia's coastline has vast lengths of remote coast with infrequently spaced

regional communities. The resources available to remote and regional

communities are also more limited than in urban centres because councils reliant

upon rates bases for revenue are typically cash-strapped in small communities.

Coastal management remains an issue in such environments that are often sought

as tourist destinations. For example, many project applications grappled with

limiting 4WD access along pristine and secluded beaches. Due to the availability

or not of applicants, the coverage of the Coastcare program was patchy. Regions
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of some of the facilitators covered thousands of kilometres and their groups were

often far apüt. This made provision of support difficult. Despite these challenges,

Coastcare was an important initiative for coastal management along remote coasts,

because apart from several Coasts and Clean Seas projects, it was the only form of

coastal management in many such places. Twenty respondents identified remote

locations as a challenge for implementing the Coastcare program.

It's a point I always make at the Federal level, that the ... coast has vast areas with
low community but big visitor impacts. In those areas there a¡e few community
groups and it's difñcult to get where the impacts a¡e. We don't even necessarily

know where the impacts are. That's a problem.....[a challenge is] increasing the

capacity of groups in our remote areas to r¡ndert¿ke management in a very, very
difficult elyi¡6nment. Extremely remote, and very few people, but pressures. So

even the regional Coastcare facilitator being able to get around, and know what is
happening, is an exfemely big challenge. (Manager, state coastal program)

Coastal management issues in less populated areas are just as great but there is a
lesser pool of volunteers because the human population is lower. (Regional
Coastca¡e Facilitator)

The pressures and focus of coastal councils also varied accordingly between rural

and metropolitan regions.

3.1.2.5 Cultural factors influencing the implementation of Coastcare

According to 1996 Census counts, indigenous people were generally less likely to

live in major urban areas than the total population (30% compared to 63%) and

more likely to live in more remote, non-urban communities (Australian Bureau of

Statistics 2002). Three census regions in 1996 showed higher proportions of

indigenous populations than elsewhere in Australia. These were Kimberly (WA),

Northern Territory (excluding Darwin) and North-V/est Queensland

(Commonwealth of Australia 2001: 16). These statistics are relevant to Coastcare

because much of the coastal land in remote, northern Aushalia is managed by

Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) people. Many Aboriginal communities

were in the unusual position of signing as community applicants as well as local

coastal land managers.

Aboriginal Land Councils and communities do not have access to rate bases and

human resources and expertise, like that available within local government, and so

Coastcare funding was a significant source of revenue to some ATSI communities.

The price of getting materials to remote communities is also escalated, a factor not

experienced in metropolitan centres. Facilitators servicing remote coastlines were
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especially struggling to provide adequate support, given that establishment of trust

and working relationships with indigenous land managers takes considerable time.

Queensland was the only state to employ an indigenous facilitator.

Coastcare, through provisions of the MoU, actively invited indigenous involvement

and made special allowances for application submission requirements:

submissions from Indigenous comlnunity groups may be accepted in a form different
from the standard application, where this is agreed by the panel (Commonwealth of
Australia 1998:22)

Despite this concession, the grant scheme was considered a barrier to the ATSI

people. Issues of indigenous participation in Coastcare are taken up in detail later

in this Chapter.

3.2 Coastcare Program elements

The Coastcare program is best described as having consisted of three central

components, each of which buttressed the endeavour to engage the community in

coastal management.

The element of Coastcare that directly engaged community groups was the

small grants scheme that provided financial support for volunteer groups to

do project work along the coast.

In addition to the community grants, Commonwealth funding was provided
for the salaries of the Coastcare team - a network of regionally based staff
who sustained the Program at the local level. The regional facilitators played

a central role in promoting the Program, supporting groups, developing

partnerships between government and community, and encouraging best

practice coastal management.

Coastcare also funded the development and distribution of promotional and

educational materials as an attempt to reach the broader community.
Campaigns were carried out each year to disseminate 'caring for our coast'

messages. The Commonwealth had a sponsorship and promotion contract

with a marketing company, Landcare Australia Ltd (LAL), whose role it was

to obtain sponsorship funds to bolster this educational and awareness raising
aspect of the Program. LAL attracted celebrities (tennis player Pat Rafter and

business woman Mimi MacPherson) to raise the profile of Coastcare and

draw attention to important coastal management issues via television
community service announcements. LAL was successful in encouraging

some industries to sponsor promotional activities such as Land
Rover/Coastcare photographic competitions (Chalkley and Lauder 200 1 ).
Chalkley and Lauder (2001: 7) were confident that Coastcare's community
environmental eduction and on-ground action were 'complementary in
leading to a better skilled and more aware community''

I

2

J
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3.2.1 Coastcare's grants scheme

In order to meet its objectives of providing the community with resources and

opportunities to participate in coastal management, Coastcare was designed around

the grants scheme, the Program's key element in terms of actively engaging the

community. These additional resources into coastal management provided

opportunities for increased community involvement in coastal management.

Almost half of all respondents surveyed for this thesis (47Vo; n='79) identified the

community grants as a strength of Coastcare and a key contribution to management

around the coast. Below the comments of three local coastal land managers that

reflect this positive sentiment:

It has been one of the best external grant projects ever invented. (Local Coastal Land

Manager)

[Coastcare] is a very positive (and rare), well resourced and professional/

community, locaUfederal government partnership, (Local Coastal Land Manager)

From my point of view, as a Bushcare Officer co-ordinating community groups in

the area, Coastcare has been the most effective of the 'care' organisations in

providing the support that groups need. (Local Coastal Land Manager)

Many on-ground works were completed which may otherwise not have been

undertaken without Coastcare funds. This contributed to improvements in the

coastal environment and increased numbers of volunteers working along the coast.

Funding assistance to groups translated into direct benefits to land managers, by

enabling works to take place that otherwise, in many instances, would not have

been achieved by cash-strapped local governments. Consequently land managers

accepted groups 'with open arrns'. The grants were also described as a mechanism

for involvement - the carrot to hook volunteers.

There are a number of measures of success that show that [Coastcare] has

contributed [to coastal management]...It is about getting additional resources into

coastal management and that ends up pretty much on the ground, unlike a lot of other

stuff that just can sometimes appear not to result in anything. (State Coastal

Manager)

Community can't do it alone and they need funds to resource and support their

projects, which lightens the financial burdens of agencies...the grant scheme creates

ã really nice nexus between what other support is available, human resources usually

and sometimes equipment. In a lot of cases [the Coastcare grant] is the missing link.
(Regional Coastcare Facilitator)
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3.2.1.1 Achievements of the Coastcare grant program

Under the National Coastal Action Program the Commonwealth agreed to make

A523.4 million available to Coastcare for project grants between 1995-2000. After

being repackaged under the NHT, Coastcare, as part of 'Coasts and Clean Seas',

was reallocated $27.3 million for grants between 1996-2001. Between 199511996

and200O12002 Coastcare funded 2,323 projects around Australia's coastline. The

national figure mask the variation in the distribution of funds and project numbers

between the individual states and the Northern Territory.

3.2.1.2 Trends in application lodgments

A state-by-state analysis of the funding and project trends was conducted as part of

this research. Results revealed significant differences between the states and the

Northern Territory. Figure 3.3 shows that during the seven years of Coastcare's

operation there was an overall decline in numbers of applications lodged and

numbers of projects funded. Despite Coastcare's promotion and awareness raising

events, the number of applications received over time is somewhat disappointing.

Since the lggítgT peak, of 797 applications, there was an overall decline in the

number of Coastcare applications received, with 2000/2001 being the lowest on

record at 468 lodgements.
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Figure 3.3: Coastcare Applications, Project Numbers and Funding by financial years'

199511996 to 20OOl2O0l
Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,

dated201610l
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Excluding the first year of Coastcare funding, Figure 3.4 shows that in the

2O00l2OOl grant round, five states (New South Wales, Queensland, Western

Australia, South Australia and Tasmania) experienced their lowest ever number of

applications. Each of these states improved marginally in the 200ll2OO2 round.

Victoria, however, experienced the most dramatic and enduring fall in applications

from its peak, of 286 in 199611997, to a low of 67 in 2001120O2. Northern

Territory was last to join Coastcare, coming on board ln 1997198 for the third round

of Coastcare grants, and it had modest applicant numbers in contrast to the other

States. It was the only region to have an increase in number of applicants over

time, albeit few. This issue was discussed during a national Coastcare forum in

2000 (Chalkley 2000), where reasons for the fall in applications were considered.

Factors influencing the decline included the introduction of the Goods and Services

Tax (GST) in Australia in 200I, which posed considerable confusion for groups

estimating their budgets and hence completing application forms; late grant

announcements from the preceding year meant groups were delayed in beginning

projects and not ready to apply for new money; many groups took longer than the

specified one year time frame to complete funded projects. This reduced the pool

of volunteers and hence the application numbers because groups working on

existing projects did not want more money or more work. Some groups were able

to function without assistance of grant money which masked the overall activity of

Coastcare as their efforts did not register on the Commonwealth data base; there

was the potential for these groups to reapply in future rounds. The administrative

process - from filling in lengthy application forms to receipt of money was onerous

and groups had given up applying or sought other sources of funding. A regional

Coastcare facilitator during the interview process described this phenomenon:

I know a number of groups that were applying in the early years and [the application]

has become more lengthy and they're reluctant now. Some have stopped applying

but that might have also may be in conjunction with the fact that the issue that they

were intereited in has kind of been dealt with and they are receiving on going

funding from the local management agencies and things like that. Or a lot of groups

in my area have got to the point where if its mostly just revegetation, they are

collecting seeds, they have developed the skills to collect seeds, grow their own

plants, and propagate and plant out. [Their reliance has fallen away a bit]. It has, so

ihere is that to a degree. There is the other component that a number groups have got

enough projects, so they are busy enough over the year, so they don't want any more.

Therð is the other aspect that they are sick and tired of the paper work. I think we
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(cont..) have been successful to date but now they are tired of the paperwork. Unless

you've got a good treasurer or secretary people are starting to not lose interest in the

actual work they do but potentially losing interest in the actual process of getting

graht funding so they are looking at easier options. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

These sentiments were supported by a state Coastcare co-coordinator who

expressed there were shortcomings to Coastcare's administrative procedures. The

lengthy process hampered community buoyancy and partnership development:

[The grants side of Coastcare] needs to be more immediate, more responsive. The

time delay between the community conceding or being encouraged into a project and

their enthusiasm coming up and actually hearing about that project, in some cases,

has been a 12 month delay. That has been really difficult to manage. It has put extra

pressure on facilitators. It has meant to capitalise on that peaking interest in the

community and with the land manager. That relationship has been fostered,

supported to a state where they have come together, and nutted out a project, and

funding has been committed, and time has been committed. Then you wait 12

months. A lot happens in 12 months of people's lives. I think that has been a huge

drain in the energies of facilitators. And in the head office. That is one of the

reasons it has then taken projects such a long time to complete, because sometimes,

things have changed dramatically. Had to build a complete new group in some

cases. It needs to be much more immediate. It is an essential level of support, that

there is money there to support the priorities coming out of these partnerships, but it
hasn't been immediate enough and it has allowed passionate interest to ebb. (State

Coastcare co-ordinator)

The roll over of Coastcare from NHT I into its next phase, NHT tr, reportedly cast

some confusion over the 200012001 grant round. The future delivery anangements

of Coastcare at the time of the 2OOO|2001 round were exceedingly sketchy and

therefore local land managers and groups were reluctant to further contribute until

the nature of NHT II was made more explicit. The drop in application numbers

called into question the effectiveness of the promotional element of Coastcare in

recruiting new interest into the Program.

Figure 3.4 also shows diversity between states and the Northern Territory in regard

to the number of projects that successfully passed through the assessment process

and received funding. New South V/ales consistently funded large numbers of

projects over the duration of the Program. Victoria and South Australia began

strongly, like New South Wales, but both states experienced a noticeable decline in

numbers of funded projects from 1998/1999, consistent with the reduced number of

applications. Western Australia had steady numbers of projects over time.

Between 1996197 and 200112002 the difference between maximum and minimum

fluctuated by only 14 projects. This contrasts some of the other states during the
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same time frame, that exhibited ranges between maximum and minimum of 25

projects in New South Wales, and 4l projects in Victoria and South Australia.

3.2.1.3 Allocation of funding

Funding allocation was determined by a specific formula whereby the

Commonwealth made an allotted sum of funds available for each StateÆeritory

based on a division of the available monies. The formula used to allocate funds to

each state and the Northern Territory was based on equal portions of a

Commonwealth foundation grant to relative population size and length of coast

(Commonwealth of Australia 199S). In addition to the Commonwealth

contribution, there was a requirement for matched financial input from each state

and the Northern Territory on a dollar for dollar basis. Table 3.3 shows the

variation in the Commonwealth's financial allocations to the states and the

Northern Territory, the maximum grant available, and an example of the actual

amount received for 199912000. Only two states fully matched, and exceeded, the

Commonwealth contribution. There were several reasons why this was so: it was

possible that there was an insufficient number of suitable applications; a number of

applications accepted by state SAPs were later rejected at the Commonwealth level

each year; groups sometimes failed to sign their management agreements; and

some projects never commenced and subsequently funds reverted to the

Commonwealth's central pool of Coastcare funding.

Table 3.3. Comparison of commonwealth/state Funding contributions

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,

State/
Territory

Commonwealth
annual contribution
available, 1997198 to

2000/01

$

Maximum potential
Grant Allocation -

Matched
Commonwealth

and State
Contribution

Actual Budget
Allocation

Matched C'wealth
and State

Contributions
199912000

NSW 512 000 1,024,000 965,03',7

VIC 427,000 854,000 548,080

QLD 439 000 878,000 487,302

WA 549 000 1,098,000 1,210,188

SA 311 000 622,OOO 537,000

TAS 244 000 488,000 274,4'19

NT 304 000 608,000 74,365

dated201610l
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The annual allocation of Coastcare funds followed the same trend as the fall of

applications, and by 2OO0l200t the annual amount of funding decreased by

5669,737 from the peak of I991t98. There was a slight resurgence in funds in the

200ll2OO2 round but the number of Coastcare projpcts was 112 short of the

IggTlgS maximum. Funding amounts to individual grants had increased.

3.2.1.4 ln-kind suPPori

In addition to the funds contributed formally by Commonwealth and State

government agencies, a considerable amount of in-kind support was generated by

Coastcare through local government and participants working on projects. Local

Government contributed financial or 'in-kind' assistance. In-kind support included

volunteer time, or use of equipment or machinery to conduct Coastcare projects.

For example, in South Australian, the state spent $1.5 million over 6 years (with

Coast protection Board funds), and received an additional $9.5 million. This sum

comprised a combination of Commonwealth and in-kind support, and the various

contributions are illustrated by Figure 3.5'

Other

Commonweolth
Gront

Slote gront (CPBI
Locol Lond

Monoger/
Agency

Coostcqre

Volunteer Efforts

Figure 3.5: South Australian Coastcare: in'kind and formally committed funds

There was some dissatisfaction aired by local government, through the Australian

Local Government Association's (ALGA) coastal policy, suggesting local

government efforts through Commonwealth funded programs, like Coastcare, were

overlooked:
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Lack of recognition of Local Government in the announcement of funding. The

contributions of State and community orfanisations are often highlighted, while
Local Government's contributions are often not recognised or ignore. (ALGA 2002)

Anna Carr (20021 l2l), writing of Landcare and Vy'aterwatch groups, identified that

much in-kind support, in the form of money, time and other resources (such as

equipment), often went unreceipted. This may have also been so for the estimates

available for Coastcare.

3.2.1.5 State-by-state comparison of funding

Figure 3.6 shows that New South Wales attracted the largest portion of Coastcare

funds and most projects. In comparison, South Australia and Victoria funded large

numbers of projects for modest funds. Tasmania was a more modest example of

this pattern. 'Western Australia proved the inverse, as it received generous amounts

of funding for the numbers of projects funded, and to a lesser extent Queensland

fitted this mould.
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Figure 3.6: Coastcare funds and number of projects by state - total, 1995196 to 2000/01

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,

dated201610l

Figure 3.7 highlights the contrast between the states for numbers of projects funded

and funding received. New South \ffales funded the most Coastcare projects (24Vo,

540 projects) and received almost one quarter of the funds, second to Western

Australia. Victoria funded just over one fifth (489 projects) of all Coastcare
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projects, 51 projects shy of the New South'Wales total, but received $2.1 million

less than New South'Wales in funds to carry them out. 'Western Australia funded a

modest number of projects (I Vo,327 projects) but had a quarter of the funds; the

highest proportion of any other state ($5.8 million). South Australia was almost

inversely proportional to Western Australia having funded almost one fifth of all

projects (414 projects) but receiving only 12Vo of available funds ($3 million).

Queensland funded the same proportion of projects as Western Australia but

received $1.5 million dollars less in funds.

Although Coastcare funded projects up to $30,000, Figure 3.8 shows that well over

half of the projects funded received less than $10,000 and almost one third received

less than $5,000. Just over one quarter of funded projects (27Vo) were granted

more than $15,000 and only 167o of projects were granted over $20,000. There

was a clear distinction between the states and the Northern Territory in terms of

size of grants awarded to applicants.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the distribution of large (over $20,000) and small Coastcare

grants (below $5,000). South Australia and Victoria combined accounted for over

half (597o) of all the small Coastcare grants. This represented almost half of South

Australia's projects (195 of 4I4projects), and 37Vo of Victoria's projects (181 of

489 projects). Proportionally, Tasmania was also awarded a significant number of

small grants, that accounted for 397o of all Tasmania's 194 projects. 'Western

Australia had the lowest proportion of small grants (only l3%o of all Western

Australian projects or 43 of its 327 projects), compared to the other states and the

Northern Territory. Queensland and New South 'Wales followed (l4%o of all

Queensland projects or 46 of its 331 projects and2lVo or 111 of all New South

Wales 540 projects). Conversely Western Australia, New South Wales and

Queensland combined were awarded with almost 807o of grants over $20,000.

'Western Australia alone received over one third of all grants over $20,000 between

1995196 and 200012001, representing 1 16 or 357o of all Western Australia projects.

New South 'Wales and Queensland each received just over one fifth of the large

grants, representing lTVo (92 projects) of all New South Wales projects and2l%o

(or 69) of Queensland's projects. South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania

combined received only lOVo of the share of large grants.
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Funding distribution between States and the Northern Territory -
Total Coastcare funds $25.9 million

Project distribution between states and the Northern Territory -
Total projects =2,323
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Figure 3.7: Proportion offunding and project numbers by state, 1995196 to 2000/01

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,

dated 2o16lÙl
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Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,
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Figure 3.9: Size and Number of Coastcare Grants by state, <$4,000 and >$20,000

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,

dated201610l
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3.2.1.6 Types of Proiects

Coastcare was described as 'action-oriented' with an emphasis on achieving on-

ground outcomes. A range of coastal and marine projects were eligible for funding

under the Coastcare Program, including:

including access to the coast

of sustainable management practices

management Plans.

(Commonwealth of Australia 1998)

'Protection and rehabilitation of sensitive areas' and 'Enhancement of sustainable

tourism, recreation and other activities including access to the coast' were the two

most predominant types of activity that community groups attempted. The

'protection and rehabilitation of sensitive areas' was achieved through a range of

revegetation projects that included dune stabilisation, protection of rare species,

weed and pest eradication programs, and seedling propagation. The majority of

projects that fell into the 'enhancing sustainable tourism, recreation' category were

primarily trying to improve access to the coast. The summary descriptions of

projects improving access to the coast typically included dual aims of protecting

coastal environments whilst also providing access for people and vehicles in the

form of facilities such as walkways, board-walks, fences, lookout platforms, and

roads. Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 capture examples of Coastcare dune protection

and beach access works.

The Commonwealth's Coasts and Clean Seas Mid-Term Review (Commonwealth

of Australi a 1999) categorised Coastcare projects according to whether they were

undertaking 'on-ground', 'educational', 'planning' or 'monitoring' activities. For

consistency this thesis has used the same categories.
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Figure 3.10: Coastcare Revegetation Effort
Source: Coastcare Photographic Exhibition, Roma McCullough, 2001

Figure 3.11.: Construction of beach steps, NSW
Source: NSW Coastcare
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Table 3.4 provides examples of the types of activities associated with these four

categories. On inspection, it is clear that Coastcare groups undertook quite specific

tasks.

Nationally, 7l7o of all Coastcare projects between 199511996 and I999{2OOO

comprised 'on-ground' works, predominantly a combination of rehabilitating

degraded coastal environments and improving access to beaches. After the

Commonwealth Mid-Term Review (1999) on-ground works increased in

prominence in terms of Coastcare activity. Planning, monitoring and education

projects shared roughly the remaining 29Vo. Comparison of the states and the

Northern Territory in Table 3.5 shows some variation. For New South'Wales,

Victoria and South Australia, on-ground works accounted for approximately three-

quarters of Coastcare activities. Close to two-thirds of Tasmania's and 
'Western

Australia's activities were classified as on-ground works while only half of

Queensland's Coastcare projects fell within the on-ground works category.

Consequently monitoring projects were more prominent (22Vo of all Queensland's

Coastcare activities) and education projects marginally more prominent in

Queenslan d (l9%o of Queensland's activities) than the other states and the Northern

Territory. Tasmania (I7Vo of Tasmania's Coastcare activities) and Victoria(l5%o

of Victoria's Coastcare activities) also shared a higher proportion of education

projects than the national average of Coastcare activity. Tasmania and'Western

Australia had a greater proportion of planning activities than the other states (177o

and lSVo respectively). The low numbers of projects in the Northern Territory

should be noted, as they inflate the significance of the proportional figures.

The total of 1,689 projects (shown in tables 3.4 and 3.5) does not mirror the 1,704

total of the Commonwealth data set for the same 199511996to 199912000 time

frame. There is a shortfall of 15 projects. Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 were compiled

from statistics collected during 2000 from the individual state coordinators. The

questionnaire they completed is included as part of Appendix 4. This was

necessary because the Commonwealth data set did not have a breakdown of

'project type'.
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Table 3.4: Types and Examples of Coastcare Activities undertaken between 1995196 amrd199912û00

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Coastca¡e national State Coordinators questionnaire, See Appendix 4'

Co\

Coasts and Clean Seas

Mid Term Review
Comparison (1999)

627o

I6Vo

ll%o

ll%o

1007o

Percentage & number of
Projects

TIVo or
1 190 projects

lLVo or
208 projects

97o or
157 projects

9Vo or
134 projects

1689

Examples of corresponding Coastcare
Activity

Boardwalk construction, access control,
revegetation, weed and pest eradication,
installation of sand drift fencing

Interpretive Centres, Coastal walks, radio
broadcasting

Development of management plans

Threatened species surveys, beach
conditions, litter surveys

MOU Eligibility Criteria

Protection and rehabilitation of sensitive

areas;

Enhancement of sustainable tourism,

recreation and other activities, including

access to the coast;

Identification and protection of natural

and cultural heritage resources.

Community participation in development

and implementation of management plans

Community-based monitoring of coastal

environments

Type of
Coastca¡e
Activity

On-Ground
Works

Education and

Training

Planning

Monitoring

Total

o
op
o
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The Commonwealth data set may not have been updated to account for cancelled

projects, or adjustments, accounting for the shortfall in project numbers. In any

case, there was a slight mismatch between state held records and the

Commonwealth data set.

Table 3.5: State/Territory comparison of Coastcare Activities

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Coastca¡e national State

Coordinators questionnaire, See Appendix 4.

Also worthy of consideration were complaints raised both during SAP panels and

through the interviews of the predominance of beach access, revegetation or

protection projects, to the exclusion of marine based projects and other innovative

initiatives. The predominant choices might have been appropriate to suit the

capacity of Coastcare groups, and what they were able to undertake, but certain

aspects of coastal management were neglected. The limited scope for marine,

education and research projects was raised as an issue by 12 respondents (7Vo).

Projects not producing practical actions or immediate on-ground work had to

demonstrate their future contribution to an environmental outcome

(Commonwealth of Australia 2000). This understanding permeated the SAP

decision-making process :

Because we've had the same members for some time now they've developed a safe

zone for approving projects. They've developed parameters within which they know
they're safe to approve projects. If a project is proposed that involves access control
and revegetation you can almost guarantee it will be approved because the SAP
know they're safe to approve that. If you get a project that is innovative those often
have a very difficult time in the hand of the SAP. It's virtually impossible to get a
marine project going. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

3.2.1.7 Coastcare proiect selection process

Community groups had to go through a formal application process to be eligible

for Coastcare grants. Groups completed the Coastcare application form, which was

NSW VIC WA QLD SA TAS NT Total

Onground 310 (797o) 246 (74Vo) l7l (68Vo) 127 (SlVo) 247 (787o) 84 (59/o) 5 (56Vo) ll90 (7 lVo)

Planning 3t (8%) 18 (5Vo) 42 (l1Vo\ 2l (8Vo) 14 (5Vo) 2s (t\Vo) 3 (337o) 157 (9Vo)

Monitoring 12 (3Vo) 20 (6Vo) 19 (\Vo) 54 (22Vo) 19 (6Vo) 9 (6Vo) t (11%) 134 (87o)

Education 40 (l0Vo) 50 (tíVo) 18 (77o) 48 (l9%o) 28 (9Vo) 24 (l1Vo) 2O8 (l2Vo)

Total 393 334 250 250 311 142 9 1689
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then checked by regional Coastcare facilitators and co-ordinators and was then

submitted to an assessment panel in the StateÆerritory in which the application

was submitted. The assessment panels were the responsibility of the state

delivering agency, and accordingly, there were differences around the country as to

how the assessment panels were organised and deliberated. Appendix 5 provides a

summary of the contrasts in Coastcare SAP processes between the states and the

Northern Territory. Aspects of difference included:

Ninety-one people for this study were asked about various aspects of the Coastcare

SAps (the Commonwealth managers, state coordinators, regional facilitators and

SAp members). These people all had had direct experience with the panels and the

process. Three key elements arose from respondent comments regarding aspects of

the panels that are worthy of closer consideration: membership of panels, selection

processes and feedback or evaluation of SAP methods'

3.2.1.8 MembershiP of SAPs

V/hen asked whether or not representation on the SAP panels was adequate, 69

people (76Vo) rhought it was. Whilst 36 respondents ( OVo) thought the panels had

a broad membership and a high level of expertise for sound decision-making, there

were some significant criticisms of the make-up of SAP panels. Each assessment

panel, in accordance with the MoU, had to represent state and local government,

industry, government agencies, sectoral interests (e.g. fisheries), conservation

groups, and cultural heritage and ATSI groups. However, these labels were

somewhat rubbery because the boundaries of representation were blurred. For

example, 14 respondents (87o) identified a lack of community representation on the

panel. Communities tended to be represented through local council members or
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conservation agencies. A community perspective was considered important

because such people had the capacity to convey insight of community group

experience in applying for funds and conducting volunteer work:

One of the things that stood out in the last SAP was that very few of the people on

the SAP have ever been involved in a community group or a Coastcare group. They

tend to treat the applicants as if they were a company tendering for a job and they

tend to lose sight of the fact that these are community people giving their own free

time to develop these applications and projects, with goodwill in their heart to do it.

Assessing the ãpplications is a very business like process and they [the panel] lose

sight of the time that groups have put into developing the projects. (Regional

Coastcare facilitator)

Reaffirming this position, when asked whether representation of stakeholders was

adequate, one panel member said their panel needed

More community members, less government. More people with on the ground

grass-roots experience in coastal management....Members who are informed' and

únderstand the realities of the dynamics of community groups. (State Assessment

Panel Member)

Equally, local government representation via counsellors and not local government

employees was considered problematic:

The local government association is asked to provide local government reps to all

sorts of committees and they always offer up a counsellor and I think that is a major

problem. In [our state] counsellors are politicians. If you wanted a representative

iro* u [state] government department you wouldn't put a [state] politician on the

panel, you'd put the head of the National Parks and Wildlife Service or a staff

member from the [agency]. [Counsellors] can't speak for the council. They are not

supposed to speak on behalf of the councils, and they don't know how the council

operates on a nuts and bolts day-to-day basis. So it's a flawed concept putting a

cãunsellor on the panel. I would try in the future to get some key council off,tcers on

board because they know how local government works, they know the constraints,

they know about things like state policies and regional environment policies and

plaining documents and all that kind of stuff. A counsellor's expertise may be that

i.," ,unr the fish and chip shop, and everyone thinks he's a good bloke or they are a

tourism operator and they have an oyster business or something. They don't have to

have any iocal government work experience. (State Coastcare Coordinator)

The make-up of panel membership had profound implications for project selection,

Three such issues were raised in this study:

3.2.1.9 Attendance

Despite there being a predetermined list of agreed members, turnout of members on

the day of the panel was somewhat reduced, and therefore directly affected

representation. Appendix 5 shows the membership of panels against the numbers
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actually attending for each state for the 2001 panel. Attendance of the panels was

raised as an issue by 13 respondents, and was an issue for particular states,

especially 'Western Australia. These respondents thought that the SAP process

would be sufficient and representation adequate if all nominated panel members

attended.

We have one woman who year after year who doesn't turn up and because she is set

on the SAP we therefore miss out on that contribution. It is a local government

voice/perspective that she would be representing that is absent. If there is one no

show, and no excuse, they should be off the SAP and get someone in who is

committed to doing it. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

A second critical element, especially for states with lengthy and remote coastlines,

was the issue of geographical representation of panel members, raised by 10

respondents. This is especially so for indigenous issues and representatives.

We don't have representation from all the regions, so for instance [in one particular

facilitator's] area there is no one there [on SAP] who can talk for those projects.

Where as for my area, there are quite a few people who can pipe up and say: 'I've

been there, I can tell you about this'. That is really unfair. As good as it is for me

here, because people know the project, [the other facilitator] has to really speak for

[their] projects because people haven't seen the sites. So we really need to address

that in the SAP. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

Bias in panel deliberations was raised as an issue by 19 respondents (IlVo). There

were several explanations as to how bias was introduced. Parochialism and strong

and influential personalities had the capacity to sway the opinions of other

members. Alternatively, quiet, non-contributing members also led to an

inequitable outcome:

[Selecting a project is] at the whim of opinion and not based in reality. Someone on

the panel can have an opinion based on I don't know what and it can have a big
influence. I've noticed that a lot. I don't know, it could be based on anything.

Everyone then rates [the project] low, but it may be a bloody good project, even

when its rated well at Technical Assessment Panel. Then it hits SAP and its more

political. [The SAP] has a bigger say' (Regional Coastcarç facilitator)

But some people on the SAP run their own agendas and perhaps don't have much

idea about other areas but are vocal and come up with a convincing argument and

sway the panel based on some questionable evidence. The loudest or most

persuasive person can sway the argument. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

3.2.1.1 0 Protocol and ranking systems

Each state had a different style of assessing and ranking individual projects. The

factors in common were that all processes were lengthy, involved and time

consuming. Twenty-nine of tbe 44 respondents (66Vo) who were asked about the

degree of success of the SAP process in selecting suitable projects for funding,

thought it was either 'very successful' or 'successful'. These choices were made
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on the basis of having had 'confidence in the process', that the process 'was

democratic', 'the best it could be','cleaf' and because'everyone'S views were

considered'. Strengths of the selection process included 20 people's comments

about the rigour (the technical assessments feeding into the SAP and careful

consideration of each application by the SAP) with which individual projects were

assessed and as a result that, on the whole, good projects were selected and poor

applications not:

more and know the system, know how to play the game and just do excellent work.

That proportion of projects are just fine. The others are weeded out prètty quickly.

The process is appropriate for that' (State Coastcare Coordinator)

Despite this general feeling of success, several aspects of the process were

identified as weaknesses, including:

Seventeen respondents (lÙVo) felt that decisions had been made without due

process, and that a strategic and big picture view of the Program was absent. These

people felt that there needed to be clearer criteria for selection'

I suspect a lot of SAP members are not exactly clear of their role, and what, and how

they ihould be prioritising projects, and how they should be deciding between what's

eligible and what's ineligible. I'm not sure what the best way to get around that

might be. I suspect it comes down to capacity building. ...There is no real consistent

mechanism or formula for prioritising. (Commonwealth Coastcare Manager)

That $oup [the panel] needs to get together more than just being sent a box of
applications 2 or 3 weeks before the panel and expecting to sit down there and make

sound decisions. A number of those members have not been given a brief about

what is Coastcare, what is the objective of Coastcare. What are we trying to achieve

with our projects. rùy'e need to get those people together and train them up lift their

capacity of the objectives, what they'd like to see that can be done, prior to a panel,

unã th"n a debrief a week or two after the panel to review what they have done.

(Regional Coastcare facilitator)
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3.2.1.11 Lack of knowledge of coastallssues

Even though the actual process itself might have been rated highly, 20 respondents

(lTVo) felt that some SAP members may not have had adequate experience in

coastal management or knowledge of the regions they were assessing.

The drawback is that the SAP members may not have a very good knowledge of
regional issues. Which is something that has got on eYeryone's nerves, I think. Just

because these people, at the end of the day, can make a decision, they can

recommend a project for funding. Even so, they don't have a clue of what the

community is like or even what the area is like. I am generalising but I would say

that several ofthem are unaware ofthe local issues. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

There was not enough technical expertise on the SAP. There may have been some

people who held reasonably executive positions but there were also people like local
counsellors and different people who didn't know much about what they were

talking about. They had to be there for community reasons and political reasons and

I don't think that's the right way to go. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

3.2.1.12 The role of facilitators in the selection process'

A contentious issue, and one treated rather differently in each state, was the degree

of input facilitators should have had during SAP deliberations. The facilitators had

intimate knowledge of the applications, locations and groups submitting but they

were strictly only supposed to offer comment, upon being asked by the panel, for

clarification. In some states facilitators had increased their input over time and

opinions were divided about the appropriateness of this:

In the [SAPs] I went to this yeat, a couple of things that disturbed me were

chairpersons letting facilitators speak for projects and in [one state] actually letting
them advocate for them, and persuade SAP to fund them. One facilitator being
particularly successful at that. It was a worry and they should have been told
facilitators can only give factual information and that's it. (Commonwealth

Coastcare Manager)

The first ISAPI I wont to I got screamed at by the boss because we were not allowed

to speak and I just couldn't stop. But since that one (and that's three) the facilitators
have been asked to speak on the group and the project. That is unofficial' Vy'e are

not supposed to still but it has happened as part of the process' I know I've had no

mean role in that. I really feel like I couldn't sit there and listen to our chairman

make comments that weren't true (he thought they were true). You have to balance

the facilitator input. The facilitator has always been seen as neutral, It is a difFtcult
decision. The assessment panel should recognise that the facilitators have the

knowledge of both the group and the project to assist the panel' It doesn't mean we

have to put a score down. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

As some of the facilitators pointed out, they were the ones who had to work with

the groups and projects after the SAP decisions had been made and perhaps there

should have been the opportunity for them to advocate for or against decisions

made upon inadequate information.
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Too many 'bad' projects get up because of the limited expertise and knowledge of
panel members. This then leaves facilitators in the difficult position of assisting with

the implementation of 'bad' projects. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

3.2.1.1 3 Federal select¡on

The purpose of the panels was to assess whether applications met the desired

criteria set out in the Coastcare MoU and specific StateÆerritory regional coastal

policy. Once the panel had assessed each application it forwarded its

recommendations to the relevant StateÆerritory Minister, who forwarded the

advice and recommended proposals for funding to the Natural Heritage Ministerial

Board through the Commonwealth Environment Minister. Successful applicants

were sent a management agreement and received their grant once the agreement

had been completed and lodged with the StateÆerritory administering agency.

This process was clearly rather convoluted and time consuming, an issue raised

prominently as a constraint to Coastcare.

3.2.1,14 Length of Process

Responding to the question that asked of the challenges faced by Coastcare, 39

respondents (23Vo of all respondents) cited the delay encountered by community

groups between the time they first lodged their applications to when they received

money to commence project work, as a burden of the Program. The lag was

problematic because groups reportedly became despondent whilst waiting and

some disbanded before funds were made available. The delay between application

submission and funding announcement made project planning difficult:

The down side lto the grant scheme] is the time delay in groups hnding out whether

away. Or the cheque is sent to the secretary and they're not there any more so the

group doesn't exist any more and the cheque comes back. That's happened to a
$20,000 grant, and the coffers have gone back into the system. (Regional Coastcare

Facilitator)

The time lapse between grant application, approval and actual funds being made

available needs to be reduced. Long delays tend to negatively affect public

enthusiasm and also interfere with project planning. For example, the tree-planting

season in tropical regions is the wet season (December to April) and ground
July 2001
However,

the project
nager)
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The issue of protracted approvals was raised by the Australian National Audit

Office in their assessment of Landcare (quoted in Curtis [2000]), who suggested

that the approvals process was too lengthy and unnecessarily bureaucratic. Their

suggestion was to leave the assessment to regional committees of management,

utilising local area management plans; a plausible concept under the emphasis of

regionalisation of NHT tr.

3.2.1.1 5 Federal hi-iacking

After such a lengthy and in-depth assessment at the state level, there was

consternation, from 13 respondents, over the fact that final decisions were then

made at the Commonwealth level by the Federal Minister. Projects supported by

state panels were sometimes rejected by the Minister, with little explanation by him

as to why such projects were not considered worthy of funding. Table 3.6, collated

from data derived upon request from the state Coastcare coordinators, shows that

there was a number of readjustments made to SAP decisions by the

Commonwealth Minister.

Often when the applications go down to Canberra, they go into a black box. You

have no idea, It is not treated fairly. Often [applications] not recommended [by state

SAPI get up [at the federal level] ! [I] would like the chance to revise the federal

selection. Often you can't explain to the group why they didn't get funding (State

Coastcare co-ordinator) .

Everyone knows there is little Commonwealth government process once projects

leave SAP. Decisions are made at the Ministers office. Hence there is little
feedback from Environment Australia staff because they are out of the main loop'

Environment Australia staff should be brought back into the process. (State

Assessment Panel Member)

Table 3.6: Comparison of saP selection and commonwealth adjustments

Source: data derived for this thesis, State Coastcare

State Applications SAP rated
successful

applications

Commonwealt
h Rejected

NSW 1053 540 11

VIC 973 506 t2

QLD 562 331 **

v/A 496 310 2

SA 561 414 6

TAS 335 37 70

NT 49

**These figures were not available
coordinators data sets, 2003
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In Tasmania's case the large numbers of rejections from Commonwealth were

based on the understanding that the state had insufficient funds. Reasons provided

by the Minister for rejecting SAP approved Coastcare applications included: not

wanting to fund project officer positions, projects applied for were the

responsibility of another agency, and the lack of clear outcomes.

3.2.1.16 SAP Feedback and Evaluation

In many states SAP members remained consistent over time. Respondents made

comments that such panels became experienced with the selection process and

developed as teams. Despite this experience and consistency, one of the most

pressing issues raised during the survey, was that the various SAP panels received

no feedback about Coastcare's performance on a state-wide basis from one panel

meeting to the next. Some states produced newsletters that were sent to their SAP,

presenting articles about particular projects, but on the whole there was little

analysis of projects nor group performance. The most consistent feedback

provided was the list of projects approved at the prior panel, and only Northern

Territory and Victoria provided that information before the convening of the

following SAP. During SAP deliberations feedback was provided about

proponents who had received grants previously and on their progress. Such

information was provided in numerous ways and again differed in formality and

between states: some SAPs relied on immediate facilitators comments, and some

on technical assessment reports. Coupled with the issue of facilitators contributing

to panel discussion only when asked, this lack of review of previous works is a

flaw of the SAP process. The state coordinators, regional Coastcare facilitators and

SAP members were asked for this study whether they thought the information

presented to SAP members regarding previous decisions and outcomes from

previous grant rounds was sufficient. Of the 85 people who answered this

question, 6O (7t7o) said that feedback for SAP members was inadequate.

I think [SAP] feedback has been one of our greatest shortcomings as managers of the

process. The SAP hasn't had that feedback and I think that would be the greatest

ihortcoming from a co-ordinator or management role that we have had. I think they

need much greater feedback and it doesn't mean necessarily mean doing field trips.

(State Coastcare coordinator)

But all of the people that attended the SAP, non of them will get a letter from me

until next year when I ask them if they are available again to do it on such and such a

date. I don't think that feedback is adequate. (State Coastcare coordinator)
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Twelve of the 85 respondents (147o), suggested that an overview of the previous

years' Coastcare activity would have been beneficial. Suggested issues included

that they would have liked to know about the general progress of projects over a

year: project completions from previous rounds, regional perspectives (including

financial amounts spent), and importantly how and if Coastcare was meeting

regional coastal management strategies. Twenty of the 85 respondents (24Vo) said

they wanted to know how individual groups had fared and what projects were

successful, and reasons for why others struggled. One SAP respondent said they

would like

Feedback on projects that get funded i.e. the actual outcomes they achieve. Focussed

(i.e. to SAP) feedback on best and worst projects and why. Information on a

Website? Need to discuss PROBLEMS as well as good news. (State Assessment

Panel member, respondent's emphasis)

3.2.1.17 Number of proiects completed

Coastcare projects were funded on the basis that they would be completed within

the year of receiving their grant, or in an approved staged process (Commonwealth

of Australia 2000: 6). However, Figure 3.I2 indicates that in most states less than

one half of all Coastcare projects funded since 1995/96 were completed in

l999l2OOO. South Australia and Victoria were the exception.
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Figure 3.12: Coastcare, number of funded and completed projects by StateÆerritory
1995196 - 199912000
Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,

dated2O/6lOl
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It may be that the greater proportion of projects funded for less than $5,000 were

easier for groups to complete.

Between 199511996 and 199912000, South Australia was the most successful in

completing projects with 6OVo or 192 of the 318 projects signed off. Of Victoria's

439 funded projects, 239 or 547o were signed off and final reports produced.

Tasmania and Queensland had completed 45Vo of all funded projects. New South

Wales, 'Western Australia and Northern Territory had completed less than 40Vo of

their funded projects. The year long duration for Coastcare projects proved

difficult to enforce. The main thrust of Coastcare in 200012001 was to finalise

outstanding projects ready for the roll over into the next phase of the Coastcare

program in light of the end of its funding provision.

The other thing I guess is that the fact that they are year long projects and

predominantly here they are rehab projects and you can't get a quick fix in one year.

It actually takes quite a few years. rWith other NHT programs they can have say 3

years for running a project and having it injust one year means that rarely are people

able to complete the project within one year. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Given that the majority of Coastcare projects were not completed within the one

year duration set for them, an investigation into the average length of time projects

have taken would be useful. Projects designed around political funding cycles do

not seem to have taken into account the social and physical difficulties that cropped

up for volunteer groups. More realistic time frames for groups undertaking coastal

management activities seems appropriate:

and sometimes problems come up and it takes years for the project to be done and

[the group] don't report on the grant and people get sick of it and quit being the

president ofthe group. They are the sort ofissues that happen with grants. It is quite

a big responsibility for a group that is keen about protecting their bit of coast, to get

actually get a gmnt and do the project and report on it. (Commonwealth Coastcare

Manager)

[The coordinator] always wanted to make sure the projects finished on or before the

time. Which hardly ever happened. I always had to point out to that these were

community $oups putting in their own volunteer time. They're not getting paid and

you've got to give them a little bit of lee-way to achieve some of these goals' It was

technically true, they had signed off on contracts agreeing to be bound by the

conditions of the contract, but circumstances change a lot within groups' You get a

change in members, people have other responsibilities, things crop up in their lives

they need to address, and it gets difficult to meet those time frames they thought

they'd achieve when they put in their applications. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

South Australia and Victoria had the best record for project completion; these two

states funded the majority of projects valued below $5,000. Western Australia and
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New South Wales had the majority of incomplete projects. These two states

funded the majority of projects valued over $20,000. This suggests a logical

correlation. Groups in receipt of modest grants were likely to be tackling

manageable tasks, and are therefore more able to successfully complete their

projects.

3.2.2 Who was participating in Coastcare?

The only routinely collected data about the characteristics of participants over time

was the 'primary applicant' signature on the application form. Classification of

groups as per the application forms is depicted in Table 3.7. Figure 3.13 shows

that 'local community groups' were the most numerous and successful applicants

for Coastcare grants, accounting for more than two thirds of successful Coastcare

applicants between 1996 and 2000. Local Government, Indigenous groups and

Non Government Organisations between them accounted for a further 227o of

participating groups. State Government Agencies, Regional Organisations and the

education sector accounted for the remaining 8Vo of participating Coastcare groups.

Table 3.7: Classification of groups participating in Coastcare

Source: (Commonwealth of Australia I 999)

3.2.2.1 The Coastcare communitY

Estimates based on the average group size indicated that some 60,000 people were

engaged in the Program (Commonwealth of Australia 2OO2). The NHT Annual

Review for 2000-01 states that Coastcare established nearly 2000 groups nationally

(Commonwealth of Australia 2002). It is difficult to establish the numbers of

Type of Group CharacteristicsÆxamples

Community Voluntary, bottom-up and community-led e.g. locally based Coastcare,

Landcare, Dunecare, and Bushcare groups, Iocal environment
management groups, life saving clubs.

Indigenous Land councils, community corporations.

Non-Government
Organisation

Organisations that go beyond voluntary community participation, in that

they have paid staff who are professional lobbyists i'e. Surfrider
Foundation and Conservation Councils.

State Government
Agencies

National Parks, Fisheries, Environment and Heritage, Museums, EPA

Regional
Organisations

Not always community groups and quite often have paid staff but have

responsibility for some aspect of natural resource management in their
region i.e. A committee of management or a catchment coordinating
group.

Education Sector Primary and Secondary Schools, and Tertiary Institutions.
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groups that aligned themselves with Coastcare becuase the only records kept were

for groups in receipt of grant funds. A key indicator of Coastcare's success was

that there were groups who continued to work under the banner of Coastcare but

were financially self sufficient:
'We have a reasonable proportion I'd say like 507o of groups, maybe more, going on

to doing works Having a sense of ownership or stewardship over their local patch,

regardless of whether they have Coastcare funding or not, and I don't think you
could expect a lot more than that to be honest. (State Coastcare Coordinator)
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Figure 3.13: Groups participating Ín the Coastcare program, 1995196 - 1999|2OOO

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Commonwealth Coastcare data set,

dated 20/6/01

These groups were hidden from the central data base, which only accounted for

active grants. Once a project was completed and the management agreement

signed off and acquitted, there was no formal tracking of the once participating

group. Yet regional Coastcare facilitators remained in contact with such groups,

continuing to offer them advice and support.

For example, some groups interested in revegetation works received only one grant

and then became proficient at seed collecting. They no longer required funds to

keep actively working on their site and kept in regular contact with the facilitator

but they were lost from the books. These groups were the indicators of Coastcare's

success in developing stewardship within the community. Future programs like

Coastcare should take more concerted effort to trace the trends of group activity
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because the nature of volunteering is not well understood yet it is vital to the

continuation of the 'care' programs and an underlying philosophy of sustainable

resource management. This is taken up in the discussion in Chapter Four.

A comparison of primary applicants across the states and the Northern Territory

revealed that Western Australia accounted for more than half of all 'local

government' (66 groups) and 'State Government Agency' (24 groups) applicants.

Queensland had almost one third of all indigenous Coastcare applicants (36

projects) which might have indicated that the specialist indigenous facilitator was

making a difference. A broad range of community groups demonstrated interest in

the Program:

Evidenced by the wide range of groups that apply for grants - schools, local

governments, volunteers, fisheries officers, board-riders, 4WD clubs, bird observers,

church groups; resident progress associationsl aboriginal communities etc etc etc.

(State Assessment Panel Member)

The strongest thing is that public interest is definitely continuing. There is new

interest all the time. We're not just dealing with old staid groups. We've got lively
new groups and lively old groups. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

Numbers of community groups, NGOs, regional organisations, schools and tertiary

institutions as primary applicants remained constant over time. However, there

was a noticeable decline in three applicant groups: state agencies, local government

and indigenous groups. The number of state agencies, as primary applicants,

dropped from 16 in 1996197 to 4 in 199912000. Local government similarly

declined, falling from 44 tn 199611997 to 19 in 199912000. This may have been on

account of more stringent rulings during SAP, as the primary focus was on

community involvement. The SA Fishing Industry Council was the only industry

body to have lodged 3 Coastcare applications. Interestingly, a member of that

Council had membership on the South Australian SAP.

Numerous Coastcare groups applied for grants over consecutive years and many

received multiple grants in one funding round. The national Coastcare database

revealed that 23 groups applied for Coastcare funds and received them for each of

the four funding rounds between 1996 and 2000. A further 63 groups received

funding for three of the four funding rounds between 1996 and 2000 (not

necessarily in consecutive years), showing that the Coastcare program successfully

sustained interest in coastal management for various local groups for the duration
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of the Program. One hundred and fifty two Coastcare groups received three or

more Coastcare grants. Thirty-Two groups received five or more grants. In

t996197 18 groups were successful in gaining three or more grants for that year.

This trend has dwindled with time. In 199912000 only five groups received three

or more grants. This may suggest that multiple grants (more than 3) for one group

were hard to sustain.

Indigenous Coastcare posed an issue worthy of greater attention. Even though

there were provisions within the MoU reinforcing the value of indigenous

involvement in the Program, 22 respondents (l3Vo) were dissatisfied with low the

numbers of indigenous groups participating.

There should be a greater emphasis on indigenous Coastcare. That is largely under

represented and untapped at this stage, even though Coastcare has tried to involve
indigenous communities, and we have an indigenous facilitator in QLD I suspect

there is a huge potential for further involvement of indigenous communities and an

increase in the number of indigenous facilitators. (Commonwealth Coastcare

Manager)

Lack of understanding by coastal managers of ATSI people, culture and issues

meant in many places the Program did not encourage indigenous participation.

Many ATSI communities had low numeracy and literacy which, despite the

concessions within the Coastcare MoU, reportedly influenced their participation:

The forms are particularly difficult and some [ATSI] groups just don't have the skills
to be able to handle them ... NHT application forms are a nightmare. Unless there is

an astute town clerk they chucked in the bin. (Regional Coastca¡e facilitator)

I would particularly like to see some coordinated approach to indigenous issues -
possibly even a slightly different application process to make it easier for
communities, The key is to talk with representative land management bodies like
land councils about this - especially across the Top End - e.g. Northern Land Council
in Northern Territory, Balkanu in Queensland, Kimberley Land Council in Western

Australia. (State Assessment Panel Member)

Increasing ATSI participation was one aspsct of Coastcare that indicated the need

for readjustment for future grant program design. Changing the application

process, increasing the representation of indigenous interests during project

selection and increasing the number of indigenous facilitators in northern Australia

were some suggestions. The long time delay between application and receipt of

funds was cited as particularly detrimental to indigenous applicants:

the fact that it took close to l8 months once an application went in until the

community group saw the funds. This does not work in Indigenous communities, A
number of communities saw the person who applied for the grant simply move on.

Indigenous communities usually have maybe two or three or in some cases one

person who is the shaker and mover. That person often burns themselves out within
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two years. The community is then left with the monies, and with no-one really
interested in fulfilling the project. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

'Where there were dedicated staff to work alongside indigenous Coastcare

communities (in Queensland and the Northern Territory), results were favourable:

[One of the strengths of Coastcare has been] community involvement, the

[indigenous] people actively looking after country, in collaboration with the
government in Indigenous communities. I think it has helped to build very healthy
relationships between Aboriginal people and Government, both local and State

governments. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

[Coastcare has contributed to coastal management in this area by] providing
opportunities for groups such as Buttlingarra Aboriginal Corporation to be involved
in coastal works projects which in turn have provided the framework for young
Aboriginal people to learn new skills and craftsmanship in protection works. This
has greatly assisted council in the identification and completion of works that are in
many cases extra to council's core works. It has been particularly useful in provision
offinancial assistance. (Local coastal land manager)

3.2.2.2 Coastcare localcoastal land managers

The primary applicant (a member of the Coastcare group) and manager responsible

for land on which the Coastcare project was to be carried out had to submit

Coastcare project applications jointly. The local land management representative

had to co-sign the application and make a declaration that the agency was

supportive of the pfoject presented and was 'willing to have on-ground work

described in [the] application caried out on the land it control[ed]'

(Commonwealth of Australia 2000: 10). Similarly, the Coastcare group (as

primary applicant) and the local land manager had to co-sign the final report which

detailed whether the original objectives had been met. Local council

representatives most frequently signed as the land coastal manager responsible for

the land on which Coastcare projects took place. This is shown by Figure 3.14.

Table 3.8 shows that local government was the principle land manager signing

Coastcare applications. Crown land managers on the coast in Victoria comprised a

combination of local government, local committees of management, Parks Victoria

and the Environment Department. The land tenure of the Northern Territory was

significantly different to the states, with the majority of coastal land in traditional

ownership. This was reflected in the implementation of Coastcare in the Northern

Territory where indigenous owners were most frequently signed as land manager.
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Figure 3.14: Land managers co-signing Coastcare applications
Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Coastcare national State

Coordinators questionnaire, See Appendix 4.

Table 3.8: Land Managers of Coastcare Projects, by State, 1995196 ro 199912000

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Coastcare national State

Coordinators questionnaire, See Appendix 4.

Table 3.9 shows the numbers of coastal councils within each state and their degree

of involvement in Coastcare. The figures suggest that a considerable number of

Councils were involved in the Program.

3.2.3 Facilitation and support

The válue of Coastcare grants was reinforced through the provision of the regional

Coastcare facilitator network. Community groups undertaking projects were

supported by Coastcare's modest staffing structure at Commonwealth, state and

local levels. The Commonwealth provided a central co-ordinating role, bridging

the gap between government policy makers and the regional staff implementing the

goals of the Program.

NSW VIC OLD WA SA TAS NT Total

Local ôovt 8'l 56 l02 t02 120 46 4 517

State Govt.
Agency

18 l0 9 18 l4 l6 2 87

Indigenous 18 2t 1 13 4 8 65

Private I 2 1 2 8 I I t6

Crown t3 55 3 l9 7 97
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State/Territory Number of Local
Coastal Councils

Number of coastal
councils signed as

Land Manager

Vo of Local Coastal
Councils signed as

Land Manager

NSW 43 39 93

VIC 22 20 9T

QLD 36 ¡F¡ß **

WA 47 44 94

sA* 37 30 81

TAS 24 24 100

NT 29 8 z8

Table 3.9: Local Councils Participating in Coastcare

Source: Statistical analysis - this thesis; raw data derived from Coastcare national State

Coordinators questionnaire, See Appendix 4.
*council amalgamations reduced the number of coastal councils from42 to 37 in SA
**Information not available

The Commonwealth provided a national perspective and point of contact for

Coastcare and was responsible for bringing the network together annually,

maintaining the central database of activity and assessing national progress of the

Program. State level Coastcare staff comprised a State co-ordinator who managed

the regional facilitators. Co-ordinators were responsible for applying the objectives

of Coastcare, guiding facilitators, linking the Program to broader coastal

management initiatives and reviewing their particular StateÆerritory Coastcare

activities. Some states had a high turnover of co-ordinators. Vy'estern Australia had

5 in 18 months and Queensland and South Australia experienced a significant

number of changes in coordinator over time.

It is the 30 regional Coastcare facilitators who had the greatest contact with

community groups. The facilitators' tasks included assisting community groups

complete application forms for Coastcare funding; providing advice to community

groups on best practice coastal management; facilitating communication and co-

operation within and between community interest groups, industries, local

government and government agencies; and advising on and coordinating activities

funded under the Coastcare Program within their region.

Figure 3.15 shows the numerous regional divisions of the Coastcare program and

the staffing arrangements for each State and the Territory. The number of regional
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facilitators and length of coastline to which they were assigned varied considerably

between States. Victoria maintained the staff from its CoastAction program,

running prior to Coastcare, and so appears to be more generously staffed than other

States.

Figure 3.15: Coastcare regions and staff structure
Source: This thesis.
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eueensland appointed a specialist indigenous facilitator to show the potential

benefits of Coastcare and to encourage Aboriginal groups to apply for grants.

The regional staff of Coastcare were 'hosted' by either local government or

StateÆerritory government agencies. 'Western Australia was the exception, with

one industry body hosting a regional facilitator. Agencies hosting facilitators were

responsible for providing administrative management, including office space,

facilities and motor vehicles. Host organisations in each StateÆerritory were

selected in one of two ways. In each Coastcare region host agencies were

determined either by consultation 'between participants', or by a selection panel of

State government agencies and local government, on the basis of expressions of

interest.

In addition to supporting groups through the grants program, many regional

Coastcare facilitators were more widely involved in other coastal management,

education and training and strategic matters. Some facilitators independently ran

conferences and training workshops (these included regional forums or accredited

short courses such as coastal rehabilitation techniques and coastal conservation).

,summer Activities' programs, designed to promote Coastcare and increase

awareness about coastal environments, were run during the summer months in

some of states (New South Wales, Victoria and parts of the Western Australian

coast). These activities would not have happened without the drive and

involvement of the regional Coastcare facilitator teams. They played a central role

in organising educational initiatives including photographic/art and poetry

competitions (like the national 'Exposing the Coast' initiative). The facilitators

promoted the Coastcare program through joint involvement with other festivals

(such as the 'Sea dragon Festival' in Western Australia; Environment Festivals in

Tasnlania) and awareness Days or weeks (such as 'ocean care Day" 'sea-grass

awareness Day', 'Coastal processes Day', 'Clean-up Day' and 'Weedbuster

'Week').

3.2.3.1 Growth of coastal management networks

The regional Coastcare facilitators played an important role in linking the

Coastcare program to broader environmental arenas and planning and management
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frameworks. For example, the majority of Coastcare facilitators were members or

representatives on various management committees including coastal advisory

committees, coastal reference groups, steering committees developing coastal

management strategies, catchment management boards, regional environment

management committees, state coastal management committees, coastal

environment networks and steering committees of numerous marine and coastal

programs, They played a critical function, directly exchanging information

between the Coastcafe community and the wider coastal management forums'

The regional Coastcare facilitators are like nodes in the framework. They have

dialoguã between each other regularly - so they provide a network across the whole

State. What they find in their individual regions i.e. methods of controlling 4W

drives; the way they have been successful or not, the stories shared with the other

regional Coastcare facilitators, helps feed down to the community groups...The

faõilitators can act as a conduit of information to and from groups. So having

regional Coastcare facilitators is part ofthat integrated information that enhances our

strategic planning framework. (State coastal manager)

The facilitators are well regarded in the community. A program is only as good as

the people driving it, and with Coastcare the facilitators are a grcat asset and

champion for effective community participation and coastal management. (Local

coastal land manager)

The majority of facilitators interviewed for this study were employed by Coastcare

for more than two years. With the impending changes to Coastcare and the

transition from NHT I to NHT tr and lack of confidence in facilitator positions

being held over, there was significant staff turnover in Coastcare, shown in Table

3.10 below. Tasmania and the Northern Territory are the only places to have the

same team, coordinator and facilitators, since the Program's inception. Tasmania

is the more notable because it was established from the Program's outset in 1995.

Table 3.10: Staff turnovet 2000'2002

State Number of
coordinators holding

position between
2000-2002

Number of Regional
Coastcare facilitators

positions

Number of facilitators
leaving Coastcare
between 2000-2002

NSW 1 6 2

VIC I 6 5

QLD 2 5 8

WA 5 5 )

SA 3 3 2

TAS 1 3

NT 1 I

Source: This thesis
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3.2.4 CoastcareeducationalactivitÍes

According to survey results, a significant contribution by Coastcare to coastal

management was its educative role and raising awareness of coastal management

issues, both within the community and within government. Over half of all

respondents (56Vo; n=98) cited Coastcare's a\ryareness raising contribution as a key

strength or contribution of the Program. Coastcare's role in environmental

education contributed to a greater understanding by community about coastal

processes, coastal management arrangements and government processes. Local

management agencies, too, reportedly benefited from promotional materials

produced for Coastcare, and through involvement with facilitators. Coastcare

achieved this in two key ways. First, directly involving groups in project work:

providing training and facilitator support and second, reaching out to the broader

community, those who were not actively engaged in project work, through media

campaigns and initiatives like 'Coastcare Week' and 'summer Activities'

programs.

[A strength of Coastcare has been its role in creating] a significant increase of

awareness about natural processes in coastal areas. LGA officers have gained

increased understanding ofthe public perceptions about coastal values. The projects

have focused LGA's attention and efforts on areas that require more active

management (Local Coastal Land Manager)

The Coastcare network was involved in many initiatives over and above individual

Coastcare project consultation and management:

I guess I did want to reiterate the education awareness raising part of the Program as

viial. People tend to think of it as a grants proglam or a grants program with

facilitatorsijust out there helping existing community groups participating in coastal

management, and not the othèr part of our role, which is trying to change behaviour

withiñ the wider community. The general public of Australia, or in my case,

Victoria. I think that role is really important and who knows what is going to happen

next year. A lot ofdiscussion has been happening around regionally accredited plans

and facilitators and grants. I have no idea of what is going to happen to the

awareness raising side of Coastcare. We're getting better at it and I would hate to see

it dropped completely. (State Coastcare Coordinator)

The awareness raising initiatives of Coastcare are described in detail in the

following sections.

3.2.4.1'Coastcare Week'

,Coastcare Week' was held in the first week of summer each year with the pu{pose

of drawing attention to particular coastal management issues' Simple messages

provided information for the public about how to care for their coast. 'Coastcare

Week, received extensive media exposure and was used as an opportunity to
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encourage the establishment of new groups and get the general public involved in

coastal management activities. Each 'Coastcare Week' had a particular theme,

listed in Table 3.11.

3.2. 4.2 The Coastcare'Su mmer Activities' prog ram

Coastcare 'summer Activities' programs were designed for the general public

visiting the coast during peak holiday season and were largely state initiated

Coastcare events. Victoria, New South 'Wales and part of Western Australia were

the only states to take part. Figure 3.16 is an example of the logo 'Western

Australia used to market the concept. Hundreds of educational coastal activities,

largely coordinated by the facilitators, were designed to engage beach goers and

holiday makers in events such as: interpretation walks, rock pool rambles, and best

practice fishing clinics.

Tabte 3.11: Coastcare Week themes

Source: Compiled from Environment Australia website, 2003

The financial state contributions to Summer Activities' are as follows:

$30,000 funding from the Department of Land and Water Conservation

Department of Natural Resources and the Environment

$23, 000 from the Department for Planning and Infrastructure

Year Coastcare Week Theme Central Message

1997 Ferals on the Fringe Alerted attention to introduced
marine pests such as the

1998 Turning the Tide Promoted conservation of rockY,

intertidal reefs

t999 Have a Coastcare HolidaY Reminded beach goers to take note of
their coastal surround and to treat it
with respect

2000 Save our Shorebirds Alerted attention to habitats of
shorebirds

200t Afloat and Aware Warned of the hazards of ocean based

litter

2002 Threatened Marine Spectes Drew attention to cunentlY
endangered marine species and their
habitats
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3.2.4.2 Coastcare festivals and regional conferences

Coastcare in Tasmania coordinated a state coastal conference in 2001, 'The Cutting

Edge - What's the Future for our Coast?', with the aim of bringing coastal

managers stakeholders together. The conference was well attended and was

envisaged to become an annual event. Some individual facilitators in the other

states have convened regional conferences.

Figure 3.16: Western Australia's Summer Activities logo' 2001

Soîrce: Western Australia Summer Festival promotion material, state Coastcare Coordiator

3.2.4.3 Training

Facilitators in most states ran short course training programs for community groups

and local land mangers about best practice coastal management. In Victoria each

facilitator received a $6,000 training budget for Coastcare facilitators to run

educational workshops or professional training programs for groups on specific

coastal management topics such as identifying coastal weeds' Tasmanian

facilitators regularly ran short course programs which were open to local councils

as well as communitY grouPs.

3.3 Conclusion

Among Coastcare's most substantial achievements was the significant volume of

activity and creativity generated during its operation. This Chapter has shown that

although the Program became truly national, with formal commitment and

involvement of each of the states and the Northern Territory by 1998, its practice

and outcomes were distinct around the country. Coastcare developed to become

more than a grants program as a result of a combination of its design and the

commitment and enthusiasm of the national team. The combination of the grants

with its community education component and facilitator network createded a robust
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and successful means of bringing the community into coastal management in

Australia.

Various elements necessa.ry to keep the Program running (such as administration,

the SAP panels and educational events) evolved over time within each of the states

and the Northern Territory, while some differences were intrinsic features of the

different locales Qike population size and density). This analysis of the

Commonwealth data set demonstrates the considerable contrasts in distribution of

size of grants awarded and numbers of projects funded through Coastcare between

states. Several factors influenced this variance. 'Matched' funds contributed by

individual states differed considerably. Some states did not to meet the

Commonwealth offer, while others provided more than that prescribed in the

formal agreements. Distinctive SAP selection procedures also influenced patterns

of funding allocation. In addition to variations in grant dispersal, three states

financed substantial, additional educational components (summer activities),

beyond their grant commitment, to enhance and encourage further community

effort.

Other aspects of the Program showed more uniformity between states. For

example, the type of activities groups were funded to undertake were nationally

consistent, with a focus on beach access and vegetation (revegetation and weed

removal) works. Planning, education and monitoring projects were far fewer,

partly as a consequence of the Commonwealth requirement for visible, tangible

outcomes for dollars spent. Other nationally consistent patterns were the primary

applicants and local coastal managers co-signing project applications. The primary

applicants were primarily voluntary, local environment groups while the local land

managers mainly local council representatives; Northern Tenitory being the

exceptign, where land tenure was unique'

While Coastcare was effective in generating activity and enthusiasm, reflection on

its practice and functional aspects reveal some shortcomings. The remaining

discussion elaborates some of these aspects which have the capacity to be

transferred to newly established programs in the future, and are therefore worthy of

consideration.
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Data collection and use, especially by the Commonwealth Coastcare managers

could have been more rigorous. The statistics collected detailing numbers of

projects funded and types of projects undertaken, while essential for overview and

auditing, were limited. There was a need to look deeper and to establish more

rigorous criteria of success. Groups aligning themselves with Coastcare, but not in

receipt of funds (they may simply be maintaining a site and not in need of financial

support), were invisible. This group was a vital indicator, reflecting the outcome of

one of Coastcare's objectives: engendering stewardship. Groups that continued to

operate without funds, and call themselves 'Coastcare', were a marvellous example

of the Program's success.

Delivery of Coastcare could be improved or modified on several fronts' The

project selection process was criticised on several fronts. Anna Carr's study of

Landcare and Waterwatch groups in Australia pointed to the need for closer

scrutiny of regional assessment panels because 'most RAPs are closer to the top-

down than they are reflecting bottom-up issues and priorities' (Carr 2O02:98). The

SAp panel processes analysed in this chapter reflected similar constraints. SAP

panels selecting Coastcare projects should have considered true representation of

community groups, those having had Some experience in running volunteer

projects and of ATSI people. SAP panels were clearly influenced by the

Commonwealth's directive, to support a narrow band of projects with visible and

tangible outcomes. This resulted in SAPs being conservative in their deliberations,

selecting projects they felt would be accepted by the Commonwealth Minister.

Inflexible administration processes, whilst ensuring accountability for the spending

of public money, did not necessarily support innovation. The nation-wide lack of

feedback to SAPs regarding their decisions from year to year should have been

addressed. It is important for such decision making bodies to be clear about issues

facing groups undertaking projects, and of patterns of beneficial and successful

projects as well as those which have failed. The role of the facilitators during the

SAp process is also worthy of consideration. It appears their insight and local

knowledge was withheld so as to not bias the decision making. If the purpose of

the SAps was to elect best and feasible projects then all available information

should have bene utilised to reach such decisions. The facilitators' knowledge was

paramount in achieving this position.
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There was an obvious fall in the numbers of groups applying for Coastcare grants

and the numbers of projects being funded. Reasons for this decline should be

closely considered given that the first phase of the Natural Heritage Trust has

ended and Coastcare is jostling for position with other environmental programs for

guaranteed funding. Onerous processes and lengthy administrative delays (of up to

9 months or more), which are out of the hands of interested and motivated groups,

such as processing of grants (through SAPs and ministerial approval) were clearly

problematic given the propensity for delays to deflate the initial passion

communities demonstrated. Evidence of ongoing support from the communities

Coastcare was designed to assist is essential. Streamlining application processes

and volunteer reporting requirements is a necessary task for volunteer programs.

Groups registered their discontent through facilitators and declined to reapply for

grants.

The number of outstanding projects similarly needs to be addressed. Exploring the

reasons why groups found it difficult to complete their projects within one year

may shed light onto how better support volunteer groups working within these

stringent reporting arrangements. Bureaucratic requirements did not always allow

enough scope for the complexities of group dynamics and intermittent volunteer

effort. It is often overlooked that voluntary efforts are fitted in around the

complexities of peoPle's lives'

Very limited information was collected nationally about the demographics and

dynamics of volunteers working on Coastcare projects. Such information would

have provided useful insight and better assisted administering agencies support and

understand the evolution and function of community involvement. The collection

of such data would have been another means of gauging Success. For example the

number of groups, on paper, may not seem to have been increasing but an

increasing size within individual groups would have been a good indicator of

growing community suPport.

The following Chapters of this thesis build upon this descriptive overview of

Coastcare, exploring more deeply its role in encouraging community involvement

and an integrated approach to coastal management.
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CommunitY Partic ipation in Coastcare:
refining meaning and measuring success

Tell me and I'll forget;
Show me and I maY remember;

Involve me and I'll understand
(cited in Campbell 1994:93)

4.1 lntroduction

Pursuit of sustainable approaches for natural resource management has broadly

encouraged the involvement of local communities in planning for resource use

(Ellsworth et al. 1997; Jorge lggl). Tobey and Volk (2002: 289) suggest that

sustainable development is people-centred because 'emphasis is placed on

partnerships between government, civil society, market actors and community

empowerment,. In many countries, ocean and coastal environments are publicly

owned, a contrast to inland communities, so it is considered that the public' as

stakeholders, have the right to a key role in the management process (Claridge and

Claridge lggl). Accordingly, community involvement in coastal management has

been accepted and accelerated by the proliferation of ICM initiatives. Tobey and

volk (2002: 28g) specify that 'ICM is organized through participatory and

collaborative processes' and claim the development of practical expertise in

participatory processes as a key contribution of ICM to date' There is a global

trend toward increased community involvement in the coastal management

process.

Experience around the world is buildin management

wherein the people who live and work in ese resources

are enabled to tåke an active and respons planning and

decision making responsibilities with gov

The call for a central community role in the ICM process is reflected by key

principles of international manifestos and forums, such as the Rio Declaration and

UNCED's Agenda 2l (UNCED lggzb). Such documentation acknowledges and

sanctions the role that local authorities and communities should play' Box 4.1

illustrates the dictum of various influential ICM documents stating the importance

of communitY involvement.
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The significant message accorded by these treaties is that communities (citizens)

are included in 'decision-making'. The wording of such statements remains

ambiguous, with the meaning of community, participation, decision-making and

degree of involvement largely unexplained'

Box 4.1: adoption of the philosophy of community participation in coastal management

Source: (Hildebrand 1997 a)

The extent to which communities (local people) are engaged in the ICM process

varies considerably from place to place, and may mean nothing more than the

general public being kept informed about decisions made at higher levels. It is not

the intent here to denigrate the aspiration towards an informed public, but rather to

suggest it is not the only means of engaging the community, and by no means the

most empowering. This is discussed in detail in the following discussion. It is

Agenda 21 (UNCED Chapter 17, Objective L7'5 (f) '1992

'Provide access, as far as possible, for concerned individuals' groups and

orlanisations to relevant information and opportunities for consultation and

p^iii"if"tø" in planning and decision-making at appropriate levels

Rio Declaration PrinciPle 10

Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens

at the relevant level...[and that] each individual shall have ...the opportunity to

participate in the decision making process'

Rio Declaration PrinciPle 22

Local communities have a vital role in environmental management and development

b""uur" oftheir knowledge and traditional practices. States should recognise and

ãuiv ,upp-t their identity, cultureand interests and enable their effective

purli"ipution in the achievement of sustainable development'

LisbonDeclarationonimplementationbylocalauthoritiesofthe
MarÍne Chapter of Agenda 2l'1993

Commitment to Co-operation and Assistance:

f) encourage incorporation of management and development' as well as

"nuironrn"î,al 
proiection concerns ãnd local planning issues, in educational

icurricula, and public awareness campaigns, having regard to traditional ecological

knowledge and socio-cultural values

1993 World Coast Conference Report (IPCC 1-993)

The implementation process of ICavltypically involves: providing for participation

nt on BuildingICZM capacities: active

ractical and indigenous experiences and
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unclear whether the acceptance of a cornmunity role in coastal management is

rhetorical, as opposed to accomplished support (Hale 1996: 101). Evaluating the

extent to which the public has been involved is a complex task because of the

variation in interpretation of the term 'public involvement', and of what constitutes

,meaningful participation'. It is also difficult to establish what aspect of the

decision-making process the public will be privy to. Appropriately engaging

communities in natural resoufce management is a topic of debate amongst

academics and practitioners and ongoing philosophising in terms of what is

preferable and possible (for example: Conacher and Conacher 2000; Nursey-Bray

2000; Carr2OO2).

The Coasts and Clean Seas MoU (1993) detailed the stated objectives of Coastcare

and its desired outcomes. It is an example of a policy which inadequately

articulated what was required or expected from participation. Box 4.2 details the

specific aspects of the MoU that relate to participation. Coastcare was to 'provide

opportunities' for the broadly defined community to 'participate in coastal

management, and the outcome of this was to be measured by an increase in the

level and 'effectiveness of community involvement in coastal management'

(Commonwealth of Australia 1998). However, lacking is an explanation of what

was anticipated for the community by such involvement nor how communities

should have expected to be involved. There are no performance indicators to

establish 'effectiveness' nof whether any of these outcomes were achieved.

4.2 What is 'ParticiPation'?

Despite wide appeal and adoption of the term 'participation', it is difficult to find a

specific explanation for the expression. There are several terms in use which

broadly refer to the concept of 'participation': consumer/public participation,

citizen participation, community/public involvement, community empowerment,

and stakeholder participation, and in applying a clear definition, each is as elusive

the others. According to Cooke (1995: 94) community participation 'is the union

of two concepts that have no agreed upon definition: community and participation'.

Many other authors share the same opinion: there is little agreement about what
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Box 4.22 selected schedules and clauses from the coasts and clean seas MoU, 199711998

Actions Agreed bY ParticiPants

4.1 iiÐ .Establish mechanisms for consultation with the community on coastal

management issues'

Schedule 1, Coastal Management Objectives and Principles

Clause 6 Coastal management objectives

Public ParticiPation

6.1 vii) to ensure that there is informed pubic participation in open, consultative processes

dealing with planning and management of coastal resources;

ClauseTGuidingPrinciplesforthemanagementofcoastalresources
Public ParticiPation

7,1. (xv) Effective public consultation and participation are esse¡tial to the planning process

and should be encouraged before decisions are made. For participation to be

effective, the public re[uires sufficient information and opportunity to be informed

about alternative uses. Processes for deciding about coastal zone management

shouldbeopenandpubliclydocumentedtoallowforscrutiny.

(xvi) Local communities, including local industries, should be encouraged to share

direct responsibility for management of local coastal areas and to participate in the

development and implementation of management strategies'

(xvii) The interests of indigenous people_s should be recognised and incorporated in

resource use decisioi making. This requires, among other things, effective

protection of cultural and intellectual property, including storylines; participation

inthemanagementofresourcesinwhichpeoplehave-traditionalorcultural
interests; recognition ofindigenous rights to hunt, gather and fish, consistent with

conservation o--bjectives; and conservation of the resources upon which these

activities are based'

Schedule 3 Coastcare
3. The objectives of Coastcare are:

(ii)

to engender in local communities, including local industries, a sense of

stewardship for coastal and marine areas;

io provid" opportunities and resources for residents, volunteers, business and

interest groups to participate in coastal management;

to suppo-rt 
"órn-uìity 

identification of natural and cultural heritage resources;

to taåiiitate interactión between the community and bodies with responsibility for

managing coastal areas'

4. The desired outcomes of Coastcare are:

¿Ð-- 
- 

to increase the level and effectiveness of community involvement in coastal

management;
(ii) to inciease the capacity of those contributing to coastal management through

documentation and dissemination of best practice coastal management

information;
(iiÐ to raise awaren solutions;

(iv) to increase the

i"i to increase coo nt and the

communitY.

(Ð

(iii)
(iv)

Source: (Commonwealth of Australia 1998)
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these terms mean (Richardson 1983; World Bank 1995; Croft and Beresford 1996;

Ewing 1996;Day 1997; Hildebrand 1997a; Jones and Gaventa20}Z).

Hildebrand (1997b: l), speaking of coastal management, cautions careful choice in

the use of terms such as 'public involvement' because he recognises it to be value

laden and often used without clarification of its meaning. Some have gone as far as

to suggest that the concept is a fad (Midgely 1986; Day 1997: 421) and worse,

'hollow and meaningless' because 'the terms often come to offer everybody what

they would like to understand them to mean' (Jones and Gaventa2002:487). Such

looseness is seen as a bonus to others who agree the term 'participation' suits many

policy contexts, but they see it a useful one, mainly because it conveys a 'feel

good' concept (Richardson 1983; Nelson and V/right 1995 2).

The notion of participation is often taken for granted, yet not well conceived, 'as if

the desire for commitment to participation is sufficient to ensure it will happen'

(Croft and Beresford 1996: 181). In addressing the inadequacies of the use of the

term participation, Day points out that every participation program is based upon a

particular social theory or paradigm 'or at least a set of assumptions concerning the

need for intervention and the connection of citizen participation to the political

system', she argues that such theories should be made explicit, but rarely are (Day

1997: 422). According to Day (1997: 426), understanding the nature of the policy

decision-making arena is fundamental to understanding the subtleties of

democracy. For this reason, this discussion will examine the origins of the theory

of participation.

4.2.1 Origins oÍ ParticiPation

The 1990s has been a 'renaissance' for participatory research and development

practice (Chambers 1994; Croft and Beresford 1996) and discourse on participation

is abundant. The notion of community participation is being applied broadly in

many contexts such as health, education, housing, social work and urban and rural

development (Midgely 1986). Buchy et al. (2002) suggest that participation in

natural resource management (NRM) shares many commonalities with these

contexts but that NRM extends to issues of geographical scale and land tenure.
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Croft and Beresfofd (1996) and Carley and Christie (1992), like Day, trace the

ideals of participation back to classical philosophical discussions about democracy.

One of the defining elements of models of democratic theory is the nature and

extent of citizen participation (Pateman 1970; Stokes 2OO2). Much of the

philosophising around participatory democracy is the questioning of who should be

participating and for what purpose and how participants can best contribute to the

deliberations of government. The central concern of the classical democratic

theorists revolved around the degree of participation expected of, or available to,

the general community/citizenry; and of participation as a means or an ends in

itself. The different theoretical positions, explored deeply by Pateman (1970), are

summarised in Table 4.1. The key issues commonly shared by the 'participatory'

theorists are:

the worþlace and local community) is essential

intellectual (psychological) development, it would improve capacity to make

decisions and contribute to the improvement of a democratic life; it would
increase confidence in ability to contribute to the political process

governmen t that citizens would learn and develop appropriate decision-

making skills most readily.

Representative democracy, disinterested in inclusiveness, has been challenged by

theories of participatory democracy (Pateman 1970). The latter theories could be

expanded beyond national political institutions and into the broader societal

associations (such as the workforce) and emphasised the educative functions of the

act of participating, advocating that participating was an ends in itself.

Participating would benefit those involved and expand their knowledge, confidence

and expertise. The premise of 'participation' in participatory democracy is that a

broad range of interests can be represented and that participants become integrally

involved in the decision making. These theoretical threads are evident in

contemporary discussion about participation, as will be made evident throughout

the remainder of this chapter. It is with the notion of participatory democracy in

mind that this thesis examines the practice of participation.
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TIIEORISTS AND
MODELS OF
DEMOCRATIC
THEORY

MEANS/]VIERITS OF PARTICIPATION

Representative Liberal Democracy

Schumpeter No special role for participation. Participation is largely the act

of choosing the decision maker - voting. The majority gain

maximum output (policy decisions) for minimum input (voting)

James Mill
Bentham

Both theorists expect citizens to take an interest in the political

institutions governing them - and thereby understand the system

within which they vote. Concerned largely with national

institutional arangements of the political system. Participation

by people remains a narrow function.

Participatory (Developmental) Democracy

Rousseau

(simplistic model - non-
industrial city-state)

Rousseau 's central premise was that each citizen should
participate in political-decision making . He recognised
participation as more than an adjunct to the political system;

regarded the psychological effect of participating as a key

outcome of the political process and resulted in an educated

public. The process was a continuous one. This enlightened

citizenry realised shared concem for the common good and had a

heightened sense of belonging, brought about by participating. A
notion of true community.

JS MiII

(transposed Rousseau's
theory into the context of a

modern political system)

If individuals in a large state are able to participate effectively in
government they need to learn the art ofpolitical decision-
making. This is fostered by involvement in local associations

and local decision-making bodies (committees). Issues affecting

the individual happen at the local level and therefore local

official afhliations provide the opportunity to learn 'democracy'.

In a large scale society, a representative government will be

necessary however, the word political is used in its widest sense,

opening up the democratic ideals to a wider set of authority
structures than simply to national institutions. 'Participatory
democracy' indicates something much more than a set of
'institutional arrangements' at a national level.

GDH Cole

(theory set in modern,
industrialised society and
of such a society - Guild
Socialism)

Cole draws a distinction between the existence of representative
'institutional ¿urangements' at the national level and democracy.

Individuals will only truly learn if the authority structures in all political
systems are responsive to broad participation. This means that the

individual must be able to participate in all associations with which the
person is concerned. In other words such inclusion and involvement

assumes a 'participatory society'.

Cole also endorsed the local level as the appropriate training ground for
leaming democracy.

Cole regarded the manipulation of decision making processes by the state

as a danger and to overcome that he emphasised that associations had to be

free ofthe state to control their own affairs. (Cole defined society as

'complex of associations held together by the wills of their members)'

Maximum input (participating in decision-making) for two key outputs: a)

Policies and/or decisions and b) development of social and political
capacity

Table 4.1: Models of DemocraticTheory and Participatory styles

Source: Summary derived from Pateman (1 970).
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4.2.2 Contemporary status of participation research

Participatory democratic theories provided the rationale for many social and

economic policies of the 20th century westem democracies, especially through the

extension of the welfare state (Short 1989; Stokes 2002). It is here that the concept

of consumer participation surged in popularity, as a feature of social policy

decision-making, in the 1960s and 1970s with a focus on increasing the influence

of the marginalised in decision-making processes affecting people's lives (Wengert

7976; Sewell and Phillips 1979; Richardson 1983; Midgely 1986; Jones and

Gaventa 2002). The influence of community participation in policy development

has proven so popular it has also been described as a 'movement' (Chambers 1994;

He 20O2). Literature on the subject over the last 20 years has been largely devoted

to achievements and research methods for the developing world and more recently

for newly democratising countries (Gaventa and Valderrama 1999; Stokes 2002).

However, according to Gaventa and Valderrama, the concept has once again, after

a brief waning of interest, reached mass appeal, so much so that it is no longer a

discourse solely applicable to the 'excluded'. The concept of participation has

been opened up to include

broad forms of engagement by citizens in policy formulation and decision-making in

key arenas which affect their lives. (Gaventa and Valderrama, 1999: unrepaginated)

A re-emergence of discussion around increased involvement of communities arrd

participation is prevalent in a number of fields. Croft and Beresford (1996) suggest

that this is due to the failure of two major political systems: western market

economies and the socialist republics of Eastern Europe. Both of these systems are

derived from economic models that have failed to adequately address

environmental issues and social need, and as such there is now a 'search for a

different politics' that is 'more civil and social than economic' (Croft and

Beresford 1996: 176). According to Stokes, citizenship has become a major field

of inquiry since the 1980s because of a gradual disillusionment with electoral

politics and declining participation in and commitment to liberal democratic

institutions (Stokes 2OOZ). He suggests that citizens' interests may simply have

shifted to different sites such as social movements or NGOs and, as such,

'citizenship may be expressed in a variety of ways that only marginally touch upon

the formal political institutions of liberal democracy' (Stokes 2OO2: 26). This
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sentiment is echoed by Carley and Christie (2000a) and He (2OOZ) who suggest that

there is a call for a return to 'civil society'. The civil society to which they refer to

resonates with Cole's idea of Guild Socialism, by placing emphasis on separation

of the state from citizen activity or society, denoted by the formation of

associations, 'free of state tutelage', which can shape the development of state

policy. New directions for the state, and other organisations committed to

sustainable development, are being sought through these remerging notions of civil

society that require a 'potent interaction of individuals, government, NGOs and

business' (Carley and Christie 2000a: 78).

Closely related, and interwoven into discussions about the rise of civil society, is

the recent emergence of the concept 'social capital' (Pretty and Frank 2000). It is a

term used to express the value of voluntary associations and the capacity for these

to influence and enhance the way society functions (Cox 1995; Norton 2000;

Schuller, Baron and Field 2000). Social capital is defined by Pretty and Frank as:

the cohesiveness of people in their societies, and comprises relations of trust

reciprocity and exchanges between individuals that lubricate co-operation; the bundles

of common rules, nõrms and sanctions mutually-agreed or handed-down; and

connectedness, networks and groups. (Pretty and Frank 2000: 179)

The popularity of the notion of social capital affirms a renewed interest in the ways

individuals participate in civic structures, and what Schuller et al. (2000:2) identify

as 'revalourization of social relationships' in creating a civil society' The idea of

social capital is pertinent to this study because one of the ways it is developed is

through the voluntary efforts of 'civic groups', including local environmental

groups (Cox 1995; Pretty and Frank 2000). Social capital theorists focus upon the

voluntary associations made by individuals through a diverse array of

organisational settings that are separate from the market and public sphere; these

settings are labeled variously as the 'the community sector' or the 'social sector'

(Stewart-V/eeks 2002). Norton (2000) provides two reasons for the increased

attention to the subject. The first is the pursuit of alternative ways of service

provision than through government agencies that are perceived to be inefficient.

The alternative is 'to let the civil society do what was previously done by the state'

(Norton 2000: 1) through the efforts of non-government organisations and

community groups. His second supposition is that there has been a rise of
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.communitarianism' that promotes a heightened sense of responsibility and degree

of commitment to protecting public resources'

Along with the upsurge of current philosophical interest in participation has been

the inclusion of participatory approaches and methodologies in management'

includingenvironmentalmanagement(LandandWaterAustralia200l).

contemporary thoughts about the involvement of communities in planning and

management of natural resources suggest numerous benefits for institutions' among

them: opening up the debate about social and environmental issues; contributing

towards policy formulation; reducing citizen alienation over govefnment decisions ;

utlising local knowledge; increasing government accountability and building

supportforagencyprograms(CroftandBeresfordlgg6;Mooteetal.|991;

Agrawal and Gibson 1999: 632; Curtis and Lockwood 2000; Dovers 2000; Tobey

and volk 2oo2). Benefits of participation by communities in the management of

their own resources leads to improved environmental management for local u'"Á,

empowerrnentandgreatersocialjusticeforlocalpeople(Buchyetalt'2oo2).

However, several commentators query public participation approaches in

Australia,s 'care' programs (wescott 1998; Conacher and conacher 2000; Dovers

2000; Doyle 2000; catr 2002). Their assertions are based on the structure of

funding and reliance on central government, for administration and support of

schemes. For example, conacher and conacher suggest that the participation

process in Landcare is 'a heavily disguised transfer of public costs to the private

sector in local communities' (conacher and conacher 2000: 300)' and that the

,heavy hand of bureaucracy persists' (conacher and conacher 2000: 300) because

communitygroupsrelyupontheskillsandfundsofatop-downadministrative

system. Government cost cutting by transferring duties to volunteers is an issue

also raised by carr (2002) and 'wescott (1998) but most succinctly phrased by

Dovers

Do governments embrace communitY

senõ and because theY believe in P

obligat
less go
good a :unrePaginated)
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4.2.3 The practice of participation

The V/orld Bank defines participation as follows:

Participation is a process through which stakeholders influence and share control over

development initiatives, and the decisions and resources which affect them. (World

Bank 1995: 3)

Buchy et al. (2002), basing their ideas on development theory and political

sciences, see participation as either an approach, ethos or method, guiding practice

for involving community members in planning activities. Considine (1994) also

views participation as a means to improve decision-making and also as a process.

It is the degree of influence that communities have in decision-making that has

become the focus of recent discussions of participation in natural resource

management. According to Richardson, participation finds expression in many

forms but she introduces a critical distinction about the ways people engage in the

decision-making arena - either as indirect or direct participants (Richardson 1983).

Direct participation is engaged and active and involves face-to-face interaction

between policy makers and people wishing to influence the course of government

policy. Indirect participation, conversely, refers to alternative means of influencing

decision-making processes in a more passive manner, such as voting or

campaigning, but specifically does not rely upon personal interaction. This

dichotomy has elsewhere been described as instrumental or developmental

participation (Midgely 1986). Considine explains the two concepts thus:

The instrumental value of participation is the observable effect it has upon the

improvement of any single decision or plan. The developmental value of participation

is the effect it has upon persistent capacities within a system or community.

Development values include: increased knowledge, greater understanding, increased

solidarity, trust and sympathy' (Considine, 1994: l3l)

Gaventa and Valderrama explain this as a transition, (shown in Figure 4.1). He

regards there to have been a 'scaling up' from more traditional participation

approaches (which are arguably instrumental in style) to democratic participation.

In direct or developmental participation it is the 'simple interaction between

consumers and policymakers which represents the key defining variable for

analysis' (Richardson 1983: 19). However, decision-making processes are

complex, and typically, what is expected of community involvement in any given

process is not sPecified clearlY.
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Traditional particiPation
(Instrumental)

BeneficiarY

Project

Consultation

APPraisal

Micro

I)emocratic Participation
(Developmental)

Citizen

Policy

Decision-making

Implementation

Macro

Figure 4.1: Scaling up of participation effofs
(Aãapted from Gaventa and Valderr ama, 1999 : unrepaginated)

Richardson provides useful clarification

the activity of participation is not synonymous with the activity of taking decisions,

and at least some of ìhe confusion which surrounds this whole subject derives from

failure to appreciate this simple point' Participation in decision-making means

participation in the process by which decisions are made. Many different activities are

"n"omþurr"d 
by this pro""ti and participation may take place in any one - or all of

them. (Richardson 1983: 19)

For example, activities involved in the decision-making process may include any or

a combination of the following: issue identification, information gathering,

establishing priorities, adopting a position, plan development, plan implementation,

outcome evaluation and so on. As emphasised by Richardson, participation by

stakeholders may occur at any one or all of these stages'

As long as they [the community] are there at some point, interacting with those that

make the decisions or those who report to them, some participation can be said to have

taken place (Richardson 1983: 20).

The logical conclusion to this discussion is that there should be much clearer

explanation in program or project goals, that invite participation, of what is

possible or expected in terms of community input, and an explicitness about how

such input is anticipated to be included in decision outcomes. In other words, it is

necessary to be explicit about what constitutes meaningful participation'

Midgely (1986: 25) suggests that if participation is meaningful then people must be

voluntarily and democratically involved in the process of making decisions which

he defines as: setting goals, formulating policies, and planning and implementing

progfams. Anything less he labels pseudo-participation. This is an ideal

proposition, but there needs to be some discussion of scale and context. Midgely

states that 'the unit for participation and the primary forum for the expression of

views must be the small local community'(Midgely 1986: 25)'
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4.2.4 Top-down and bottom up approaches

The distribution of power is a critical consideration in assessing the merits of any

given participatory approach (Munro-Clark 1992; World Bank 1995; Day 1997:'

Hildebrand 1997a). Harvey and Caton (2003), speaking of the nature of

community involvement in coastal management in Australia, concur' They suggest

that participation is influenced by the degree of power wielded by the community'

within all the stages of planning and management processes' Power relations in the

participatory process are represented as the tension between top-down 'forces' or

bottom up 'aspirations' (Carley and Christie 1992: 128)'

Rhetoric of participation calls for a changing role of government from one of

,command and control' to facilitator and partner with community (carley and

Christie 1992; Hildebrand lgg/b). Many texts equate such partnerships as

dependent on powef sharing or balance of power. For example, Munro-Clark

suggests that partnership development is reliant upon the 'redistribution of political

power and influence through participation by ordinary citizens in the processes of

public decision-making'(Munro-clark 1992: 1). The world Bank report on

participation (1995) speaks of creating a level playing field. Both of these

examples point to deliberate effort to redress power imbalance - typically reducing

the degree of control of government and increasing that of the community'

Pathways to sustainable development, advocated widely throughout the 1990s from

global to localised scales, have demanded partnership development between

government, agency and community. It is the nature of such partnerships that

engages much discussion and debate about what is acceptable, feasible and

appropriate in terms of community engagement in making decisions (Oakley l99t:

Norrena 1994;Green and Penning-Rowsell 1999; Visser 1999; Davies 2oo2)'

Natural resource management literature and programs (e.g. Land and water

Australia and authors (Jennings and Moore 2000; Davidson and stratford 2000)'

place emphasis on the changing role of government and agency in service delivery

and policy development. Governments have the responsibility to ensure that

effective opportunities for participation are created and sustained' However' the

implication is that government institutions also have the potential to block effective

involvement of citizens (Gaventa and valderrama 1999).
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Participatory action is typically described as increasing by degrees, along a

spectrum, ranging from top-down govefnment control to bottom up total

community control (Ellsworth, et al. 1997). Sherry Arnstein originally ascribed

different degrees of interaction between government, agency and community to

that of climbing the rungs of a ladder (Arnstein 1969). The further up the ladder,

the more involved and meaningful the interaction has said to become. However,

Dovers points out that such a continuum is too inflexible by not allowing for the

complexities of participation: some people wish only to be observers and others

may change their intensity of participation over time, 'climbing up and down and

jumping off the ladder' (Dovers 2000: unrepaginated).

Buchy et al. (2002) have developed a 10 'rung' typology of participation for NRM

in Australia, they too recognise the potential of combining or mixing degrees of

participation. Figure 4.2 provides an illustration of various degrees of input that

participants may experience. Short (1989:76) suggests that genuine participation

occurs under direct citizen control, or delegated authority or collaborative

management/power sharing (points 3-5 of Figtre 4.2). He makes the distinction

however, between genuine participation and the degree of engagement in a

decision-making process. It is important to recognise that partial engagement tends

to preclude the setting of goals and that there is the tendency to include participants

in implementing rather than planning and a situation where there is 'engagement

without empowerment [or] responsibility without power' Short (1989:76)

This is also noted bY MidgelY:

communities are comprised of individuals who differ in their desires to become

involved or who are constrained by various factors from participating' Also people

become involved to a greater or lesser degree at different times and in response to

different issues. (Midgely 1986: 29)

Labonte (lgg7), too, is critical of the continuum, suggesting that community

control .as the utopia of 'true' participation, negates participation rhetoric that is

predicated on the notion of partnership and relationship building between

government and community. Keeping the idea of the continuum in mind, it is

important to consider the kinds of relationships that have developed in the name

of participatory initiatives.
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Top Down

l. Non-Porlicipotion - Governmenl Decides
Decisions mode by governments with little or no informotion
provided to public. Decisions mode by government
ogencies, public mode owore ofter the foct. No request for
comment from the Public.

2. Porliclpolion in Plonning
Public consultotion, public odvisory committees.
lnformotion provided to ihe Public. Building Aworeness.
Meoningful Consultotion. Comments requested from the
public. Public concerns ore incorporoted into the plonning
process ond policy documentotion.

3. Collqborqlive Monogement
Mulli-stokeholder process. Porlnerships - voluntory porticipolion
of oll porties in o process or octivity. Eoch porty mokes
specified contribution. Process begíns of the needs

identificotion ond conceptuol stoge.

4. Delegoted AuïhoritY
Higher level of government delegotes portion of
responsibility to lower level of government. Higher
outhority sets limits ond guidelines for delegoted
decision-moking.

5. Community conlrolof resources
Exclusive community conlrol of monogement
ond resources.

Bottom Up

Figure 4.2: Continuum of Public Involvement in decision'making
So-urce : (Adapted from Hale 1996: 4; Ellsworth et al. 7997 124-125)

Historically, relationships between agency and community have been considered

paternalistic, with government acting in the best interest of the general public

(Uphoff 1991). Increasing levels of participation, as indicated on the continuum

of public involvement in Figurc 4.2, challenge the notion of 'government as
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of public involvement in Figure 4.2, challenge the notion of 'government as

arbiter and public as object' (Hildebrand 1997a:34). As suggested by Moote et

al.:

Traditional public participation methods utilised by the public land management

agencies have been criticised for allowing agencies to nominally meet their statutory

rãquirements for public involvement while effectively continuing to dispense

predetermined management decisions. (Moote et al' 1997i 877)

An example of such an approach is public consultation, a popular technique for

inviting community input, but one which allows a large degree of autonomy, after

the screening process, by the agency concefned. In contrast, local on-ground

project work, which utilises the community as a source of labour in the

construction of projects, but little else (for example lack of representation on

advisory or official committees), are typical manifestations of these sorts of

'participatory' projects (Midgely 1986). According to Hildebrand

what makes participation hard to achieve [is that] it requires government to redefine

its role and in so doing, develop new institutions that facilitate broader participation.

(Hildebrand 1997a:34)

A major stumbling block in real advances to increase the role of community in

decision-making processes is the inability or reluctance of agencies to change their

traditional management style. Reasons for this are attributed to the nature of

agencies, unwilling to overcome a legacy of paternalistic or authoritarian

relationships with community, and to the fact that agencies have failed to evolve

with skills and motivation to adopt progressive participatory approaches to

management (Oakley 1991; Uphoff t99l; Selin and Chavez 1995; Davos et al.

2OO2). It appears that governments and agencies lack understanding of how to

offer genuine avenues for participation. It may be that rigor required for truly

engaging the community in the decision-making process is too arduous for

government institutions, impeding agency performance by forcing transparency

and lengthening bureaucratic processes, whilst also potentially promoting

amateurism and parochial views (Day 1997; Power et al. 2000). At the same time

it is argued that if communities are to have an expanded role in decision making

they must also have the capacity to contribute (Oakley 1991; Hale 1996).

According to Jennings and Moore, 'Power to influence processes and outcomes of

government can only be used and expressed by community members and groups if

there is a culture of doing so'(Jennings and Moore 2000: 182).
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4.2.5 Contrasfs in partÍcipation between the developed and developing countries

Regardless of theoretical debates there is an extensive range of initiatives

worldwide designed to involve communities in managing coastal resources. Cicin-

Sain and Knecht (1998) compare and contrast many examples in their book and

they specify a range of different models and techniques currently in practice.

There are clear distinctions between participation programs in developing countries

and Western democratic societies. Developing countries have the most significant

growth in terms of ICM initiatives and many of these have a strong emphasis on

community-based approaches to coastal management. Notable differences between

initiatives are created by the degree of dependence of communities on the coastal

resoufce for livelihood, styles of governance, national coastal policy and

effectiveness, and the existence and effectiveness of non-government organisations

(NGOs) (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998).

Increasing pressure of population growth and over-exploitation of coastal resources

explain the rapid growth of community-based coastal management (CBCM) in

developing countries. CBCM is described as

people-centred, community-oriented and resource-based. It starts from the basic

premise that people have the innate capacity to understand and act on their own
problems. It begins where the people are i.e. what the people already know, and build
on this knowledge to develop further their knowledge and areate a new consciousness.

It strives for a more active people's participation in the planning, implementation and

evaluation of coastal resource management programs. (Ferrer and Nozawa 1997: 5)

CBCM literature resonates with that of contemporary and more general discussion

about participation. For example, collaborative management is considered the

preferable CBCM approach (White and Deguit 1999; Courtney and White 2000)

because 'collaboration' implies a joint decision-making approach to problem

resolution. It favours power-sharing and collective responsibility for actions

between stakeholders (Selin and Chavez 1995); and it 'involves parties who see

different aspects of a problem working together to define common goals' (LaBelle

1999). Central to CBCM philosophy is a changing role of government towards a

more balanced partnership between the community and government in decision-

making. Hildebrand, discussing the rise of integrated approaches to coastal

management, calls for meaningful participation by community that he suggests has

occurred when community stakeholders are given a legitimate role in the ICM

process - 'which is only achieved when power is shared' (Hildebrand 1997a: 33)
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where governments are prepared to accord communities with a supported role in

the decision-making process (Buchy et al.20O2).

Central to this approach is that public consultation is insufficient and that joint
planning, through multi-stakeholder processes, represents the appropriate degree of
public involvement. (Hildebrand 1997 a: 35)

Hildebrand (1997a) identifies three main styles of CBCM programs:

He does not distinguish between the three as to whether one is a more effective

style. Courtney and White provide an example of community generated initiatives

in the Philippines. There the government has been actively devolving power from

central to local government, a process that 'coincides well with the policy of

community participation in planning and management' (Courtney and White 2OOO:

4l) . However, the national Philippines ICM program is considered to weak,

lacking central coordination. Locally, there is a lack of trained personnel, finances,

and technical knowledge. Coutney and White also make the suggestion that

It is extremely difficult to plan and implement successful ICM programs without a

multi-sectoral approach. (Coutney and V/hite 2OO0:41)

Edwards et al.'s (1997) review of participation in coastal management initiatives in

the United Kingdom offers an example of a government initiated approach that

invited community participation. The researchers found a contrast between

communities in urban and rural areas. Rural communities deriving direct benefit

from the coastal resource (eg fishing, angling, wild fowling) were 'relatively

forthcoming' (Edwards et al. 1997: 160) in their willingness to contribute, provided

the facilitation of their input was appropriately organised. On the other hand, in

urban locations where communities 'simply tended to live by the sea' (Edwards et

al. 1997: 160) little community interest was generated for participatory planning

and management activity. The reason being that the urban dwellers

live in a relatively developed environment in which they are accustomed to the

majority of decisions being taken by the planning authorities through their elected

government representatives. (Edwards et al' 1997: 160)

They presumed their interests would be taken care of accordingly. In addition the

authors question whether the authorities would have been prepared to relinquish
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their management authority to community control. As emphasised in Chapter One'

there is no prescription for how to implement ICM and nor for the participatory

approaches adopted. Factors assisting the participatory process however, are

elaborated upon in the following discussion'

.Donor assisted' initiatives should be added to this list of styles because since the

early 1990s funding has dramatically increased in the form of loans through

development banks like the world Bank and Inter-American development Bank,

and through grants from key international donor agencies, such as USAID and the

unired Nations agencies (wHo, ILO, FAO, UNCRD and UNESCO) (Olsen and

Christie 2000). According to Agrawal (1999 631), funding agencies have 'found'

community, making community a 'locus of conservation thinking'' Through their

funding provision and program development, they influence community-based

conservation and resoufce management programs and policies' This is true for

ICM programs where CBCM has emerged as a result of a change of focus and

activities of funding agencies (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998; White et al' 1998)'

The crucial but as yet unknown issue is what happens when financial assistance is

removed from these places. Dependence on donor assistance has the capacity to be

unsustainable, for policies and institutions, when expertise and finances are

withdrawn at the completion of a demonstration project (christie et al' 2001)'

There is an implicit expectation that the success of pilot programs will transform

the beneficiary and a scaling up of effort will lead to a widespread implementation

of an ICM program (for example activities of the US Rhode Island CRC describe

this attempt in Kenya) (sorensen 1997; White et al. 1998; Hale and Amaral 2000)'

To date there is little evidence of scaling up; according to Tobey and Volk (2002:

293), sustained donor assisted initiatives afe 'more often the exception to the

norm,. Nichols (lggg) is skeptical of donor agencies and technical assistance

programs that control the agenda and superimpose models of management on the

receiving country. Citizen participation under such models, she suggests' is

tokenistic.

4.2.5.1 Traditionat management techniques

According to Carley and Christie (2000b: 23), long established traditional systems'

at the community level, for stewardship of common resources often work more
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effectively to safe guard the commons rather than grand government schemes'

They offer water abstraction rights, fisheries management and small-scale

inigation schomes as examples. In particular, there has been a long history of

successful traditional management systems of local, community-based coastal

waters (Pomeroy 1995; Luttinger lgg7). However, there has also been a

widespread weakening of such systems due to the imposition of 'modern'

government administrations and controlled systems - colonial administrations,

technological modernisation, and the formation of nation/states (Pomeroy 1995:

I45; Aston 1999; Evans and Birchenough 2001). The net effect of these

impositions has resulted in socio-economic stratification and the widening of the

imbalance of those with power and wealth and those without' Imposed systems

have been invariably unsustainable because local communities lack incentive to

look after their resources because profits are siphoned elsewhere' Consequently' in

such places top-down approaches to remedy environmental damage have tended to

fail at national and community levels'

4.2.5.2 CBCM determinants for success

Examples from developing countries offer insight into the strength of community-

based approaches whereby two features have been fundamental to their success'

The first feature is a requirement that all interested stakeholders have the

opportunity to contribute to the process of finding solutions to coastal management

problems, giving participants a sense of ownership of the process' The second

feature is a requirement that stakeholder values and knowledge of local social and

ecological conditions are incorporated into the planning framework (Jorge 1997:

48; Aston 1999: 483). Using the Pacific Island Countries as an example, Aston

suggests that countries achieving localised successes are often driven by demand as

opposed to programs imposed upon communities'

ICM has also made headway in communities that can see the decline in their

coastal resource and are directly affected by that decline in the way of loss of

foodstuffs and livelihoods. For example, Luttinger notes of the Bay islands in

Honduras:

Developing a sustainable system of resource use from within the community has

becomó an issue of survival' (Luttinger 1997:21)
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This is also supported by Olsen et al.'s observation:

The rural poor are the most loyal supporters of coastal management initiatives.

Concern foi the degradation of environmental qualities, for greater equity in how a

shrinking resource base is allocated and managed, a dedicated transparent decision-

making, public information and involvement, all appeal strongly to those who depend

on their livelihoods on local resources. (Olsen et al' 1998: 615)

Reflecting on expetience gained through the Coastal Resources Center, University

of Rhode Island, Hale (1996) states the effectiveness of involving local

communities in coastal management is dependent upon:

successful where problems occur within a small geographic area

importance of communitY inPut

communities on coastal resources for livelihood)

expertise.

The community element of ICM programs in developed Western countries (for

example Canada, the United States, New Zealand and Australia) is somewhat

different to those outlined above. Of greatest contrast is the motivation for local

community involvement in coastal management. Local participation programs in

the US, NZ and Australia attempt to engage individuals within large populations,

who utilise the coastal resource primarily as a recreational space. Coastal

management initiatives, designed to engage communities in these countries are

typically implemented in a top-down manner, an instrument of central government,

and are not reliant upon external funds or expertise. Participants are primarily from

locally derived groups, who share a sense of connectedness through concern for

their local environment (Pretty and Frank 2000;Dahm 2002).

This chapter so far has illuminated the general acceptance of participation as a

necessary component of the integration process in coastal management. It has also

established that many participatory programs exist and there are distinct variations

between countries, in particular with governance structures. What remains unclear

within the literature is how effective these approaches have been in achieving the

intended benefits of participation, such as, improved government performance. In
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order to assess the benefits it is useful to consider the issue of evaluation in

participatory research.

4.3 Measuringsuccessfulparticipation

As noted above, effective participation is said to occur when participants have

access to the policy-making and management process, when their knowledge,

views and identity are given validity, and when there is 'reciprocal acceptance'

(Nursey-Bray 2000: 165) of the different perspectives between experts and

community. Speaking of participation in development projects globally, Oakley

(1991) suggests that the pervasive acceptance of participatory approaches has not

been met with a matching intensity of development of performance indicators or

evaluation guides. He describes an indicator as: 'the means by which the outcome

of a project can be understood and, in one form or another, measured or explained'

(Oakley l99l:247). In 1991 the development of qualitative evaluation indicators

for participation was non-existent: Oakley stated 'there are no model lists nor

authoritative guidelines of indicators of participation'. In 1995 the Department for

International Development in the UK (1995) arived at a similar conclusion.

According to Chess (2000), reviewing the performance of environmental agencies,

development of the concept of genuine involvement and evidence of progress

towards participatory management is confounded by lack of routinely collected

data and failure to develop indicators relating to public participation.

One study from the United States has evaluated the participatory approach of a

public land planning effort, by designing a set of elements based on a review of

public participation and participatory democracy literature (Moote et al.l997). The

elements they devised to assess the planning effort were:

1. Efficacy (confidence building, sense of community developed)

2. Representation and access (who is and how are people able to participate)

3. Information exchange and learning (capacity building)

4. Continuity of participation (the process of participating is continuous) and

5. Decision-making authority (regulation of key institutions)'
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These elements relate directly to the means for achieving, and merits of'

participation discussed and listed earlier in Table 4.1, by the classical theorists'

Links to the classical theorists of participation are emphasised by the bracketed

points. One of the weaknesses of contemporary studies on participation, noted

earlier, is failure to address theoretical roots of participation. These five elements,

thereby offer a useful framework for assessing other participatory programs' As

such, they can be incorporated into a framework by which to look more closely at

Australia's Coastcare program, described as a participatory approach to coastal

management. Prior to applying the elements to coastcare, a brief overview of

Australia's performance in participation and coastal management prior to the

commencement of the Program is presented below'

4.4 Participation in the Australian coastal management context

Prior to Coastcare, volunteer groups in Australia were already providing a

significant input into management of the coastal zone (Graham 1993)' Historically'

in Australia, the mechanism for engaging community participation has been

through local organisations such as the Surf Life Saving Associations, the

Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers, Dunecare groups, and the Surfrider

Foundation. Prior to Coastcare, Victoria reportedly had some 2000 coastal local

committees of management and NSW had 1800 Dunecare groups' Local

volunteers were assisting in the management of coastal commercial and

recreational facilities, reserve management, vegetation management, interpretation,

conservation works, clean-up campaigns, waterway protection, user safety, beach

patrols, and the restoration and rehabilitation of coastal facilities (Harvey and

Caton 2003).

Despite Australia's history of volunteer engagement in coastal management

activity, community involvement in management and participation in decision-

making has been an area of significant change over the past 10-15 years flilescott

1998; Thom and Harvey 2000). Harvey and caton (2003: 24) suggest that during

that time there has been an increased response from communities wishing to be

involved, as well aS government readiness to accept their involvement in managing
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the coast. They qualify this by pointing out that participation is typically focused

onimplementingminorworksandnot.direction-setting,.

The call for inclusion of communities in decision-making has really been a

consequence of recommendations of the RAC inquiry after Special commissioner

Graham found that

muchcommunityinvolvement[incoastalmanagement]isinprojectswhichT"uq
hoc, under-r"roi""J, ill-conceived, token and bãach centred [and] is a reflection. of

the framework of management of coastal zone resource use and development which

currently exists in Australia " ' (Graham 1993: 98)

In meeting the principles of sustainable development, the RAC placed emphasis on

an elevated role for volunteers suggesting they should be

Participat[ing] in forums to determine management strategies at local and regional

levels. (Resource Assessment Commission 1993:ll7)

Coastcare provided the framework for participation as recommended by the 1995

Coastal Policy, designed to engage various stakeholders in an integrated

management process. The rhetoric of Coastcare supports the principles of good

management. For example, Tailby and Lenfer promoted the program, at its outset'

as being

,..about communities and governments working together to bring about changes in the

ways that our coasts arã managed' There are many reasons why community

participation ir rÀ"iuf to bringirig about this change' At broad level, community
'participation is vital to a vibrani, iñclusive and democratic society' And governments

alone cannot Uring uUoui the changes that are needed. (Tailby and Lenfer 1996: 129)

The critical test for coastcare is whether it achieved true participation, that is'

stimulated a community role for inclusion in formal decision-making arenas and

processes. The ensuing discussion provides a detailed discussion about the role

communities have played in coastal management and how Coastcare influenced

this.

4.4.1 Coastcare and community participation

Chapter Three showed that the range and numbers of community groups involved

in Coastcare was impressive. About 2000 groups are recorded to have been

involved in coastcare projects, and new groups continued to form for the

Program's duration. Many were involved from Coastcare's inception' showing

their dedication and commitment to caring for local coastal environments' It is

unknown how many of these groups were established and functioning prior to the
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commencement of Coastcare. Nevertheless, the partnership approach of the

Coastcare program was Successful in engaging community and government

towards agreed coastal management initiatives'

In this study responses to the question that asked participants to identify challenges

to Coastcare revealed that harnessing volunteers and bringing them togethef was a

difficult task. Twenty four people (l4vo of all respondents) suggested that

engaging volunteers was an important achievement of coastcarc. Respondents

credited coastcare with generating and increasing engagement of volunteers

'helping out' in the coastal zone. The Program was considered a draw card for

participants because they felt they were contributing to a worthwhile cause' In

some locations facilitators drew groups togethef, encouraging interaction and

exchange, broadened social contacts and reinforced the good work being achieved

at local sites.

At state level or nationally, an enormous number of community groups have aligned

themselves to variãus degrees with Coastcare. If you say there's about 20 people per

group that's atÃge nu*6", of people who have demonstrated some sort commitment

to the future of ihe coast and-the marine environment... The people power is an

amasingstrengthoftheprogram'(RegionalCoastcareFacilitator)

Real engagement with the community is a huge challenge. I think it's something

we,ve taken on and something we've been successful at..'.I think it's something we

can be proud ofthe fact that itis a huge challenge. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

The strongest thing [about Coastcare] is that public interest is definitely continuing'

There is n"* int".Jriall the time. \üe're not just dealing with old staid groups' We've

got lively new groups and lively old groups. (Regional coastcare Facilitator)

The overview of Coastcare presented in Chapter Three also showed the impressive

volume of on-ground activity undertaken through Australia's Coastcare program'

But there is a need to look deeper and to establish more rigorous criteria of success

that goes beyond numbers of projects funded and types of projects carried out'

How much or little was expected of community groups in decision-making was

rather ambiguous and opinion about the appropriate degree to which the

community should have been involved fluctuated between jurisdictions.

4.5 Shining model of community participation?

Promotional material was used to highlight the Program's nurturing, community

focus. Figure 4.3 provides examples of Coastcare stickers: 'Coastcare: helping
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Australians to care for their coast'; and'Coastcare: communities caring for our

coast'. As such the Program embodied the principles of public involvement'

Applying the five elements or principles of a participatory management approach

discussed earlier provided a means of assessing how well the Coastcare program

stood up to its philosophical premise. The five elements are outlined inTable 4.2

along with evaluative criteria for Coastcare. Formal documentation that stated the

framework for Coastcare's activity (the MoU) and survey results from interviews

and questionnaires with key stakeholders, described in Chapter Two, provides an

indication of how Coastcare rhetoric (that placed emphasis on partnership

development between three levels of government - Commonwealth, State and

Local - and the community), was put into practice'

Figure 4.3: Coastcare promotional material

The provisions within the 'coasts and clean seas' MoU (by which coastcare is

governed), affirmed by the appropriate signatories in each state and the Northern

Territory, bound participants of the agreement to the conditions for participation.

These conditions are presented in Box 4.2, eatliet in this Chapter'
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Elements of a
participatorY aPProach

ParticipatorY DemocracY
Approach

Evaluative Criteria for
Coastcare

Efficacy Administrative decisions are

made through a collaborative
process that builds
community and shared

understanding, and therefore

overcomes societal

divisiveness and Polarisation.

Involvement in the

application process and

undertaking projects
provides insight into coastal

management sYstems and

physical coastal Processes

Representation and

access

Increased involvement bY the

general, non-activist Public in

administ¡ative decision-
making. RePresentatives of
all affected interests are

encouraged to ParticiPate in
the planning Process'
including members of the

general non-aligned Public.

The Coastcare grant scheme

is open to all users ofthe
coast. Access is Provided
through the aPPlication
process. All aPPlications are

assessed according to
predetermined guidelines.

Information exchange

and learning

Full and active dialogue
between the communitY and

administrators is essential,

allowing needs and concerns

ofall groups and individuals
to be addressed during the

planning process' This
provides an oPPortunitY for
participants to gain insight
into the existent range of
values and opinions, as well
as the legal and PolicY
constraints on decision-
making.

A team ofregional
facilitators providing
technical and administrative
support, assists and informs
Coastcare grouPs and

coastal land managers'
Through the facilitators
groups, public servants and

individuals are given the

opportunity to discuss their
needs, concerns and values.

Continuity of
participation

Public involvement is a
continuous Process, not a

series of discrete events.

Feedback loops keeP

administrators informed of
evolving communitY
interests.

Coastcare groups work on

more than one Project; theY

may receive more than one

grant; grouPs form
reciprocal arrangement with
local land managers and co-

operatively work on local
projects without Coastcare

funds

Decision-making
authority

The public should ParticiPate
in the making of final
decisions, notjust be given

the opportunitY to comment

on proposed decisions. This
ensures agency
accountabilitY to the Public'

Coastcare groups are invited
onto local decision-making
forums and decision-making
authority is explicitlY shared

among all particiPants, with
agencies holding no

exclusive decision-making
authority.

Table4.2:PublicParticipationelementsandevaluativecriteria

(Source: adaPted from Moote et al.: 878)
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Clause 7 provided clear requirements for information exchange and learning' The

principles of continuous involvement in making decisions and decision-making

authority afe not so clearly stated. Although communities were 'encouraged to

share responsibility' in coastal management, the relative strength of the partnership

between agency and community remains unclear because in terms of engagement

only 'developing' and 'implementing' management strategies were specified'

Decision-making was not addressed specifically and evaluation of the success of

the Program was not sPecified'

Coastcare's objectives suffered vagueness of expression' 'Engendering

stewardship,; 
.providing opportunities to participate in coastal management' and

'facilitating interaction' ate ambiguous in their delineation of roles for the

community in the management process. carr provides an illuminating definition of

'stewardship' which presents a cleatet idea of what perhaps was envisaged for

groups involved through Coastcare:

caringfor,maintainingwellbeing,beingvigilant,acceptingresponsibilityand
undeÃtanding the impoitance of accountability' (Cafr 2002:15)

Vigilance, responsibility and understanding point to high degrees of dependability

upon community groups. The performance of Coastcare, integrating different tiers

of government towards a common goal and the nature of integration between

community and government, has been unexplored until now'

The remainder of this chapter will utilise data from two sources to address the

questions posed above: survey results (as outlined in chapter Two, the

methodology) and opinions expressed during discussion at the annual Coastcare

forums in Townsville (2000) and victor Harbor (2001). Respondents interviewed

for this study were asked three questions about community involvement in the

decision-making process (a copy of the research instruments is included in

Appendix 2). The questions asked respondents to consider whether Coastcare had

developed a sense of community responsibility for managing coastal areas; and the

degree of success the program had had in involving the community in the decision-

making process at local and regional levels. comments provided by 173

stakeholders during interviews and within the questionnaires have been analysed
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according to the five elements of a participatory approach discussed earlier in this

Chapter, devised by Moote et al. (1997).

Table 4.2 assembles the five 'participatory elements' along side matching criteria

by which to evaluate participation within the Coastcare program. This has been

done to provide a sound basis for assessing how Coastcare has lived up to its

expectation of contributing to a 'vibrant, inclusive and democratic society' (Tailby

andLenfer 1996:129).

4.5.1, Coastare and 'efficacY'

Pateman, (1970: 45) equates efficacy with the experience of participating; she

suggests that actively participating 'in some way leaves the individual better

psychologically equipped to undertake further participation in the future', and that

the individual acquires confidence through the participatory process. Efficacy in

this sense is referring to what is currently discussed as the empowerrnent of

individuals. Coastcare provided the opportunity for individuals and groups to

participate in localised projects through the grant scheme. The Program's design

placed issue identification in the hands of the community' Groups developed

projects of the basis of their concerns and interest and then they enlisted the co-

operation of the local coastal land managef. Because of this process, over three

quarters of respondents for this study (133 respondents; 77Vo) tated active

community involvement as Coastcare's greatest contribution to coastal

management. Practical activities or 'hands-on efforts' proved an effective method

by which to educate groups about bureaucratic systems with responsibility for

managing the coast, as well as about physical coastal processes' Carrying out

projects was also seen to encourage stewardship and was often linked with the idea

that active involvement (which produces some concrete outcomes) was an

important element of community empowerment:

[Coastcare's] greatest success has been actually getting people out there who now

know far more about coastal management. They are aware it actually exists and they

can play a role in it. Where it has been really, really successful has been sorting out in

p"oit"r' minds what the Federal government does, what state government does and

itrai tocat government can do and where they [the community] can fit into it. (State

Coastcare Co-ordinator)

[Coastcare is successful in contributing to coastal management] because seeing groups

ùasically identify their local problems, work from a process of working out how to fix

them, and in a rãlatively shoit amount of time go through that process and actually fix
something, really does help change attitudes on the ground. It gives people a grater
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understanding of the difficulties faced by government in wi

as well as building their own local links and take a bit of

rather than blamini some mysterious outsider' (Regional Co

Whentheyisareallygoodlearningprocess'From
the minute ting it thãy start learning about coastal

manageme r)

coastcare, through its funding scheme and through group development over time'

provided an avenue for local groups to pursue issues of local importance' For

groups having their issues recognised (through successful grant applications or

local land manager coopefation and support) provided them with a sense of

Chopter 4

ownership of their Project

environment.

and an enhanced identification with their local

sufficient' It's allowing them to identify

time local land managers don't have the

cooperative approach to do some high

Coastcare facilitator)

ve
pr
to

As

[Coastcare] provides government recognition for what [groups] are doing' 'Gee' your

idea is worth putting some money towards'' It is tenibly empow-ering for a

communitythathasne'verhadagÏanttogetacoupleofthousa¡ddollarsbecausethey
have a good iO"a' lt'at'' r"utly gãod' (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

4.5.2. Coastcare and 'representation and access'

coastcare was open to all users of the coast and to those whose activities may have

had an impact on the coast; a very broad 'community'' However' because

coastcare groups had to conform to strict guidelines in order to receive funds'

participants were accused of not representing genuine community groups' They

were described rather as 'harnessed by bureaucracy' and as 'hybrid community

structures" which Doyle (2000:34) coins 'bureaumunities' or 'communeaucracies''

This sentiment does not necessarily reflect the way coastcare groups felt' however:

r)

The fact that it is a national program [is a strength]. People can identify all the way

uround Australia' (Regional Coastcare fac ilitator)

Ireallyfeelthatitisagood.gd"lf".'communityinvolvementandcanbetransferred
indifferentculturalcontexts.Soitdoesn'tmatterifyou,reworkingwithabunchof
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RespondentssuggestedthatbelongingandidentifyingasaCoastcarememberprovided

ave a certain view of the world or if you're

important encouragement and confidence:

..fronting up and wearing their stcare cap and t-shirt' it is the community

individual, uut I trrint the/feel mo npow"r"d to get involved' (state coastcare co-

ordinator)

[Coastcare is] an their sense of

responsibility for a was credible' It

lends credibility to 'Coastcare' and

that's huge for [the

(Manager State coastal Program)

These findings reflect considine's theory of belonging and solidarity' discussed

earlier.

VirtuallynodemographicinformationofgroupswascollectedbyStateor

Commonwealth government so it is hari to know, with any clarity, the

characteristics and motivation of those individuals who became involved in the

program. The latter applications included a question about the number of group

members, but longitudinal detail is unavailable' This is also the case with some

other ,cafe' programs (caT. 2002). However, Landcare is an exception as group

dynamicshavebeenstudiedbyBaker(|99.7)forexample,whotouchesonfeasons

for Landcare group formation in his paper and by curtis (2000) who has studied

VictorianLandcaregroups,theirmotivationandmake-up,indetail.Such

information is necessary to understand factors beneficial to group processes and to

gain clearer insight to further develop government-community interaction'

There is anecdotal evidence that much volunteer work is undertaken by community

members who are older and retired. In support of this, a coastcare national forum

session was dedicated to the task of sharing ideas on how to atttact younger

participantsandtoinvitediversity(Whetham2001;Young2001).Inorderto
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expand the representation of people within the community some states devised

initiatives such as open days, shows, guest speakers, and 'call to action programs'

show-casingCoastcarediversityandrunningspecialeventstoattractnew

membership. The coastcare team worked towards strategies that would attract a

wider spectnrm of participants to the Program, as indicated by forum themes

,strategies for spreading the coastcare message in areas with large populations (or

low/small populations by contrast)' (campbell 2000)' Broadening volunteer

membership proved a difficult task but the Program made many efforts to create

opportunities for broad community engagement'

I still think a lot of the local community doesn,t know.about Coastcare, despite all the

publicity. rn"r" ä"'riiii group, ou, ,ú"." rhat don't know what coastcare is or that

'tt 

"y "ui 
get involved in it' lRegional Coastcare facilitator)

TheCoastcareprogramhasdefinitelyhelpedandfacilitatedthepeoplethatarevery
proacrive ""d 

;;;;;; ger out tnere andwårk on public land-and really get their hands

dirty and really help. It has. been very positive aid. successful. But of course there is

the majority Jf ïi"'p"p"iation-rhat doåsn't have the time, energy, effort or interest'

we haven,t been very successful in addressing the wider population. we have been

pr"u"tting to the convärþd a lot' (State coastcare co-ordinator)

Therearesomesectionsofthecoastwherethecommunityhastakenresponsibility
and some or it ui credit would have to be given to coastcare as groups have been

involved *i,ü-j;;;;. llu" r""n rt*y'u""been more keen during that time and

following'rherearestillsomesectionsofcoastwherethelocalcommunitywant
things to "h";;;l;; 'h"/ie 

not willing to do L rPv see that as a responsibilitv of

rhe managrng;;;"y-;;á nor of rhemõlves. There's some sections of coast where I

really haven,, iã""í" section of the community that ca¡es. Remote communities are

small. A lot of them are there because they fis-h. They only want to do what they've

been doing ro, á""u¿", and they can't see a problem with it' A lot of coastcare

activityhappensinlarger"o*-uni.i",byàsmallportionofthecommunity.
(Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

It,sarelativelysmallprogramwithanalTowscope'Itcan'tdealwellwiththose
regions ttrat åînli trarå th; basic capacity for engagement' (state assessment panel

member)

Chopter 4

one respondent raised concern over the issue of bias, introduced by grant funding'

in terms of favouring particular community interests:

TheCoastcaregrantschemeinvolvesthecommunitythatwantstobeinvolvedand
thatsometim"''iJ';'p*,i""r"'i;:n:',::fi'å:iff Ï:':,TTî:"ï:;'St"#:t:l*:

bit of a difficultY because You get a

but the communitY groups say we

whole of communitY and that causes

tate Coastcare co-ordinator)

The reason it is difficult to change is because:

Thegrantschemeinandofitself(eventheschemeplusthefacilitators)cannotalways
be successful i" ;;'i"g-"o**uiity interest wherè there is none' It can build and

strengthen support. (Commonwealth coastal manager)
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Access to coastcare, and hence a participatory process, was largely through the

grant scheme, by which groups gained entry into the Program' The application

process of the grant scheme was considered inequitable by some' Operating as the

gateway to coastcare, the grant scheme had the capacity to deny access and deflate

enthusiasm of unsuccessful grant applicants' Disenchantment with the grant

schemewasvoicedbyamemberofacommunitygroupwhospokeoutataMESA

(Marine Education society of Australasia) conference in western Australia:

Soon
Fede

ecome
taken

d listening to bureaucrats from Canberra

dollars fõr 'worthy' coastal and marine

unsuccessful the group becomes angry'

ho may have been successful""[that] can

intYre 2000)

The grant process obviously benefitted the successful recipients but it is unclear

what happened to groups who slipped through the scheme'

Anotherthingcheme]beingveryeffectiveistheamountof
community res application fto""tt. .That's 

another thing that

drags it ¿o*n." toi". tr you lot" you big time lose because you

ãon:t g"t unYttr e facilitator)

whencommunitygroupsapplyforfundingandareunsuccessful,oftendiscourages
groups *f,i"n iãí fËãr" thàmieing less aJive. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Thegrantschememayhavebeenunwittinglyselectiveonthebasisthat:

onlythoseinthe.know,seemtoputinapplications.(Stateassessmentpanel
member)

done in two months" (Regional Coastca¡e

facilitator)

Ifpeoplearenotinterestedinobtaining[Coastcare]funds,wellthere'snoother
opportunity t".ìL* t" have input into cóastal management lin this state]' (Regional

Coastca¡e facilitator)

Promoting coastcare to reach the community is the issue here' coastcare' through

the commonwealth, funded a promotion consultant, Landcare Australia Limited

(LAL). They claimed that through their efforts, awafeness of coastcare within the

generalAustraliancommunityrosefrom25voin1lg95to57voin2000
(LAL2000:1)'Avarietyofeducativeprintmaterials,televisedcommunity
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announcements, radio, newspapef and magaziîe items featured Coastcare' The

extent to which this media effort encouraged individuals to submit applications is

unknown.

coastcare relied upon community groups applying for grant funds' Australia's

coastline has vast lengths of remote coast and regional communities are dotted

infrequently and so there was an uneven distribution of involvement of people

around the coast, correlated to population density. The most project activity

occurred in metropolitan centres. Expertise in completing application forms was

reported to be an issue for regional groups and the pool of volunteers tended to also

be involved in other civic roles. Individuals skilled at preparing professional

applications were most likely to be successful in the grant process:

Coastcare is weighted heavily in favour of those with the submission skills' technical

know how ("ou.-tut), *ting it quite difficult for groups with low literacy or where

English is not a first language' (Local coastal land manager)

In addition, the ability of groups to undertake the work proposed in the application

was difficult to judge on paper. During discussions with some of the regional

coastcare facilitators after SAPs, they mentioned they were concerned that

sophisticated applications did not necessarily equate with an equally sophisticated

on-ground outcome. Some facilitators indicated this during the interview process:

The funny thing is [a group] can write a really good application but the[n] function

really badly on itr" g.o,ina and vice versa. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Regional Coastcare facilitators, having worked with groups, often knew their

capacity, but were unable defend or advise against particular applications because

the sAP process specified that facilitators could not contribute to the selection

deliberations.

Theformsareparticularlydifficultandsomegroupsjustdon'thavetheskillstobe
able to handle them. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

A further aspect limiting access, identified in some instances, was local group

dynamics

...in some ¿reas you might get a 10km stretch of coast and there may be one group'

unJ i, -uy be ,ciicky'. "yoi n""¿ to allow for there to be another group' Just that

it might be amongst a small

inaccessible to some PeoPle,
t that You make them regional,
grouP 'owning' a whole lot of
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..green groups or extreme groups can alienate the that is a

dilemma. g^t 
"*"'gt""n, '?¿nË"t 

or single issue us' We

haven't ¿"utt *iitt fit-atulty successfully' Often tunding'
Some of them are

front, there is not
plel won't want to
facilitator)

Involvement through Coastcare provided participants with greater access to local

decision making bodies, especially local councils' There is good evidence that

such opportunity promoted interaction between community and government' albeit

in a patchy way. However, as noted in the eaflier discussion, not everyone shares

thedesiretoinfluencethedecision-makingprocess:
are kind of
want to get
groups are s

c jobs but

onal Coastcare facilitators)
t to be involved in the bigger picture' The

actual decision making' (State Coastcare co-ordinator)

Alotofpeopledon,twanttomakedecisions'(RegionalCoastcarefacilitator)

Others' it's just not their focus

making/issuel level' TheY woul

individuals in a Particular grouP

It is very much an individual thing'

theY are just more on-ground works

Coastcare facilitator)

Coastcare catered for those who wished only to participate in practical works, but it

also worked in favour of individuals wanting to have greater input into more formal

decision-making Processes

These observations by the Coastcare team confirm what the classical theorists were

Suggesting about participation. Through their involvement in project wofk,

community members gained an insight into the management process and developed
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expefience, enough to move beyond the confines of the Program and into broader

coastal management fora. coastcare's role in encouraging participation in broader

afenas was clarified by some respondents who felt that particular individuals were

of a particular disposition and would have become involved in coastal management

issues, regardless of the Program. Similarly, some local management agencies

invited coastcare groups or members of groups to sit on committees' It is difficult

to disentangle cause and effect here. Because of Coastcare' local councils had a

tangible 'community' to contact. Likewise, Coastcare provided individuals with

access to other avenues of coastal management'

I can't say coastcare has been responsible for that. some of the individuals involved

in our program, ;; of the individual volunteers have become involved [in decision-

making pro""rr"i-Ùui I don't think Coastcare can take the credit for all of that'

(Regional Coastcare facilitator)

[Coastcare]hasbeensuccessfulinempoweringcertaindynamicindividualsinvarious
communities to influence decision-making and for them to begin to educate the

planners and managers' (State Assessment Panel member)

It,sonlyareallysmallpercentageofthecommunitythatareactivelyinvolvedin
being responsluiá ro, the coastal areas. coastcare has supported that and it has been

one of trre reasons that it happened. I think it would have still happened without

Coastcare, but not to the same extent. In some areas there are groups that will do

things wheth"r- ih"y get funding or not. They'll get funding from other areas'

(Regional Coastcare facilitator)

4,S.SCoastcareand'informationexchangeandlearning'

According to survey respondents, Coastcare's greatest contribution to coastal

management was its educative role in raising awareness both within the community

and within government. Over half of all respondents (567o; n=98) stated a key

strength or contribution of Coastcare was awareness raising' Coastcare's emphasis

on environmental education amounted to a greater understanding by community

about coastal processes, coastal management affangements and government

processes. Local management agencies, too, reportedly benefited from

promotional materials produced for Coastcare, and through involvement with

facilitators. Coastcare provided an educative approach in two key ways' First' by

directly involving groups in project wofk, that provided training and facilitator

Support, contributed to awareness raising about coastal processes, management

strategies and governance. second, coastcare reached out to the broader

community, those who were not actively engaged in project work, through media

campaigns and initiatives like coastcare week and summer activities programs'
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Insight into the management system reportedly lessened the frustration of

communities and reduced the associated pressure placed on government agencies'

coastcare increased the dialogue between community and local government. The

mediation role played out by facilitators enabled this to occur' It is unclear about

the reciprocity of information flow. The community learned a great deal but there

wasnomechanismtoprovidethe.exchange'tohigherlevels.

I think that Coastcare has increased the awareness of management iss.ues and 
1o

increasingly communities are wanting to respond to those issues and increasingly

raising Inor" 
"on"".ns 

with the facilitators or myself' (State coastcare co-ordinator)

Theprogramhascertainlycreatedawarenessandunderstandingmakingconsultation
p.o"år, irore effective' (State Assessment Panel member)

we've been able to capacitv build theucommuniÏ:,Ïr,:îil: ;t"i:iîtåi:lt#i
eir coast rather than just using language that

They're still emotive and they're still

level that a local and state government can

ed then. I wouldn't say the state or local

mbraced the community. I'd think the

done a good job of it' (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

4.5.4. Coastcare and'continuity of participation'

SAP panels, on the advice from commonwealth, favoured applications that were

short-term, small-scale, and one-off. Staged projects, those requiring funds over

more than one grant round, were not the norm and typically not encouraged by

panels. Records kept by the Commonwealth only registered projects funded in a

given year. It was difficult to track the progress of projects over time' Very few

were completed in the year funds were allocated. More importantly, it was not

possible to trace the evolution of groups once they had completed a project and

were no longer in receipt of funds. The regional coastcare facilitators indicated

that many groups continued working after their original funds had dissipated' They

continued to call themselves 'Coastcare' groups and remained in contact with the

Program through the facilitators and maintained the partnership with land

managers. If this was the case, then coastcare had met one of its intentions' to

kick-start activity and have groups become self-sustaining' However, without

further clarification this is difficult to confirm. comments made during the

interviews that supported the idea that coastcare achieved continuity included:

ManypeoplewhohavebeeninvolvedinCoastcareprojectshavegone'ontojoinlocal
government or attend meetings to have a greater say in coastal management' and to

irotect their work and the coaitline. (State Assessment Panel member)
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tion I'd say like SOVo of groups maybe more going on

"*,,:':x'lL'ïï:îî'$Îå"î:ï';Ïiilî*qå:jåto be honest. I thinñ it has been good it has raised the

awareness and interest to that level where people will go on maintaining' (State

Coastcare co-ordinator)

Manv 
"iå:i",t,ï* ;i,"Î"å"ff ,xi.,"ÏilHr ä

Ï::i ?;;;;;;'h; projects theY can be invorved

with. nager)

However,agteatefproportionofsurveyrespondentsconsideredthatCoastcare

wouldnotfunctionandgroupswoulddisengagewithouton-goingsupportand

funding.

Notsureaboutlong-termcommunityinterestsinresponsibilityforlandmanagement
projecrs. vr"r" iit"îv 

"re-off 
projects unJ no long-term commitment. (Host agency)

Funding schemes supporting community participation initiatives in Australia' such

as coastcar e, arebuilt on what Dovers (2000) calls a 'shaþ foundation' due to the

tenuous nature of annual funding rounds. Funds were largely driven according to

commonwealthpolicyinterests.Inaddition,theadministrativestructuresinplace

todirectprogramsalsolackedguaranteedlongevity.Movestowardsregional

managementframeworksunbalancedtheoriginalCommonwealthandState

alliances of NHT and these issues were felt on the ground' Respondents in this

study pointed to the vulnerability of Coastcare under the such a funding regime and

thesubsequentmodificationsmadetotheNHTanddevelopmentofNRM

planning:

I,mconcernedaboutgroupsupportontheground[duringl:NRMprocessin[state],
There may not be regional coastcare,iu"itituto.t, we don't know' continuing on the

knowledge *"1n" u"[oit"A and the relationships we've O"lttn:ï. t#"î"tî""t.1iT::

love the coast and need a

(the regional Coastcare

e facilitator)

Ithink[Coastcare]needsambecausethefacilitatorsandthe
communityimplementingortofsecurity'Itmakesitdifficult
to staff. The program do ver' No security of tenure makes it

easierto-on"on.Itsadifficultjob.Iftherewaspermanencyyou'dbuildthose
relationships' (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

During the course of this study, as shown in Chapter Two, there was a remarkable

turnover of regional Coastcare facilitators on the Program' Tasmania and Northern

Territory were the only places to have maintained the same staff since the inception
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of the Program, and facilitators were instrumental in linking community and

agency and developing trust between the two: a significant feature of social capital'

4.5.5 Coastcare and'decision-making authority'

one of the most critical tests for coastcare is whether achieved true participation,

in terms of community inclusion in formal decision-making arenas and processes'

Promoting the Coastcare program in its early days, Tailby and Lenfer suggested

that in addition to the grants scheme, Coastcare was 'about changing attitudes and

decision-making processes and reducing conflict' (Tailby and Lenfer 1996: 130)'

However, there was never clear instruction provided as to how this should proceed'

It was an assumption that the Program would achieve these things on the basis of

its design - the tied grants and enforced partnership between land manager and

community. The Commonwealth failed to evaluate the Program according to its

objectives and so this was not assessed. The preceding discussion emphasised the

central notion of decision-making and the requirement for this to be shared by

agency and community, and that all the facets of the process be open for

community input. There was great variation of opinion (especially within the

upper levels of bureaucracy) in response to coastcare's responsibility for

encouraging decision-making. This is a good example of the lack of clarity of the

meaning of Coastcare's objectives. Coastcare was clearly promoted on the basis

that it would change pre-existing processes, but in practice there was resistance to

this ideal. Opinions ranged from those who considered that decision-making was

simpty out of Coastcate's realm:

community is doing on-ground work, not decision-making' (state Assessment Panel

member)

Linkagestodecision-makingarenotpartoftheProgram.(StateAssessmentPanel
member)

Not convinced that [involving the community in decision-making ] was' or should be

a goal of Coastcare' (State Assessment Panel member)

decision making;
decision-making it
tr""i:iï 

iJ."ï;
process, and I themselves' and

managers.Ifocussedonthat'Idon'tthinkthat's
beenpartofhavebeenandshouldhavebeen,butl
don't think it tcare facilitator)
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Others provided the distinction of what was expected of groups in terms of

decision-making within upper level and local authorities' Although several

respondents stated that the community, through Coastcare, had been engaged in

certain aspects of planning at local levels, many thought coastcare did not have a

role to play in the upper level decision-making processes:

Decision-makinglieswiththelandmanager'Communitydoesn,tmakedecisionsin
coastal planning...Many decisions *" -uã" at a higher level. So Coastcare's role is

to involve ttre community in land manager consultations' Tlit has been done partly

through networt 
"gr;ups 

ánd through projlct development. A l.g, of decisions at higher

levels may Ue äadå because õf potitlc at agenda as well. (Regional coastcare

facilitator)

Decision-makingisoftenatahigherlevelthroughstateplanningpolicies,andlthink
it is hard for the community to get a stake i I still happens at

that high g"""t;;;;;;litical ivpe level' te letters to their

minister or *n"t"""i erse, úut they that involved.

(Commonwealth Coastcare manager)

we shouldn' t over emphasise the abilitv or 
. 

rolî 
i#rïHï,î'[v".i"ïiï:r3:i!:

cisions made elsewhere. ..'It is not the

olve the community in major decision-

ation process. (Commonwealth Coastcare

manager)

Continued control of management decisions and resistance by local government to

allow full participation was also noted as a barrier to community involvement in

decision-making Processes :

policy or marine policy to assist [the

ion-makingl and took an extremely dim

Coastcarecouldnotbeblamedforlackofinvolvementatthislevel.However,
communityinitiatesustainablecoastalmanagementshould.be
facilitated by coa in indigenous communities by discussion

withrepresentativencils.(StateAssessmentPanelmember)

y to get community groups to sign on to get funding f91 re-
'proþ"tr, but reticðnt to allow full participation' (State

er)

Pect their
decisions,
run reallY
get reallY

involved and that,s where I get really involved as well. But some councils run a bit of

a hoax community consultation like sen

you don't actually see what comes ou

get really frustrated at that because

much knowledge' I think Coastcare

get involved and it really sometimes
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manageristotakethatopiniontotakethatinvolvement.(RegionalCoastcare
facilitator)

Certainly[Coastcare]hasassistedsome.[groups]toinitiate.theprocessbutthereare
also a lot or inrtãn"", *h"r" 

"o.n 
nunity is shut out of planning and management.

There is do about it as

well' E d that we maY

not take being shut out

there's n ile facilitator)

Some respondents showed that there had been progress in partnership development

between community and local government but that it was in formative stages:

Ithink[involvingthecommunityindecisionmakingforcoastalplanningand
managementr is ä area that needs more work. There has been some planning

engaging to"ut 
"oi-,-uni 

y uu, this is insufficient. (State Assessment Panel member)

It doesn't hat the land managers would

ity groups. way sometimes' ignoring the

. It still is am saying is it is improving'

g way since last four years' Better more so at the local

level. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Despite the opinions of many respondents, there is evidence of inclusion into

decision making, albeit Patchy'
successful in involving the community in

in submissions' If theY have the

the earlY stages they are often in

IcanonlyspeakformyargainwhichourCoastcaregroupshaveestablished
themselves as legitimate óommentators for our coastal areas - our opinions are now

sought by local -unug".r." " 
Lssues and our feedback taken seriously' I suspect

this is also the case elsewhere

A lot of grouPs reallY do feel -:11Ï9
'now remember me?' or Per lt:qt-18
up and ,uvingl^ t;t't; d'oing this' I'd egional

Coastcare facilitator)

Very successful because it has assisted c they

choose to' There are a lot of examples agel
the

astal

and because they live there they're not

ing to have to address' Obviously a lot of

mãnagement agency' I've seen a lot of
to them and initiated that planning and

management' (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

4.6 Gonclusion

The coastcare program serves as a useful model for exploring the nature of

participation for a number of reasons. The Program's scale is appropriate with its
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emphasis on modest grants that attracted local community groups. Aspects of

Coastcare also resonate with the topical discussion of social capital theorists - the

civic nature of the program had groups undertaking roles previously carried out by

government; and it also meet the ideals of 'communitarianism': concerned and

motivated citizens protecting common property resources. Local groups working

on Coastcare projects undertook an impressive amount of activity' It can be said

that a significant amount of participation took place by local people on the coast'

As to whether this amounted to genuine participation (direction-setting) is a

separate matter and requires further exploration'

coastcare walked a thin line, bridging bureaucratic expectations of strategic

solutions to coastal management issues, whilst responding to issue driven'

community interests. coastcare followed a prescribed formula derived from

central, 'top' layers of government, that placed limitations upon the types of

projects that were eligible for funding. There were numefous ways Coastcare set in

train steps for a program more inclusive of community involvement than

previously. The stePs included:

towards ugr".d 
"óurtut 

management initiatives and a proliferation of works

around the coast reflects the success of this endeavour

tiers of govern-ent to worli alongside community. Program specifications,

detailed in the MoU, unabashedly supported community involvement in

coastal management in the form of practical actions to address environmental

degradation.

groups

technical and administrátive advice, supervision and information'

According to the Figure 4.2 continuum, the bulk of Coastcare activity and effort

fitted the descriptions of points 2 and 3: 'participation in planning' and

,collaborative management'. There were examples of individuals moving to more

'delegated authority' roles, but this was not the norm' Coastcare was not entirely

controlled by government, with community groups continuing to work alongside
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work alongside council without Program funds. In many, many instances,

Coastcare prepared the way and assisted in the establishment of significant and

ongoing liaison between community groups and local government.

In terms of Coastcare's approach to participatory management, the respondent

comments indicated the Program's strength lay in its active capacity building and

educational focus. The 'participation' element was on-ground work completed by

volunteers. These individuals had no input into Coastcare program design,

monitoring or evaluation. The proportion of planning projects funded through

Coastcare was limited, which indicates that at the local and regional decision-

making levels the participatory element was also 'thin'. The primary feedback

mechanism - the final report by groups on finishing individual projects - was

under-utilised. The information contributed by groups in such a document could

have assisted in shaping future directions of similar programs. There is a lack of

information as to whether groups undertaking a one-off project felt encouraged by

the Program to initiate further coastal work.

Outcome measures developed by Environment Australia to measure Coastcare's

progress are indicative of the lack of focus on the original objectives that clearly

specified the encouragement of a stewardship ethic among coastal communities.

An evaluation report produced by the Coastcare team in Environment Australia,

derived from a synthesis of 842 final Coastcare reports (4OVo of all Coastcare

projects funded) cited the kilometres of fencing completed, numbers of trees

planted, metres of paths constructed, and square metres of weeding undertaken as

measures of success (Environment Australia 2001). These are not particularly

useful measures in any case, as there is no means of establishing the quality of

work (i.e. will the fences withstand the harsh coastal conditions; and how many

trees planted survived their first summer?). Such measures tell us nothing of the

progress made in community capacity building, of group dynamics nor partnership

development. No such indicators were developed'

There is a requirement for long-term vision for community-based coastal

management because, without it there is the capacity for short term funding rounds

to influence the type of activity that local communities undertake (Harvey and
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Caton ZOO3). Government agencies at the highest levels, failed to instil widespread

confidence in Coastcare, a situation shared by other centrally funded NRM

volunteer programs, due to the tenuous nature of funding (Dovers 2000). Funding

was critical to the initiative for providing support staff, attracting community

interest and local government cooperation. The continuity of Coastcare effort,

especially that of community groups, remains vulnerable to the whims of

Commonwealth Political cYcles.

The Coastcare program has created community atr¡/areness with strong volunteer

input. [However] it is unlikely that State Government will have the required

."iou."", or funds to continue to foster community involvement. I understand

funding of facilitators will also cease [in NHT II]- what will happen without this

.oppoti to the community? (State Assessment Panel Member)

Opportunities to participate within the Program were constrained by government

prerequisites: Commonwealth and state governments determined, through the

formal grants scheme, where funds were directed, favouring action-oriented

projects that had measurable, tangible outcomes and the community was used as

the impetus and the volunteer labour for projects. Groups forming to attain

Coastcare funds were seen as government-initiated rather than community-

generated.

There was little opportunity for members of Coastcare groups to directly contribute

to modification of the Program (such as amending eligibility criteria for funding),

and there was no formal mechanism for community feedback for amendment to

operational processes. This is a problem noted in other 'caÍe' programs (Nursey-

Bray 2000). There was a need for Ereatü clarity about what was expected of

community groups contributing to coastal resource management through Coastcare'

It may be that the physical contribution provided by groups was adequate but the

phrasing and promotion of Coastcare's ambitions should have been tailored

accordingly.
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Goastal Governance andCoastcare: a strategic

approach to coastal management?

5.1 lntroduction

one of the key objectives of this thesis is to examine coastal policy and

management arrangements in each state and the Northern/Territory and assess how

well these supported and guided the implementation and development of the

Coastcare program. The reason behind this approach is that one of the key

dimensions of ICM is intergovernmental linkage between all tiers of government'

Such linkage is facilitated by clear policy direction that will guide implementation

(the process of transferring policy decisions into action) and management (the

control exerted over people, activities and resources) (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998:

150). However, according to cicin-Sain and Knecht (1998), one of the main

challenges for ICM is to 'harmonise' or link and make consiStent coastal

management goals and policies between the institutions of each level of

government. Difficulties in policy integration between different institutions arise

primarily because of differing goals and agendas'

Policy is described as 'a purposive course of action followed by government or

non-governmental actors in response to a set of perceived problems' (Miles ll992l'

cited in Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998: 150). Within the context of policy

development, a problem for policy reform in Australia generally has been the

failure to draw from past experience. Both Dovers (2001) and carley and christie

(2000b) emphasise the importance of reflexive learning from policy and

management Practice:

Governance is also about learning from action and reshaping policies and priorities in

,rtã ùgfrì-"i "^p.i"n"", 
and chaiges in the wider environment (Carley and Christie

2000b: l8).

Dore and woodhill (1999) suggest that taking notice of policy process provides a

mechanism for achieving anticipated outcomes. They argue that 'if the [policy]

process is not leading to results, it is because it is not a good process and

not...because process does not lead to results' (Dore and'Woodhill 1999: 15)' The
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rejoinder to this is a requirement for monitoring, analysis of the process and of the

outcomes. Failure to take this step is what carley and christie term the

,governanc e gap' (Carley and Christie 2000b). An example of this gap in Australia

is unearthed by the Productivity commission, who sought to establish the success

of implementation of ESD acfoss different sectors' They found that monitoring the

effectiveness of policies designed to implement ESD principles has not been

undertaken as a matter of course by agencies and departments and so there is little

evidence of revision of policy on the basis of reflection of past effort (Productivity

Commission 1999)

Box 5.1 shows that there was a clear intention for coastcare to work in line with

existing policy packages. Applicants were encouraged to select plans with long-

term vision. Box 5.1 establishes that part of the application and selection process

of Coastcare projects considered how applicants addressed coastal plans and

priorities at a number of scales. This requirement was uniform across the states

and the Northern Territory. Box 5.1 also shows that the degree to which applicants

had to demonstrate their project's relevance, inline with existing policies and

plans, became more rigorous over time. coastcare applicants after the 1996197

funding round, rather than simply naming a plan, were required to explain how

their intended project would assist in the implementation of plans identified in their

application. However, when asked about challenges facing coastcare since its

inception, 37 people from my stvdy (2tqo of all respondents across all stakeholder

groups) felt the program suffered from the lack of a strategic approach' Harvey and

caton (2003: 252) also question whether the funding cycles that have financed

Coastcare are a suitable means of encouraging a strategic approach to management'

They suggest the short-term NHT cycles have encouraged 'reactionary' rather than

visionary, forward looking approaches'

I would argue that the views expressed above are not entirely a flaw of Coastcare

and its emphasis on short-term projects and funding, but more importantly a

consequence of inadequate state of local government policies and institutional

affangements within which the Program had to operate' It was within traditional

structures and through existing institutions and their policy frameworks that
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coastcare was implemented. The Program had to abide by the 'political nuances'

at state and local government levels (Thom and Harvey 2000), and accordingly was

both directed and restrained by the power brokers within those jurisdictions'

Box S.L:Coastcare Guidelines to Applicants' Assessment Criteria

Coastcareasoneofthekey.care'initiativesoftheNHTwas
eonsidered to be a

significant example of an ESD policy achievement (Dovers 2001)' coastcare

Coastcare Guide to Coastcare Applications

Assessment Criteria
Preference will be given to projects that are:- 

; consisþnñith Co'mmonwealth, ìtate/Territory and Local Government

coastalandmarinemanagementstrategies,objectives'principlesand
priorities;

StateÆerritory environmental strategic plans' policies or strategies

(Commonwealth of Australia 2000: 5)'

(2000-2001; 1999'2000; 1998'99)

Preference is given to projects that \
management plan (e'g' a catchment t'

Please indicate any plans relevant to your

consistent with or will aid the implement

evidenceofcommitmen.ou.,id"yourprojecttotheimplementationoftheplanor
strategY.

Question: Relationship to a management plan or strategy

Is your project consisi'ent with any local' catchment' heritage' State or national

;il;;;;Éegy? If *, *rti"rt o""'? Ho* does your project relate to these

plans?

APPlications
t of, or suPPlement' a long-term

ment, regional, vegetation or other

ategY? If
listed?

(1gg6tg7) Guide to Coastcare Applications.

Èr"f"r"nc" is given ro projecrs that arerart or,,lT;Jånnti,l;å'j:ä1,ï"t;i'Jì,",

relevant to Your Project'

|::Tt"""t' 
catchment' State or

(1995/96)Guide to Coastcare Applications

Preference is given to projects thãiare part of' or supplement' a long-term

le a catchment, regional, vegetation or other

project relates to anY such Plan'

l, regional, catchment, State or
hich one?
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therefore serves as a useful model by which to explore the intent by

commonwealth and state governments to move towards a more integrated

approach to coastal management. The differences between existing state coastal

management arrangements, and the success or otherwise of the Coastcare program

within them, provides some indication of the strengths and challenges of the

various state models for integrated coastal management and integrated policy in

general. The suitability and function of policy and management strategies in place

(or not) to support coastcare at both state, regional or local levels is central to the

issue of strategic management. There is great variation between states and local

authorities around Australia in the development and progress of coastal

management arrangements and policy. This chapter explores these arrangements'

The sections of transcripts that related directly to state and local policies have been

included in this chapter for each of the managers of state coastal programs,

Coastcare coordinators and regional Coastcare facilitators in each state and the

Northern Territory. while these are lengthy they provide an important insight into

the different situations experienced'

S.2Goodgovernanceandtheroleofinstitutions

An outcome of the Johannesberg Earth Summit in 2002 was resigned

acknowledgement that despite the pledges and guides produced ten years

previously by uNCED 1992, environmental degradation has continued apace'

Failure to produce the intended outcomes is blamed on 'institutional failure' and it

is clear that the establishment of 'appropriate institutions' called for in 1992 (cited

on page 1 of this thesis) never eventuated. They have been called for again:

Governance and sustainable development are intimately tied together. The future role

and architecture of institutions, from local to international levels' will be crucial

determinants of whether future policy and programmes for sustainable development will

succeed. (Johannesberg Earth Summit 2002)

The terms institution and governance, used hefe, are worthy of closer attention'

Although 'governance' is about national political systems and international

relationsitisalsodescribedbyCarleyandChristieasbeing

the interaction between institutions in all sectors, that must set goals and co-operate. in

achieving tt "* 
uná 

"r"ating 
an orderly framework for action - not only at the global

level but 
"rro 

url"gionái, nãtionut, and local levels, all of which could contribute to (or
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undermine) achievement in management of the commons. (Carley and Christie 2000b:

l8)

An issue affecting environmental policy making, and one raised as a 'wicked'

problem for coastal management in the first chapter, is the overlap and complexity

of issues to be managed. Carley and Christie (2000b) identify one of the failures of

governance to be the proliferation of agencies established to deal with such

problems and argue for fewer, more strategic institutions to deal with them.

Supporting the concept of failure of governance, Graham (2002) is critical of the

NHT which he sees as simply adding a new layer of administration (attendant with

its own set of policies, requirements, and committees) onto existing structures.

There has also been recognition that the traditional 'command and control' style of

governance is an inappropriate political style for implementing goals of

sustainability, grounded in local experience and inclusion (Carley and Christie

2000a; Carr Z0O2). Carr (2002: 116) raises a point salient to this thesis, that

governments endorsing ESD and hence participatory approaches to management

have ,an unmistakeable and multi-layered responsibility' to support stewardship

groups. In terms of Coastcare, it is critical that support for community is

demonstrated through institutional frameworks because 'institutions are, of course,

the main actors in the coastal management process' (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998:

r4e).

Dovers describes institutions as being 'monstrously complex'' He defines an

institution as:

a persistent, reasonably predictable arrangement, law, process, çustom or

orgãnisation structuring aspects of the political, social, cultural or economic

fÃsactions and relationships in a society. Institutions allow organised and collective

efforts toward conìmon 
"orr"".nr 

and the achievement of social goods. Although by

definition persistent, institutions constantly evolve. (Dovers 2001: 5)

He goes on to Suggest that institutional arrangements are the 'customs' laws'

underlying rules and persistent organisations that shape our individual and

collective behaviour' (Dovers 2001: 3). Hence the ability of different societies to

meet the requirements of ecologically sustainable development will be determined

by the robustness and soundness and adaptability of their institutions.
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The critical role of institutions in advancing the principles of ecologically

sustainable development is touched on in previous chapters of this thesis' For

example, inflexible, traditional institutions have been identified as barriers to the

ICM process in.chapter one. Evaluating the success of efforts of the Rhode Island

coastal Resource centre in the united States, olsen addresses this directly:

:tä #i-'Ï.i1i1":;iiJí
olve and adaPtive forms of

management' (Olsen 2002: 326, 327 )

Institutions also have considerable influence over the success or otherwise of

participatory approaches, discussed in Chapter Four of this thesis, to natural

resource management and of their inclusion into the policy making process:

to be more accurate in our efforts to depict communities and.their relationship with

their natural resources - and thus to be more relevant to policy-making - we argue

greater attention to be focussed on ... the institutional anangements that structure

iheir interactions' (Agrawal and Gibson 1999:636)

Agrawaral and Gibson (1999) suggest that such an approach leads to better

understanding of the factors critical to the success or failure of efforts aimed at

local level conservation.

5.3 Towards good governance ¡n coastal management

One of the purposes of promoting an integrated approach to coastal management in

Australia was to halt piecemeal development and redress the problem of

uncoordinated management of coastlines. Planning and decision making for the

coast in Australia was characterised by the RAC (1993) as ad hoc, multi-layered

and with all spheres of government dealing with coastal issues in an ineffective and

inefficient fashion. Davis and Weller in their report to the RAC Inquiry highlighted

the difficulties facing cross-jurisdictional coordinated coastal management:

Integrationofpolicyconcerningthe'coastalzoneprovesdifficultindeedacrossa
whole state, una 

"tát"nging "ve-n 
at the local level of government' The multiplicity

ofPlaYers and the

every level respon

for land managem
procedures mitigate against a coordinated

In short, existing structures of governance had failed to deliver sustainable coastal

progiams. The RAC',s conclusions pointed to the critical role of improved

governance, necessary to achieve sustainable outcomes from utilisation of coastal
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resources (Graham 2002: L2l). A principle mechanism fecommended to allay the

inadequacies of existing arrangements was to apply a strategic approach to

management (Pitts lgg3). According to Kenchington (1994) between 1970 and

1990 there were ovef 60 reports produced by Commonwealth or state governments

that dealt with the requirement for strategic planning in the coastal zone' These

reports were similar in their recommendations for improved coordination and

integration as a solution to previous approaches that were short-term and

fragmented.

In pursuing ecologically sustainable development for the coastal zone, the RAC

specifically called for 'wider use of strategic and integrated management

approaches' (RAC 1993: 95).

5.g.1 Strategic approach to coastal management

A strategic approach to coastal planning and management should consist of two

components: first the establishment of broad aims and objectives, stating what it is

that is to be achieved; and second, identification of a process and the steps by

which the intended objectives may be achieved (Davis and'Weller 1993; Harvey

and Caton 2OO3:199). According to Harvey and Caton (2003), the term'strategic'

is one applied to policies, plans and programs, yet they point out that each of these

elements of planning are quite separate processes' Figure 5'1 illustrates how the

three are interlinked with one another'

An inspiration and guidance for action;

a framework for the establishment of plansPOLICY

A set of co-ordinated and timed objectives for

the implementation of the PolicY;
a framework for Programs'

PLAN

A set of projects for a particular area;

Programs lead to Projects.
PROGRAM

Figure 5.1: Elements of a strategic planning process

(Aãapted from Harvey and Caton 2OO3:233)
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These elements of the policy package should operate at national, state, local or

regional levels. As such

The Commonwealth Govemment should therefore be concerned with the delivery of prograns, just

as local govemment should be concerned with the preparation of future visions for local authority

areas. (Pitts 1993: 6)

Harvey and Caton clarify that the elements of Figure 5.1 are strategic because they

are forward looking and, if interlinked as demonstrated in the diagram above, are

integrative in their approach to planning for the use of coastal resources (Harvey

and Caton 2003). According to Pitts

it is only when there is integration between policy packages [of different spheres of
government] that the essence of the stategic approach (coordination in pursuit of
sha¡ed goals) canbe realised. (Pitts 1993: 7)

5.4 Australia's coastal governance and institutions for manag¡ng
coastal env¡ronments

There is a great proliferation of institutions with responsibility for managing

Australia's coastal zone, shared between three tiers of government: the

Commonwealth, each of the six States and the Northern Territory, and 760 or so

coastal local governments. Haward (1995), reviewing integrated management in

Australia in the mid 90s, pointed to the challenge of implementing ICM in

Australia against this back drop of 'co-operative federalism' which afErms Carley

and Christie's (2000b) suggestion that over complex institutional arangements

may hamper integrated resource management:

Understanding the division of powers and responsibilities, a reflection of the

inherently 'federal' cha¡acter of Austalian coastal management, is fundamental to an

appreciation of the challenges in implementing ICM in Australia. It is clea¡ that such

a division of responsibilities has been a factor in the limited success to date in the

development of an integrated approach to coastal zone management. (Haward 1995:

e0)

According to Howlett and Ramesh (1995), policy areas that span different

jurisdictions (i.e. environmental policies) are significantly affected by the existence

of a federal system. This is so because public policies are made and implemented

cenhally, as well as by state governmonts, and this directly affects the capacity of

state officials to deal with pressing issues in a timely and consistent fashion. There

has been a history of tension and negotiation between the Commonwealth and the

states in relation to cross-jurisdictional matters. This has had had a deleterious

effect on environmental policy making:
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the underlying power dynamics of intergovernmental relationships in Australia have

long been recognised as an impediment to the developments of an integrated and

strategic approach to environmental policy. (Adams and Hine 1999: 195)

The states deliberately repel Commonwealth interest that seeks to control their

jurisdiction. At the same time, the Commonwealth encourages the adoption of

national standards and strategies, thereby avoiding parochialism and inconsistency

(painter 1998). An example of this is the development of the IGAE whereby the

Commonwealth and all of the states agreed to 'a mix of collaborative elements'.

yet while agreeing to cooperate 'the Commonwealth and the States remained at

arm's length' (Painter 1998 122). Such tensions have been evident in the coastal

arena. The states rejected the concept of a national coastal policy, originally

envisaged by the RAC because:

The states generally were not interested in being involved in a national program'

believing ttrãt ttre Commonwealth should not get involved in state responsibilities.

(Kay and Lester 7997:279)

However, new discussions have commenced regarding the development of a

framework for a national cooperative approach to coastal issues between members

of the Intergovernmental Coastal Advisory Group (ICAG), - (previously ICRG)

(ICAG ZOO3). In presenting their position to the Ministerial Council for Natural

Resource Management ICAG reaffirm the RAC's 1993 position that 'Common

directions will encourage individual problems to be addressed with consistency'

(ICAG 2OO3). According to ICAG, these common directions are to be reached by

shared goals and agreed principles.

Tension between the Commonwealth and States was evident through the protracted

negotiations over the terms of the NCAP and subsequently the NHT MoUs, and

continues over the new bilateral negotiations between the States and the

Commonwealth for NHT tr. A Commonwealth Coastcare manager, during the

interview process for this study, highlighted the continued underlying constraint

between Commonwealth and State governments relations as a challenge for the

Coastcare program:

There have been co-operation issues between the Commonwealth and the States' The

age old inherent thing that the Commonwealth isn't meant to like the States and the

States arent meant to like the Commonwealth. I still don't understand that view but

it very strongly comes through in some States. Not at a personal level but an

interaction or co-operation level. Sometimes it is almost as if it is a given that we

have to make it a bit diffrcult for each other. I don't know that you could ever
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overcomethatexceptbyhavingdifferentpersonalitiesat.ahigherlevelthatdont
pander to that attituáe. As a newcomer to the commonwealth, when I was coming in

to run the prog.u*, it u, is something that really struck me' Fortunately, in general'

we have all wortfi iog"ttt"t as individuals and as a team on a personal basis really

well, and that has

very much the S

communitY nature

have over come

coordinators' managers that have' and the

our managers have that State/Commonwea

mustbeawordforwhatitis'Sothatisachallenge'(CommonwealthCoastcare
Manager)

The different roles of the three spheres of government, in relation to coastal

management, are pithily described by the following aphorism: 'the commonwealth

has the money; the States the power and Local Government the problems' (Kay and

Lester 1997:268). The roles of each of the spheres of government in determining

coastal management afïangements in Australia are considered below'

5.g.1 Commonwealth role in coastal management in Australia

The Commonwealth lacks direct legislative contfol in the coastal zone as a result of

the Federal constitution, which endows the commonwealth with very few powers

directly related to the environment (o'connell 1999: 1)' However' through Section

96 of the Constitution, the Commonwealth is granted the power to assist the states

financially, and may provide grants for natural resoufce management programs

(commonwealth of Australia t992a: I2). The NHT, Coasts and cleans Seas and

Coastcare are examples of this. The Commonwealth also has influence through

setting policy direction. Despite the rejection of a national coastal policy' the 1995

Commonwealth coastal policy has set a framework supporting the original NCAP

and subsequent NHT grant schemes and is referred to and reflected in some state

coastal Policies.

S.g.2StateGovernmentroleincoastalmanagementinAustralia

State and Territory governments have the greatest responsibility for coastal

management (commonwealth of Australi a 1993) to 3 nautical miles seaward from

the low-water mark (Aplin 1998: 458). The state has greatest influence along the

coast in terms of land-division and management, and planning and development'

In addition, states have legislative fegulatory control over matters such as port

development, off-shore dredging, sewage disposal, inshore fishing, dune and sand
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mining, and the preservation of coastal environments - including coastal wetlands

(Aplin 1998). The complexity of the overlapping and numerous state agencies

dealing with coastal management is illustrated by an example of the Victorian state

agencies with responsibility for managing the coast in Figure 5'2' State

Governments establish the broad policy framework in which local government

operates and provide specialist advice, extension services and funds to local

governments (Commonwealth of Australia 1993). All states have a range of

legislation for the regulation of use of the coast. Most states also have specific

agencies that have a lead responsibility of addressing coastal management issues

relating to the coast (Harvey and Caton 2003 2t8)'

Individually, each of the states and the Northern Territory has initiated significant

reforms since the RAC Inquiry (Thom and Harvey 2000; Harvey and caton 2003)

and made dedicated efforts in a bid to achieve a more integrated approach to coastal

management (Haward 1996; 
'Wescott 2000b). As part of this integration process

wescott comments that the 'impact of the tied grants under the Mous directly

associated with the Coasts and Cleans Seas initiative [of which Coastcare is a key

elementl...cannot be underestimated' (Wescott 2000b: 77). Each of the states and

the Northern Territory is one of three signatories for the coasts and clean Seas

MoU; it is their responsibility to ensure that Coastcare projects are undertaken in an

appropriate manner (meeting the terms and conditions of the Mou) and to

administer the financial arrangements of grants'

Most Australian states have recently revised their coastal legislation or coastal

policies, incorporating principles of ESD and recognising the importance of

integrared approaches to implementation (Harvey and caton 2003)' A list of

common features of coastal policy, legislation and agency is summarised by the

Western Australian Taskforce report as follows:

coastal management

since the RAC InquirY
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State waters

catchmentsCoastal

waters

r Foreshore I

r€t

dunes
I

Mudflats Wetlands;Rivers

Bays
Estuaries

Tidal rivers

2

3
1

local

2
I Envlronment Protectlon

nc¡l

Crown
Fauna and Fisheries

Department of Agriculture

Department
VictoriaAffairs

I Department ol
I Petroleum and

Energy and Mlnerals
Minerals

Local Government

Land conservat¡on Cou lan

Forests Service
and Land

and Assêts Division

Communlty Servicesof Health and

and Natural ResourcesI Department of Conservatlon

watersCommonwealthn
2. only
3.

r Marine Board or

I Ports and Port

I National Parks Service

r Department of Transport

Figure5;2:Schematicrepresentationofcomplexjurisdictionalarrangements
coastal waters, Victoria
Source: (State Government of Victoria 1994)

for managing state

Moststates,leadcoastalagencycomprisespartofalargerenvironmentor
NRM agency

Many states have statutory backing for their coastal policies (Queensland'

Victória, Tasmania and New South Wales)
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than one Minister

(Western Australian Governmen t 2002: 36)

Andanadditionalfactormissedinthe.WesternAustraliareviewisthat:

South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania and Queensland) (Harvey and Caton

2003).

However, this composite is an oversimplification of the situation of coastal

management around the country. There is tremendous diversity between the

specific policy and legislative instruments between states and agencies' and their

relative strengths and degree of influence. In short, coastal management in each of

the states is driven by a different system (caton 2001b: 11)' Table 5'1 and Table

5.2provideasummaryofthevariousarrangements,legislationandbodies

designated to report back to their respective constituents on progress in the coastal

zone.

S.S.SLocalGovernment'sroleincoastalmanagementinAustralia

Local government is the third party of the NHT Coast and clean Seas trinity'

presidents of Local Government Associations, or equivalent, around the country

signed the coasts and clean Seas MoUs, on behalf of local councils' The different

associations are listed in Table 5.3. In signing, the LGAs undertook to:

the goals ano frinciples of the MoU (to adopt coastal management policies

consistent with the principles of sustainable resource use, resource

conservation, publið participation and capacity building)

The local level of government in Australia is arguably the most relevant to the

administration and implementation of the Coastcare program because it is at this

level that the community becomes actively engaged in it; and local government

agencies are obliged to form a partnership with groups undertaking works on land
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tn stâtes

Victorian Coastal Strategy, 2002 (statutory)

(Draft) 2001; Coastal Zone for rffestem Australia
(Draft), 2001 (non-statutory)

ofPlanning PolicYState Coastal Statement

State Coastal Policy, 1996 (statutory)

Our Seas & Coass - a Marine & Estuarine

Strategy for South Australia 1998 (non-

statutory)

State Coastal Management Plan -Queensland's

Coastal Policy 2001 (statutory)

NSW Coastal Policy (statutory), 1997 Coastal

Protection State Environmental Planning Policy'

2002 (in prep)

Northem Territory Coastal Management Policy

2001 (non-statutory)

Coastal

Living on the Coast, Commonwealth Coastal

Policy, 1995

. Coastal Management Act 1995

. Crown l¡nd (Reserves) Act 1978

. L¿nd Act 1958
Act 1975

No special purpose coastal legislation.
. Town Planning and Development Act 1928
. Westem Australian Planning Commission Act
1985
. Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme

Act 1959

. Coast Protection Act 1972

. Development Act 1993

. Crown l¿nds Act 1976

. Environmental Management and Pollution

Contol Act 1994
. l¡nd use Planning and Approvals Act 1993

. Living Marine Resources Management Act
1995
. Ma¡ine Farming Planning Act 1995
. State Policies and Pmjecs Act 1993

. Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995

. Coastal Protection and Management and

Other tægislation Amendment Act 2001

. Ha¡bours Act 1955 (as saved in the Transport

Infrastructure Act 1994)
. Canals Act 1958
. Beach Protection Act 1968
. Marine Parks Act 1982

. Environmental Planning & Assessment Act

19',79
. Coastal Protection Act 1979

No special puçose coastal legislation; Acts with

relevance include:
. Environment Protection and Biodiversity

Conservation Act 1999
. Natural Heritage Tn¡st of Australia Act 1997

. Great Ba¡rier Reef Marine Park Act 1975

. Environment Protection (Sea Dumping) Act

l98l

Minister for Planning & krfrasructure

Minister for Environment &
Conservation); Minister for Energ¡r &
Resources (& Pors); Minister for
Agriculture (& Aboriginal Affairs

Environment & Heritage

Minister for Primary Industries, Water

& Environment

Minister for Environment

Minister for l¿nd &'Water
Conservation

Minister for the Environment

Minister for Environment & Heritage

Department for Planning &
Infrastructure Westem Aust¡alian

Planning Commission

Deparfnent ofNaturâl Resources &
Environment

Department for Environment &
Heritage

Department of PrimarY Indusries,

Water and Environment

Environmental Protection Agency

Departnent of [:nd & Water

Conservaüon

Department of Infrastructure'

Planning and Environment

Environment Australia

Westem Australia

Victoria

Tasmania

South Ausralia

Northem Tenitory

Queensland

New South Wales

-Iurisdiction

Commonwealth

o
oo
o
(¡

Source: (Adapted from Western Australian Government 2OO2:3)



Table 5'2: Coastal

Source: (Adapted from Western Australian Government 2002:3)
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C¡)

Facilitate implementaúon, coordination' consistent

interpretation, and evaluation of the Policy'

May acquire, hold, sell and

or incur legal righs; hold P

Crown. Manage, maintain

in or under care of the Boa¡d

The Council functions largely as an information

exchange and policy coordination body'

Advise Minister re: areås needing special coastal

management. Provide assistance to Local Govemment

and other agencies.

f'unctions*

Independent advisory body to the NSW Govemment'

Reviews l¡cal Environment Plans in coastal zones;

undertakes comprehensive coastal assessment'

Minister
(Environment)

Minister
(Environment)

Minister
@nvironment)

Minister
(Planning)

Minister
(Environment)

Minister
(Environment)

Reports to

Parliament

l3 Members

(more than 9) members. Representatives from State govemment and

local government and the community

6 members: from Environment and Plaruring' Marine and Ha¡bours'

Tourism, local government' and two othem with relevant expertise'

Agencies, two

is a committee of

I I members, chaired b members

"ppålnt"¿ 
on tt" u^i, of' coastal

zone management (no

cal

govemment membefs.

MembershiP

Coastal and Marine

Coordinating GrouP

State Coastal AdvisorY

Committee (SCAC)

Coast Protection Board

(cBP)

Coastal Zone Council (CZC)

Coastal Protection Advisory

Council (CPAC)

Victorian Coastal Council

(vcc)

NSW Coastal Council

Title

NT

TAS

SA

vrA

QLD

vIc

NSW

o
oo
o
(¡
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Local Government and Shires Association of NSWNSW

The Municipal Association of Victoriavrc
The Local Government Association of QLDQLD

Western Australian Municipal AssociationWA

The Local Government Association of SASA

Local Government Association of TasmaniaTAS

The Local Government Association of NTNT

Table 5.3: Government of the MoUs

Source: ComPiled from state and Northern Territory Coasts and Clean Seas MoUs (1998)

for which they hold authority. Local government's role is crucial in managing the

settled parts of the coastal zoîe because local government has primary

responsibility for the 'care, control and management of coastal lands under their

jurisdiction' (RAC lgg2, 11) and where decisions have the potential to have

significant environmental impacts (HORSCERA 1991). Holmes and Saenger go so

far as to suggest that local government is the principle body carrying out coastal

management in Australia 'mostly using planning porwers and backed up by the

sectoral and multi-focus state level agencies' (Holmes and Saenger 1995:299)'

Local government, within the bounds of state strategic plans and state agency

control, is responsible for day-to-day maintenance of beaches and coastal facilities.

Specific responsibilities include:

access, amenity, and recreation facilities)

Waste management and Sewerage infrastructure (litter waste and

minimisation)

Land use planning and management (urban development, marinas, ports,

jetties, recìeation & tourism, public lands management)

Community development (education and advocacy, facilitating

community-based activities, including Coastcare)

Environmental Protection (protection of biodiversity, bushland and marine

habitat, control of pests and animals, maintenance of coastal and marine

asthetic values)

(caton and Elliot 1993; Commonwealth of Australia 1993; Holmes and

Saenger 1995; Aplin 1998; Neil et al.2OO2)
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The terms of the MoU specified membership of the Intergovernmental Coastal

Reference Group (ICRG) which included representatives from Commonwealth'

State and local government. This is documented in Schedule 2 of the Coasts and

Clean seas MoU (see Appen dix 2). The Australian Local Government Association

(ALGA) was intended to represent local government at these meetings' along with

state local government representatives in the state hosting the meeting'

Unfortunately local government participation in the meetings was patchy' with

local government not having the resources to send someone to meetings in Perth or

Darwin. Local government interest and involvement dropped off over time'

There is great variation between the approximate 760local governments around the

country and their capacity to care for and manage the coast:

Afewarelargeandcomplexurbanorganisations,withhighpopulationsandbudgets
and relatively small land' areas, while many are small councils in remote and rural

areas with to* pàfututions and budgets and extensive land areas' (ICRG 2OO2b:17)

The issue of budgets, population and rates is an issue for local government and

environmental management generally:

tion of the environment and the

has been a mixed bag, and has

councilors. Local Governments'

its revenue is definitely at odds with

ICRGreportedthatlocalgovernmenthasstruggledtomeetbroader

commonwealth and state coastal management objectives due to a lack of resources'

lack of trained staff and poor incentives to engage in coastal management' Reasons

provided included a reluctance by local industries and land developers for local

government involvement in regulation of land use at the coast (ICRG 2OO2b)'

other studies also recognise issues of budget and capacity constraint for local

government (Rose 1994; Neil et al.2o02; Harvey and caton 2003)' Economic

capacity is a fundamental determinant of local council interest and ability to

implement conservation and environment programs'

A call from ICRG in 2001 for a more clearly articulated division of responsibilities

between tiers of government, and in particular for local government to 'be formally

included in programs" would suggest that local government had been subordinate
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in such dealings previously (Intergovernmental Coastal Reference Group 2001)'

ALGAs Coastal Management Policy clearly states its dissatisfaction in the NHT

partnershiP

The NHT PartnershiP agreements

Governments do not adequately refle

management' The spirit of cooperati

MoUs, which have been more encourag

must be translated into effective ongoin

government' The intergovernmental frame

ãational goals to be achieved locally' (Neil et al' 2002: 3)

The ALGA coastal management policy provides reasons for the dissatisfaction with

the partnershiP:

under the NHT

guidelines

made uy ro"uigovernment is often neglected in contrast to state and

community contributions'

S.S.g.lLocalcoastalptansandmanagementstrategies

All local coastal councils (not including the NT) have a range of planning powers

that influence the management of the coast' However'

responsibilities are not prescriptive in each

staiutory responsibilities and operate within

d as a land manager in their own right'

o make policies, undertake planning and

ir communities' needs. Èurthermore, councils are actively

ili:t'xf l"l;'Jå:""'"ïï;;i;iT"i',Í:::iTlliTil
otherCouncils,thecommunityandindustry.(ALGA2002)

unlike the numerous reports and overviews of state government approaches to

coastal management reform in Australia, it is difficult to find a synopsis and

comprehensivedocumentationofadjustmentsmadebylocalgovefnmentsinlight

of coastal reforms introduced by higher levels of government' There afe numerous

styles of planning and management at the local level with equally diverse and

patchilywrittenmanagementstrategiestoguidelocalgovernmentintheircoastal
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management role. Harvey and caton (2003) suggest a lack of coverage of local

level management plans to implement the goals of broader state policy'

5.9.3.2Localcoasta!landmanagersexcludedbythe,CoastsandCleanSeas'MoU

The tri-partite agreement of the coasts and clean seas MoU at the local level of

management,considersonlylocalgovernmentlandmanagersofthecoast.

consequently, between the different states, especially those with remote coasts and

concentrated patches of development, like the Northern Territory' South Australia

and Western Australia, vast stretches of coastline are theoretically not considered

by the MoU. For example, more than 80% of the Northern Territory coast is

owned by indigenous managers. western Australia has vast tracts of pastoral lease

land abutting the coast, marine conservation reserves and terrestrial national parks;

indigenous resefves as well as mining interests and industrial estates' In addition'

approximately one third of the victorian coastline is managed by national and state

parks. coastcare groups make a partnership with Parks managers when submitting

applications.Thispartnership,whilebeneficial,liesbeyondtheformalMoU

agreements'

InNHTlllwouldliketoseeNationalParksasasignatorytotheMoUbecausethey
own a third of the coast. For them not to be a signaiory is cutting out one major-land

manager in ,,'y "pi"i"". 
They deal with ihings differently though to local

government..,. þurt, have been happy just to take our grant funding which is why I

wanttoseethemontheMoU,andtravethemputdowntodosomething,havearole,
whether it be frnancial or just sort of an in-kini role. They are a very poor cousin of

the State Government departments, they have no money. (state coastcare

coordinator)

Theonly[agency]Idon'tgetf,tnancialsupportisfrolNationalParkswhoareabig
player in coastai ion" *unug"ment. personally I'd love to see, (because lthe State

agency] and Coastcare have signea off on a Coastcare agreement), National parks to

sign off on it tãà. If we did tñat we'd have the whole gamut covered of all coastal

*ãnug"rr. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Under the new NHT tr bilateral agreements between State and Commonwealth

Governments these other local coastal managers should be included in negotiations

and broader Planning frameworks'

5.5 Progress towards IGM through Australia's coastal management

institutions

.Wescott(2000a)providedacomparison.snapshot'ofindividualAustralianStates'

coastal management arrangements by specifically pitting each against evaluative
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criteria, identified by Cicin-Sain and Knecht (1998), developed to measure progress

towards ICM. The rapid assessment serves as a useful guide for this study' given

that coastcare was underway in all states and the Northern Territory at this time,

and would have been working within the institutional systems he describes' One of

the objectives of this project is to examine how coastal arrangements in different

places have affected the implementation of the Program. The following discussion

provides an overview of the individual state and territory arrangements, to highlight

their strengths and barriers to an integrated approach to coastal management'

Following Cicin-Sain and Knecht, Wescott's indicators for assessment included:

He concluded that 'as might be expected some jurisdictions have progressed more

rapidly than others' (Wescott 2000b: 71)' Wescott's 'report card' on the

implementation of IcM in Australia in 2000 ranked New south wales and victoria

as the most advanced. Tasmania also scored highty in the assessment' The central

factor that strengthened the case for these three states was their established

statutory mechanisms for implementing institutional arrangements (strategic plans

and policy). Queensland at that time was expected to 'join the other three states'

but had been slow in implementing its coastal management legislation, revised in

1995.

Since Wescott's assessment, the three 'poorly performing' states have been active'

Northern Territory has produced a 'Coastal Management Policy lmplementation

Strategy'. Western Australia, in 2OOl, produced a 'Draft Coastal Zone

Management Policy' but this was placed on hold when the ministerial task force

'Review of the Structural Arrangements for Coastal Planning and Management in

Vy'estern Australia' commenced in AugUst 2001' The Western Australian

government's response to the taskforce report was delivered in April 2003' The
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response indicates that the coastal zone policy is anticipated to provide a whole-of-

government position on coastal planning when finalised. To date it remains in draft

form (Hell er 2003; Government of Western Australia 2003). South Australia has

been reviewing and consolidating disparate coastal policies and considering

revision to the Coast protection Act (Caton 2001a). These recent developments for

the three states are still in the formative stages, and so it is too early to review their

impact on existing arrangements.

Caton in 2001 prepared an overview of state coastal policies (where they existed at

that time - Victoria, New South Wales, Tasmania and Queensland) and their

respective differences and what this means for implementing coastal management

(Caton 2001b). In Caton's overview too, New South 'Wales, Victoria and

Tasmania are recognised for their statutory and whole-of-government approach to

coastal management. The coastal policies and strategies of New South 'Wales and

Victoria are also commended by Caton for their framing of a strategic approach to

management, linking policy to regional planning. South Australia in contrast is

considered reactionary in its approach, responding to issues rather than planning for

better management (Caton 2001b).

eueensland and Victoria are the only two states to have revised their coastal

legislation in recent years, while South Australia and New South'Wales function

with legal instruments devised prior to the introduction of ESD and integrated

philosophies of management. However, New South Wales has a contemporary

statutory coastal Policy, based on ESD principles and a supporting coastal council

which has a principle responsibility 'for detailed reporting on the implementation

of the state's coastal policy to state parliament' (Caton 2001a). In contrast, South

Australia continues to manage with outdated legislation and an absence of a state

coastal policy. Conversely, Tasmania, Western Australia and Northern Territory

have no dedicated coastal legislation. Tasmania however, is a unique case because

its coastal Policy (despite a complicated brief lapse in 2002 when the Supreme

Court of Tasmania overruled and nullified the policy [Rees 2002a)) has proven to

be a useful instrument in raising the profile of coastal issues and operating as a

powerful tool in development matters for the coast:
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all draft management plans, planning schemes, large development proposals, and all

n"* p.opotuls- for private use of cãastal public land must be consistent with the

Coastal PolicY. (Rees 2002b: 8)

5.6 state-by-state compar¡son of coastal management

arrangements

The following section provides the specific details of each state and the Northern

Territories coastal management arrangements to provide a clear picture of the

legislative and policy influences in each place that impact on the way Coastcare has

been implemented around Australia. Comments made during the interview process

with the key stakeholders for this study (the state coastal managers' the coastcare

co-ordinator and the facilitators) provide further insights into how coastcare

functioned within state coastal management structures'

5.6.1 New South Wales

According to the ICM review conducted by Wescott, New South Wales was

described as having a sophisticated, well developed and substantially implemented

ICM approach (wescott 2000b: 17). Features earning New South'wales this praise

included its powerful Coastal Policy and influential Coastal Council'

The Coastal Council of NSW was established under the Coastal Protection Act

1979, andis considered to be 'the independent watchdog for coastal management in

NSW' (Coastal Council of NSW 2OO2b). Its primary function is to provide

government with independent advice regarding coastal planning and management;

and monitor and review the implementation of the New South Wales Coastal

policy IggT. Akey role of the council is the unique formal reporting requirement

to Parliament, by the Coastal Council Chair, of details of implementation of their

coastal Policy (New south wales Government lgg7)' The coastal Policy' revised

in 1997, describes itself as

AGovernmentpolicyandallNewSouthWalesstategovernmentagenciesandlocal
councils ur" ouìig"d to take account of it in the preparation of their own specific

policies and progiams' (New South Wales Government 1997:24)

The Policy outlines a series of goals and consistent strategic actions based upon

ESD principles for the coast. The Policy pfoposes that state and local government
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agencies incorporate its principles in cofporate planning goals and local

management plans. Reporting includes local council annual reports and localised

state of the environment reports which review how the Policy has been

implemented. These reviews provide the basis of the Coastal Councils report on

progress to parliament (New South Wales Governmenr" 1997)'

However, New South Wales fails to apply a 'whole-of-government' approach given

that the Greater Metropolitan Region (the urban areas of Newcastle' Central Coast'

Sydney and Illawarra) are omitted from the 1997 Coastal Policy (Thom 2002)'

Given that these areas 'have by far the greatest impact on the coastal zone'

(wescou 2000b: 17) it is clearly a significant omission' In addition there is

currently no legislative basis for the Coastal Policy. To counteract this' the New

South Wales Government has prepared a State Environmental Planning Policy

(SEPP) that offers legal backing to the Coastal Policy as a Coastal Protection SEPP

(ICRG 2oo2a).

5.6.1.1 NSw - Local Government coastal management arrangements

New South Wales has 43 local coastal councils. However, only 2l of these have

responsibilities under its coastal Policy (commonwealth of Australia 2001)' Local

councils in New South wales are the primary authority for most developments but

they also have a 'proactive role in environmental education, strategic management

(zoning) and management of the coastal zone' (ICRG 2002a)' under the New

South Wales Local Government Act 1993, coastal councils are required to prepare

management plans, and objectives of the 1997 New South wales coastal Policy

must be incorporated within such plans (New South wales Government 1991)'

According to ICRG (2OO2a:48), the New South 'Wales Government 'recently

released a suite of coastal planning and management reforms' to protect their

coastal assets. The first stage of these reforms began with local councils being

legally obliged to consult with the coastal council throughout the local

environmental planning (LEP) process to ensure consistency with the New South

wales coastal Policy 1997 (coastal council of NSW 2002b)' The news item

shown in Box 5.2 highlights the status of the reforms'
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Mon,3 Jun2OO27:
http:i/www.abanet. +ffiüir'39'-2'htm
NSW- COUNCILS

Conservatton Minister and Ballina MP Don Page says coastal councils
Shadow Land and water

coastal development approvals being
who lgnore the state's coastal policy run the risk of havlng

taken out of their hands by the NSW Government.

Box 5.2: New South \ilales 'News Item

However, in NOvemb er 2002 contfol over local government decision making'

fegardingdevelopmenttakingplacealongthecoast,wasstrengthenedthrougha

newstateEnvironmentalPlanningPolicycomingintoeffect:SEPP7l.This

policy is legally binding under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act

1979 (EPA ACT), 'to give force to the New south wales coastal Policy' (carmody

2003:11). SEPP 71, along with associated amendments to relevant legislation' has

removedSomedecisionmakingpowersfromNewSouthWaleslocalcoastal

councils. At the same time such councils are required to 'improve their

consideration of coastal environments when making decisions' (Carmody 2OO3:

11)'CouncilspreparingLEPsarenowlegallyboundtotakeintoaccountthe

provisions of the SEPP'

Local government in New South wales is also responsible for the formation and

coordination of coastal and estuafine management committees' which oversee the

development and implementation of management plans' There are approximately

T0estuaryand20coastalmanagementcommittees(NewsouthWalesGovernment

2000; and1997)

Despite the well established system of local and regional environmental plans in

New south wales, at the national coastal conference in2oo2' the synopsis for the

state,s progress in integrated management revealed there were difficulties

implementingthe:IgglCoastalPolicyatlocalgovernmentlevel.despite

ministerialdirection,.Reasonsforthisincludedfinancialandstaffingconstraints

and because many statutory plans at local and regional levels were out of date in

relation to existing policies (Thom 2OO2:469)'
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5.6.1.2 Participation and Coastcare ¡n NSW

New South v/ales has had a long established community initiative, Dunecare' since

the late 1980s, originally supported by the state Soil conservation agency' The

initiative is highly organised, with its own set of aims and an executive committee;

Dunecare hosts a biennial conference and its website lists 76 active groups along

thestate,scoast(NewSouthWalesDunecare,2003).TheDunecarewebsite

acknowledges the support of coastcare and Dunecare activities have' over time'

became blended with Coastcare:

MostofourgroupscallthemselvesDunecaregroups'notCoastcaregroups,whichis
different to the rËst of Aust¡alia. It's taken u *ttit" but Dunecare have realised that

Coastcare i, th"-;;Jthing since sliced bread. That's the opinion we're getting from

the executive of-Dunecaä.... They have an opportunity to get the best technical

advice. rhey have an opportuni" . ïiiiït"h",#ilåäîi:;tî:;.î:,ï.iïÏl
t. Tñeir identity as a conununity groups is

Coastcare. They realise through Coastcare

y do. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Partially, as a consequence of the effectiveness of Dunecare' community

participation features as a central objective of the New South Wales Coastal Policy'

Objective 1.5 is:

Tofosternewinitiativesandfacilitatethecontinuedinvolvementofthecommunity
inprogramsaimedattherestorationandrehabilitationofdegradedcoastalareas.
(New South Wales Government 1997)

In addition, the Policy urges local councils, when preparing their management

plans, to 'recognise the substantial work undertaken by community groups in

coastal zone management, (New South Wales Governmentl99.T:24),

Coastcare is regarded highly in New South Wales: 'On-ground wofks and capacity

building achieved by Coastcare is a significant manifestation of community

involvement in coastal zone management' (Thom 2002: 468); and coastcare is

given specific mention in the coastal council Annual Report to Parliament

(coastal council of NSW 2002a:50) in meeting their participation objectives'

When asked for their perspective of the suitability and support provided through

coastal legislation and policy in their state, the New south 'wales state coastal

manager and the Coastcare team responded as follows in Box 5'3'
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Box 5.3: New South Wales Respondents Comments

NEW SOUTH WALES
STATE COASTALMANAGER AND COASTCARE TEAM

PERCEPTIONoFSUPPORT&DIRECTIONAFFORDEDTIIEPROGRAM
THROUGH STATE AND REGIONAL COASTAL POLICY

I think [Coastcare projects] are very successful at addressing a small part of that overall

iNiW ùqZl poti"y thát relates to the enhancement of the natural experience and ecology of

the coastline. However, I think the major problems we h,av-e in NSW relate to

inappropriately sited development and protection' or the need for protection of that

A"ueìop-ent. That really falis outside ofìhe Coastcare experience in lots of ways' ""We
have a coastal *unug"*"nt process that focuses on delivery of coastal management plans

ttr.ougn local council. tThe plansl are done at a local Shire level' It is very much delivered

through local governmlnt at the local level' In terms of Coastcare involvement at the

."gioiuf level lhere has probably been very little' There has been more focus with local

councils and the limit of it is the Shire wide side of it. Much of Coastcare is based on local

projects and local issues'

(State Coastal Manager)'

Since the Policy has been in place the community have been integral enacting some of the

parts and actions of the Policy' The NSW C

that has these big motherhood statements, so

about ESD and using indigenous plants' But t

to achieve implementation of the strategy' Pr

plans (State Coastcare Coordinator)'

[Coastcare projects] have b strategy or

-*ug"-"ni pian in place a ally dictated

through that process. eg a nt plan or a

coastal reserve management to have any

or tney re ln
to do things

y need to be involved more. Where there is a

tter success' wherever the state has got a
gional Coastcare Facilitator a)'

Given that we've basically got the [New South Wales] State Coastal Policy that's our main

*ru*g' with regard to tírJcoast. As part of the Coastcare program we drive all those

elements of those strategies (Regional Coastc e Facilitator b)'

looking at the big picture. Theyjust look at

that's where you say they are involved in bio

the person wãrking on dre dunes that they are part of the catchment" " in a lot of instances

groups are doing pro¡""rr that are a pari of the regional plan. 
-But 

it wouldn't happen if

óourì"*" wasn'i theä and vou didn;t c"'" ""ffiï:T"i'"",ät 
t"îîi":t."J[5:tiir"i

things done. It has happened' It may be a

the stakeholders and ask how we can this

we can form a communitY grouP?" And I
rcst in that area, so maybe they could take it

ave to get support and contributions from local

government towards those projects and it could bi dollar for dollar or it could be in-kind

ãontribution (Regional Coastcare Facilitator c)'
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groups
aren't,
rity for
's not a

All applications for funding have to adhere to the appropriate management plans or

;;il;à, thar are in place *ñhin thut region orherwise rhey don'r receive funding (Regional

Coastcare facilitator e)

In New South wales, coastcare can be seen to have been supported by and was

able to contribute to planning structures and vision. The comments above clearly

indicate that where coastal policy and management plans existed, coastcafe was

able to support and implement aspects of those. whilst the New South'wales state

coastal policy is broad and wide ranging' Coastcare was able to make a contribution

by implementing elements of it. while groups may not directly realise their

position within the policy and planning frameworks, the Coastcare facilitators have

been able to gently direct enthusiasm of groups to support and contribute to big

picture goals.

5.6.2 Victoria

victoria has a comprehensive framework for coastal management, and as

mentioned above, scored highly in the rapid assessment of progress towards

integrated management by Wescott in 2000'

The coastal Management Act 1995 established the victorian coastal council

(VCC) as the peak body for the strategic planning and management of Victoria's

coastal and marine environment. The Council provides advice on coastal issues to

the Environment Minister and prepared the Victorian Coastal Strategy (first

produced in 1997 and the revised 2002 version) which has been adopted by the

victorian state Government. The strategy outlines the principles for coastal

management and a series of related objectives and actions that will ensure its

implementation (victorian Government 2OO2). Under the coastal Management

Act 1995 all state agencies must comply with the Victorian Coastal Strategy

(Wescott 2000b).
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Victoria's coastal management structure consists of three Regional Coastal Boards:

the Western Regional Board, Central Regional Board and Gippsland Regional

Boards, depicted in Figure 5.3. These Boards support the role of the vcc and

develop Coastal Action Plans that identify strategic regional approaches to coastal

management. coastal Action Plans guide planning and management at the regional

level. Under the Coastal Management Act 1995, Coastal Action Plans must

identify strategic directions and objectives for use and development within the

reglon

Figure 5.3: Victoria's Three Regional Coastal Boards

So-urce: Adapted fr om (Victorian Government 2002)

5.6.2.1 Victoria - Local Government

Victoria's Coastal Strategy was developed at the same time as the Victorian State

Government, through.the Department of Infrastructure (Planning), commenced a

program to revise and simplify victoria's state planning system:

The Victorian Planning Provisions were developed as a set of tools, which Local

Government was required to use, to revise and develop a Local Planning Policy

Framework. This incjuded the development of a Municipal Strategic Statement for

each Municipality; revision of their Pianning schemes with re-spect to the victorian

planning proìiriónr; and integration of local and state policy (Harper 1999).

Despite the fact that these two mechanisms were developed at the same time' the

Victorian coastal strategy and the Local Planning Policy Framework were largely

Separate schemes, and a challenge for Local Government and State Government in

victoria has been to appropriately integrate the two, to be effective in protecting the

coastal and marine environment (Harper 1999). Since 2000, Victorian local

governments have had 'a stronger coastal focus' (James 2002), advanced by

GippslandCentralWestern
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victoria,s fegional approach to coastal management through its three Boards that

provide a buttress between state and local coastal planning and management'

Eleven coastal action plans, for key areas of the victorian coast' are working

towards regional application of the State coastal strategy'

ia the Victorian Coastal Strategy, provide a

beyond their immediate coastline and how

op*"nt, relate to its context, position'

The Minister for Planning in victoria has promoted integration of coastal

managementobjectivesandpoliciesintolocalgovernmentplanningschemes

(James 2OO2). Decisions made through these schemes must refer to the victorian

coastal Strategy and coastal Action Plans (Morcom and Harvey in press)' In

addition coastal training programs 'are evolving at key institutes' designed to assist

local government and agencies develop their skills in coastal management (James

2OO2).

In Victoria, a local council may be a Committee of Management for a foreshore

reserve, but all local councils are responsible under the Planning and Environment

ActlgSTfordecisionsabouttheuseanddevelopmentoflandintheirmunicipality.

under the Act each local govefnment in victoria, includin g the 22 councils with a

coastal boundary, must develop a 'municipal planning scheme' that guides all

planning decisions. The municipal planning schemes are strategic documents that

set out controls over use, development and protection of land in a municipality (city

or shire). These controls affect all landowners including the crown' Planning

schemes contain the following components:

which apply to all municipalities in Victoria

Statement CtfSSl thi outlines the strategic framework and future direction

for plannin eil-ípinicular municipalitylAn MSS must be consistent with the

SPPF

rural and

risk (Victorian Government 1998)'
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According to ICRG these schemes

are an the state policy objectives for the

coast. coastal development' management

ano ou land' (ICRG 2OO2a:54)

Victorian Councils may also adopt other plans that affect coastal management such

as their own Foreshore Management Plans, recreation plans, and Agenda 21 plans'

victoria has a long histofy of community involvement in local planning and

management through its local coastal committees of management (CoM)' regarded

as ,pioneers' of active coastal management in Victoria (Ronalds 1999:11)' CoMs

emerged as a consequence of land tenure arrangements' It is estimated thatgíVo of

the victorian coastline is publicly owned as foreshore feserves' The Department of

Natural Resources and Environment delegates the management of most foreshore

reserves in victoria to coMs. under the terms of the coastal Management Act

1995, CoMs have the authority to prepare a management plan for the whole or any

part of the land that they manage. A review of Coastal Crown Land Management

in 1998, however, resulted in 'the disbanding of public CoMs in municipalities

experiencing higher levels of use' (Ronalds 1999:11) and local councils assumed

theresponsibilityofcoastalmangerintheirplace.ExistingCoMs,whilst

independent, receive support from local councils' National Parks abutting the coast

are the exception, managed by the state Government through Parks victoria

(Harper 1999).

5.6.2.2 Participation and Coastcare in Victoria

coastAction/coastcare is recognised as a critical element of the victorian coastal

progfam (Wescott 2000b) and is directly referred to in Victoria's coastal policy'

This is illustrated in Box 5.4. 'Wescott makes note of the fact that the Victorian

SAP for CoastAction/Coastcare makes recommendations on the Program' and 'has

significant representation from the VCC and uses the Victorian Coastal Strategy to

assist in prioritising grants, (Wescott 2000b: 54). Indeed, the Victorian SAP in

2000 opened with a round table discussion of what members expected of

coastAction/coastcare applications over and above the criteria specified in the

coastcare Guidelines to Applicants. Applications that identified regional

assessments, regional coastal priorities and the Victorian Coastal Strategy were
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identified by the Panel as key projects for funding' Such a preliminary discussion

was not held bY anY other SAP'

Box S.4:Reference to community in the victorian coastal strategy

Source: (Victorian Government 2002:49)

The Victorian SAP process was the most thorough of all states being the only one

to run assessment at regional and state level. The Victorian SAP process is

depicted in Figure 5.4. Victoria had three Regional Assessment Panels (RAPs)

(south west, central and Gippsland) which corresponded with victoria's three

Regional coastal Boards of management. The primary purpose of the RAPs was to

prioritise applications as high, medium or low priority initiatives according to

regional priorities, plans and policies' After the RAPs submitted their

fecommendations, the Victorian SAP met and panel members were presented with

detailed application summaries sorted in regional' ranked order' The sAP fine

tuned RAP recommendations. whilst being extremely thorough, given the size of

grant funds to groups, this was perhaps a too protracted a system'

prominence of community Participation in victoria's coastal Policy

Who Does What Along the Coast?

The role of the commuiüv ir uiàr. Not only do they contribute signihcantly to coastal

planningand:involvementandparticipationinlocal
managementacservicesandfacilitiesprovidedbya
wide iarietY of 8);

Theme 3: 'PeoPle on the Coast'

There are over 350 coastAction/coastcare $oups in victoria with a volunteer base of

over 20,000....Victoria's enthusiasm for the coãst is evident in the number of people

whovolunteertheirtimeandlabourtodirectlymanage'orundertakepracticalworks

"i;;g 
,h" coast. Perhaps more important than the physical resource this represents is the

is the role that this involvement has in informing and educating_the community on coastal

values and processes. The sens of community 'ownership' th.e¡e proglams encourage

over local sections or 
"ourt 

and the protection this custodianship affords is invaluable

(Victorian Government 2OO2: 3 l)'

Thecommunityisaprincipalstakeholderinthecoast'Fewoftheoutcomesandactions
identified in [the] s"","gv "t" 

achievable without their support' Priority will continue to

;;;;; to incrlasing ãå*-unity awareness of catchment, coastal and marine issues

,tr"""gr, gloups und f,rogruln, ,uth as coastAction/coastcare (victorian Government

2002:32)

mentation of the StrategY
is encouraged through involvement in decision making processes

grams such as Coast Action/Coastca¡e'
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Figure 5.4: Victoria's CoastAction/Coastcare state assessment Panel Process

Source: This thesis

Another example of victoria's commitment to coastAction/coastcare was that the

state coastAction/coastcare coordinator for victoria was included as part of the

team revising the 2OO2 coastal strategy, specifically to provide and incorpofate a

community perspective. Below, in Box 5.5 are the comments of the victorian

CoastAction/Coastcare team and senior coastal management, reflecting on how

CoastAction/Coastcare addressed state and regional plans and strategies.

Box 5.5: Victoria Respondent Comments

VICTORIA
STATE COASTAL MANAGER AND COASTACTION/COASTCARE TEAM

PERCEPTIONoFSUPPORT&DIRECTIONAFFORDEDTIIEPRoGRAM
THROUGH STATE AND REGIONAL COASTAL POLICY

It is imPortant to note that all of

lVictorian] strategy for priority'

are about delivery of the strategY'

that are directed towards encouraging and fu

(State Coastal Manager).
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Cabinet and hopefully being signed off' I think evidence ofhow well we have addressed it

and our role inìmplementin'g the State coastal strategy is evident in this next version which

ha, used coastAct-ion/CoastJare as an example for many things: Talking about involving the

community; and our Program
example, for weed control
programs and those sort of th

the re-write. I think one of
coastal strategies) has been for our grant ap
lho* do", yo-ur project relate to the land manager plan, State strategy?' etc and I think that

really helped too because whenever a group applied for funding they had to think about how

rhis iitted in. That is exactly what thãy tñought about in the f,rrst year but following their

thought p they have mad of the management

plans or 1 Of course the I plans should fall in

line with so if a group are addressing the

local management plans they automatically ad A lot of groups are

involved in-tfre ¿evelopmeni of these regional strategies and management plans so they are

inti-ut"fy involved in knowing what is in the plans and strategies (State Coastcare co-

ordinator).

I think well and truly all the grants that have been given to groups have been given on the

basis that they were addressi-ng the strategies' They are definitely doing that (Regional

Coastcare Facilitator a)'

We take the Victorian Coastal Strategy into account when we assess [projects]' Most

p"opi" *" aware of it but work is just a piece of paper

proåu""0 by the government' government' Vy'e can

say, 'the Strategy says this, the people want to be told

*hut,o do anã *"'r" ,""n as expert or direction of experts"'

Strategies are very broad scale so alfyou're doing is working a bit around the edges' Unless

it"r" ì, heaps aná heaps ofmoney put into large scale projects it's going to take a very long

ii.". st ut"gies are just plans thai you work to. [Groups are] only aware of what we tell

them. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator b)'

I think it has actually been really successful because the coastAction/coastcare program in

Victoria is situated within the State environment body which actually manages or actually

has coastal management policy. Plus the coastal strategy' we blend in and sit very well

with all that and our proþcts, when they are assessed at a State level and a regional level'

are assessed in u""o.d'anðe with other regional plans, State plans and policies to ensure they

are in accordance with those sort of things. when projects are being developed groups are

advised to link them in with those recommendations of plans, strategies and policies. So, I

think in victoria we are tinked in quite well. But there is always room for improvement in

that aspect as well.

Making the groups more aware of some of the details of the plans and strategies and giving

them more direction and focus of where they might want to start doing some more work

(Regional Coastcare Facilitator c)'

and of regional strategies

[Victorian Regional Boards] are still getting going with some of their plans and strategies

Lut fro* whaihas been developed out of those, our groups link in.quite well. The,groups

are consulted quite a lot by reg-ional planning bodies, coastal planning groups' So they are

asked for theii advice uná 
"o-In-"nls 

and so forth in putting together regional plans so

g,oup,arelinkedquitesignificantly.Th_eymightsay,.Sowe'regoingtoapplyforthis
amounr of funding' or thisiort of thing. It is already in the plan' So I think we link quite

well in that respect (Regional Coastcare Facilitator c)'
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CoastAction/Coastcare in Victoria was well supported by Victoria's regional

structure and associated coastal planning documents' coastActionicoastcare was

recognised at State management level as an asset to their broader coastal program

and in delivering the aims of the Strategy. The reference to CoastAction/Coastcare

in the victorian coastal strategy is evidence of the recognition of the value of

Program by the State. The strategic emphasis of coastal planning and management

in Victoria has purposefully linked state policy to local and regional plans' This

approach assisted the function and progress of coastAction/coastcare' The

coastAction/coastcare team in victoria expressed with some certainty that groups

were working to the strategy. The availability of the many local plans that feed

directly from the victorian coastal Strategy assisted groups and facilitators design

CoastAction/Coastcare Proj ects'

5.6.3 Tasmania

'wescott's snap shot of Tasmania's progress towards ICM in 2000 concluded that at

the state level 'there has been significant and excellent progress' (Vy'escott 2000b:

47). This position was primarily based on the performance of Tasmania's 1996

coastal Policy created under the State Policies and Projects Act 1999' forming part

of the Tasmanian Resource Management and Planning system' The Policy applies

throughout the state. It is 'binding on the crown in all its capacities' and must be

complied with or penalties may be enforced (caton 2OOla 218)' As such' in

Tasmania, all state agencies and local governments are required to affect the state

coastal Policy, ensuring consistency and coordination throughout the state' The

policy applies to all new planning schemes on private and public land including all

coastal development proposals' marine farm development plans' reserve

management plans, and all coastal projects - including coastcare (Rees 2001)'

Implementation of the Tasmanian Coastal Policy has not been a straightforward

process. In 2001 the Policy went under an internal review and since its early

operation has faced strong opposition from developers, land valuers and particular

councils (Rees 2001). In June 2002 the Policy was annulled by a supreme court

decision on the basis that the definition of the coastal zone was too vague for legal

purposes. on 16 April 2003 the state coastal Policy validation Act 2003 came
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into effect. This Act replaced the former definition of the coastal zoneln the State

coastal Policy 1996 and reinstated the Policy' The 2003 Act also validated all

previous decisions made under the 1996 Policy (Tasmanian Government 2003)'

The original definition of the coastal zone within the 1996 Policy has been

redefined as a 1 kilometre line inland from high water mark. A review of the

policy is anticipated to commence sometime in 2003 over a two year duration

(Rees 2003)

Even though it has achieved considerable influence, the Tasmanian coastal Policy

hasbeenpoorlyresourced(Rees2001).Thestatehasneverprovidedan

operational budget for the Policy, a situation that 'has left large gaps in the

implementationof,it.Rather,gainsmadebyhavingthePolicyhavecomethrough

thenationalcoastalprograms,likeCoastcare(Wescott2000b;Rees2001)'

5.6.3.1 Tasmania ' Local Government

Tasmania has 24coastal councils which are required, by statute' to implement the

state coastal Policy in all planning and management decisions for their coastal

areas. The Coastal policy overrides other existing planning schemes 'to the extent

of their inconsistency,, and new schemes are required to be prepared in accordance

with the Policy (ICRG 2OO2a). However, during the national coastal conference in

2o02,asynopsisofTasmania,sachievementstowardslCMrevealedthatlocal

council planning scheme renewal had been slow and the state's planning

commission had failed to properly amend planning schemes to incorporate the 1996

Tasmanian coastal Policy. Both factors had culminated as 'a major encumbrance'

to the implementation of the Policy. only 6 of the 24 councils had their planning

schemes revised since 1996; thus a minority of councils in Tasmania have formerly

integrated the coastal Policy as part of their management system (Rees 20o2a)'

Despitethesluggishnessofmanyindividualcouncils,groupingsoflocalcouncils

in Tasmania have benefited from the NHT Coastal and Marine Planning Program'

under the NHT, coasts and clean Seas, coastal Management Planning Program

(CMPP) in Tasmania, regional groupings of adjacent local councils' in cooperation

with state agencies and other stakeholders, have participated in the development of
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regional coastal management strategie s. 23 of the 24 councils have been included

in these management strategies and all 24 coastal councils and every parks and

wildlife area have now been involved with coastcare (Rees 2002b:8)' In all cases

there are ongoing mechanisms for the implementation and review of these

strategies. outputs of the strategies, in some cases, are formalised in MoUs or

RegionalPartnershipAgreementswithbetweenTasmanianLocalandState

Governments (ICRG 2O02a)'

5.6.3.2 Participation and Coastcare in Tasmania

Coastcare in Tasmania directly benefited from the Coastal Policy because it

hasrequiredSupportforcommunityinvolvementincoastalmanagement,providing
justification f", õ;;;t*pporr for coasrcare and its funding. (Rees 2002a: 381)

State assessment panels selecting projects for funding ensured that all coastcare

projects were consistent with the [State] Policy (Rees 2OO2b)' coastcare in

Tasmania is considered to have 'contributed substantially to the implementation of

the non-statutofy aspects' of the Policy, and to have assisted in putting into practice

the principles of an ICM approach (Wescott 2000b: 46)'

The perspectives of the Tasmanian coastcare team in regard to the effectiveness of

the Tasmanian Coastal policy and its ability to support the Program are provided in

Box 5.6.

Box 5.6: Tasmania Respondent Comments

TASMANIA
STATE COASTAL MANAGER AND COASTCARE TEAM

PERCEPTIONor.suppoRT&DIRECTIONAFFORDEDTHEPROGRAM
THROUGH STATE AND REGIONAL COASTAL POLICY

I think [coastcare] has done a reasonably good job of promoting the [Tasmanianl State

coastal policy, At one level, all coastcare pro¡eðts are assessed against their consistency

with the policy, ,o tfr"y *Ë * t"ut, consistent. But that also brings the Policy to the

attention of people thát otherwise may never have come across it' We've also' by

about coastal policy issues and about the

t of ths coastal zone is fostered by that

management agencies' The community

the coastal zone' They blow the whistle

ed in taking out appeals or in actually
laYed a Part because

It's reallY through

s stitl earlY daYs and

n that wouldn't know what you meant by the
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Coastal PolicY
Manager)

It has been a good start. (State Coastcare Co-ordinator/State Coastal

And of regional plans and strategies:

coastcare has been very much part of the agenda. only part of the agenda, but it has

b""n th"r" as part ofthe agendaior these strategies. rùy'here the projects come in is that a

nutnU"t of thá priorities aie thrown up. Coastcare is one of the funding avenues, one of

the main uu"nu"r, in getting the community implementing some of those priorities that

come of those strategies. \I'¡" *" seeing a Process where a lot of the priorities that might

involve the community are getting targeted and applications are coming in and some

projects underway, ready toieet those priorities' (State Coastcare Co-ordinator/State

Coastal Manager)

Coastcare does address [the Coastal Policy], Coastcare has complied with the State

coastal Policy. Not all projects run by councils and other departments have done, but

certainly Coastcare projects have' (Regional Coastcare Facilitator a)

'We,ve got the Coastal Policy which is just as broad an approach as 'thou shalt or shall

not do iírat'. I think we a¡e successful in th¡ t, in a way, a lot of groups use Coastcare as

u UiUt". I guess I don't see Coastcare as necessarily tied directly to State strategic

coastal stuff in that communities just come up with they think is important to them in

,h"i, o*n backyard rather than taking a regional or a State-wide approach' Our

coastcare festival is trying to address that a bit, getting people to think a bit more

collectively. That is how ðoastcare works' Communities look out their windows and

have a took at what is going on in their own areas and that is what drives them' In a

way, a selfish approachl ttt ¡ust looking after their own beach' Not the beach in the

town next door.- it's just th"i, ã*n little backyard issue' In that way I don't reckon it's a

,t*t"gi" process but I don't think that's bad either (Regional Coastcare Facilitator b)'

If only there was a state coastal strategy. we have a state coastal Policy' The groups

are ai the pointy end of that, of big picture things, hazy, not specific strategies.

Coastcare nås tesie¿ them a bit and brought them to life. There isn't otherwise any other

strategies, except a couple regionally. Projects have to be within the context ofthe state

coastal policy anyway [for ittt S¡,p assessment], and that's not hard because it's got

such a bioad context (Regional Coastcare Facilitator c)'

The legitimate role of the community in coastal management is recognised at state

managerial level as valid in Tasmania and Coastcare was identified as a central

agent in supporting the community voice and as a check for management agencies'

The Policy pfovided credibility for coastcare's presence. The perspectives of the

coastcare team indicate that there was a limitation imposed by lack of local and

regional coastal management plans. Groups were guided primarily by the broad

vision of the Policy, which meant that groups at local scales were afforded a limited

amount of support and direction for their specific activities.
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5.6.4 Queensland

'wescott's review (2000b) recognised that Queensland was slightly compromised

bythetimingofhisresearch,asmanypromisingaspectsofprogresstowards

integration were in preparation. wescott noted that Queensland's legislative

frameworkwas'impressive',providinga'strongbaseforESDandICM

principles'. Much has transpired since the 2000 snap shot'

The coastal Management and Protection Act 1995 has been amended due to an

omission of development assessment criteria, to become the Coastal Protection and

Management and other Legislation Act 2001' The reform was designed to create

consistency between coastal management legislation and the Integrated Planning

Act (IPA) 1997 and the Development Assessment System (walton 2000; Fisk

2OO2).

The Coastal protection and Management Act 1995 (the Coastal Act) placed

emphasis on ESD and integrated planning and management' It established a

coastal planning process at state and regional levels and also established coastal

management districts on the coast whereby the state could apply a range of

regulatory powers (Fisk 2002: 105). The newly enacted legislation' the coastal

Protection and Management and Local Government and other Legislation

Amendment Act 2001 (LGOLA no Z),provides for increased powers by the state in

terms of assessing coastal development applications and permitting provisions

(Fisk 2002: 105). The revised 2001 coastal Act is fully integrated with new

planninglegislation,thelntegratedPlanningAct(PA)1997',Theamendmentsset

out the types of development that require approval ' ' 'on coastal land and in marine

waters' (Fisk 2002: 106)'

The EPA is the department administering the Coastal Act and holds statutory

powefsinassessingspecificcoastaldevelopments.The200lCoastalAct

strengthens the state's position in managing the coast by:

controls over development proposals
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ExpandingthestateGovernment'sjurisdictionwithrespecttoassessment
of loastal development proposals and

v/orking in conjunction with coastal management plans to achieve better

coastal management outcomes (Fisk 2002)'

TheCoastalActprovidesacomprehensiveframeworkforcoordinated

management. Fundamental tools to implement the coastal Act are the state

coastal Management Plan 2OO1 (Queensland state Government 2001) and

associated regional coastal management plans. coastal plans are to be considered

equivalenttoStatePlanningPoliciesunderthelPA(Walton2000).

The 2001 State Coastal Management Plan is being implemented through the

production of the series of proposed 11 regional plans for the Gulf of Carpentaria'

CapeYorkPeninsulaCoast,TorresStrait,WetTropicalCoast,Cardwell-

Hinchinbrook, Dry Tropical Coast' V/hitsunday Coast, Capricorn Coast, Curtis

coast, wide Bay coast, and the south-east Queensland coast' These regions are

depicted in Figure 5.5. The first draft regional coastal management plan for the

cardwell-Hinchinbrook region was released for comment in December 2002 and

was followed soon after by the wet Tropical coast and curtis coast plans

(Queensland State Government 2OO2a)'

These regional plans describe how the coastal zone is to be managed and identify

the coastal management districts in particular regions. Regional plans will

implement the State Coastal Management Plan's policy framework at the regional

levelbyidentifyingkeycoastalsitesrequiringspecialmanagement.

A state-wide body: the Queensland coastal Protection Advisory council' was

established în 1997 under the coastal Protection and Management Act 1995' to

provide independent advice to the Minister for Environment on matters relating to

coastal management. This Advisory council played an important role in helping to

develop and finalise the State Coastal Plan' It was also involved in providing

advice on the recent (December 2001) amendments to the coastal Act' Through
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the council forum the members are able to raise these issues with the Minister and

EPA staff and advise on directions to address such issues (Elphinstone2OO2)'

divisionsFigure 5.5: Queensland's regional coastal plan

Source: (Queensland EPA 1999: 5)

5.6.4.1 Queensland - Local government

Queensland has 36 coastal councils' The Queensland Coastal Policy under the

Integrated Planning Act 1997 must be addressed in the preparation or review of

local government planning schemes or considered in the assessment of

development in the coastal zone (Queensland State Government 2001: 55)' The 11

regional strategies (currently being developed) are consistent with local authority

boundaries (ICRG 2OO2a). There appears to be a lack of structured or systematic

approach to coastal management at a local level across the State' During the

interview process one facilitator explained this:
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Councils are not consistent in their approach to coastal management planning'

Caloundra Council actively encourage community effort along the coast through a
,patch plan' which identifies management tasks like weeding, regeneration works,

fãncing and public access walkways, erosion control etc. Maroochy council are less

structuied und hun" overarching policies rather than specific plans' Noosa council

actually assisted 'Greening Noosa' to prepare a Coastcare application for funds to

develoi a coastal management strategy while I was there, but the application was not

successful...I'm not sure if they've progressed it any further' (Regional Coastcare

Facilitator)

A media release from Queensland's Local Government Association president,

Cr Noel Playford, stated on September 2001 that:

Queensland local government has been calling on the State Government for a long

time to make clear its policies in relation to the management of Queensland's coastal

areas, [and that] up uitil no* [the release of the State Policy], it has been very

diffrcult for coastaliocal governments to plan effectively for their local areas without

a clear idea of what the state government has wanted' (Local Government

Association of Queensland 2001)

5.6.4.2 Participation and Coastcare in Queensland

Queensland's 2001 Coastal Policy fecognises the role the community plays in

developing plans and on-ground activities 'in some cases' supported by Coastcare

(eueensland State Government 2001: 56). This newly established system has the

potential to greatly assist the efforts of community groups in future' During the

time of this study much of Queensland's legislative and policy framework was in

flux. However, the 2000t2001 SAP made an attempt to apply projects to existing

policies and strategies:

The Coastcare projects funded to date have been selected by considering the worth of

each individuai project. However coastal management has progressed sufficiently to

enable State priorlties to be used to give Coastcare in Queensland a strategic

direction. (Queensland State Government 2002b)

The responses of the state coastal managef and Queensland Coastcare team in

response to the whether Coastcare was supported by coastal policy in Queensland

are included in Box 5.7 below.

Box 5.7: Queensland Respondent Comments

QUEENSLAND
STATE COASTAL MANAGER AND COASTCARE TEAM

PERCEPTION OF SUPPORT &DIRECTION AFFORDED THE PROGRAM

THROUGH STATE AND REGIONAL COASTAL POLICY

While lCoastcare] has positively assisted at site specific locations, I am not convinced it has

be"n ,u"cersful in advancing coastal management at any strategic level (State Coastal

Manager).
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State based strategies and policies haven't been really defined in Queensland"'The idea

oing to choose the ones that address some

my experience and having spoken to [my
re. In this last year we have developed our

Regional Strategies' document and that was

it's been out and I don't think you could say

at. You would onlY

that applicants will
f drivers in the area.

think there is much

When Coastcare started up the impression I got of it was that it was basically a feel good

pro¡"ct. But lately it has changed u"'ott ¡ Government in

pu.îi"utu, has just got its Coastal Plan out; out and a local

plun ou,. rhã grãups are expected to fit plans' Which

ã.iginuftv [Coasicare] didn't. It did to a w' It is being

channelled into narrower and narrower respo or b)'

The state coastal management strategies in Queensland have only just been released'

However what I have seãn some stratãgies do correlate strongly with Coastcare activities

(Regional Coastcare Facilitator a)'

I reckon the link between the Queensland State Coastal Management Plan and [Coastcare]

has been really weak or not worked on' plod along doing

our Coastcare projects and there's other plans' doing their

af,ing I think tïere should be more inter ator b)'

Basically in Queensland we started off and it was just local groups doing local priorities'

As a State weìecided we needed to make it n ore strategic and it's only been this last grant

round that we looked at more of a strategic direction setting regional priorities which

reflected State coastal management type issues or strategies because they fitted into our

coastal type planning process-that's hãppening in Queensland' So some projects have' But

ut1 on-g.åund piojects haven't been addressing State coastai management issues

(Regional Coastcare Facilitator c)'

Certainly since my time here I ask all th with the coastal

strategiåt', and á lot don't even know, to supply them

information on that. They all understand he strategies' In

ifr" pur, I don't think the;e has been quite th , I'd say 95Vo of

o.*",r strongly frt in with strategies. what we did this year was develop a priority listing

from the coastal strategies and ihe coastal plan that had just been released' And that

enabled the groups to look at it and say: 'perhaps I'm interested in doing work in this area'

rhis area anJthi, a.ea'. [So the groups got that priority listing?] Yeah they did' They were

uUt" ,o say: ,one of my options is aciually in the strategy'' So that would be a higher

piøriry *"u to work with. Iì was only a ever guide, and was not to be exclusive... we are in

ih" pró""r, of having regional coast;l plans done up but they are only in draft format' But

even before those plans ihere has still been strategies and the grouPs are quite keen to fit in

with those strategiès where it is possible (Regional Coastcare Facilitator d)'

the State objectives. I think in facilitation I

values and the reasons why the legislation is the way it is has brought about projects that

reflect their understanding of that (Regional coastcare Facilitator e).
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The groups see their local issues and they see a problem and that's what they want to

addrelss. it might ¡ust be that live on the coastal zone and there's lots of weeds for example

or uncontrolled access to a beach. That will be the thing they want to work on. They don't

particularly want to work on something that the local council might see as a more pressing

issue, like a creek mouth half a kilometre away from where they live which has got erosion

f.oUí"*r, or other issues going on. The group want to work on what they see as the

irru"....Ii's very difficult for facilitators or co-ordinators to get groups to target areas that

are a definite piiority, as far as the State goes, when there's no groups there that have those

same ideals. In some areas there are real problems but there's no one around to do any

volunteer work...In the past without having a state coastal management plan and without

regional coastal managemen I issues without a broad

scãle picture, and Coastcare of the State' but I think

that's coming together more

The fluidity of coastal policy and legislative developments in Queensland

throughout the duration of Coastcare meant that the Program functioned without

the benefit of clear strategic guidelines at both state and local levels. The Program

was not endorsed at a state managerial level. The state manager of the coastal

section of the EPA, durin g the 200112002 Coastcare SAP, made a statement to the

panel that the eueensland State Government did not want to continue the Coastcare

program beyond 20OZ (the end of NHT Ð and that the regional facilitators 'would

be turned to other tasks within the EPA'. The absence of policy and managerial

support is reflected in the perception by some respondents that the Program was not

strategic and not integrated with other state coastal initiatives' The release of the

State Coastal Management plan and the Coastcare SAP listing of priority areas for

projects suggests that a more stfategic approach to coastal management was just

beginning in Queensland. coastcare in Queensland can be seen to have been

constrained by the limitations of the management system in place at the time and

the lowly position Coastcare was attributed within it'

5.6.5 South Australia

South Australia achieved a lowly ranking in Wescott's 2000 review:

(Wescott 2000b: 38)'

Wescott identified that the position of ICM in South Australia appeared 'a little

confused' due to apparent 'phases of implementation of coastal zone management
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institutional affangements' (wescott 2000b: 39). 'wescott's observation of the

dormancy of elements of the earlier phase are warranted. In 1987 the coast

Protection Board, withdrew its support of the state-wide system of Coast Protection

Districts. such Districts were critical for the effective implementation of the 1972

Coast protection Act which 'relies upon [the existence of the Districts] in important

ways,, including involvement of local government and research into the biophysical

processes of regions for the purpose of development localised District management

plans (caton and carvalho 1999: 2). At the point of withdrawing support from the

Coast protection Districts, 'the Board abandoned its lead role in strategic coastal

regional planning for South Australia' (Caton and Carvalho 1999: 2)' In 1988 the

policy and planning element for coastal management was physically moved from

the state's coastal agency to its planning agency, leaving the coastal branch 'to

focus on technical matters'. Coastal planning and management objectives became

enshrined in planning legislation: the Development Act 1993 and policies related to

development control of the State's coast are implemented through planning

principles in Supplementary Development Plans of the Act. Consequently, two

agencies are responsible for the coast: one concerned with development and with a

planning focus and the other managing the technical day-to-day maintenance of

coastal facilities. In lggg, caton and carvalho cited 'an urgent need for a strategic

approach to integrated and coastal marine management in South Australia' (Caton

and carvalho 1999). During the2002 coast to coast conference caton stated that

2O02:39-42).

Morcom and Harvey (2O02), contrasting South Australia's approach to ICM with

New South Wales and Victoria, also highlighted shortcomings of the South

Australian approach, calling for revised legislation that incorporates ESD principles

and an integrated approach to coastal management. They concurred with Wescott'

suggesting that 'current coastal and marine legislation appears sectoral and

fragmented' and that establishing a framework for ICM in South Australia was 'in

its infancy' (Morcom and Harvey 2OO2: 35). However, the Policy Branch of

Department of Environment and Heritage is working on 'new coastal
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legislation...not yet available to the Coast Protection Board' (Caton 2001a) and the

Coast Protection Board is in the process of preparing its own policy document.

These separate but correlated activities suggest a continued lack of integration and

failure to instigate a whole-of-government response to coastal management in the

state.

The Marine and Estuarine Strategy (South Australian Government 1998), cited in

Table 5.1 as South Australia's principle coastal policy, does not serve as a practical

document for coastal management in South Australia for several reasons. Its

singular focus on marine and estuarine environments is clearly inappropriate for a

state coastal policy, when the coastal zone is defined to include a more

comprehensive range of environments (as described in Chapter One, Figure 1.1).

The Marine and Estuarine document is non-statutory (does not have the force of

law), and is not binding on agencies utilising coastal resources; it therefore serves

rather as a reference or guide. Principles and goals of the strategy do however

endorse community participation as an important element of coastal management.

5.6.5.1 South Australia - Local Government

South Australia has 37 coastal councils. The role of local council in coastal

management in South Australia is primarily to 'implement the coastal planning

principles and objectives from the States Development Plan'. A minority of these

councils have dedicated environment or coastal management plans, or environment

officers to implement the plans, and the ones that do have plans and dedicated staff

tend to be in the metropolitan region (Harvey, Clarke and Baumgarten2002)' The

large geographical spread of many of the remote coastal councils, coupled with

limited staff and plans dedicated to coastal issues, reinforce the earlier point that

local government is under-resourced for the coastal management responsibilities

required.

There are three different assemblages of coastal councils that meet and act as

advisory bodies for coastal issues. The first group is the state executive coastal and

marine focus group with representatives from metropolitan and regional councils.

The group meets approximately every two months and reports to the south
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Australian Local Government Association State Executive. The second two are

regional and have come about as consequence of the NHT Coasts and Clean Seas,

Coastal and Marine Planning Program. They are the Great Australian Bight 1000

'West Coast Strategy and the South East South Australian Coastal Management

Strategy. Local councils have formed regional committees that continue to meet

and discuss coastal issues and priorities. The South Australian West coast councils

met originally to direct Coastare activity, because the geographical size of the

region with one facilitator called for a strategic approach in determining plans and

priorities for Coastcare. The group continues to meet bi-monthly and has

broadened its scope, informing the evolving natural resource management boards

established for NHT tr. The South-East South Australian councils meet less

regularly and constitute a wider representative group than the'West Coast, who are

primarily local council members.

5.6.5.2 ParTicipation and Coastcare in South Australia

Coastcare does not feature in the Marine and Estuarine Strategy as a coastal

program for South Australia. This is a glaring oversight since South Australia was

the first state to implement the Coastcare program. Instead, Landcare and

Dunecare are referenced as useful models

of how communities and government can work together to achieve common goals'

and that 'a marine focussed community awareness model along these lines

[Dunecare] may be an effective and positive way of working together'. (South

Australian Government 1998: 26)

As such the strategy seems somewhat out of touch from the local situation. In

addition, results of a South Australian study of SAP members in 2001 found that

lack of a state coastal policy, strategy and/or regional supporting strategies was

perceived to hamper the priority setting process of the panel'..It was felt that the

ãffi"u"y of the Coastcu." ptogru- would be greater if there were clear state criteria

by which to apply Coastcare applications. (Harvey et al' 2001: 175)

Box 5.8 below provides the perspective of the position of Coastcare in South

Australia in regard to the way that South Australian state coastal policy supported

the Program.

Coastcare in South Australia, due to the dissonant structure of coastal management

agencies and arrangements, as well as the absence of current legislation and guiding
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state coastal policy, did not share the acclaim or support demonstrated by many of

the other states. At state managerial level Coastcare was accepted but not strongly

advocated. It is clear that groups were not offered adequate strategic direction due

to the 'vacuum' within which they were asked to perform. The South Australian

example provides strong support for the argument that it is not the fault of the

design of the Coastcare Program that created a non-strategic approach. This was

largely a legacy of the State not offering clear guidance and support, sustained by a

lack of local coastal Plans.

Box 5.8: South Australia Respondent Comments

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
STATE COASTAL MANAGER AND COASTCARE TEAM

PERCEPTION OF SUPPORT & DIRECTIONAIìFORDED THE PROGRAM

THROUGH STATE AND REGIONAL COASTAL POLICY

Our coastal strategy has been a broad one and it hasn't been one where you've got specific

jobs that have to be caried out. That is something I'd like to check out to see if Coastcare

has actually achieved that broader aspect of coastal management (State Coastal Manager)'

I don't believe there has been a great deal of addressing the strategies and policies of either

the local government level of the state government level. I can't think of too many

instances *h"t" u project fîts that criteria. I'm not saying projects haven't been developed

and not issues that need to be addressed, they certainly are. But they have never been

looked at in terms of meeting a council strategy. Most of the core of our projects are

developed, are there, for the community to apply for on the basis of their perceived priority.

I like that idea personally because that means if they want to put in a walk way to the beach,

they see it as a need. The state or the council may not see it as a priority at all, but because

[the comrnunity] have got the ability in their own right, through the Coastcare program, to

put make an application for funding, it gives them a bit of power which they don't have

otherwise (State Coastcare coordinator a)'

I would suggest that [Coastcare] didn't [support State coastal policy] because there was a

vacuum. There was no clear State strategy, and still isn't, contrary to what anyone may say'

If there is I am certainly not aware of it. Even the 'Marine and Estuarine Strategy' as a

guiding document is so ambiguous in ways, you could easily argue that anything you do

ão"r oi doesn't comply. I think that even though working in a vacuum everyone with

comrnon sense says there are some general areas that need to be addressed, and I think

Coastca¡e has done that, in a de facto way, in that vacuum. Hopefully this regional

approach and regional planning strategy INHT III will address that. I would argue that the

Stãt" do"sn't have a clear strategic direction...It is not the fault ofthe Coastcare program

that they are not following it....I think that things like the lilest Coast strategy and the South

East'stiategy would give clearer direction and more focus [than the State], and that was

clearly eviãent in last year's program grants round where the.West Coast [put in] a 'bulk'

application which reflected the priorities and outcomes within the regional strategy' It was

*"ll ."ceived the SAP. Where regional plans exist they have worked very well with

Coastcare, West Coast and SE are examples (State Coastcare Coordinator b).

Let me speak for my region, but what State coastal management strategy? There are none.

For Souih Australia, there are none ...There are no regional plans or strategies [either] but

the community [through Coastcare] has been very effective in developing up local coastal

management plans and sparking and stimulating councils such as the Streaky Bay, Elliston

and Ceduna òouncils, working towards developing their own strategy. There is that self
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reliant initiative that no one else is going to do it so they are doing it. The community have

helped stimulate and developed their own plans. They are pretty good on that one. They

have done superb work in what they have done (Regional Coastcare Facilitator a).

There hasn't been any state-wide strategic planning taking place. At a State level

[Coastcare addressing state policy] has been unsuccessful (Regional Coastcare Facilitator

b).

There are some regional plans and strategies in place but they're still sadly lacking. This

will be addressed in the INRM process which is closing in on us all. The main recurring

theme is the main struggle with Coastcare in South Australia, on a State level, is a lack of
overarching policy to actually guide what it is that we're doing. Coastcare and Coastcare

projects are quite reactive, as are State coastal management practices and local government

coastal management practices are very reactive at the moment. There is very little strategic

approach to coastal management in this State. It does have a huge bearing on [Coastcare]

because in many cases the groups are looking towards local government for advice and

guidance local government might not know how to give, because they're looking to the

State government for advice and guidance. In many cases there is a hell of a lot that could

be being done if there was an overarching policy or some sort of guidance in place. There

are some regional plans and strategies in place, and where they are in place, certainly the

groups look to those regional plans and strategies and try to align their activities with the

them. There's no doubt about that, where they are in place, the groups make themselves

well aware of them (Regional Coastcare Facilitator c).

At varying times the State has had its own agenda with its own coastal management

programs. The State agency staff, particularly in the first years, were not particularly

supportive, with the exception of one or two individuals. There was a level of cynicism

about community involvement. I'm also not convinced that Coastcare is a mechanism for
addressing coastal strategies anyway. SA strategies, like sand management for the Adelaide

metropolitan coast, are beyond the capacity of any community program in any case' They

are different markets. Complimentary, but different because of their roles....\Vhile in some

areas there are [regional] plans they tend to be local development plans rather than

primarily coastal plans. They tend to be other plans with a bit of coastal rather than coastal

plans with a bit of something else. \Vhere they exist and groups have worked in with them

that's been OK. But the plans here lin SA] are pretty dismal (Regional Coastcare

Facilitator d).

The closing discussion of the South Australian SAP meeting in 2000 illuminated

the lack of direction afforded Coastcare as a result of an absence of relevant local

coastal planning strategies and plans. The absence of a strategic approach by the

SAP became evident during the assessment process. Certain panel members voiced

concern that they encountered difficulty ranking between applications proposing

similar activities. Approximately 50 projects were extraordinarily similar and some

of the panel found it difficult to determine which was more worthy. The question

of how to rank such projects was asked of other panel members who could not

provide a single practical solution. Simply ensuring that groups have referred to

local management plans within the application in South Australia's case is

insufficient. It was felt that Coastcare application forms do not adequately show
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whether groups have consulted local management plans and in South Australia,

unlike Victoria and New South Wales for example, there may not be an appropriate

plan to consult. The South Australian SAP felt that they needed to be confident

about the adequacy of such plans and whether groups have properly addressed the

requirements of those plans. This was difficult to ascertain during the SAP'

In the closing SAP discussion the potential for a strategic approach was questioned

as a reasonable expectation in South Australia, given the design of the grants

process. The reason was the random spread of applicants, the fact that activities are

elected by groups and the small scale of funds attached to these. This position

contrasts significantly with Victoria, where groups were encouraged to seek out

local plans and were assessed stringently on the basis that the priorities within the

plans were addressed. Victorian regional panels had the capacity to verify such

details. No such entities were place in South Australia.

5.6.6 WesternAustralia

The policy framework for coastal planning and management in Western Australia

is still formative. 'Wescott (2000b: 66) concluded in 2000 that in the terms of

reference of his rapid assessment study, ICM was not being implemented in

Western Australia. The emphasis in Western Australia has been and continues to

be heavily focussed on planning for coastal management. At regional and local

levels there is a complex array of planning instruments and on-going planning

activity. It is nowhere explained or assessed in detail how such planning is linked

to active management Practice.

'Western Australia has a peak coastal planning and management body, the Coastal

Zone Council (CZC), that was established under Cabinet direction in 1996

(Pederson 2OO2), and it is their role to facilitate effective coordination of coastal

zone planning and management. The CZC has been criticised for lacking

community input and for the fact that its membership consists primarily of

government representatives. Therç is a perceived lack of independence of the

Council which has a focus on high level strategic matters, rather than region

specific issues (Middle 2OOZ). There is no dedicated coastal legislation nor a state
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coastal policy in'Western Australia and coastal management is driven through their

planning system (Western Australian Government 2001). However, a State Coastal

Statement of Planning Policy and a 'whole-of-government' Coastal Zone

Management Policy ate both currently in draft form ('Western Australian

Government 2002; Government of 'Western Australia 2003). Whilst calling itself a

whole of government policy', the draft Western Australian Coastal Zone

Management Policy 2001 is non-statutory. The draft Policy announces the

proposed development of a Coastal Zone Strategy intended to implement.the

objectives of the Policy (Westem Australian Government 20Ol: 23). The draft

statement of State Coastal Planning Policy prepared under the Town Planning Act

1928 is relevant to development occurring at the coast, stating set-back guidelines.

However, other land use issues, such as remote coastlines, Aboriginal Lands under

the Lands Trust, pastoral lands and lands vested in other agencies, are planned and

managed separately. Lack of consolidated coastal policy creates confusion and the

potential for non-strategic approaches to management at a local level in non-urban

'Western Australia, as highlighted by a local coastal land manager from Northern

'Western Australia:

we have an ad hoc and unclear responsibility for management of land. Vy'e have large

areas of leased pastoral land, large areas of Crown Land, areas of Aboriginal Lands
Trust land, Aboriginal Reserves, no mans land and a few others as well, none of
which is technically the responsibility of my Council. Our Shire coastline alone is

over 900 km long, and Council is responsible for about l0 km of this, yet everyone

assumes we are responsible for the lot! There are problems with public coastal

access, Native Title, Heritage issues etc, and while it will take years for all of this to
be sorted out by the government departments, in the meantime there is serious

degradation of the coastline occurring on a whole range of fronts, from rubbish, fires,
illegal 4 wheel drives, motorbikes, etc, etc. (Local coastal land manager)

A community Coastal Planning Coalition was established in January 200I,

primarily in response to the release of the 'Western Australia Draft Coastal Zone

Management Policy 2001 'and the realisation that many of the local coastal

concerns stemmed from a systematic failure of the planning process' (Western

Australian Coastal Planning Coalition 2001). The Coalition sought to fight for

a fundamental change to coastal planning and management in Western Australia,
including the cessation of the existing speculator-driven development approvals

process. A new planning regime is needed that delivers a legally-binding, holistic,
scientifically informed, and environmentally sustainable planning and management

system (Western Australian Coastal Planning Coalition 2001).
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The Community Coalition felt that the release of the 2001 V/estern Australian

Coastal Policy 'signalled that the Government's intention [was] to perpetuate the

current, hopelessly inadequate system' ('Western Australian Coastal Planning

Coalition 2001).

A Ministerial Taskforce to review the structural anangements for coastal planning

and management followed in August 2001, and released its position in June 2002

('Western Australian Government 2002). The focus of the Taskforce was to

consider new administrative and legislative frameworks that would ensure that

good coastal planning is developed and 'entrenched' in decision making (Western

Australian Coastal Planning Coalition 2OOZ). Areas of concern addressed by the

taskforce included:

lack of clarity about structural arrangements for coastal management (the
planning and integration framework)

lack of clarity about roles and relationships between government state

and local government agencies

transparency of decision-making process as it relates to coastal planning
and management

role and effectiveness of community involvement in strategic planning
for the coast; and

lack of resources. ('Western Australian Government209Z: 42)

A key program of the state of Western Australia is a Coastal Planning Program

designed to address 'the outstanding planning needs' along the length of the

Western Australian coastline and to provide 'a link between policy and

implementation' (Carmen-Brown 2002: 35). The Program annually reviews the

status and currency of coastal planning throughout the State. In particular, local

government is assisted with planning revision through the provision of data

relevant to the locale in question flMestern Australian Government200z).

5.6.6.1 Western Australia - Localgovernment

'Western Australia has 47 local coastal councils. Local governments in Western

Australia are responsible for the maintenance of 'foreshore reserves' within their
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jurisdiction. Local governments also 'often' prepare coastal management plans for

specific areas, implying that this is not a certainty and not all areas are covered'

These plans 'may include' detailed recommendations for set-backs for

development, as well as designating specific areas for particular uses' These plans

may be non-statutory, or incorporated in a local government's (statutory) town

planning scheme. There afe numerous different types of coastal plans linked to

local government:

Strategic Plans - partnership between state and local government (planning

tools, ãefine broaã strategic framework for a region -typically include

multiple local govern-"ntr. Long-te m focus, provide some actions)

structure Plans - partnership between state and local government (regional

ãnJ lo"ul - regional most relevant to coastal management - used to budget

and plan for infrastucture)

coastal Management Plans -prepared by local government for a particular

local government de a framework for management, often

ptannlng related e use'

Th"r" is a range o ence'

coastal plans also vary in degree of in policies

and in their currency.'SomJsections st have

no such Plans

Foresh ment Plans - guidelines for specific locales (e'g'

beach, by developers as a condition of approval'

counci oúps' Coastwest/Coastcare is recognised for its

role in assisting in undertaking actions consistent with the foreshore plans'

An audit of coastal planning in Western Australia revealed there was great

variation in the capacity of local government in rural and remote areas to undertake

formal coastal planning (carmen-Brown 2002: 37). The coastal Planning Program

was designed specifically as an assistance package to help councils with minimal

staff and low rate bases produce coastal plans'

Western Australian local govefnments formed a Coastal Management Advisory

Group (CMAG) in 1995 during the development of the NHT Coastal Memorandum

of Understanding (MoU). The Group is open to all coastal Local Governments and

has both elected member and officer representation' In 2001 CMAG reviewed and

coordinated a response on key state coastal Policy issues; identified a framework
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for Western Australian Local Government to communicate with organisations and

community groups on coastal management issues; and developed a position on

State coastal institutional arrangements and advice to the Association (t eigh 2OO2).

Representation is an issue for CMAG, with mainly metropolitan and south-western

'Western Australian council membership. The last time the group met was in

October 2002.

5.6.6.2 Participation and Coastcare in Western Australia

CoastWest/Coastcare was described as the major program for coastal management

in Western Australia at the time of Wescott's rapid assessment and was considered

by him to be 'the most significant contributor, in terms of programs, to ICM

implementation in'Western Australia' (Wescott 2000b: 65). In consideration of the

significant changes over the last two years in terms of policy and program

development, it should be noted that community participation was promoted by the

Western Australian State coastal managers synopsis at the 2002 national coastal

conference as being beneficial for planning and management of the coast'

Volunteer work, 'sometimes as a result of NHT funding', was also identified as a

strength and a recommendation was made to continue 'Coastwest to fund local

communities who manage the coast in partnership with local government and state

agencies' (O'Brien et al' 2OO2:331)'

Senior management of the Western Australian government speak of

Coast'WeslCoastcare as a vital element of the Western Australian planning

process. The facilitators and efforts by groups are recognised as considerable

sources of information to identify issues for coastal planning. Their comments in

regard to the status of coastal policy supporting the Coast'West/Coastcare Program

are provided in Box 5.9 below.

Box 5.9: Western Australia Respondent Comments

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
STATECOASTALMANAGERANDcoASTwESTicoASTCARETEAM

PERCEPTION OF SUPPORT & DIRECTION AFFORDED TTTE PROGRAM

THROUGH STATE AND REGIONAL COASTAL POLICY

We've got a State Planning Strategy...We have two draft policies out, a 'Draft Statement of

Plannin! Policy' and a 'Diaft Coasial ZoneManagement Policy'' So really, that framework

of manigemeni policy is set down in the State Planning Strategy, which sets our overall
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principles. Subsidiary of the State Planning Strategy, Coastcare projects are assisting in

ä"hleving the goals and objectives set out in that policy framework

...[CoasiWeslCoastcare] is more successful at the regional level because the Strategic

rtunning Strategy gives us a hierarchy of nodes along the coast. Again,

coastwãsucoastcare has assisted not only in implementation of some of the actions that

regional str onalisation of access - they have been very useful in

asiisting in ed areas from that point of view. Again, there is that

dialoguã be ho is involved with the management on the ground, and

the identification of nodes (State Coastal Manager)'

I think lCoastWest/Coastcare Projects are addressing State coastal policies] now, [the state

coastal manager] is onto it with her understanding of the importance of facilitators out on

the ground uti¿ ittut they have the ability to feed a lot into the formation of these State-wide

straiegies and policies. In'a way they are good spokesperson for community groups. The

State lees CoaitWesyCoastcare as an important part of getting strategies together'

We have regional plans in WA. When it comes to regional coastal management plans,

thinking oi broad shire coastal management plans, which is scaled down'

lCoasñest/Coastcare] fits in well because it is actually funding a number of them. Groups

have picked off their projects from rec ft in those and the

*" uguin with regionai plans. I am ave basically done

what thã regional plan indicated, so its fit in e I basis' There are a

number of-examples from various regional plans that exist, where groups have either

imftemented projects based on what is in those plans, or in the process of thinking along the

lines of what is in them. (State Coastcare Coordinator)'

A lot of the time [projects] are not related [to the state Policy]. So either we don't know of

State coastal management strategies or a lot of time projects are site speciftc, so they are

doing their own littie thing, on their own little patch, rather than being aware of the broader

issue-s. The ,Draft Coastal ZoneManagement Policy' has been bagged by most people who

commented on it. The State government have a Ministerial Taskforce. [The Draft Policy]

may be dumped and started again (Regional coastcare Facilitator a).

I have a feeling that CoastWest/Coastcare projects don't address State strategies, but I don't

know. As a State network we do discuss issues, but I'm not really aware of what the State

coastal management strategies are, and I certainly don't think we've got anything in place

that implement, Stut" coastal management strategies. If [CoastWest/Coastcare[ projects do

address, them I think it's by accident. [CoastWesvCoastcare] projects are likely to be

similar to the aims of regional strategies anyway (Regional Coastcare Facilitator b)'

WA doesn't have a State Coastal Strategy. The State has supported CoastWeslCoastcare

well. It is hard to comment. The 'Draft Coastal ZoneManagement Policy' hasn't been well

received. It's really a position paper (Regional Coastcare Facilitator c).

In a lot of areas in my region there aren't a lot of plans in place so there's been a lot of

haphazard projects going on. I don't see that as a problem because you do get community

onboard in the process of doing a project".Not all areas have regional plans' Half my

regio litan region doesn't. Groups haven't tended to

alignplace'Intheregionl,mthinkingof,the
plantogetherwithoutmuchconsultation'It
wasn and a whole lot of other things' I don't

think the community was as involved as the d have been. The coastal element of the

flun do", provide åirection but it doesn't mean that much to the community because the

òommunication between the community and the council isn't that good (Regional Coastcare

Facilitator d).

rüy'here regional plans exist [CoastWest/Coastcare] has been [successful in implementing

theml but there ìs actually very few, (I can just speak for this region), when you are

looking at management pians it has been successful' Particularly when they have been
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actually funded through CoastWesUCoastcare, and then there have been subsequent grants,

groups have been able to do the se'

you iuu"n't seen that translatio it is

really specific outcomes and rec Coa

do that. But then again, those manageme are

management plans (Regional Coastcare Facilitator e)'

At state managerial level in Western Australia, CoastWest/Coastcare was openly

supported. The Program was viewed as a means of identifying areas of

significance for coastal management direction set by the state. The facilitators were

expected to bring matters of community interest to the attention of senior

management. In no other states was this task so specifically stated. The status of

planning instruments and the unruly development of coastal legislation and policy,

culminating in the Ministerial Taskforce, during the duration of the

Coast'WeslCoastcare, failed to provide much direction for the Program'

Coast'WeslCoastcare in Western Australia was supported but not guided by state

vision. The existence of coastal plans is patchy. Where regional plans do exist

there was evidence to suggest that they provided direction for CoastWest/Coastc4re

groups. There were exceptions however, where consultation by local government

with community was poor and plans inappropriately developed and therefore not

supported.

5.6.7 NorthernTerritorY

At the time of Wescott's review in 2000, there was no lead coastal agency, no

dedicated coastal legislation, and a two-sided coastal policy 'pamphlet' ('Wescott

2000b: 2O). The position held by 'Wescott concerning Northern Territory's

achievements towards an integrated approach to coastal management in 2000 was

challenging: 'The achievement of ICM in the NT is going to be a long and difficult

process starting from a very low base.' (Wescott 20OOb:23)'

Land tenure of the coast in the NT differs significantly to the other states.

According to a RAC report (Resource Assessment Commission 1992) 72Vo of land

is under indigenous ownership and a further l47o undet pastoral lease. These

arrangements have 'directly influenced the scope and requirement for coastal

policy' (Applegate 2OO2). It is also the position of the NT government that their
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coastal and marine resources are in relatively pristine condition and they benefit

from not having the development pressures of the east and south coast of Australia.

The NT produced a revised coastal policy in t999 and an Implementation Strategy

in 2001. The Implementation Strategy, according to the NT Policy, is taking a

reactionary approach by developing'issue-specific coastal management strategies'

(Northern Tenitory Government 2001: 9). According to Applegate (2002: 13) in

his address to the national Coast to Coast conference in2O02, the NT is developing

a new policy that is inclusive of marine issues. The new policy will be based on

regional plans and has a strong emphasis on community participation.

5.6.7.1 NT - AboriginalLands developing their own strategies

Local government in the NT is unique compared to its state counterparts primarily

due to population and land tenure. Local government in the NT is not vested with

planning porwers; these remain under NT state government control. There are only

three municipal councils with boundaries abutting the coast; all other coastal

councils are Community Government Councils, predominantly in Aboriginal

communities. These organisations are spread across pastoral lease and Aboriginal

Land and have few resources and minimal planning powers'

5.6.7.2 Participation and Coastcare in Norihern Territory

Coastcare was recognised in 'Wescott's snap shot of the NT as the single coastal

management program there in 2000. 'Wescott described the funded projects as

,meritorious' but few in number. This comment demonstrates that the focus upon

Coastcare by other researchers has tended to concentrate upon the grants scheme

alone. The grants program is limited to some extent in the Tenitory because of

language and literacy issues of the indigenous population and indicates a need for a

different approach to funding programs on long remote coasts, under indigenous

ownership. The regional facilitator in NT has been actively and extensively

involved with indigenous owners in training and educational activities'

The recently produced Northern Territory Implementation Strategy recognises

coastcare's role and actively supports it. Goal 6 of Northern Territory's

Implementation Strategy, promoting ESD in the coastal zone, recognises the
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importance of community participation and specifically identifies Coastcare as a

vehicle for assisting community groups 'involved in activities in the coastal zone'

(Northern Territory Government 2O0l 2l). Goal 7 dealing with public access

issues also states that an opportunity exists to 'promote community groups i.e.

Coastcare.. and [its] activities' (Northern Territory Government 2O0l : 22)'

Box 5.10 provides the comments from the team in the Northern Territory'

Box 5.10: Northern Territory Respondent Comments

NORTHERN TERRITORY
STATE COASTALMANAGER AND COASTCARE TEAM

PERCEPTION OF SUPPORT & DIRECTION AFFORDED THE PROGRAM

THROUGH STATE AND REGIONAL COASTAL POLICY

It is not relevant to NT. There aren't a lot of issues in the NT as there is only one major

population centre (Darwin). All the rest of the coastline is virtually uninhabited' Most of it

is in Aboriginal freehold tirle. I think its about 80-907o. You don't have the pressures that

you have in other areas. You don't have surfing associations, cars running up and down

áunes all over the place and you don't have uncontrolled urban sprawl along the coast' I
think there is a role for those sorts of projects to carry out, as long as they are sfrategically

based. We're at the start of developing a plan of management for Darwin Harbour, for

example. And if there are some high priority actions that come out of that, that fit into a

Coasicare sort of criteria, then I think that is a really good thing' 'We would be developing

very broad scale regional plans for other parts of the Northern Territory and that might

identify areas of intense coastal erosion as a priority issue to address' Then that would be a

good iâea. It would seem to me that there are two very different sorts of coastlines in the

ãountry. There are the ones that fall under the management of local government and

"oun"il, 
and therefore have enormous problems because of poor planning practices' And

then there are the other vast tracts of the coastline not subject to those sorts of population

pressures but do have other issues in terms of naturally induced erosion problems' In terms

ãf the criteria that come out for Coastcare projects, it is very heavily directed towards

population centres' That effectively alienat

coastlines in the country' Criteria should

considered. The Commonwealth should at le

strategic plans for those areas so that at least you can do baseline survey work to understand

the pr"ocesses and decide if you need preventative management strategies to be put in place

(State Coastal Manager).

That is a difficult one to answer basically because, until recently, our policy statement has

been on a two-sided A4 piece of paper. So really to date, I suppose the contribution; I find

that hard to answer. Tháre are no strategies at a local level and as a result at least 3 of our

projects are strategic plans for an afea, so they do have a focus for community groups (State

Coastcare Coordinator).

The vast majority of my work is with indigenous communities. In some communities it is

an integral-pari of their management system, the real involvement and hands on

environÃentul "*" 
(Landcare, Bushcare, Coastcare, all brewed into the one big pot)' For

the most part groups wouldn't know of State coastal strategies' Even if the information was

made moìe available and sent out to communities and put them in the picture, it wouldn't

make much difference, because people think local country' The bigger picture as a rule

doesn't affect them. It's not so much ownership but custodial duties to the land, to your

country, and the seas. It is finite. If they see there is a problem, they'll do something about
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it ...We're reactive, I go and look at problems identified by clients. There are areas we are

developing strategies and we'll be working very much to those strategies. Coastcare has

provided funding for 3 communities at the moment to develop their own coastal

management strategies, and they'll be doing that in consultation with the Department here

and some of our experts are going to help them. They'll use private consultants when need

be and locaVtraditional knowledge. Localised management strategies are a new thing for

NT, it hasn't been done before. The main reason that this has got people's attention is that

communities are aware that under NHT II funding will be easier to access if management

strategies in place. It's a means to an end, as well as genuine approach to coastal

management (Regional Coastcare Facilitator).

The degree of support for Coastcare at a matagerial level in the Northern Territory

was clouded by what appears to be some antagonism directed at the

Commonwealth. It appears that Coastcare was successful in kick-starting localised

plans and strategic documents in indigenous communities. These are not

acknowledged by state management.

5.7 Overview of state and local coastal planning and management and
influence upon Coastcare

Despite the international significance of Coastcare successfully implementing a

national program, individual experiences of the different states and the Northern

Territory tell an important story. The synopses of coastal management

arrangements in Australia discussed in this chapter highlight the great variation in

the capacity of the various institutions charged with coastal management

responsibility and of their associated policies and plans. A strength of Coastcare

has been its successful adaptation within each state jurisdiction. However, the

variation between states and the Northern Territory in coastal management strategy,

legislation, policy, and administrative structures delivering coastal management

programs had a profound effect on the implementation of Coastcare in each place.

As one facilitator suggested:

We're constantly having to dance with and don't have power over the way that

environmental management expertise and decision making is delivered. Vy'e have to

work with it the way it is. We're a little bit at the mercy of it. It's the cultural shift

for the agencies who host us to be running an environmentally-based community

development program. We are a bit at the whim of what's in flavour. (Regional

Coastcare Facilitator)

Coastcare provides a case for improved structural arrangements and firmer policy

guidance for those states lacking clarity and vision in their state policy frameworks.

It is also the case that local plans and guidelines for coastal management are patchy
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in their existence. The availability of local guidance in the form of relevant plans

and strategies is enormously variable around the country and within states. The

evidence is clear that where there is strong, clear state coastal policy supported by

linked regional and local plans, Coastcare groups aligned their projects with local

policy goals. In some instances respondents felt that groups were motivated and

'fired up' because they were contributing to broader goals and planning

frameworks. It provided groups with a greatt sense of legitimacy or importance.

Where local plans existed, facilitators expressed that they were able to encourage

groups to align their projects in accordance with such plans.

What is also clear, as illustrated by respondent comments in this Chapter, is that

where broad coastal policy support was lacking and where local plans did not exist,

Coastcare groups and facilitators functioned without guidance and in numerous

cases were reportedly trying to breach the gap by applying for funds to write plans.

Successful community-prepared plans, completed by Coastcare groups, were then

utilised by subsequent groups to work towards the expressed strategies. Failing to

undertake a strategic approach is clearly not singularly the fault of the Program.

Admittedly, some respondents thought that groups were only ever interested in

their own patch and that it was difficult to change their mindset. Overall however,

the sentiment expressed was that where local plans existed they were used.

It is evident from the preceding discussion and analysis of state coastal

management arrangements that Coastcare (its achievements, value and purpose)

held different degrees of status within individual states. There is considerable

variation in the way in which the states fostered community participation, utilising

Coastcare as a central vehicle to promote and engage communities. Coastcare is

included or mentioned specifically in most of the recent formal policy documents

as an important feature of state coastal programs. South Australia is the only state

not to have done so. New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania and the newly released

Northern Territory strategy, advocate for the Program. Western Australia and

eueensland recognise its importance as a part of general volunteer activity in their

respective states.
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Of all the states, Victoria provides the strongest model of a strategic approach to

coastal management. There are clear links between levels of government and their

respective policies. Their state coastal program openly and actively includes the

community, largely through Coastare/CoastAction. Victoria has wide geographical

coverage of local coastal plans. New South Wales uses legislative control to

enforce influence in coastal management approaches at the local level more

strikingly than any other state. Similar to Victoria, at a state managerial level, New

South Wales endorses community involvement, and a large number of supporting

local policies and plans exist to guide groups. At a state level Tasmania strongly

supported Coastcare and recognised its value as an element of the state's coastal

program, but there is an absence of consistent local guidance for coastal

management. Coastcare in Queensland and Western Australia operated within

systems that did not offer a strategic framework that provided direction and vision.

eueensland's recent regional plans have the potential to provide focus for local

groups but during Coastcare's lifetime under NHT I there was inconsistency in

local planning and policy to provide widespread support for groups' Western

Australia utilised Coast'WeslCoastcare to feed information back to state planning

to provide direction. Here too, the existence of local planning documents is patchy.

South Australia features most prominently in this study as an example of the

constraints imposed upon Coastcare through lack of clear policy direction.

Coastcare in South Australia received limited support from the state in terms of

guidance and vision, coupled with a lack of local guidance from local management

plans and an inconsistent approach to coastal management. Coastcare in the

Northern Territory filled a void, with the few projects funded preparing plans for

local communities to work towards.

5.7.1. Coastcare Application Forms

The provision in Coastcare's 'Guidelines to Applicants' that required groups to

identify relevant plans would appear to have been a furphy, given there is a paucity

of coastal policy direction in several states at both state and local levels of

governance. The overview presented in this Chapter suggests that South Australia,

Western Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland (until recently) did not have

access to suitable broad coastal policies assumed by the Coastcare Guidelines. Nor
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did these states (and Tasmania) have access to dedicated local coastal plans.

Similarly, state coastal policies, while providing a solid basis for directing local

planning and strategy development, are too broad to offer specific and meaningful

assistance to groups working up local projects. So the call by the application

guidelines to nominate any national or state program was too broad to offer

meaningful guidance to the selection panels in deciding if local groups were

meeting strategic goals. Victoria was best placed with its RAPs which were able to

assess applicant reference to local plans for accuracy and suitability.

Coastcare groups in states and locales without clear policy or management plans

can be seen to have followed an issue driven process. Some respondents felt that

groups were only interested in working on their own patch, and were satisfied that

this was a suitable approach for Coastcare. This is a consideration that will be

relevant for the NHT tr as there is the expectation for community projects to

address regional planning frameworks. How to encourage a strategic approach by

parochial groups will be an ongoing issue in some cases.

This Chapter suggests that coastal policy and local planning frameworks in

Australia during the lifetime of Coastcare under NHT I were largely insufficient to

guide the Coastcare program in a strategic manner. It supports the notion that it

was not the fault of the design of Coastcare program itself. The following chapter

builds upon this one, by exploring the partnerships forged between individuals

working within various institutions and the influence of these partnerships upon the

Program's achievements.
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r Six
Mapping and assessing Coastcare's development
of pathways to integrated coastal management

Effective relationships between stakeholders will be among the most important of the

poricvissues*"îiïäiå:'"ïå:",t¿"iäi""åiî""1äïri:ii*managementin

6.1 lntroduction'lntergovernmentallntegration

Drawing on the findings of the survey conducted for this study, this chapter

explores and explains Coastcare's role in improving the relationships between tiers

of government. One of the four dimensions identified by Knecht and Archer

(Igg3), required to implement an integrated approach to coastal management is

inter-governmental integration (otherwise known as vertical integration). All levels

of government are required to be involved in planning and management decisions

that will have an impact upon the coastal environment. This is one of the least well

documented aspects of existing programs aiming to achieve better integration. The

actual processes that take place between institutions to create greater cooperation

and coordination are rarely discussed. An assessment of inter-jurisdictional

linkages through Coastcare is assisted by the original provisions of the Coast and

Clean Seas Memorandum of Understanding (MoU); its principles are outlined

below. The following discussion will demonstrate how the program has fared in

relation to these. The roles of the three spheres of government (Commonwealth,

State and Local) are discussed, as well as an exploration of the linkages between

Commonwealth-State, and State-Local government partnership development. The

mechanisms developed through the Coastcare team in conjunction with other

participants of the MoU are also assessed.

The Commonwealth Coastal Policy (1995), which first introduced Coastcare,

strongly promoted its commitment to ecologically sustainable development (ESD)

(Commonwealth of Australia 1995). Central to the philosophy of ESD is the

requirement for shared responsibility and effective coordination within and

between governments and stakeholders (Productivity Commission, 1999). The
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Coastal Policy is firmly committed to the principles of integrated management,

stating that there is 'considerable benefit to be gained from governments [the three

different tiersl working together' (Commonwealth of Australia 1995); it

acknowledges the prior lack of intersectoral integration in coastal management in

Australia. The vehicle for achieving the Coastal Policy's principles was the MoU.

The Coasts and Clean Seas MoU, that guided the Coastcare program, reflected and

formalised the intention of the Commonwealth Coastal Policy. It defined the roles

and responsibilities for the three spheres of government, clearly articulating the

need to promote cross-jurisdictional and cross-departmental integration as well as

the importance of cooperation and consultation (Commonwealth of Australia

1998a). The emphasis of the agreement was on integration and co-operation, with

the assumption that this 'will provide a mechanism to achieve further practical

improvements in coastal management' (Commonwealth of Australia 1998b: 2). A

diagrammatic representation of the MoU is depicted in Figure 6.1, showing the

linkages between participants, and the relative strengths of partnership links. The

roles and responsibilities of several participants were articulated within the MoUs.

These included the specific roles of the three tiers of government but also of the

various positions of the Coastcare team: the Commonwealth Coastcare managers,

the state coordinators, regional Coastcare facilitators and agencies hosting the

facilitator positions. In addition, in signing the MoU, participants agreed to

'establish mechanisms within their jurisdiction to promote integration across

government agencies and departments' (Commonwealth of Australia 1998b: 3);

and mechanisms for consultation with the community on coastal management

issues.

In signing the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU all participants agreed to seven actions:

(i) to cooperate and consult in implementation of the coastal management

initiatives as set out in the Schedules to the Memorandum

(ii) to establish mechanisms within their jurisdiction to promote integration

across government agencies and departments

(iii) to establish mechanisms for consultation with the community on coastal

management issues
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(iv) to undertake coastal management in a manner consistent with the coastal

management goal, principles and objectives set out in the Memorandum

(v) that it is desirable for all spheres of government to have in place

consistent coastal management policies within which all coastal

management activities are undertaken

(vi) to make a financial commitment, in cash or in-kind, for implementation

of the Schedules to the Memorandum

(vii) to investigate and implement options other than government funding for
financing coastal management in the long term.

(Commonwealth of Australia 1998a: 3)

The formation of partnerships through vehicles such as MoUs, between key

stakeholders, has been identified as a successful model for overcoming 'vertical

coordination failure' (Productivity Commission 1999: 103). MoUs are designed to

overcome policy inertia between tiers of government by formalising coordination

efforts through the provision of instructions and specification of individual roles

and tasks. MoUs are also designed to improve information exchange for better

decision making. Improved coordination serves to

(Productivity Commission 1 999).

A flaw of the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU was that two significant coastal land

managers were not included. This created a gap in the integration framework.

National Parks and indigenous land managers signed off on Coastcare projects that

took place on their land, but were not recognised in the official partnership

agreement. If all local coastal land managers signed the MoU, there could have

been the potential for more widespread networking and adoption of the principles
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espoused in the agreement. This is illustrated by a situation raised by one of the

regional Coastcare facilitators :

The only area I don't get financial support is from [state National Parks], who is a big

player in coastal zone management. [Our state coastal management agency] has

rign"O off on a Coastcare agreement, and personally I'd love to see National Parks to

sign off on it too. If we did that, we'd have the whole gamut of all coastal managers

covered (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

6,1.1 The Coastcare Framework - a structure designed for an integrated approach

Almost half of the respondents for this study (47Vo; n= 82) suggested that Coastcare

benefited existing state coastal programs by raising the profile of coastal

management matters generally, and because it put into practice an integrated

approach. Coastcare also benefited state coastal management through its design:

the network of staff at state and regional levels, and the grant scheme provided a

neat structure for integration. Most importantly, in terms of meeting Program

objectives, the Coastcare framework created impetus for government to engage

with community. One manager of a state coastal program elicited that Coastcare

achieved this:

The program has been very useful to the state agencies achieving sustainability, as

the Rio Conference put it to us, that we should really look at the vertical and

horizontal operation of planning and management for sustainability' Coastcare has

been a really good platform to achieve that. The [state agency] has, in support for

that, really found a variety of methods of integration coming out of the prompting of

Coastcare. So hosting regional Coastcare facilitators has fed to us an awareness of

where the hot spots are and what sorts of issues are there and we've developed up

more support for local government and regional $oups and local land managers.

The integration and dialogue is informative. The formation of regional groups

(people involved in Coastcare becoming involved in regional groups); the tooling up

oi people, is coming out of Coastcare. That is helping us get to more Natural

Resource Management strategic thinking. That is effective integration. (Manager,

state coastal Program)

Respondents suggested that Coastcare provided a structure for managers and the

community to engage towards agreed goals. This reportedly lessened the

frustration of communities and reduced the associated pressure placed on

government agencies. The formal application process, tying community groups in

with land managers, was considered a beneficial way of engaging the two'

[Coastcare] provides a legitimate avenue for staff in State agencies to fulfil their

åommunity liaison education requirements - it makes it easy for them. It makes their

work more strategic in dealing with the community. At first it may seem like more

work for them but they can just step into Coastcare and it is set up for them (to work

with the community)' (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)
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According to almost one third of respondents (n=56; 327o) Coastcare fostered

partnership development and improved state based coastal programs, whilst

simultaneously attracting volunteers. The administrative requirements of the grant

scheme necessitated the development of partnerships within state government and

between government and community. Neutral ground was set up for agencies and

groups and individuals to work together, and consequently functional partnerships

emerged.

In terms of having very little direct community involvement five or six years ago to

today. I guess being in a climate where the same people in the community were

angry at wiat parks and Wildlife and council were doing. A lot of those people have

no*-"orn" on board and are working actively in partnerships with managers' It has

made a very signif,rcant contribution to what will be a long-term cultural shift.

(Manager, state coastal Program)

Coastcare has allowed Local Government to establish very good working

relationships with State Government agencies and the local community members'

These relationships will help [the city] to manage the coast far more effectively in the

future. (Local coastal land manager)

6.1.2 The three tíers working together

Whilst several respondents (67o; n=l1) specifically cited three tiers of government

working together as a strength of Coastcare, there was also recognition that this tri-

partite affangement was not without constraints. The success of the MoU was also

seen to be variable between the states and the Northern Territory' Despite there

being recorded successes and a move toward integration, a challenge for the

program was implementation across different jurisdictions, with varying degrees of

commitment and support for Coastcare. In other words, existence of a MoU for

coastcare did not necessarily abate pre-existing commonwealth/state/Local

tensions.

I think one of the challenges that [Coastcare] has faced has been the different

jurisdictions and levels of commitment that the different States bring to this. It is an

issue for the Commonwealth to deal with, trying to deliver a homogenous program

through different State jurisdictions and that has been an enormous challenge.. '..One

of the challenges at the Commonwealth level is engaging local government and that

c¿n really only effectively be done by the State; so it is about the 3 levels of

government wórking together. It goes back to the strengths; one of the strengths is

ihe tri-partite agreement like Landcare and some of the other programs' But at

anotherlevel that does present a challenge. (Manager, State coastal program)

We have three tiers and everyone always thinks it's somebody else's responsibility to

fix it. That creates in the environmental field, and the coastal field, that creates a

dynamic between the players that isn't necessarily constructive. So that remains the

ongoing challenge t ttrinÈ, to work out who should be doing what' (commonwealth

Coastcare manager)
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The remainder of the Chapter examines the specific roles played by each sphere of

government and the various participants in implementing the Coasts and Clean

Seas MoU through Coastcare.

6.2 Commonwealth role

Environment Australia was nominated as the lead agency for 'coordinating coastal

policy within the Commonwealth Government and for the implementation of the

Coasts and Clean Seas MoU' (Commonwealth of Australia 1998a: 2l)' In

accordance with Schedule 3 of the MoU, the Commonwealth's Coastcare officer

role was to:

Respondents were asked about the role of the Commonwealth in supporting the

development of Coastcare in their respective states. Different perspectives

elaborate how the Commonwealth performed in respect to its stated tasks'

The most obvious feature credited to the Commonwealth, cited by 21 respondents

(l2Vo), was its driving force through funding and resources it delivered to the

Program. Coastcare, as a national entity, would not have existed without

Commonwealth financial backin g.

[The Commonwealth] provided the initial program. It would be difficult to see how

it could operate without their funding. (Manager state coastal program)

Within the context of matching government departments budgets, [Commonwealth]

support is generally very good. (State Assessment Panel member)

The flip side of this position was the lack of security for facilitators and community

due to the uncertainty of funding in the face of NHT tr and having to work with

'the whim of Commonwealth funding' (Regional Coastcare facilitator).

Not knowing about the future. The words on everyone's lips for the last couple of

months are: 'Are you still going?'. It's very negative for us. [Failure to provide] a
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clear indication by the Commonwealth Government, on the future of the Program, is

probably the bigglst minus from the Commonwealth's point of view' That would be

in a major way' (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

I think that one thing that could be done would be to provide a secure budget line for

Coastcare. It is stilipretty much year by year. When you try to encourage groups to

think long term and think strategically its all a bit hard when you can only guarantee

them money for one year and they bite off more than they can chew because they

think they better gei the money now. That sort of security I think would be

important...overall-I think it has been a great Program, I think it needs to be a

permanent program because the facilitators and the community implementing the

projects n""d ,ò*" sort of security. It makes it difficult to staff' The program does
^tu* 

u high staff turnover. security of tenure makes it easier to move on' It',s a

difficult jãb. If there was pennanency you'd build those relationships' (Regional

Coastcare facilitator)

6.2.1 Provide a national point of contact for Coastcare

Sixteen respondent s (9Vo) stated that the Commonwealth team had been

approachable and accessible.

They are a long way away but I think that the interaction between us is excellent'

The Coastcare team-in Canbena is better than any other Commonwealth team I've

ever dealt with. You always feel you can ask them any question you like and you'll

get a pretty reasonable r"rpont" from th on the phone

ã, Uy'"*uit and personal õonhct at coo conferences'

I don't think they could do too much more' )

The availability of the commonwealth coastcare team, compared to other

Commonwealth progfams, was also commended by one of the facilitators:

That kind of access, that pick up the phone, get straight to the person, talk about the

idea the idea happens. Tnat kinã of thing doesn't happen in the big huge NHT world

because there's too -uny layers and a high turnover of staff' (Regional coastcare

facilitator)

6.2.2 Provide a national perspective for Coastcare

The Commonwealth was successful in producing a valuable identity for Coastcare'

The program was attributed with raising the profile of coastal management within

each of the states and Northern Territory. Forty-eight respondents (28Vo) suggested

that Coastcare was successful in achieving a national identity and promoting

coastal management. It was able to achieve this status because it was a highly

visible þrogram, and accordingly, provided a tangible face for coastal management

- an interface between government and community'

It's a national program. When you are getting back to the state level, politicians and

the state manager iealise it is a iairly powerful Program, considering it is at a national

level. It has helped a lot to improve and keep the drive in the Program' There are

people based in ðanberra, which means they are based closer to the decision-maker,

whichisalwayshandytohaveandtheyknowwhatishappening'(Regional
Coastcare facilitator)
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It's a national program - able to feed in information and advice from other areas

which may assist a group in addressing an issue. It is Federally funded, (able to see

where Federal funds are going into on-ground works). (Local coastal land manager)

Coastcare's logo and image were central to its visibility. The Program had a

positive and appealing identity, and through Commonwealth funded campaigns,

achieved extensive media exposure. In addition, the efforts of the Coastcare team

and the Program's extensive coverage around Australia's coastline are considered

to be factors contributing to its broad appeal and successful implementation:

Coastcare has made major contributions. As well as the advantages of strengthening

community relationships and the physical on ground work, the projects also provided

the opportunity to provide good news stories in the media about coastal management.

es wãit as providing the information on the projects completed, these media articles

and radio interviews also allowed the coastal managers involved to highlight the

coastal values and management issues that the general public are at times unaware of
(Local coastal land manager)'

The Commonwealth, through Environment Australia, also promoted the Coastcare

program through educational print materials, especially during special events such

as Environment Week. Respondents suggested that the Coastcare image had

assisted in attracting community groups, because they felt it was an initiative

volunteers liked to be associated with'

It is important for volunteers that they are part of a local group but that local group is

then part of a broader network, and a national network. That is important for kudos -

and importance to some members of those groups. There is a fair number of people

in the Community that are quite happy to go about doing their work locally but when

they realise they are part of a bigger band of people around the country I think that

adds to the importance, or feeling of belonging. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Two negative aspects of the Commonwealth's national promotion of Coastcare

were raised during the interviews. First, 9 respondents (5Vo) suggested the generic

Coastcare brand was not sensitive to particular state based issues and priorities:

I think Coastcare had diffrculty to start with because, like a lot of Commonwealth

projects, they are developed without any thought to what is actually the issue faced

Èy ìn" managers within the individual jurisdiction. It took a long time to find its
niche. (Manager State coastal program)

A second challenge was the Commonwealth's contract with Land Care Australia

Limited (LAL). Environment Australia was allocated funds to assist attracting

corporate sponsors and subsequently LAL was commissioned for this role

(Commonwealth of Australia 1998a: 21). One third of the national Coastcare team

(managers, coordinators and facilitators; n=15 of 45; 33Vo) were critical of the
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efforts of LAL and of the Commonwealth's role in attaining value for money from

the contract:

The compromises we have to make to meet the objectives of sponsors often almost

negate the thing we're aiming for with Coastca¡e. That is not a win win situation. It
is kind of a win blah situation which makes it a bit difficult. It means we can't drive

it. We can't say 'Right, what would be the most effective way of getting the message

out there?'. We just have to take what we can get. The return for money in terms of
the consultancy costs is pretty poor. (Commonwealth Coastcare manager)

One example is sponsorship where we are relying on some leadership from Canberra

on issues and it would have been good if we could have had some success there and

we haven't, so that is something that hasn't been delivered for us on a national scale.

(Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Critical comments in regard to LALs sponsorship included:

the country, and to address this in promotional events. The subject matter

tended to be centred around Eastern states issues

distributed in a timelY fashion:

The timelines the Commonwealth give us for promotional activities is no where near

good enough. It just isn't good enough. \Ve often get an e-mail asking for
information that day or the next day. If you look at our time, we can't give back the

information, unless we drop everything else we are doing. The length of time given

for response just isn't good enough. e.g. We had 'World Environment Day' in June

and we received a brochure to distribute and that was just an e-mail copy - the day

before. That was it. We had to do a mad photocopy to get things out. It was

unprofessional. It wasn't good enough. And a wasted effort. They took a lot of
time. It was a really good brochure and we got it the day before. Not even copies of
it. That is one aspect that they really need to address. I must say by the time they

produce the product it is a pretty good product. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Tailoring the information of education materials also missed the mark in some

places:

Some of the material that comes out is really Eastern States focused. I'm just

thinking about the shorebirds from last year were all Eastern States migratory routes.

That would have been really embarrassing. We couldn't use them here. People

would have been appalled, 'where's [our state] in that?'. Little things like that lthe
Commonwealthl could help out a lot more. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

6.2.3 Promote nat¡onal linkages

The Commonwealth each year organised a national forum for the entire Coastcare

team: the Commonwealth managers, coordinators and facilitators. The Coastcare

forum provided an opportunity for the team to discuss problems and share ideas. It

also created a beneficial opportunity for individuals in the network to meet each

other and identify as a national group. Facilitators were subsidised by the

Commonwealth to attend forums but Coordinators had to find funds from within
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state budgets. Consequently, for at least one forum (2000) one coordinator was

unable to attend. Hosting agencies were also invited to the forums; however their

attendance was negligible. Fourteen respondents (8Vo) spoke about the annual,

national Coastcare forums as a beneficial initiative for the Coastcare team:

It is a very important role that the Commonwealth plays in that area' Bringing

together, at a national level, all a is extremely

imlortant. I've been to one of ic' the amount

of interaction that goes on' Th ant' It sounds

so twee when you say it, but it is very muc g and learning

from each other. You can get very complacent within your own system. It really

does broaden those opportunities. Just sharing ideas. Giving people confidence' It

is that business of you may have a couple of new facilitators on and they will go to a

bigger broader uudi"n"" and think that's great: 'I know where I fit'. It is incredibly

imþrtant that national forum. They are a terrific idea. (Manager' State coastal

program)

The national forums are so critical".We just don't know what's happening in the

other states and it makes such a difference being able to talk to the facilitators from

other states and realising that you're dealing with the same issues and problems and

that it's not just you. Being able to put faces to names. The networking and being

able to talk shop with so many different people and about so many issues and get new

ideas. I always come back buzzingafter that (Regional Coastcare facilitator)'

The Commonwealth also met with the state Coastcare coordinators bi-annually to

discuss progress and events and coordinated occasional teleconferences, typically

around sponsorship matters. Beyond the forum and the coordinator meetings, the

Commonwealth Coastcare managers were not proactive in encouraging links with

the managers of state coastal programs, facilitators or coordinators. There were

suggestions that communication could have been better, and one solution posed

was that a website discussion site would have been welcomed'

Closer cooperation is needed. A better information link. There seems to be a poor

link. I know [the commonwealth coastca¡e managers] go through the coordinator

and then the coordinator comes to us, but as I say, it's almost a case of Chinese

Whispers. [There is] not a direct link and we're not all working as one unit. We

should be working as a unit, a three level unit. we shouldn't be working as separated

units so much lso how do you think that would happen then?]' Well, setting up an

information, obviously computer based information, liaison system. So a way in

which decisions or especially liasing prior to that decision-making is put through a

computer system, in a way that we get that information and we can comment on that'

I meàn, I can see that posiibly we could have avoided some of problems if we'd had

a better information flow' (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

There was a sense that beyond the forums the Commonwealth Coastcare managers

did not go out of their way to encourage linkages between the states at coordinator

or facilitator levels.

It was always at an arm's length. I am really only marginally satisfied there. I really

felt that after three years therè might have been a visit, apart from just coming for the
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SAP. To actually check things over and verify for themselves what is happening.

(S tate Coastcare Coordinator)

6.2.4 Commonwealth - State integration

There was very little direct communication between Commonwealth Coastcare

managers and the managers of state coastal programs. One of the Commonwealth

managers described such interaction as 'superficial'. Another suggested their

interaction was 'limited'. The nature of communication was typically formal,

written exchanges. There was no mechanism in place for consistent

communication between these two parties. Contact between the Commonwealth

managers of Coastcare and managers of state coastal programs occurred as a

consequence of other tasks, not specifically related to Coastcare. This is a

relationship that could have greatly benefited the Program. If Commonwealth

managers had visited the states, promoted the value of the Program and

communicated its pu{pose, outcomes and potential there is the possibility that

Coastcare may have made more progress in some of the less proactive state coastal

programs.

I guess [the Commonwealth] has been pretty hands off in many ways. In terms of
aciually coming and building the Program in this state in some way, like coming and

organising meetings with senior managers in the agency, or with councils it has been

prãtty haøs off. Maybe that is an area we have all overlooked. To raise the profile

in that way. For example if not just the team, but if the executive officer of the

Division, who is ultimately three levels above [the Coastcare manager], if they came

and extolled the virtues of Coastcare, it is that sort of level of support has probably

been missing...I think senior EA staff could take stronger ownership of the Program

and maybe play more of a champion advocacy role. (State Coastcare Coordinator)

6,2.5 Provide national support tor the Coastcare facilitators

The general sentiment expressed by respondents was that they received good

support from the Commonwealth Coastcare team. Nine respondents (5Vo) stated

that they had had little to do with their Commonwealth managers but were happy,

so long as funding came through, and the facilitators felt that if they needed and

asked for help they would get it. Respondents felt that the support provided by the

Coastcare team in Environment Australia was excellent, but that linkages within

the agency stopped at the Environment Australia Coastcare office. Eleven

respondents (6Vo) expressed that communication above the Coastcare office, in the

Federal hierarchy, dissipated and the Commonwealth maintained a 'hands off'

approach:
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I think from the point of view of the Coastcare program, and that's from the

Coastca¡e national manager down, I find we have good support. I feel like above that

[the Commonwealth] lacks understanding of what is actually happening and how
important [Coastare] has become. Whether that's true or not I can't really tell
because I haven't dealt above that level. . I feel like above the Coastcare program in
EA, I don't think they appreciate the importance of what Coastcare has done.
(Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Thirteen respondents (l%o) also suggested that the Commonwealth did not have

clear understanding of state issues, local conditions and the effort required to

respond to Commonwealth enquiries. The confidence in the level of support

offered to facilitators by the Commonwealth was undermined by a sense that the

Commonwealth was too far removed from individual, state-based, and especially

local level issues. Several facilitators felt the Commonwealth managers didn't

have a good handle on the day-to-day pressures of the facilitators, nor the impact of

their bureaucratic reporting requirements on volunteers. At the same time,

facilitators expressed that they were not clear about the role played by the

Commonwealth:

I think at certain times of the year, and I guess it happens with all organisations,

people that are maybe a little bit higher up the food chain, maybe if you look at it that

way, just forget what happens down here. Someone in Canberra will say 'Can you do

this, this and this?', and you think, 'Well, hang on. What time of year is it? What do

you think my main priorities are?'. Coastcare Week is, I guess we've all got a bit of
a bee in our bonnet about Coastcare week. All the facilitators are saying one thing

and then the Commonwealth turns around and says'No, we'll do something else'.

We're the ones that deal with the community. We're the ones that know what they

want and need and sometimes that gets forgotten. And I understand that they have to

go through processes as well and they have a lot of things that they have to do, and

maybe we forget that. I guess sometimes there's a little bit of a feeling of
frustration...I think it's a communication problem that we have sometimes but it's
hard because I'm saying maybe they don't understand what goes on but it's probably
just as much the other way. I don't think we understand what goes on up there and

what pressure they're under to do ministerials and all the things that they have to do.

I've got no idea about that. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

A suggestion for improving or resolving this communication gap, from the top

levels of management to the ground, was for direct visits by Commonwealth

Coastcare managers to individual states for team meetings:

We could probably work more strongly with the Coastcare team on a local level from
time to time. Maybe for them to visit the States more often and actually have

discussions. We tend to organise it through the co-ordinators forum, but I think there

is probably a value in coming and working directly with the whole State teams. In so

doing, holding gatherings, meetings, work shops with senior managers and from local

and state governments - and the community. (State Coastcare Coordinator)

I guess potentially there could be more support for developing a stronger relationship

between the Commonwealth and the host by organising State/host get togethers, done
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in conjunction with the State. The Commonwealth have a role to get involved too.

(Regional Coastcare facilitator)

6.2.6 Coordinate the evaluation oî Coastcare nationally

Coastcare was never thoroughly evaluated. According to the provisions of the

Coasts and Clean Seas MoU, this is a failing of the Program. The section about

Coastcare in the NHT mid-term review of Coasts and Clean Seas (Commonwealth

of Australi a 1999) was cursory and did not evaluate Coastcare against its original

objectives. The main reasons for not conducting an evaluation was explained by

insufficient resources to undertake such a task:

Another thing we need to address is getting feedback and evaluation. One of the key

problems there is having the resources to do that. (Commonwealth Coastcare

Manager)

Some managers of state coastal programs were intent on measuring Coastcare's

performance in terms of environmental outcomes, which were not mentioned in the

original program objectives. honically, aspects central to Coastcare's stated

objectives, such as the encouragement of stewardship and partnership development,

were glossed over. For example, lack of confidence in Coastcare's petformance

was aired by two state managers:

I think to get a proper overview ofhow effective or otherwise Coastcare has been...It

is so difficult to have good State of the Environment (SoE) reporting baselines to

measure these things....4t the end of the day you want environmental outcomes. Just

to have people walking around with a nice understanding of coastal management is

one thing. I guess to measure it you could give them all a test. The only way you'd

know if Coastcare had influenced decision-making for coastal management is how

many more people are commenting on Plan Amendment Reports (PARs). I'd find it
difficult to tell you. Really this is the area we want to assess to get some real

concrete idea of have peoples' attitudes changed, and what is the outcome of that?

Has there been better management of the coast? If you can't answer those two things

you'd have to wonder whether it's a good idea. (Manager, state coastal program)

[Coastcare] has probably succeeded in improving site based areas. Weeded an area

here or a wetland there. In the big picture of coastal management it probably hasn't

achieved anything. If you looked at coastal management today pre NHT I don't think
anything has changed. There hasn't been that evaluation to determine exactly what

has. I don't think that is unique to Coastca¡e.....The big environmental gains aren't

there....I don't think anyone expected it would improve overnight, but personally I
think this agency is hoping NHT Mark II really starts to address NRM seriously.

(Manager, state coastal Program)

Performance data, related to the original objectives, would have been a useful

means of encouraging the less supportive managers of state coastal programs of the

Coastcare's worth. One respondent expressed the fact that the Commonrwealth was
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largely interested in an evaluation of the Program through quantitative measures of

success:

We're looking for different goals I suppose' The Commonwealth is really happy if
they give money out for u pto¡""t and it is acquitted and you can go through and tick

off-and say 'Beauty!'. In a group's final report it will say: 'We did 5 km of fencing',

and [the Commonwalth] add it all up, because when they get a ministerial request, the

Minister can stand up and say 'Well what do you mean it hasn't been successful?

We,ve fenced 50,00ôkms and ra ra rah'. All this quantitative information, that is

what they want. (State Coastcare coordinator)

Comments of 21 respondents (l2Vo) indicated they felt there should have been a

greater emphasis on evaluating Coastcare. Some of these wanted an indication of

the success of the Program as a whole, and some detail of the breadth of work

undertaken by Coastcare, and the overall effectiveness of projects. They felt unable

to make an assessment of the Program's performance due to lack of information. A

lack of reflection of Coastcare's activity, at a national level, means that many

potential possibilities for standardising information for groups, for SAP panels and

the Coastcare team were lost. This was expressed in terms of several different

aspects of the Program:

that central control can play a very useful role in seeing what works well in one area

and spread it round. (State Coastcare coordinator)

Specific examples are provided below.

I felt it would have been useful if more documentation of projects that were done and

ones put forward were provided so we had a better feel for unit rates. It stuck out to

me fbr example, for boardwalks, the costs that were put forward for those

constructions might vary between 5 or 6007o. At the end of the day it should be a

fairly simple mãtter for someone to put together the unit costs for all of the

boardwalks that have been constructed in lthis State] over the last 5 years, so you've

got a guideline. That applies to planting, earthworks or whatever' so there is a

better method there of asiessing the application' You could tell then whether you

had a reasonable costing in front of you. A lot of them [groups] don't have expertise

in costing materials. They are really working in the dark. If someone gives them a

price they don't know if lt's a good price of a bad price' (Manager, State Coastal

Program)

we've developed what we consider to be our coastcare Project Management

Agreement' lVe changed things a little bit; ent ways' For the

fiÃt time this year foi instanci, for projec ecided to go with

two incrementál payments and not give ill on't even know if
other States do tñai or not. Management these days is a complicated business and if
lots of different people are basically doing the same thing, there are enormous

possibilities to learn iorm each other, I would hope' It is early days for me, but I
have limited capacity to develop strong links with the other managers because I only

see them on"" ò, twice a year. We have occasional phone link ups. (State Coastare

Coordinator)
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There is lack of opportunity for groups to share their successes, failures and learning'

Its been really disåppointing unã hut resulted in new groups reinventing the wheel

and getting frustrated and disillusioned

another group tried the same thing and

solution to that is?1. I think, I've been

way for groups to meet and share informat

website or something, where you can go to and find out who has built a fence like

this or a walkway lilie this and how they did it and what it cost and did it work? To

have ease of accLrs to information like this. There has been a bit of disillusionment'

Projects are hard enough anyway, but when the outcomes aren't what you were

hoping for and then to find out that other gfoups had already learnt this' There is a

sense that there is money that has been wasted. Volunteer time that has been wasted'

I just wonder if the leveis of involvement may have held up there more if people had

felt supported in that, and a facilitator can't do it on their own' (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

Development of a generic manual that the States and Territory can put in their own

issues, but to at lea-st have a generic one' We use New South Wales" We haven't

gottheresourcestodevelopourown.(StateCoastcareCoordinator)

Figure 6.2 demonstrates that the Commonwealth primarily worked with States

(through the Coastcare coofdinators) to ensure smooth running of the Program'

Linkages by the Commonwealth Coastcare team were not developed into wider

state coastal management fora. Beyond the national Coastcare forum there was

limited, unstructured and infrequent contact between the Commonwealth managers

and the regional facilitator network. The focus of activity at the commonwealth

level was to make Coastcare a national icon and this was fostered largely through

the development and dissemination of promotional campaigns' The potential role

of the Commonwealth managers, in developing stronger Commonwealth-state

partnerships, was under utilised'

6.3 State Role

The specific terms of the MoU for the States, above and beyond the agreed actions

stated previously (being primarily to promote integration across agencies and

departments), was to ensure that commonwealth coastcare funds

appfopriately dispersed and administered for Coastcare project pfoponents

includes the administration of SAPs'

6.9.1 State Coastcare Coordinators

An additional state duty, prescribed by the MoU, was that a State Coastcare

were

This
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Commonwealth information onto facilitators

Once a year Commonwealth Coastcare manageß and facilitators meet at

theCoastca¡eforum;directexchangebetrveenindividualfacilitatorsand
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Coordinator was 'to provide support for and promote State/Local Government

aspects of Coasts and Clean Seas generally' and to oversee the duties of the

facilitators in conjunction with the Host Organisations (Commonwealth of

Australia 1998b: 21). Tasmania is an anomaly here, whereby the MoU was signed

but no state money was provided for the coastcare coordinator position. The

manager of Tasmania's state coastal management program took Coastcare on in

addition to his other duties.

The role of the State Coastcare coordinator was critical to the performance of

Coastcare in terms of extending the Program beyond the grant scheme, by

providing state-wide linkages for facilitators and promoting elements of the MoU.

One of the things we really did hope would take off - because I mean Coastcare is

one part of a mrich broader package of coastal management initiatives, and in fact I'd

be careful that we don't see Coastcare as the activity - one of the things that didn't

work as well as we'd hope was that Coastcare was designed to be the bottom-up,

local community stuff, chãnging the dynamic in councils that sort of thing' we also

had the Coast and Marine Planning Program, and the idea was that would develop the

more planning approach to coastal management, the big regional picture' we were

hoping th"re wouid have been a strong link between the two. I don't think that link

evår reatly developed. Now the cause of that was the way in which the State

Coastcare co-ordinãtors tended to see themselves as running Coastcare, running a

community grants program, and not being broad coastal managers and I think it was

rhat sense of, I'd óa[lt lack of vision on their part, of how things linked together.

That failed' (Commonwealth Coastcare Manager)

Survey data for this study revealed that the approaches of the individual state

Coastcare coordinators, and their respective views of their role as coordinator,

varied. Three of the state coordinators interviewed felt they had been tied to

administering the Coastcare grants. They reflected that this was their key function.

Two said that they did not get out to see individual projects.

The problem that you will always have I guess in this kind of a state government

depaitment is the high level of time that you spend in the process and administrative

pråcedures. I spend all my time dealing with process and fixing things up. I guess

ihat is my job. The process and time you spend filling out forms and writing reports

is pretty onerous. (State Coastcare Coordinator)

In terms of expanding linkages horizontally within their agency, the same

coordinators showed some cynicism about the relevance of such an approach:

There are mechanisms in place to interact with the [agency], except for branch

meetings. If there is an issue, or sometimes I give a breakdown of where we're at

with the Coastcare program, and just in general communication' The other off,tcers in

the lthe agency] I úse as a resource if I want something. I then go and ask someone,

like articles from newspapers or advice on a particular project, and I can't provide it'

They all have their own tasks to do and I've got to look after Coastcare, so I don't

see there as being a need for any more than that. (State Coastcare coordinator)
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The remaining six coordinators expressed their commitment to be proactive in

seeking out opportunities to liaise with other individuals and to extend the profile

of the Program and community action beyond the administering agencyi

We have section meetings and then from our section there is a report each month that

goes up to the Directõr and in turn to the Assistant Secretary. There is that

mechanism there. Also I proactively, whenever anything kind of really good happens

on the ground, I do up pósters and put them around the floor so that management is

u*u." o] what projecti ãre happening, that things are happening in Coastcare' There

is also a newsletter put out by all the 'carers' up here: caring for Catchment' (State

Coastcare coordinator)

The Coastcare coordinator role varied widely between the states for numerous

reasons. Finances to organise peripheral events like Summer Activities were not

available to all of the coordinators. The turnover of coordinator positions in

Western Australia and Queensland, in particular, stunted Coastcare's potential

development in those places. Individual coordinators approaches to the Program

also influenced the direction Coastcare has took in individual states. The skills of

coordinators in directing and promoting Coastcare in their individual states, in a

strategic way, was unique to each; some were much more practiced and confident

in doing this than others. The acceptance of Coastcare by the managers of state

coastal programs has also had a strong influence on the role of the coordinator.

6.3.2.State agency support for Coastcare

There is a range of opinion within the survey data, held by the managers of state

coastal programs, from Coastcare being considered 'a fundamental element' of a

State coastal program, to the perception of Coastcare 'being amateur' and being 'a

sideline and not really serious coastal planning or working'. Ten respondents from

six different states suggested that Coastcare had struggled for recognition within

their own state agencies and coastal pfograms. Reasons for this struggle were put

down to

professional responsibility of agency staff
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There are clear indicators that reflect the degree of supportiveness towards

Coastcare extended by individual states. The most overt form of agency support

for Coastcare was demonstrated by the amount of funding contributed by the state

(n=25 respondents; l|vo). Five of the six managers of state coastal programs

interviewed suggested this was the primary mechanism by which their agency

supported the Program. This measufe however, is not necessarily the best

reflection of agency backing. The experience of the state coordinators and the

facilitator network reflect other ways that agencies provide moral support or

assistance to advance the Program. There appear to have been four fundamental

features that ensured Coastcare was recognised as a significant and relevant feature

of state coastal management programs:

programs

and management activities (such as policy development or departmental

meetings)

Program

Two states, New South Wales and Victoria, shared all of these features and the

facilitators in those states expressed satisfaction and confidence that they had

agency support; they had an implicit understanding that Coastcare was thought to

be assisting their agencies and that coastcare was a central element of their coastal

unit; that it was an initiative to be 'protected'. Conversely, where all of these

features were lacking, progress for Coastcare suffered, the facilitators' tasks were

more onerous and morale was low. Queensland and south Australia were states

lacking fundamental backing. The two examples in Box 6'1 and Box 6'2 below

illustrate the difference between states with the four positive features and those

with none of the features.

In terms of intra-state integration between state coordinators, there was evidently

little interaction outside the teleconferences arranged by the Commonwealth'
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Box 6.1: Four Features in Place

Box6.2:, Four Features missing

[The agency] is very supportive in that I am one ofthe 3 managers in the coastal branch and I
ã,,' inuãtn"ã in a lot ofìhe major decisions on where the branch is heading and I'm involved

in management forums for thá wider Division, so the department is very supportive in that

way... litrint I am quite lucky in that there is strong coastal branch in the Department and we

*" in u Division that is very supportive...I am able to very easily interact because I am part

of it. Apart from those networks and the management forums and being on the management

team foi the coastal branch, I think also part of my role is to be proactive' As with all State

anches
have a

erfect,

may effect us in the future. For example, I have

the NHT person in [this state]. I have ãnly done that recently with this threat of NHT II and

{s aren't facilitated by the Department' It doesn't
proactive and get in touch with
n exchange oPen. rùy'here I am

. Part of it is mY resPonsibilitY

to go out and make sure it happens. (State Coastcare Coordiantor)

I think in [this state] you'd have to say [agency support was] very good' I feel a strong link

with lthe agency] because I feel very much like an [agency] employee rather than a Coastcare

emplày"e. 
-Jusi 

iollowing on from ihat I am not treated as a tack-on, I am treated as part of

the organisation. I think they have supported the Program well' (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

I've never worked in a place that has such bad networking and communication as I find here'

unfortunately. The manager of the coastal section is a very busy man. He'd be number one

on my list, he is the *unu'g". of my branch and he is my link in with what is going on in the

NHT world, as he goes to those ,órt of conferences. So he is a key man in our agency for

coastal management, so I would prefer to have better links with him than I have' (State

Coastcare coordinator)

There was a real negative attitude that seemed to emanate from the section that managed

Coastcare in the state head office . That seemed to come from the manager of that section

down through the ranks. The manager, on a personal level, was supportive of individuals and

he talked about Coastcare being a góod program, but he didn't follow up with actions' What

he said wasn't what he did' (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Apart from funds given for projects there's very little interaction between the state agency and

Coastcare. Even though lthe co-ordinator] is located within the state agency' We're missing

a great opportunity initrat there's huge potential for integration and cooperation between the

trio [Coastcare and the agency], butìeiy little happens' It's only just very recently that the

ug"n"y has started to try to bi-monthly

nieetings, and only at our [the said to lour

coordiiatorl, 'we really nled s ridiculous

that we don't'. It was getting to the point th I was doing

and they certainly have 
-no 

idea what I' ever asks' That seemed to me

to be quite strange and a big missed some relationships with staff

within lthe ug"n"y¡ but they are more ween the individuals involved

and shared piogr"sriu" views rather than any policy or strategy which requires us to integrate

with each other.... The relationships thai have been built are the result of compatible

personalities between officers. Muìual goodwill rather strategic direction provided from

ãbon". (Regional Coastcare facilitator)
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one state coastcare coordinator expressed this as an issue:

A thing I find with the Coastcare coordinators, with Coasts and Clean Seas we have

un "-uil 
network that we tend to use a lot and discuss issues. That doesn't seem to

happen with Coastcare, even though I have raised it. I don't know if it is just the

ináividuat people. I haven't done anything towards initiating it. (State Coastcare

coordinators)

And another respondent explained why there was little communication between

them:

It is hard for me to talk to 5 or 6 other co-ordinators about particular ideas' There is

not a great deal of interaction among us because we are all busy people. I consider it

o be ã heavy workload here. I haven't got time to fool around while at work. I sit

here churning through my work all day, and I guess it is the same for the others as

well. (State Coastcare coordinator)

Figure 6.3 highlights the fact that the strongest linkages for individual states were

with the Commonwealth, the Environment Australia office and the facilitator

network. State roles through the coordinatof were primarily focused on

administering the projects. On the whole, linkages between Coastcare, at a state

level, with other state agencies were not well developed. Communication between

State coordinators and individual councils was typically limited to negotiations

about individual Coastcare projects or hosting conditions of facilitators' If and

when hosting issues arose, state coordinators negotiated with the relevant local

coastal manager on behalf of the facilitators'

6.4 Local Government Role

of each of the spheres of government bound by the Mou, local government is by

far the most diverse. Hundreds of coastal local government agencies around

Australia have been involved in Coastcare, working in conjunction with local

volunteer groups to complete the Coastcare project management agreements signed

for receipt of funds. As a consequence there has been a variety of approaches and

experiences shared between agencies and groups. Many of these shared

experiences have been positive and rewarding; however, others have reportedly

been difficult and unproductive. Local government involvement has been essential

for the implementation of Coastcare because this is the sphere of government most

intimately connected to the community. Without local government cooperation the

majority of Coastcare groups would not have been able to undertake works on

coastal lands.
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In signing the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU, the representatives of local government

agreed that 'they would promote among their member organisations' the adoption

of the philosophy and intent of the MoU, which included:

sustainable resource use, resource conservation, public participation and

capacity building; and

Local Government had the most hands-on responsibility of the three spheres of

government in conjunction with Coastcare. It is the jurisdiction that directly

entered the joint agreement with groups to undertake coastal works. It is the

jurisdiction for which Coastcare works became a responsibility once a group had

completed its task. So, for example, built structures like boardwalks, steps and so

on become the responsibility of the land manager on whose land they were situated.

It should therefore have been imperative that the sweep of local land managers

were involved in the development of Coastcare from the outset. However, of the

three signatories of the MoU, local government was considered to have been the

weakest link or the sphere lacking full commitment across councils'

Local government commitment could be increased. (Manager, state coastal program)

The MoU as a concept is a real strength but in reality the local government link,

while it has been a really good step, it can be taken a lot further. (Commonwealth

Coastcare Manager)

The role of Local Governments in the preparation of the MoU is worthy of note. It

rwas representatives of local government, the president of the Local Government

Associations in each state, who signed the Coasts and Clean Seas MoU on behalf

of local coastal councils. Tracing the process by which coastal councils were

included in negotiations for Coastcare proved very difficult because, after five

years, files had been sent to storage and people had moved on or were vague about

the process. The role of individual councils in the formation of the detail of

delivery of Coastcare is unclear. However, a comment by one of the

Commonweath Coastcare Mangers suggested that communication of the intent of

the MoU across councils was not strong:

It is all very well to have an MoU at that higher level, and you know, the state' Local

government overarching representative body have signed it but the local government

may not necessarily be aware that it exists. (Commonwealth Coastcare Manager)
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A response by one facilitator during the interview process also suggested a lack of

inclusion in the development and adoption of Coastcare by councils:

... councils say, 'We didn't ask for Coastcare, it was imposed upon us and now we're

being required to pay for it'. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

There are several issues that will be drawn out in the following discussion in regard

to local government inclusion in the planning of the Coastcare and the way it has

unfolded in practice. Broadly speaking, the Productivity Commission noted that

coordination with local government (and other government bodies) in the past in

implementing ESD strategies has been inadequate, 'resulting in poor decisions

being made at the implementation level which usually means at the local

government level' (Productivity Commission 1999: 98)'

An example of the lack of clarity of local government's role, and a position that

would have benefited from firmer guidance within the MoU, was the financial

commitment required from individual local governments. Facilitators had the task

of approaching individual councils to contribute to their operating budgets. This

proved difficult given the large variation between councils and their individual

financial standing. An agreement up front of what was expected financially from

councils, in the way of support for the facilitators, would have been ideal'

When it comes to our every 6 months or every 12 months when we ask for money off

of our local councils, we always have them turn around and say 'Well what do you do

for us?'. And its that battle that you have to go through' (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

Financial support is waning because [local government] are not required to make any

commitment. I basically have to go begging for money. The Program doesn't look

important when facilitators are begging for money' There should be that agreement

maie, it's a tri-lateral agreement Commonwealth, State and local government. That

agreement should be entered into in the same way that's its entered into with the

State. It has to be written down that local government says, 'Yes, we're going to

commit X amount of dollars over 5 years', and then its done. Facilitators shouldn't

have to get involved with that because it denigrates their position' (Regional

Coastôare facilitator)

Support from local government has been really disappointing. Local government has

ueån uery willing tó take and not give anything back. A prime example would be

council iXl. Hundreds of dollars of work has been spent in their council area

through grants and work through community groups' and yet they won't even chip in

a thousand bucks towards running the program. I think that is appalling' Poor old

[host council] ends up footing the bill for running the program for [the other council].

if you *"r" [the hosi council] you'd have to ask, 'Why are we doing that?'. Local

government really hasn't supported Coastcare as much as they should, and that is a

disappointment' (Regional Coastcare facilitator)
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In short, the interaction between Coastcare participants and coastal councils around

Australia was highly variable. This was expressed by 23 respondents (the

Coastcare team and managers state coastal programs n= 23 of 47; 48Vo)' It is

necessary to establish the factors that created hospitable and productive

relationships between groups and councils in order to continue to promote and

develop functional connections in the future. The following discussion provides

evidence that partnerships were established through Coastcare' and outlines the

conditions that supported such developments'

6.4.1 EvidenCe of Partnership development between Local Government and community

As a consequence of coastcare, the outcomes of many coastal local government

and community partnerships were positive:

has worked very' very we

themselves reciProcate' I

:i"-îffi Tlli; .t'iåil wishes, it' s been reauv good'

(State Coastcare coordinator)

Ihaveworkedasacoastallandmanagerin[severalareas]andseenthebenefttsthese
well funded lCoastcare] projects have contributed to the environment and community

interest groupr.--nf utiti'ing local knowledge' equipment and expertise' a bond

developsbetweengovernmentagenciesandthewidercommunityasprogress
towards colnmon goãl' it achieved (Local coastal land manager)

Four elements, emerging from the survey data, provided evidence that functional

partnerships between groups and local coastal land managers wefe forged as a

result of Coastcare. These elements are:

1. Local land managers provided additional financial resources beyond the

Coastcare grant agreement

some councils put funding aside in their budgets specifically for coastcare and they

givethem(g,oupÐthata_ndthegr^oupsç¿nspend_itastheylike'othersputaside
larger amounr, á'nã group, 

"un 
urk foiit. *egional Coastcare facilitator)

Also the fact local manager has

been so hapP eY've Put a budget

in their next on one' (Regional

Coastcare facilitator)

2. Local Managers helped groups undertake works and tasks

Somelandmanagersattendceatworkingbeesrunbythegroup
and provide theli with their equipment' mulch and materials and

stuflto do the job' (Regiona r)

Some councils provide administrative support, like distributing minutes' agendas and

that sort or ,iu'rr.- They might send a tåog a counsellor who will take minutes for
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coastcare meetings (every group [in my region] has monthly meetings)' councils

will do mail-outs"to ìo"ui rÃi¿"ìts. Counsãllors attend clean-up days and planting

days. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

3. Local coastal managers invited groups to attend fu_nctions or meetings; or

invited groups to oifer their opinioni and advice about strategic or policy

decisions

Thecommunitygroupsareactuallyfindingthatthecouncilcontactsareactually
seeking them to-come on board on 

"o 
rÃitt"es, seeking their input. (Regional

Coastcare facilitator)

I think the llocal] land managers get invited to coastcare meetings and BBQs and

working bees. The land mana activities and through the

groups telling them, so they h ng' It's a two way thing'

The ranger will ring up one their expertise or advice'

That's hãppening. (Regional C litator)

4. Local land managers attend community forums and conferences

The Coastcare team in Tasmania coordinated their State coastal conference' Some

of the facilitators in Queensland, victoria and'western Australia initiated their own

regional forums, inviting groups and land mangefs. one facilitator organised an

annual bus tour for participants to visit the different Coastcare projects in the

region. These events sefved to raise the profile of the Program and of central

messages about coastal management, as well as to encourage community and

partnership development. The conferences proved beneficial Bringing the

different stakeholders together at one time enabled them to express their individual

positions and to make contacts'

Community conferences [are evidence that

between Coastcare groups and local coas

facilitator had one on the central coast of

representatives from local government there'

in Tasmania lat their conference groups and

and had d"ri;;J relationships- thràugh undertaking projects. (commonwealth

Coastcare manager)

6.4.2 Factors enhancing the development oÍ partnerships between local land managers

and coastcare grouPs

There are specific reasons why some partnerships between groups and councils

developed better than others. Interviews with the coordinators and facilitators

revealed significant factors that assisted in the development of beneficial and

productive interaction between councils and groups. These afe addressed in turn

below.
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6.4.3 The design of Coastcare

The Coastcare grant scheme was identified by 20 respondents (I2Vo) as an essential

and significant means of establishing the initial partnership between local

government and community. They suggested that because of the requirement for a

jointly signed application, local government and community had no choice; they

had to and did make contact and had to work out ways of negotiating and working

cooperativelY.

Through the process of a project the group naturally starts to 
-rely 

on the land manger

for ceitain thingr. Because they are forced into it' At first when they put the

applications in ítey are perplexed, 'We just want funding. Why do we need the

,uiport of the councilf WnV can't we just do it ourselves?'' They are kind of forced

into that partnership through the process of the project' They need certain things

from the council ánd they start to build up a relationship. (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

The grant system has brought them together. The local manager has to approve what

the group wants. That's forced them together. They have to discuss the issue ofwhat

they* want to do and we get involved. They usually do agree on what the group

wants. [Coastcare] has bróught them together, it's been the conduit there' (Regional

Coastcare facilitator)

6.4.4 Dedicated council ofticers

Twenty-two of the forty-one facilitators and coordinators interviewed (54Vo) made

strong statements that a designated environmental officer in local council greatly

assisted the formation of a functional partnership between council and Coastcare

groups. The role of dedicated environmental officers, working within councils,

was to work alongside community groups and to be a point of contact for

community members. The officer then could feed information back to the council.

Facilitators described councils with environmental officers as lifting their load.

Such council staff had a good understanding and patience for working with

community members. They took the time to visit sites and listen to groups. The

role of such a person raised awafeness of the plogram and issues within council'

Not all councils employed environment staff and this seemed directly related to

council size. Small remote councils were the least likely to have such a person in

their employment. An example of the benefit of dedicated staff is illustrated

below:

[council X] has been a massive problem council. All their coastcare projects have

been absolute flops with them and everything has just fallen to pieces' But in the last

9 months they've got a new Bushcare officer and this has just changed everything for

the whole councii area. All the groups are happy again. They feel like they're

wanted, needed, understood, what have you. (Regional coastcare facilitator)
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6.4.5 Chatlenges to partnership development between local land managers and the
communitY

Success of partnership development between community groups and local coastal

land managers is a matter of supportiveness of councils. Twenty-one people (l2vo

of all respondents answering the question related to challenges faced by Coastcare)

identified local governments' lack of commitment as a challenge. This included

attitude to coastal management generally; they reported there was still considerable

resistance by some local coastal land managefs to work with community.

Particular themes emerged that indicated how and why councils had not been

supportive of the Program. These reasons are discussed in turn below.

community groups; they demonstrated a lack of confidence in the ability of
groups.

There was a sense of reluctance from some agency staff to work with community

on the grounds that tasks would take longer and there was an associated lack of

faith in the ability of community groups to work effectively. Some respondents

suggested that at times Coastcare was not taken seriously by local government and

other government agencies as a program able to contribute to coastal management'

There have been one or two clear failures but that often comes down to personalities,

and sometimes that's land managers not really understanding how to work with the

community because that is not their background or training. (State Coastcare

coordinator)

Convincing local government that it's worth their while to support community

groups. Local government and other industry bodies consider it is easier to get on

ánd ão the job rather than involving the community. They think involving the

community makes the project more lengthy or complicated. (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

land managers and the communitY

Friction between groups and land managers on a number of fronts proved to be a

challenge for Coastcare. Friction resulted from historical differences of opinion

such as a mismatch of conservation versus development ideals between councils

and groups; and there were numerous reports of personality clashes between

individuals in council and groups that hampered partnership development.

With some of the ones that aren't so good there is often some antagonism between

the groups and the land managers for some historical political reason. So in one

situation the friends group is very politically active in opposition to the land manager

sometimes and from time to time there may be conflict on development versus

conservation. Even though in most cases the land manager does its best to assist
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them with the other things like money within projects there's just not that warm

happy relationship like there is in some councils. I can't say whose fault that is either'

fi'r'¡urt a historical thing [a personality thing], exactly yeah. (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

The attitude of both some land managers and community groups has hindered the

å"*mp."", of ffacilitator] interaction with local coastal land managers associated

with coastcare. That mþht mean, I've got a bloke in council who hates the

community to be involved in anything. I've got community gloups that reckon land

managers are a mob of drongos. If I didn't have a funding program I wouldn't have

leverage to be listened to in some cases. (Regional coastcare facilitator)

At the beginning I got the feeling that half the local g

give coaital management a priority' Often the

environment part of coastal management a conc

providing facìlities. That was something to overcome' (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

Trying to get councils who haven't tradition

trying to get them to even consider the envi

úre cãasL because it is such a small strip of

you don't even have environmental office' j
them to think beyond groynes. That is a challenge for coastal management in

general. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Some councils have voiced that some Coastcare groups can be diffrcult and don,t

necessarily understand councils needs. some councils have had difhculties with

coastcare groups wanting unreasonable things. so there has been some tension in

areaswheretheexpertise-orwhathasbeenproposedbytheCoastcaregroupsis
inappropriate. councils have had difficulties facing vociferous community members

on the issues' (Manager, state coastal program)

There have been projects where we get letters in where the coastcare groups have

constructed ,o*"úìi'g that has gotten away from councils and ourselves' That has

got up the nos" of sorie locals. I think sometimes councils have projects that have not

run as well as they would have liked, in terms of the end product. They have had to

involve themselves in some remedial works to sort them out. when projects get to a

complicated stage, such as a timber walkway, they require a fair bit of organisation

and then it geõ into to the realms where local government need to take more

involvement. They're usually the ones that have signed off on it, but sometimes they

don,t pay as much attention ás they wish they had. (Manager, state coastal program)

While councils with environmental officers proved a key element of good

partnership development, other staffing issues hindered the formation of linkages

between groups and councils. council amalgamations, restructuring and the rapid

turnover of staff in councils were such an issue. This type of change was feported

by five facilitators to be unsettling in that established relationships were instantly

undermined, and this was suggested to happen repeatedly within the same councils'
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A further nine facilitators suggested that they had had bad experiences with council

staff who had no interest in working with the community. These fourteen

comments represent 44Vo of the facilitator network'

6.4.6 Size and location of councils

The appointment of environment officers and the attitude of council staff were

closely associated with council size and location' smaller councils and rural

councils were not as well resourced. Busy, under-resourced councils reportedly did

not always place a high priority on coastal issues; in more remote communities the

focus of council effort was landward. Faced with limited resources and burdened

by other tasks, councils did not always see coastcafe as having much to offer'

Alternatively, large, well resourced councils did not need Coastcare money' had

numerous environment offices and again did not utilise the Program'

Smaller councils probably don't have a diverse range of staff' It may be the engineer

that has involvement witír community groups. The background of the staff member

rhar is assisti";;h; ;"rp has an effeót.- trã ur"u that some of the authorities have to

manage mat<es 'o* 
of the suppo diffrcult' Distances'

some groups, for one council to ge to get up to this small

community, ,o ,"gul- meetingi (Regional Coastcare

facilitator)

The Council
theY weren't
themselves'
environment
gets back to staff having an interest in coas

6.4.TModelsoltocalgovernmentandcommunitypartnershipdevelopment

Around Australia several different models evolved that brought together local

coastcare groups and councils. The most successful models that served to improve

communication and coordination between groups and councils are discussed below'

6.4.8 llmbrelta groups meeting and planning with councils

one of the most effective models that was established as a consequence of

coastcare was the formation of coastcare advisory or coordinating committees'

Such committees comprised 'umbrella' groups, or regional collectives of Coastcare

members who met in conjunction with council officers from across a region'

Meetingsweferegularandstructuredcommunityandcouncilworkina

coordinated way. This was described as a more strategic approach for planning

coastcare activity. Through such meetings, work plans were developed outlining
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the projects to be tackled during the year ahead. Small tasks were set requiring

cooperation and coordination between groups and councils' For example' working

bees were scheduled. Jointly prepared community work plans served to support the

groups and to reduce potential conflict. Councils were clear about the nature and

location of community activity and planned their own works accordingly'

Advisory or coordinating committees provided a forum for information exchange'

participants benefited by learning about the different Coastcare activities within

their region. Groups shared their knowledge and experiences while councils also

were alerted to issues that they may not have previously been aware of' These

committees generated action and contributed to the development of community-

local government partnerships. In some instances members went on site visits

around the region to get a clearer perspective of coastal management activity'

Where we don't have those [umbrella] groups the interaction is a lot more hit and

miss and more reactive and responsive than strategic. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Most states had examples of these advisory committees' Descriptions of them were

provided by coordinators and facilitators in New South Wales, Queensland'

Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria. New South Wales had some of

the most organised and sophisticated examples where umbrella groups were driven

by the community and councils played a lesser role in setting the strategic direction'

In all my councils I have a group of groups. I've helped set them up. In two of my

six areas I set them up. tn"y nuu" been very effective in contributing to the

group/land manager relátionship. All the groups meet every two months. In NSW

there are a lot of ihese g.oup of g.oups. In some areas that's where we've tried to get

the Coastcare name. In Tweed, it's the 'Tweed Dunecare Advisory Committee', in

Coffs Harbour, its the 'Coffs Regional Coastcare', in Maclean its 'Central

coastcare" we've got 41 groups in the coffs one. Seven in the Byron Bay one'

Twelve groups in the Tweed onè. Fourteen groups in the Ballina one' It's working

really well. we try to do it by shire rnd a maximum of two shires. (Regional

Coastcare facilitator)

In contrast in Queensland, on the Sunshine Coast, sixteen Coastcare groups'

through the council's initiative, formed an 'adopt a park' scheme' These Coastcare

groups were coordinated by the council and projects were designed in a more

strategic way in conjunction with the council environment officer who had a good

understanding of the different projects being undertaken in the region, and could

assist groups with issues or troubles they experienced. The Queensland coordinator
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described this as 'an extfa level of management' that the facilitator could not

provide, being 'spread too thinly on the ground''

6.4.9 Model îor remote coasfs

A model that eventuated for a group of remote councils on the west coast of South

Australia comprised the quarterly meeting of a group of senior council officers

(cEos or district clerks) from 8 coastal councils. These land managers met with

the regional Coastcare facilitator to develop a structured works program that suited

each of the councils. This arrangement transpired when one of the councils aired

some frustration over being unable to access the facilitator who has to travel long

distances between groups and councils. These meetings have produced greater

cooperation and better communication about what coastcare has been achieving

across the region. works have been initiated in places deemed priority sites' A

coastcare Association, formed and is credited as coming out of the direct

interaction between the councils. This Coastcare Association, in conjunction with

councils, put in a gfoup bid, framed in a strategic way to the south Australian SAP'

and was successful in receiving funds over $100,000 for approximately 10 projects'

Figure 6.4 shows that the strongest links with local government in respect to the

Coastcare program are with the regional Coastcare facilitators' There is limited

exchange between the state element of the program. An important development is

the direct contact established between groups and land managers.

6.5 RegionalCoastcareFacilitators

One of the most critical aspects affecting the functioning and implementation of the

coasts and crean seas Mou was the team of regional coastcare facilitators funded

by the Commonwealth and placed regionally around the coast to support groups

and build capacity at the local level' They provided a resource for coastal

management that was not available prior to Coastcare' The regional Coastcare

facilitators wefe, aS one respondent put it, 'essential to the whole system'; another

stated that ,I don't think it is clearly recognised just how valuable they are"'we

couldn't have done it without them'. Twenty-four respondents (147o) when asked

to identify Coastcare's strengths, suggested the regional Coastcare facilitators were
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The súongest partrership link, developed as a result of
Coastcare, is that between local govemment and community

groups. The facilitators have been instrumental in forging

initial contacts.

Figure 6.4: Locus of information exchange and communication for local government in regard to coastare
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its major strength.

The fact that [Coastcare] has been as successful as it has I think is purely because of

use of the facilitators and the involvement of those facilitators. (Manager, state

coastal Program)

The Coasts and Clean Seas MoU stated the role of the Facilitators was to:

Coasts and Clean Seas in general

region

initiatives and contribute to integrated approaches to coastal management

management and associated activities within their region;

management

interest groups, industries, local government and government agencies

Program funding.

The regional Coastcare facilitators had it as part of their core business that they

should, if you like, act like a catalyst in the regions and make the linkages between

people that needed to be made to overcome the natural tendency of things to

àecouple. (Commonwealth Coastcare manager)

In terms of delivering an integrated approach to management the facilitator position

was the one which had the greatest access to different participants of the MoU and

greatest flexibility at the local level. Metaphorically speaking, the facilitators were

the oil in the integration framework. This concept is illustrated by Figure 6.5.

They had access to all participants of the Mou and they smoothed the linkages

between the different participants of this integration strategy. For example, they

wefe:

Coastcare office

conference and were therefore aware of current coastal management issues
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position¿d on a day-to-daybasis alongside one of the partners

state govemmént agency with a coastal focus and hence (in theory) had

access to mangers and information at that level

information by informal and formal means

dynamics anaìf tle needs of the community in their region and earned the

trust of the communitY.

Figure 6.5: coastcare regional facilitators: 'oil' of the integration strategy

Each of the tasks expected of the facilitators will be reviewed below as a means to

understanding how they fulfilled their roles'
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6.5.1 Assist in raising the awareness and profile ol coastcare in particutar and coasts and

Clean Seas in general

According to the survey, one of the most significant contributions made by

coastcare to coastal management was the educative role and awareness raising role

undertaken by the facilitators. Over half of all respondents (n=98; 567o) cited

Coastcare's awareness raising contribution as a key strength or contribution of the

Program. Through the skills of the facilitators, Coastcare's role in environmental

education, contributed to a gfeatef understanding by community and local

government about coastal processes, coastal management arrangements and

government processes. Facilitators ably assisted groups undertaking projects and

they provided training and support' In addition, the facilitators were directly

responsible for distributing information about coastal management and coastal

environments to the broader community, through initiatives like Coastcare Week

and Summer Activities Programs'

[AstrengthofCoastcarehasbeenitsroleincreating]asignificantincreaseof
awareness about natural processes in coi stal areas. LGA offrcers have gained

increased un¿"rrtunãing oftn" public perceptions about coastal values' The projects

have focused LGA's attention and effoits on areas that require more active

management' (Local coastal land manager)

[Coastcare increase i

communitY lved with

awareness they get

facilitatorsl with information and various demands

whether its enlightened the broader community its really hard to say. They have

heard coastat ,rruTug"-"nt messages through the general media and there does seem

tobeageneralraisingofawarenessbutitshardtoquantify.(RegionalCoastcare
Facilitator)

6.5.2 Advise on and coordinate activities funded under coastcare within their

region

Seventeen facilitators, when asked how they maintained working relationships with

local land managers, explained that they were vigilant in making and sustaining

contact with the land managefs in their regions' The nature of interaction was

varied and included face-to-face meetings, telephone calls and e-mail' Some

facilitators gave formal presentations, or prepared annual reports detailing

Coastcare activity and outcomes for their region; others ran training workshops'

Some facilitators attended council meetings. One of the benefits of such

interaction was that land managers lvere well informed about the various Coastcare

projects and coastal management issues within their locale.
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Because of the flexibility of the program and the fact that you can [as facilitator] get

involved in lots of different aspects of coastal management, like education, its given

me scope to target different officers in council as well. It's not just the environment

officer or the technical officer. I've worked with visitors' services and community

development. So it's about targeting and getting council interested in it as well. By

organising events and inviting them all to come along and letting them know what's

haþpening. They seem to appreciate that as well. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

In addition, a further 22 respondents (l3Vo) provided examples of the value of

Coastcare facilitators coordinating various activities beyond the grants program.

These included community forums or mini-conferences as well as Coastcare Week

and Summer Activities programs. Some facilitators around the country organised

regional conferences. The benefits of such initiatives are outlined below:

One of the real management strengths fof Coastcare] was that it brought groups

together, like through coastal conferences. That brought united groups together.

Tñat was nothing to do with funding, but it was people with common goals' As

facilitator I tried to bring all these people together. They started to share resources

and had similar issues in different parts of the region. The conference provided a

coûunon platform where they could discuss solutions to their problems at a local

level. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

The facilitators have encouraged interaction by: organising training courses and

seminars; providing newsletters highlighting completed and upcoming projects;

assisting in recruiting volunteers; providing contact lists. As I have mentioned

earlier, I feel I have received very good support from the 3 facilitators I have worked

with. (Local coastal land manager)

Facilitators were able to offer this support because of the nature of their job. They

had the caprcity to network widely with groups and agencies in their region and

therefore had the knowledge, insight and understanding to contribute a regional

overvlew

6.5.3 Assist, where appropriate, with the imptementation of Coasts and Clean Seas

initiatives and contribute to integrated approaches to coastal management

The role of the facilitators was specifically designed to give them the opportunity

and time to liaise with a wide range of different stakeholders. The unique position

of facilitators was mentioned by seven respondents (4Vo) as a highly beneficial one

that assisted drawing participants together in an integrated approach.

The facilitators are a stabilising face. It gives the council a bit more conftdence to

deal with the group because they know the group is backed by a state and Federal

program and tñerefìre they are more willing to put some funding into it' Rather than

off their own bat, fling some tools at someone. It gives stability and gives the council

some leverage within management, that whole concept of mix and match of

community with government and the outcomes. (State Coastcare coordinator)
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6.5.4 Work ctosety with and encourage community participat¡on in coastal zone

managementandassociatedactivitieswithintheirregion

Forty-seven respondents comments (27Vo) related to the benefits of the facilitators

encouraging and supporting community involvement in coastal management'

Among these comments were suggestions that Coastcare groups had become more

involved in coastal management initiatives, through the facilitators support, than

they otherwise might. Facilitators were able to offer support because they worked

in the field, on-ground and met face-to-face with groups to offer advice, assistance

and encouragement. The facilitators suggested that they had good rapport with

groups, and made an effort to know group members on a first name basis' This

encouraged open communication. The facilitators' knowledge of their regions and

groups meant that they understood local issues and could cater to the needs of

individuals and groups appropriately. Groups appreciated having a government

person take interest in their work'

The facilitators are the strength of the program because they are the people out there

on the ground providing support to Some of it is

moral support, having t-ornóon" *tt at understands

the coast and what is-going on' These gr tor about their

problems and about t"ã¡ni"at queries and questions and help write grant applications

ãr final reports. Sometimes u gtoup will get stuck and a facilitator can help them get

through: 'What do we want to do next, What i A facilitator

"un 
Ñ"n help down to the level of how the nd organised'

'How do we run a meeting for a grrup can we get

incorporated?" down to tht nitty gritty of group dynamics. (state coastcare

coordinator)

Three respondents compared coastcare facilitators with other 'care' programs,

stating that Coastcare was better at forging relationships with groups because

funding was provided through coastcare (in some states) for training and because

the facilitator was instrumental in the development of groups and in creating a

network of grouPs.

Landcare has a network of over 100 staff in [this state] but not one has the job

descriptionofoverseeinganyoftheLandcareprogramgrants.Itisthesamewiththe
Bushcare network. ThJre is about 10 of those and not one has the job description

that says 'oversee community groups doing Bushcare

right thing, spending the money properly'' The Coast

Whit" tn"y are being hounded they are also being g

new techniques' (State Coastcare coordinator)

FrommypointofviewasBushcareofficer,coordinatingcommunitygroupsinthe
area, Coastcare has been the most effective of the 'Care' organisations in providing

the support that groups need' (Local Coastal Land Manager)
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6.5.5 provide advice to community groups and others on best practice coastal

management

The provision of technical information and advice to groups by facilitators was

identified by twenty-one respon dents (727o) as a strength of the Program'

Being able to access funding for projects and seek advice and support as a

community group can help direct funds to a project that will benefit the whole

community. (Local coastal land manager)

Coastcare facilitators appear to have solid knowledge of coastal issues and give

plenty of support to the betterment of the areas where projects have been

implemented. (Local coastal land manager)

6.5.6 Facilitate communication and cooperation within and between community interest
- - 

groups, industries,local government and government agencies

Thirty-nine respondent s (23Vo) talked about the significance of the facilitators

linking and bringing together different players from within government and the

community to work mofe constructively together. They then maintained those

links. The facilitators built and looked after networks of interest groups. They

were described as 'go-betweens'. They opened the lines of communication

between participants and remained 'in the middle' to manage the interaction

between agency and community. This aspect of Coastcare was considered critical

in the earlY stages.

The facilitators are the vital link for all of this to happen. They provide that conduit

between a group of people who warrt to get established and need to be introduced and

a relationship brokeied in the first instance. (Manager, state coastal program)

They provide a conduit between levels of government...They are the people that

make the links up and down the hier¿ chy of government and community.

(Commonwealth Coastcare Manager)

One of the important aspects of their role as facilitators was to mediate between

different interests, particularly those of groups and land managers' Land managers

reportedly respected the facilitator's role because it got them 'out of the hot seat'

and they didn't'get any more aggro from the community'. The facilitators took

,some of the sting' out of community dissatisfaction with land manager decisions.

Facilitators 'created a safe space' for interaction'

'We have two extremes here. The land managers who want to get things done and see

coastcare as a way of getting money. we've got community groups who see

Coastcare u, u *uy tf g"tting things done that the land manager mightn't agree with'

The beauty of having-a facilitator on the ground is that that is brought together'

(Regional Coastcare Facilitator)
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The facilitators also have strong linkages with different agencies and are useful in

being able to refer groups and land managers to resoufces and information'

Local managers know we have a lot of meat because we're a three level government

approach. ihey quite often don,t have the links between other age

tvpicaltositdowninameetingsay,withNationalParksand}Vildl
u.ã dir"utring a fantastic project or initiative that they want to un

EPAhavealreadydoneit'I'vebeentherewith[threestate
understand that the Coastcare facilitator floats between the three levels and I will

quite often know if the university has done research or has maybe done a component

óf research which would assist ihem. So they quite often rely on us for that kind of

networking (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)'

Reasons provided for why the facilitators should have been successful in this

respect is attributed to the fact that they are perceived neither as government nor

community representatives. This neutrality has proven politically advantageous'

They are able to relate to other government employees on an even footing but at the

same time community groups are amenable to their advice and assistance'

Because Coastcare is independent of State Government people haven't perceived it

as being a government boãy which is interesting from my perspective. They see it

like a third party or NGO I guess. we become their middle pefson when issues come

up. people are iess suspicious ofus in that role. (Regional Coastcare Facilitator)

6.6 Hosting Regional Facilitators

Each Coastcare facilitator was hosted either by local government or within a state

agency. 'Western Australia was an exception with one facilitator position hosted by

an industry body: the Pilbara Development Commission. The purpose of the host

was to provide the facilitator with administrative support, an office and point of

contact. Hosts also provided operating budgets for facilitators and often vehicles

and computing facilities. Different states arranged different hosts. Victoria and

Queensland negotiated for their facilitators to be hosted by the central agency in

their State fesponsible for coastal management. New South wales and South

Australia negotiated with local councils and regions of councils to host their

facilitators. Tasmanian hosting arrangements were shared between regions of

councils and the state agency. Western Australian hosting afrangements also

comprised a mixture of hosts: local govefnment, State agency and the industry

body.

kritially the Commonwealth was firm in its resolve that the facilitators be hosted by

local agencies and not central state ones because there was a strong suspicion that
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state agencies would capture the facilitator and divert their energies away from

their specified role'

one of the things that we did try early on in the peace,. and was an underlying

philosophy, *u, ihut we were trying to avoid having the delivery mechanisms for the

commonwealth coastal programs strongly linked to state agencies. we were looking

to the states to say: 'L"i, p-ut up the framework in which Coastcare can operate but

take one step bacú and lct locaf councils and communities have more say in things"

To the poini where we used negotiating positions as much as

were loãking to place the facilitators in local councils' not

thinkingatthetimewastheonesinlocalcouncilswouldbew
councils, so they wouldn't be owned, if you like' by a council and they would

therefore be able to work more like a facilitator across a broad range of interests. We_

\ryere concerned that those in state agencies would over time, and a short period of

time,wouldeffectivelybecomesurrogatestaffersforaparticularagency'They
would a) be perceiveá as that by the public and other jurisdictions and b) their

*unug"r, wouid forget that they were bãing funded to do something else outside of

theag"ency,atthedirectiveoftheagency.((ommonwealthCoastcaremanager)

Ironically, the results of the survey undertaken for this study revealed that

facilitators hosted within a state agency felt more supported than those at the local

government level. Reasons for this included that

offered better support. Such conditions included being paid and employed

at a standard rate ãnd level; operational budgets were more easily attained

through state government thañ local government hosts. Facilities accessible

to facilitators such as computer, vehicles and so on were more equitably

dispersed to state hosted facilitators. The state hosting the facilitators had a

clear understanding of Coastcare and its purpose and in that way provided

good support to the facilitators'

come with state departments' (state coastcare coordinator)' Regionally

based facilitators, hosted by their state agency, were strategically well

placed. They were closely linked to coastal planners and management teams

and had the opportunity to work in conjunction with them' State agency

hosted facilitators still had the opportunity to work closely with local land

managers and they maintained links at the local level by making consistent

and regular contact either by visiting or calling or emailing.

The benefits of being hosted by a single agency was explained by one facilitator as

follows
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load that I set, there is no 'you can't tell us what to do'. We have access to other

departmental resources. It works well for us. We are the same e-mail and internal

mail. It works extremely well (State Coastcare coordinator)

The fact that we are all hosted by the one organisation is very positive....We are not
perceived by the community as being captured by any one council. When you have a

number of councils within your region that is potentially a problem. [You can still
step outside the bureaucratic hat?1. Yes, you can step both ways, whichever would

be most beneficial (Regional Coastcare facilitator).

The state agency acting as host for facilitators is represented in Figure 6.6.

Experiences often worked inversely where facilitators were hosted at local

government level. In New South Wales the coordinator felt that regional links

through the state agency were not as strong as they should been: ''We are not as

adopted as we might be if were situated in their offices'. One of the New South

Wales facilitators felt stronger links could have been forged with state agencies by

being hosted with them. The irony of the Commonwealth preference for

facilitators to be hosted by individual councils is that facilitators in these positions

were the least satisfied. Reasons for their dissatisfaction included:

within local government. Tendency for these agencies to treat facilitators

as council employees or to be put out by the degree of out of office work
by facilitators.

as being hands off and somewhat apathetic. Some facilitators expressed

they would have liked more direction or interaction from the host agency.

not part of a team or of the local system in which they were based. They

were not part of a section, were not included in team meetings and missed

out on a lot of internal communication.

Local government hosts increasingly found Coastcare to be a financial

burden. The local government host was footing the bill for surrounding

regions that were reluctant to contribute (because they are not enforced to)

Some facilitators mentioned that it was difficult to attain resources (like

computers) from financially struggling local government agencies'

My flocal government] host doesn't deal with the environment as core business. The

environment is not a high priority. Coastal management is not a priority either.

When they took on this position I think there was a thought process that went 'Ok
we'll get this person to take care of all our coastal policy issues'. [It has been a

probleml negotiating my role to a regional level and not doing [the agency's] work
(cont).
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(cont..) There's a lot ofdifficulty understanding that and the fact that I spend a lot of

ìi-" out in the field which is so far removed to what everyone else in the organisation

does here. So there is a lack of understanding, and not a lot of interest either'

(Regional Coastcare facilitator)

There was a time when we were seen as fringe dwellers because we work different

hours. We come in and out. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

The linkages with local coastal land managers as host are depicted in Figure 6.7.

Three of the five western Australian facilitators stated that their prefefence was for

them all to be hosted within their state's conservation department. One facilitator

was hosted by that agency and expressed:

I rhink its highly suitable and am very satisfied. The Program is beneficial to my

host,s aims and objectives. The host is very supportive and allows me space for

creativity and initiaiive without interference. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

The three facilitators who requested the hosting affangements be amended felt that

their role as a team was underrnined by being fragmented between different hosts'

Because they were with different hosts, the state agency administering Coastcare

found it difficult to 'relate to' the facilitators as a team, and consequently the

facilitators were not well informed by the state agency about current programs and

planning. They felt that because they were not conceived of as a team their skills in

community liaison were under utilised in the development of coastal planning by

the state agency. They felt that a conservation focus was mofe appropriate for

Coastcare; and because the conservation agency had regional offices, resources for

the Program would more accessible across the state level.

[movingtotheconservationagency]isagoodthingfortheProgrambecause
conservation will be the core business for Department of conservation and coastal

management will be a part of that so there will be more focus towards things like

Coastcare as a priority. There will be a lot more resources across the state regional

and district ofii"", which could be accessed to help the implementation of the

Program.Itdoesn'thappennowbecauseit,snotcorebusiness
andlhey have no distriõt offrces and few regional offices. All

should be based in the state agency' Exp rience to date has bee

weareallwithdifferenthosts.We'dworkbetterasateamifwewereinone
department. A state department makes more sense than local government' Local

government would still ùe fragmented as Local Governments are just that - they're

iocal. (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

Six respondents suggested that the Commonwealth needed to take an increased role

in hosting afrangements including consolidating details of the financial

contributions made by all local governments to assist hosts. These respondents felt

it was inappropriate for facilitators to have to negotiate with each council for extra

funds because it placed extra pressure on the individual facilitators 'to sing for their
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supper' and 'prove their worth' to obtain funds.

There is support for [Coastcare by the host] because the Program provides monetary

benefits for the region. But there is a difference in supporting the program and

support for the facilitator. There's no avenue for contribution [for the host] towards

the facilitators role. It's lack of [the host] having say over what I do. That is set by
the Commonwealth. There isn't very much ownership of me þy the host] in that

respect. The input isn't required from the coast. If the Commonwealth could

faciliøte a better two way dialogue between the host and the Commonwealth and

continue to develop that understanding of what we do (Regional Coastca¡e

facilitator).

6.6.1 Models of best practice for hosting agencies

The state based facilitators were the most satisfied. They were given flexibility to

meet and plan as a team. The central philosophy of the hosting agency was

considered important and a conservation or environmental ethic was necessary.

There was scope for the formation of a regional committee, made up of the host

agency and local councils within a region, to meet to reflect upon Coastcare activity

and to assist in the setting of future priorities in a framework for the facilitator.

This could have been negotiated by the State coordinator. A stronger role was

requested of the Commonwealth in promoting the Program for potential hosts and

for them to elaborate more clearly what was expected of the host agency. More

specific information needed to be provided to all local councils about the financial

aspects of contributing to Coastcare. This pressure was considered most

appropriate to come from the Commonwealth, in conjunction with the state. A

more equitable arrangement is required there.

6-7 Horizontal integration

As a national program, Coastcare had numerous mechanisms in place that linked its

team and therefore tiers of government together. These linkages were sometimes

patchy, and they worked better in some states than others. An issue that was raised

by twenty six respondents (15%) was that progress in terms of horizontal

integration, or the communication that occurs within and between deparhnents, was

limited. Consequentl5 there was a feeling that there was a lack of awareness about

Coastcare within some agencies that hosted or administered the Program. In some

states Coastcare struggled even to integrate within departmental structures. For the

states with good communication strategies within departments and sections,
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moving beyond that sometimes posed a problem' several explanations were

provided for the lack of horizontal integration'

were physically separateã. ftris had had a serious impact on the exchange of

information that had occurred previously'

between departments was due to the size of the particular state agency

within which Coastcare was situated. Formation of 'Super Departments',

the result of agency amalgamations; had made information exchange

difficult. R"riona"nts eipressed that Coastcare, as a small component of

such agencies was easily overlooked'

WeltheEPA]haveotherprogramswhichweonlyhearaboutwhenoneofour
group, tells us about it' One that i are

other programs within the agency u but

we don't know that they are runnin aps

room for more co-ordination of internal pr

Quite often I speak to people [workin
what Coastcare is and what we do' I
every one can understand what's going on

we really have to make that effort to show c

we have to make sure they get to remind them that were here and were working'

That,s nn", t'- r,apfy to píri and make those contacts. But maybe it's a case of.big

organizations, its eãsv to be forgotten. I think we need to jump up and down a bit to

be noticed sometimes' (Regional Coastcare facilitator)

in two states. This ñappened because no formal structure was in place, such

as regular meetings u"tween coastcare and agency staff, to facilitate such an

exchange. communication in regard to coastcare between branches and

divisions of agencies, beyond environmental sections within which

Coastcare is Placed, is limited'

6.8 Conclusion

This Chapter is based on the understanding that partnership development between

governments and community is an essential component for furthering sustainability

in natural resource use. In the case of Coastcare, the roles and responsibilities for

cooperation and coordination for improved management of the coast are clearly

stated in the coasts and clean Seas MoU. The central pulpose of this chapter has

been to establish how successful Coastcare has been in achieving vertical

integration or integrating different tiers of government, in light of the guidance by

the MoU.
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The discussion has shown that survey participants consider Coastcare to have

offered a sound structure for different spheres of government to work with one

another and with the community. The most critical feature of the Coastcare

structure, in creating a cooperative approach, is the network of regional facilitators.

Their role provides them with access to each of the spheres of government, as well

as the community. The Commonwealth indicated a sense of ownership of them,

providing the national forum and support when requested; the States, in most cases,

provided some strategic direction for facilitators and facilitators provided an

avenue of information to central decision makers from the field. The facilitators

were integral to the success and effectiveness of the grants at the local level.

Brokering the relationship between government agencies and the community has

been highly beneficial. Their understanding and insight into local issues and

people has been critical. The facilitators have been an important asset in engaging

and continuing community effort, assisted in part because of the perceived

neutrality of their position. They played a powerful mediating role between local

coastal land managers and community groups. Coastcare facilitators have also

provided training both on site and through organised workshops that have benefited

local coastal managers and groups. The vast geographical coverage of the

facilitator network provided a facility never before experienced in managing the

Australian coastline'

Coastcare's role in improving Commonwealth-State cooperation and coordination

has been negligible. Despite there being a structure in place, historical political

tensions continue to hinder and impede improved integration, especially between

managers within Commonwealth and managers within State government agencies.

There was good potential for the Commonwealth Coastcare managers to encourage

the development of partnerships with the managers of state coastal programs and to

better understand the structural systems in each state' In so doing they may have

been able to promote greater acceptance of the Program in the less enthusiastic

jurisdictions. The Commonwealth liaised with the states primarily through the

Coastcare coordinators. This was sufficient for the states that promoted Coastcare

as a beneficial and important initiative, but different strategies were needed in the
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jurisdictions that were not as supportive of the Program. Making contact with the

managers of the state coastal programs would have been such an approach'

Horizontal linkages have not been well developed through Coastcare' Respondents

in this study inferred that the Commonwealth Coastcare managers had little

influence upon their managerial hierarchy. The decision making process at the

highest levels, in regard to the Program, was not transparent' Decisions were made

and handed down to be implemented via the Coastcare team. State agencies

reported the same problems that plagued institutions and prevented integration

prior to the RAC inquiry persist. Large institutions, divided into separate divisions

are not amenable to productive communication or effective information flows.

This affirms the concern, noted previously, that programs instituted by the NHT are

simply adding a new layer of administration without addressing structural

inadequacies that obstruct integration'

V/hilst the response by local coastal land managers to Coastcare has been variable,

it is at this local level that good models of integration have begun to emerge' It is

possible that the more progressive umbrella groups established in northern New

South 'Wales and Southern Queensland may continue their partnerships and

continue to do works in the absence of Coastcare as a stand alone initiative. These

councils are fortunate to have large and growing populations and prospefous

councils able to resource such community initiatives. For councils not well

resourced, the Program has injected needed funds and expertise. Other valuable

achievements for communities and local council partnerships, developed by

Coastcare, were that managers joined in and assisted with community projects'

invited gfoups to participate in local government decision-making forums and

participated in community-initiated conferences. Challenges for Coastcare at the

local level occurred where local councils did not have dedicated staff, did not have

expertise or understanding about coastcare's role, lacked an environmental ethic,

and where such councils were confronted by antagonsitic groups.

The establishment of the MoU was inadequate in involving local coastal councils.

This was demonstrated by the unwillingness of some councils to contribute to
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facilitators operating budgets. Further, the fact that some significant local land

managers were not signed as partners in the formal agreements is worthy of

consideration in the future. The main failing of the MoU is the absence of review

and performance indicators specified (and signed off on) within the agreement.

This has left Coastcare without aflag to wave and with nothing by which to gauge

its performance. In light of the unfolding position of Coastcare in NHT II, the

opportunity to raise an argument for a separate coastal initiative, based on the

evidence of its perforrnance, has been foregone'

This Chapter concludes a series of explorations of aspects of Coastcare as a model

of an integrated approach to coastal management. The remaining Chapter provides

an overview of the thesis with a view to unearthing questions raised by this study,

and to proposing directions for further research that relate to integrated natural

resource management and the role of the community.
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Discussion

7.1 Introduction

Australia's early 1990s response to the UNCED call for an integrated approach to

coastal management culminated in the adoption of tri-partite formal government

agreements and a national coastal program. By responding in this way Australia

passed the ICM 'acid test', moving beyond planning to implemention. This thesis

provides a thorough investigation of one of the principle initiatives of that national

coastal program, namely Coastcare, which was designed to engage government and

community to sustainably manage the Australian coast. Preliminary investigation

for this study, which surveyed a suite of coastal programs in other countries,

revealed that in a global context, Coastcare provides a unique example of an

initiative that has been able to demonstrate ICM in practice. The Coastcare

program is particularly significant due to its design which incorporates the entire

length of Australia's coastline, offering truly national scope. Many other countries

have national ICM policies but in practice there are very few that can demonstrate

national coverage by coastal programs or projects. Most comparable community-

based ICM programs elsewhere have directed their implementation to

demonstration sites; and there is a lack of confidence that such pilot projects will

be expanded to a national scope.

The inrernational studies by Sorensen (1997) and Cicin-Sain and Knecht (1998)

discussed in this thesis, both of which set out to determine the achievements and

degree to which ICM had been adopted internationally, whilst producing valuable

overviews and summary data, lack depth of analysis. Within Australia, Wescott's

(2000b) state-by-state 'rapid assessment' of ICM provided an overview of progress

made by individual state and Commonwealth jurisdictions. However, his study

examined the Commonwealth, states and the Northern Territory in isolation to each

other. His rapid assessment, therefore, did not attempt to investigate vertical

integration, namely the interaction between the Commonwealth, the states and

local government through the Federally funded suite of programs, in place to
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encourage cooperation and coordination. As such none of these earlier studies has

yet provided detailed investigation of ICM programs against all of the dimensions

specified for an ICM aPProach.

This thesis, therefore, provides an important contribution to the study of ICM by

assessing Coastcare against the internationally agreed necessary elements and

dimensions for such an approach, as endorsed by the OECD, ruCN, the World

Bank and UNEP. Detailed analysis of this kind has not been attempted by other

studies. Coastcare provided a model to focus on the process of integration between

each of the tiers of Australian government, and to research whether a strategic

approach has been implemented at state and local levels in developing and

planning for valuable coastal resources. This thesis, by establishing a set of criteria

upon which to gauge participation, has also demonstrated the success of Coastcare

in involving local communities around the Australian coastline in coastal

management. These aspects of the thesis will be elaborated later in the discussion.

The national, descriptive overview of the achievements of Coastcare, that

highlighted the contrasts between the states and the Northern Territory in Chapter

Three, is the first of its kind for the Program. The Commonwealth's Coastcare data

set prior to this study had never been utilised to full capacity. There has been no

other national analysis of Coastcare's activities, nor an evaluation against its stated

objectives. V/hile Coastcare funding amounts and numbers of projects attempted

are strikingly varied across the country, the nature of community group activity, the

types of initiatives undertaken and composition of groups are consistent. The

substantial differences between the states and the Northern Territory included state

funding contributions, SAP project assessment processes' and the number of

Coastcare staff in each state available to support groups. The Commonwealth has

been effective in its commitment to encouraging on-ground works, with the

majority of Coastcare effort focussed on improving access onto beaches and

protecting coastal vegetation.

It is important to bear in mind that Coastcare has only just completed a single cycle

of an ICM process, according to Olsen's model (1999), shown in Chapter One'

having concluded its 7th year in 2002. Implementing a national coastal program,
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within pre-existing jurisdictional structures responsible for managing the coast, has

been a significant achievement. Coastcare has proven to be an extremely adaptable

venture, put into practice between three tiers of government that share a history of

political tension and protracted negotiation over various aspects of coastal

management. Coastcare has been successfully adopted between seven state

jurisdictions, each with an idiosyncratic set of coastal management legislative and

administrative systems in place. It has been successfully implemented at the local

level of government where there is an even greater layer of diversity of

management practice, guidance and capacity for managing coasts. This is a

significant achievement.

The regional facilitator network is a noteworthy feature of the design of Coastcare.

The national network of regional Coastcare facilitators represents a novel national

approach to coastal management. The Unites States national volunteer program

provides support through information, but offers neither funds nor direct assistance

to groups working on coastal projects. New Zealand's Coastcare facilitators are

typically local council staff or contractors brought in to run specific projects.

While the ACAP program in Canada funded 'community coordinators' through

local organisations, their program did not provide the on-ground assistance on a

scale comparable to the Australian network. The immediate support and technical

advice provided to groups doing on-ground project work appears to be singular to

the Australian Coastcare facilitators. The individual development and evolution of

each Canadian ACAP group/region also contrasts to Coastcare which fostered a

national identity for the network, demonstrated through the annual Coastare

forums. The facilitators reported that they benefited from sharing their ideas and

experiences during the national forums that also provided valuable moral support

and re-ignited enthusiasm for the team.

The Australian network of Coastcare facilitators achieved several impressive

outcomes. The success of the development of partnerships between local coastal

managers and the community was largely a result of the vigilance and skills of the

network. Their mediation skills and neutral countenance were vital in progressing

community-local government working relationships. It was at this level that the
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gfeatest achievements toward an integrated appfoach were realised, and

mechanisms for consulting with groups established'

However, attention paid to the various elements required for an integrated

approach (policy, structural arrangements and funding agreements) unveiled

certain limitations that hindered Coastcare's progress in achieving an integrated

approach.

7.2Strategy,comm¡tmentandinstitutionalcapacity

7.2.1 StructuralConsiderations

The noticeable differences in Coastcare's operation and the outcomes between the

states and Northern Territory may be explained by three key reasons:

management arrangements in each of the States and the Northern Territory.

This ãffected fundãmental aspects of the Program, such as: selection

procedures of the SAPs, hosting affangements of regional facilitators and the

profile or 'clout' that coastal management issues had in general.

provided through the state and Northern Tenitory agencies, that offered

direction to the Program.

Third is the external factors shaping the Program' Social, physical and

cultural influences had an impact on the delivery of the Program in the

respective States and the Northern Territory. Factors of population size and

density, remote coasts, indigenous population and land tenure each

influenced application numbers and issues faced by the regional facilitators'

Victoria offered the most successful model of Coastcare, at a state level, in terms of

the development of mechanisms for integration. Victoria had the most well

developed intra-state linkages for the team of regional facilitators and the state

agency encouraged interaction and group meetings. Such meetings were rotated

between the different facilitator regions. Albeit, compared to the other states

Victoria was assisted in this respect, in terms of geographical propinquity' The

state agency provided substantial additional funds to run educational programs and

training for groups. The Coastcare coordinator was closely incorporated in coastal

planning and management within the state department responsible for coastal

management and made deliberate efforts to extend the Program by making linkages

with other sections. Each of the facilitators in Victoria was very satisfied with their

hosting conditions. They were happy with and had access to all the facilities they
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required. The strong regional focus for coastal management, and associated agency

structure in Victoria, benefited the facilitators as they were well placed near other

agency staff working on coastal management. Coastcare in Victoria produced a

regular and substantial newsletter that detailed state-wide activities and events and

was disseminated widely. The sAP process was assisted considerably by the prior

assessment of regional Panels.

7.2.2 Best practice partnership models

Examples from Northern New south w'ales and southern Queensland provided the

most successful models of local managers and community groups liaising over

works programs. Efficiencies in these places resulted where 'umbrella' Coastcare

groups and several councils worked together on a regional scale' 'Works plans

were approached more strategically by focusing on issues regionally' Coastal

managers organised their work schedules and budgets around community efforts'

Groups reportedly felt a stronger sense of purpose, knowing that their individual

efforts were contributing to a greater good. In New South'Wales the community

drove the umbrella initiative, yet the local council managers were a central part of

the coordination and financial support of activity' Queensland had similar

Coastcare associations but these were promoted and directed by councils' not by

the individual grouPs.

Policy suPPorl

This study has shown that Coastcare attempted to be strategic in its approach to

developing localised projects. It had an inbuilt but unrealistic clause in the

application forms that required groups to fit their projects into localised plans' An

analysis of the particular policy and management afrangements for each state

reveals that, for the majority of the country, local plans, and in some instances

broader coastal strategies, do not exist. In this sense the Program has been at the

mercy of the capacity of the institutions within which it has had to operate' The

status of Coastcare between the states of Australia is significantly different' Where

strong state policy was supported by linked local plans, Coastcare was integrated

very successfully. where plans and policies were insufficient, it is clear that the

process has been hit and miss, and issue driven, in some cases with Coastcare

breaching the Planning EaP.
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7.g The effectiveness of the Mous - guiding principles for
managers

The Coasts and Clean Seas MoU laid out the particular roles and responsibilities

for the participants of Coastcare. This thesis has assessed the extent to which this

formal agreement has afforded direction to an integrated approach. V/hile there

was genefal acceptance that Coastcare, through the MoU, has provided a sound

structure for the development of an integrated process' there is considerable room

for improvement.

7.g.1 CoordinationandCooperation

Historical inertia of Commonwealth-state interaction is evident within Coastcare.

The political delicacy of the Commonwealth dictating terms to the states remains

an issue, and lack of trust held by some state coastal managers resenting

Commonwealth interference is evident.

A model that would have greatly enhanced the degree of coordination nationally,

and one that would have created greater awareness of each of the different

participants roles and duties, would have been state-wide forums' A state forum

that included the commonwealth team (or at least a representative of the

Commonwealth team), managers of state coastal programs' the state coordinator,

the regional facilitators and host agencies would have afforded an opportunity to

share ideas, plan direction and confirm common goals for the Program' It would

also have provided an opportunity for showcasing the Program's achievements, at a

state level; information that could be later fed into a national overview. This might

have greatly assisted the development of increased confidence in the worth of

Coastcare in jurisdictions that were less enthusiastic'

7.3.2 Communícation

There was also room for increased and focused communication extending from the

Commonwealth to the rest of the Coastcare network. Regular updates via an email

newsletter that reflected national agendas and activity, as well as state-by-state

reports, would have provided a clear national picture of the Program' Facilitators

appreciated the Coastcare forum because it provided a point of contact. On a day-

to-day basis they are geographically dispersed and disconnected' The majority of
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facilitators had little regular contact with the Coastcare managers. Increased

communication through a quarterly email newsletter, or a message from the

Coastcare manager that shared Commonwealth and state news and ideas, would

have assisted in the promotion of a sense of community and shared vision for the

network.

7.3.3 Inadequacies of the MoU

While the MoU served as an important document to formally bind particþants to

agreed goals, there are several aspects to the agreement that should have been

strengthened. Utilising the president of the LGAs in each state to agtee to the

terms and conditions of the MoU on behalf on local coastal councils was not

satisfactory. There needed to be a transparent process by which councils were

informed about their expected role and responsibility under the MoU. Future

natural resource management models that involve coastal councils should

incorporate a more consultative approach. There seems to have been little

communication tailored specifically for individual coastal councils involved in

Coastcare, either from Commonwealth or State agencies. Interviews for this study

indicated that there is considerable lack of understanding of the Program's intent

and of the benefit of encouragrng community involvement held by local

government land managers. As a consequence there has been reluctance by some

councils to be involved in Coastcare and to contribute to the facilitators' operating

budgets. Regular communication and update about the Program is limited to the

dissemination of newsletters that provided case studies and a general feel for

various projects around each state. Given the great diversity of councils and

variable capacify of staff, there would be benefit in bringing coastal land managers

together to identiff coastal management issues, best practice management and

methods of encouraging involvement of the community.

, 7.4 Measuring Goastcare's success ¡n engag¡ng commun¡ty
particiPation

This thesis confirms that Coastcare has been very successful in attracting a large

number of people to undertake a considerable amount of activity, tending to their

respective patches of coastline. However, as pointed out in Chapters Three and

Four, the anticipated role of the community in managing the coast is not clearly
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articulated in Coatcare's objectives. The Program ïvas to provide opportunities for

the broadly defined 'community' 'to participate' in coastal management. The

desired outcome from such participation was for an increase in degree and

'effectiveness' of community involvement in coastal management. Chapter Four

explained that 'particþation' is an arnbiguous concept and that measuring the

success of participation is a subtle and challenging task. The key Coastcare

objective of 'encouragrng stewardship' requires more than completing single, on-

ground projects, and as such the routinely collected state data, for the Program is

inadequate to test outcomes of participation. Interview and questionnaire data for

this study highlighted the ambiguity of the objective through the divergent opinions

of what was expected of community groups participating in the Program.

In order to better understand the meaning of particþation and therefore determine

how to measure Coastcare's performance, this thesis explored the meaning of

community involvement according to classical theorists and modem interpretations

of participation. Five performance indicators, based upon theories of particþatory

democracy and designed to assess difflerent elements of public participation, were

applied to the data collected for this thesis to measure the success of Coastcare in

encouraging community involvement. The five indicators used to evaluate

Coastcare's performance in engaging the public were:

1. 'efficacy'

2. 'representation and access'

3. 'information exchange and learning'

4. 'continuity'and

5.'decision-makingauthority'.

The analysis of participation higþligþted the fact that access to Coastcare by the

community is a critical issue. Despite the fact that the Program was open to a wide

variety of coastal 'users', the grant scheme itself represented a gateway. Those

proficient aI completing bureaucratic forms typically fared the best. A

sophisticated application however, did not necessarily reflect the capacity of group

to perform on-ground tasks. It was difficult to determine from this study how

formal application processes influenced the type of groups that chose to apply. It
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was reported that the effect upon groups unsuccessfully applying for grants did

little to invigorate community spirit and enthusiasm.

The requirement of the Coastcare grant scheme, that projects be completed within

the year of a group signing its management agreemenl, a time frame suited to

funding cycles and acquittal requirements of formal administrations, did not bear

any consideration for the complexities of the lives of volunteers offering their free

time to contribute to a public benefit. A future longitudinal study of the

morphology of a community group might offer important insights into the

challenge of managing volunteer group activity.

This thesis's review of Coastcare's role in attracting community participation is

supported by the classical theories of participation: the act of being directly

engaged in project activities provided an initial learning experience. Through

learning, groups and individuals demonstrated confidence and understanding. This

was followed in some cases by people from Coastcare groups increasing their level

of participation by becoming involved in broader decision-making arenas. The

Program, through projects and grants, provided the structure for leaming and

incentive for involvement.

There are two aspects'of Coastcare's design that are relevant for future coastal

programs seeking volunteer input. First, the regional facilitators were responsible

for discrete lengths of coast, giving the Program national coverage. However, in

remote areas where there was no community to apply for grants, it was difficult to

generate activity. This is significant because many remote places are attractive

destinations for holiday makers, four-wheel drive enthusiasts and recreational

fishers. These groups tend to have an impact upon isolated coastal locations,

typically not developed to cater for visitor numbers. These places are often

geographically distant to central agencies responsible for managing the coast and

therefore not always designated as priority areas nor as a focus for management'

They are often out of sight and mind. The regional facilitators have been

messenge,fs, in some cases, reporting on activity and issues in remote regions,

being the only staff working in these locales. It is necessary to find a means to
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raise the profile in management of issues faced by remote coastal areas, and to

make these known to volunteer groups looking for new opportunities'

The second design issue related to indigenous participation in Coastcare'

Queensland is the only state to have employed an indigenous facilitator' This

person understood the needs of Aboriginal people and was able to assist them in

developing appropriate projects and to apply for grants. Admittedly, given that the

majority of the Territory's coastline is in Aboriginal freehold title' the Northern

Territory facilitator primarily assisted indigenous groups, but his region spanned

the entire state, and many Aboriginal communities were accessible only by light

plane. His ability to offer a dedicated service to the entire state was challenged'

Northern 
'Western Australia has a significant proportion of land under Aboriginal

title and groups in that region would have benefitted from a dedicated facilitator' It

may be beneficial to consider an alternative funding system for indigenous groups

working on land in their ownership. They were reportedly not well served by

Coastcare due to cultural, language and literacy issues'

7.5 Reflection on Past activitY

A significant shortcoming of Coastcare was the absence of evaluation at various

levels. Appropriate performance indicators wefe not developed by the national

office, which also failed to utilise its national data set and final report data to

provide thorough analyses of Program achievements and features' The stated

desired outcomes within the Mou were never addressed, so factors of community

development and stewardship have been neglected. The sAP panels around the

country have been inadequately reviewed and have been starved of information

about the projects they have funded. There has been an absence of attention paid to

Coastcare's influence in improving structufal arrangements and communication

between sectors of coastal management agencies'

7.5.1 EÍÍiciencies of scale

A lost opportunity due to lack of reflection and analysis, and one which would

have minimised some of the inefficiencies experienced, would have been to

prepare some standardised procedures. Particular aspects of the Program have

been reinvented seven times ovef, as each state grappled with developing its own
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systems; for example the development of project management agreements and

costing examples. Groups around the country could have benefited enormously by

being linked to groups having attempted like projects. Tips and training for

regional facilitators presenting Program outcomes to the broader stakeholder

groups in their regions would have been worthwhile. Data collection requirements,

suitable for evaluation purposes, should have been collectively developed for

central administration and analysis.

7,5.2 Performancelndicators

Performance indicators were intended for the Program, and were referred to in the

formal partnership agreements, but were nevef developed' This was a major failing

of the parties managing Coastcare at both Commonwealth and State levels' Data to

support its achievements was not collected. The detail within final reports was

under utilised; the information within them was not thoroughly analysed at state or

Commonwealth levels. Models that were established to forge partnerships between

the participants were not recorded; the dedicated team of regional coastcare

facilitators and the significant linkages they constructed within the community

have the potential to be lost, undermining the trust and expectation that has been

cultivated through the Program for volunteer groups. In addition, the potential for

transferable lessons is much reduced by this lack of reflection and evaluation'

7.5.3 StewardshÍP

A flaw in the data collection and reporting of Coastcare is that only active grants

are tracked and listed on the central data set. The Commonwealth figures do not

account for groups that are financially self sustaining and still working on coastal

projects. Many groups remain in contact with the facilitators as a support and

information source but are not traceable for reporting purposes. Ongoing group

activity is an indication that coastcare has succeeded, but there is no substantiated

data to.support this. One of the most significant aspects of the success of Coastcare

is the number of groups that continue to function and call themselves Coastcare

groups but are no longer in receipt of a grant'

A thorough evaluation (one that focused on the original objectives of coastcare,

and therefore focused on community development and partnership models' and

detailed the outcomes of the grants) would have offered a great deal of
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encouragement and the benefit of hindsight to policy makers, state and local coastal

land managers as well as the community working on the Program.

Policy makers, distant from volunteer groups are forging new policy in an

information vacuum. There has been a considerable lack of regard, at the highest

levels, as to how changes to the structure of the Program will affect the

partnerships that have been crafted to date. There is every possibility that no

lessons from Coastcare will be carried over to a new structure, except perhaps by

the people who have gained direct experience working as a participant on

Coastcare. The number of facilitators who have left the Program due to

employment insecurity reduces the potential benefit of intellectual carry-over for

the new design. There needs to be greater clarity regarding evaluation criteria.

What should be measured to show that there has been an improvement in

management? There is an assumption that environmental gains will result from

increased effort by volunteer groups. This is not necessarily the case because there

is no monitoring to show whether or not on-grounds works have been successful.

There needs to be much better criteria developed for measuring stakeholder

cooperation and the beneficial outcomes expected from this.

7.6 strategic goal of 25-50 years; will to implement the strategy'
implications for the future....

Coastcare has been described by survey respondents as a 'movement' or 'catalyst'

for change, and as creating a 'push' for agencies to modify their approach to

management. Partnership development between some agencies and the community

was encouraging. The interaction that was established took time, trust and

commitment. These were significant achievements.

The progress achieved under Coastcare is diminished by lack of long term vision, a

necessary element for an ICM approach. Outcome measures of Coastcare's

performance, had they been collated, may have had some sway in positioning

Coastcare in the roll over of Coastcare in NHT II, currently taking place.

Coastcare only had seven years to establish itself as a Program. Considering that

international research on ICM recommends a time frame of 25-50 years to achieve

desired goals or conditions for an ICM program, Coastcare has made significant
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progress. However, Coastcare has now been embedded with the other 'care'

initiatives funded by the Commonwealth under the NHT II, and a new model is

unravelling. Under this new scheme of regional bids for funding, the focus on the

coast has the potential to be obscured by landward issues and projects.

7.6.1 The role of PeoPle

One of the issues that has arisen within previous chapters of this thesis is that

particular individuals (and there are examples from each layer of governance)

directly advanced or hindered progress of Coastcare. Certain individuals

influenced the Program in significant ways. Coastcare flourished where key people

had a strong motivation to create linkages within their own agency and where they

extended links to other relevant departments. Conversely, where people failed to

have a vision for Coastcare, the Program struggled. This may be an obvious

observation but it has important implications. All future positions for similar

programs should be appointed against carefully constructed employment criteria

that require an understanding of ICM. Individuals appointed to work with similar

programs need to understand 'integration' as it was stated in the Coasts and Clean

Seas MoU. Appointees clearly need to demonstrate well developed

communication and negotiation skills'

The Natural Heritage Trust has proven to be an unstable financial benefactor for

individual groups that were initially nurtured and developed over time, with the

assistance of their coastal facilitator. The reshuffle of NHT framework has the

capacity to erode the trust and momentum that was established during Coastcare's

first phase. Removing the Coastcare facilitator network and replacing it with

regional staff has the propensity to damage the partnerships that had been

developed through Coastcare. These communitylocal government partnerships

were one of the most significant outcomes of the Program. The support offered to

groups by the team of facilitators was highly regarded. Coastcare, in this respect,

was considered better than the other 'care' models. It took serious effort and

commitment to build those partnerships, and there is little evidence that this

commitment was truly appreciated by the Commonwealth because it is no longer

going to fund the national network of facilitators; this responsibility has been

devolved to regions and local centres.
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7.7 Future Studies

This research project did not canvass the opinions nor collect the demographic

details of groups participating in the Coastcare program. Further research into

volunteer programs would do well to establish the morphology of group function

and get a clear picture of the program population. At national and state levels, not

much is known about the groups that received Coastcare money. For example:

the motivation to be involved in the Program?

works to improve their locale?

themselves as part of wider network?

independently of funding and support?

process?

changes in policy, improved governance and service delivery?

local people working towards an agreed goal?

These questions may be applied to the next phase of NHT, and to the groups that

apply for funds under the regional schemes.

This study has not delved into the quality of local coastal plans around the country.

It would be a worthwhile exercise to review a selection of past Coastcare

applications from around the country and examine in detail the plans to which the

applications refer, especially in states with inadequate state and patchy local policy

documents. As project suitability (in keeping with local planning) is a key aspect

of consideration in the assessment process. This is an issue that should be

addressed in future programs that fund on the basis of project compatibility within

local planning and management frameworks.

Performance indicators tailored to measure community engagement within natural

resource management programs, that may utilised by the central agencies funding
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programs like Coastcare, are not culrently utilised by government agenices. An

endeavour to produce a set of clear guidelines and indicators for measuring

participation for use by natural resource management programs would be a

valuable undertaking.

This thesis has drawn on Coastcare to present an array of issues that have

confronted Australia's attempt at ICM through a national coastal management

program. It is discouraging that a long-term view necessary for an ICM approach

has not been upheld by the NHT, made evident by the reshuffle and repackaging of

alternative programs for the near future. Coastcare, however, has been an

impressive program and has made considerable inroads in its short duration' There

is also potential for newly established volunteer initiatives to draw on the findings

of this thesis. Given the complexity of ICM and the long time frame recommended

for such programs, recognised within the international context of ICM, the fact that

there has been any Success sets Coastcarc apart as a valuable model.
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Source
(Prepared by Martijn
Onderstal at EUCC
Intemational Secreta¡iat
@ Copyrighc European
Union for Coastal
Conservation (EUCC),
2000)
httD ://www.coastalzuide. or
s/icm/index.html
htto ://www. coastalzonebel
ze.orgy'pr planning.html
maintained by @ 2000
NATURALIGHT
Productions

btto ://www. sdno. undo.ors/

-ecl ac|CARMIN/DOCS/bv
i.htm
Revised 4 April 1998

See special mention in
Chapter I
(Ellsworth, Hildebrand and

Glover 1997; Robinson
1997)

flMorm 1997)

Barriers to Implementation
Lack technical knowledge
and staff, co-ordination,
legislation, local a¡ea capacity
low. Insufficient institutional
framework to enforce. Lack
organisational stn¡cture. Lack
of data.

Prosress
Research study focussing on
coastal zone management.

Legislation passed, CZM
authority and CZM institute
established. Coastal planning
program in operation.
Produced 2 of9 development
plans.

Institutions established,
legislation strengthened,
studies underway

Program has moved from
government funded and
directed to communityled.
Govemment playing a support
role, providing information and
guidance when required. Good
model of pafnership
development between agency
and communitv.

Decentralised system for
horizontal and vertical
integration of decision-making
processes has been developed
over the last 20 years. A 'fairly
high' level ofco-ordination of
sectoral laws has been
developed through the planning
Drocess.

Coverase

Site specific

13 coastal
regions of
Canada's
Eastem
seaboard

Donor Assisted
I,INEP

GEF/
UNDP

Date
1993

1998

1998

t99t -

ICM'Effort'
Integrated Coastal

Area Management
(ICAM) Program

Belize coastal zone

management

Proglam

Coast
Conservation and

Management
Program
Atlantic Coastal
Action Program
(ACAP)

National Marine
and Coastal
Program
No specific coastal
program

PROGRAIAS

Countrv
Albania

Belize

British Virgin
Islands

Canada

Costa Rica

Denma¡k

oo
o
=s
1OJo
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Source
(Aly Mohammed Aly
Abd-Arah 1999)

http ://www.minenv. grlfram
e.html? 2 &l &2 A 4 I 4l I e4l 0
0.html

(Glavovic 2000:270)

(White, Barker and

Tantrigama 1997;
White, Courtney and

Tobin 1998)

(White, Courtney and

Tobin 1998)

Barriers to Implementation
Lacks insdn¡tional
mechanism to ensure co-
ordination. Sectoral focus
and fragmented
responsibilities between
agencies responsible for the

coast.

Lacks institutional
mechanism to ensure
coordination. Centralised
decision-making. Lack of
capacity at the local level.
Absence of horizontal
integration between agencies.

Lacks hnancial investment;
political leadership and

commitment; lack of co-
operation between
stakeholders.

Inabiliry to mobilise the
support and commitment of
local community. Poor
vertical co-ordination and co-
operation for developing and

implementing plans. Reliant
upon international fi nancial
assist to continue with
Drogram.
Highly centralised
govemment, devolution to
local authority uncoûImon.
Lack of horizontal co-
operation between agencies.

Progress
Laws and by-laws created

during the 1980s 'related' to
management of coastal

resources mainly about
protection and conservation
issues. Provision for
interaction is insufficient.
Coastal plans and policies
approved at national and
regional levels but not
effectively implemented. No
successful examples of coastal

area planning.

In the process of implementing
the White Paper for Sustainable

Coastal Development in South
Africa:
28th August 2000

Developing site-specihc and
special area management
projects on the south coast.

Thai govemment accepted a

national strategy for the
management of coral reefs.
Partially implemented. Pilot
project implemented on the
island of Phuket and
successfully engaged
communitv.

Coverage

Site specific

Development
of a National
CRM program
and a pilot
project; Marine
Pa¡k initiative

Donor Assisted

USAID ASEAN-US

USAID ASEAN-US

Date

1999

t999

1990

1986

ICM'Effort'
No specihc coastal
program.

National
Programme for the

Sustainable
development of
Greek Islands and

Coasts

Coastal
Management
Policy Program

Coastal 2000: A
Resource
Management
Strategy for Sri
Lanka's Coastal

Region

National Coastal

Resource
Management
Project

PROGRAMS
(Cont.)

Egvpt

Greece

South Africa

Sri Lanka

Thailand

oo
o
o
x(/)o

o\



Source
htto://www.a¡ab-
heritage.com/Tuni si a/tunisi
a-environment.htm

(Snoussi and Aoul 2000)

See special mention of the
US, chapter l.
(Hershman, Good, Bernd-
Cohen et al. 1999)

Barriers to Implementation

There has yet to be a

comprehensive analysis of
program effectiveness based on
systematic study of Program
policies and the outcomes of
policy implementation.

Progress
National agency established.

Responsible for the protection
and management of the whole
Tunisian coasts. Coastal zone

charter established and creation
of coastal zone law complete
with conditions for
development environmental
orotection.
A voluntary partnership
between the federal
govemment and U.S. coastal
states and territories authorized
by the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 197 2. lt
supports states through
fi nancial assistance, mediation,
technical services and
information. Provides a
framework for management of
the coastal zone.

Coverage
National

Donor AssistedDate
1995

t972

ICM 3Effort'

Coastal Zone
Management and

Protection Program

National Coastal

Zone Management
(CZM) Program

PROGRAI,IS
(Cont.)

CounFv
Tunisia

United States

(,o\

E!
o
ox



Source

htþ ://environment. gov.b
bt

http ://icm.noaa. gov/coun

try/belgium.htrnl
Last update: December
6,2000
(Yanez 1999)

http ://www. un.org/esa/a
s end¿.27 I naLlinfo/c o un tr/
brunei/natur. htm#oceans

(Nayak, Chandramohan
and Desai 1992); (Gupta
and Fletcher 2001)

Barriers to Implementation

Low level ofgovernment
and public awa¡eness of
problems. Lack of
capacity. Lackofdata.

Progress

Plan produced

Co-operation agreement rn
preparatlon

In preparation phase of
management plan and
formation of co-ordinating
stakeholder group

Preparation of a strategy on
protection of coastal and

ma¡ine resources..
Implementation under
review.
Management strategy
preparation
The approach to coastal
management in India is both

sectoral and regulatory Central
coastal zone management
authority. Coastal zone
management policy and

implementation strategy not
clearlv defined for India.

Coverase

Site Specific

Donor Assisted

Inter-American
Development Bank

Inter-American
Develop-ment
Bank

ASEAN-US
Coastal Resources

Manage-ment
Project

FAO/
UNEP

Date
1996

2000

1998

1998

tEffortt

TCTM
Management
Plan

Integrated
Management of
the Flemish
Coast

National Coasøl
7,one
Management
Plan

Integrated
Coastal
Management
Plan for Brunei
Da¡uassalam
ICAM

National Coastal

Tnne
Management
Plan (for
ecologically
important zones

PLANS/
POLICY
(Cont.)

Barbados

Belgium

Brazil

Brunie
Darussalam

Gambia

India

o
o
o
=g
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Source
http ://www. adb.orgy'Docum
ents/l.Iews/2000/nr2000 I 1 0
.âsD:

@atlis, Dahuri, Knight et

at. 2001)

htþ ://icm.noaa. gov/coun
trylireland.html

http ://www.udel.edu/CM
S/csmp/pages/network.h
tml

http ://icm.noaa. gov/coun

tryllebanon. html#Integr
ated Decision-Making

htç://www.pa-
malta.org/
'Monitoring Report -
Stn¡cture Plan Review
1990-199s',

to

Indonesia is in the process

of decentralizing
responsibility for natural
resources management from
national to local level - but
local governments need

capacity-building to carry
out their new duties
properly.

No coordinating
committee established.
Lack of funds.

Progress

Developing of management
strategy and zoning,
management and action
plans. Primarily focused on

marine park management.

Policy document in draft
form

Developing a national
coastal strategic plan.

Formulation of national,
regional and local level
coastal zone management
plan.

Draft public consultation
document

Coverage

42 districts
covering 15

provinces

National

National

4 sites

Donor Assisted

Asian
Development Bank

World Bank

Date

2000-
2006

1998

2002

1999

2001

ICM'Effort'
Indonesian
coastal resources
project.
Ma¡ine resources
Evaluation and

Planning Project.
Coral Reef
Rehabilitation
and

Management.
Coastal Zone
Management-
Draft PolicY for
keland
Management of
Coastlines for
Ma¡ine and

Terrestial A¡eas
National Coastal

Plan
Jamaica Coral
Reef Action Plan

ICZvf Program

Coastal StrategY

PLANS/
POLICY
(Cont.)

Indonesia

Ireland

Italy

Jamaica

Lebanon

Malta

o
o
o
=o
1(,o\o



http://www.mfe .govt.nzl
managemenlrma/subms.
htm#nzpolicy
htþ ://www.rm a.co.nzJ nz
cps/preface.htrnl

@ Copyright: European
Union for Coastal
Conservation (EUCC),
2001
Last update 23 January
2001
http ://www.coastalguide.
ors/icn/index.html
http ://www.vu.nUenglish
/o o/instituten/TVlvf/rese
a¡ch/climatechange/nic ar
agua.htm

(Cicin-Sain and Knecht
1998)

(Chiau 1998)

Legal barriers not enough
time to make integrated
coastal zone management a

reality. For these reasons it
is necessary that that the
planning processes will
continue

Jurisdictional overlap-
duplicative and ineffrcient.
Lack of integration
between sectors.

Coastal management a low
priority on national policy
agenda; ambiguous roles
for agencies responsible
for coastal issues; lack of
capacity; lack of
community pa¡ticipation.

Series of general principles
for the sustainable
management of New
Zealand's coastal
environment. Directs
regional plans

The main part of the work
was to give assistance and

advice to the municipalities
planning processes towa¡ds
a local coastal zone plan.

Actions proposed for
regionalisation of ICZvI

Draft plan awaiting further
colTllnent.

Nationalr99ll19
94

1997-
r999

1996

t993-
1997

1998

The Resource
Management Act
199l/l'{ew
Tnaland Coastal
Policy Statement

Demonstration
Program

Action Plan for
the coastal zone

Plan of Coasts

Integrated
Coastal Zone
Management
Plan

PLANS/
POLICY
(cont..)

New Zealand

Norway

Nicaragua

Spain

Taiwan

(¡)

o

oo
o
=ex



Source
(Prepared by Martijn
Onderstal at EUCC
International Secreta¡iat
@ Copyrighc European
Union for Coastal
Conservation (EUCC),
2000.
Lasrupdate 12 July 2000
htÞ ://www.coastal guide.
or g/icm/blacksea/b ul gari
a.html
http:/ toreJ¡ndp.otg/ma
i ndiv/sef/biodiversitv/les
son one/annex.html

htto ://www. namibian.co
m.nalNetstoriesÆnviron
10-98/unep.html

http ://www. afr icaonline.
co. cilAfr icaOnline/socie
tes/go glme/goglme.htnrl

http://wwu¿jpsc¡c!b2
c/orincipal.hnn

to
Lack of strategic
framework or clea¡
guidelines for government

Weak institutional
capacity; lack of policy;
inadequate resources; lack
of evaluation mechanisms

Progress

Pilot programs

Sites being used as tests for
potential new national
policy. Training programs
in place for coastal rangers
to strengthen enforcement
of laws.

Coverase

Site specific.
6 special area

management
plans.

Donor Assisted

GEF/
World Bank

GEF

USAID ASEAN-
US

Date

t992

1998

FEASIBILITY
STUDIES/
PROJECTS

ICM'Effort'
National Black
Sea Strategic
Action Plan

Gulf of Guinea -
Large Marine
Ecosystem
Project*

Coastal
resources
Management
Project
(CRMP)

Bulgaria,
Georgia,
Ukraine #

East Africa
(Benin,
Camaroon,
Cote
D'Ivore,Ghan
a, Nigeria *

Ecuador

(¡)

õo
o
o
1



Source

htç ://icm.noaa. gov/coun
try/China.htrnl

http J huzsar .aznet. or gl ru
zgarl3-1.htm
httn ://www. casoianenvir
onment.ors/index.htm

Prepared by Marian
Eeltink at EUCC
International Secreta¡iat
@ Copyrighr European
Union for Coastal
Conservation (EUCC),
2000
Last update 12 July 2000
http ://www.coastal guide.

ors/icn/index.hfrnl

@ Copyrighc EUCC,
2001
Last update 1l May
2001
http ://www.coastalguide.
org/icm/index.htrnl

to
Lack of financial
resources,

Economic interests usuallY

win when in conflict with
ecological interests. Low
level ofecological
awareness. There are no
possibilities for public
participation

Legislative, institutional
problems; jurisdictional
overlap and conflict; lack
of funds and capacity -
especially at local
government level.

Pollution alleviation efforts.
Legislation passed.

Integrated Trans-boundarY
Coastal Area planning and

management. Combating
Coastal Area Planning and

Management. In process

Demonstration program.
Production of plans at
National and local levels.

Marine focus.
Demonstratio
n Proiects.

Donor Assistetl

GEF, UNDP and

IMO

World Bank

Date
r994-
r999

1995-
2002

FEASIBILITY
STUDIES/
PROJECTS

ICM'Effort'
Marine Area Use

Management
Program
National CasPian

Action Plan

Caspian
Environment
Program (CEP)

PHARE program

Countrv
China

Caspain
States:
Azerbaijan,
Iran,
Kazakhstan,
Russian
Federation
and
Turkrnenistan
n

Baltic States
(Latvia,
Lithuania,
Estonia and

Poland,
Slovenia

o
o
o
lo
x(/)

N)



Source

http ://www.seacam.mzlh
ome.htm
(last update September
2001)

(University of Rhode

Island 2001)

(White, Courtney and

Tobin 1998)
http ://www. oneocean.or
gl

Barriers to Implementation

Limited capacity prior to
the implementation of the

CRMP project. High staff
turnover has resulted in a
major challenge for
developing a lasting
conservation strategy.

Lack of central agencY

responsible for ICM, issue

of co-ordination between
two central agencies; lack
of vertical inte$ation
between National and

regional agencies.

Progress

SEACAM provides
information and builds
capacity in countries to
implement their ICZVÍ
programs

Promoting protection of
critical areas, adoption of
good practices, improved
coastal governance, and

capacity-building for ICM

National policy formation,
local level implementation
in demonstration sites,

information, education and

enterprise development are

four components of the
scheme.

Coverage

Site specific

6
Demonstratio
n sites

Donor Assisted

World Bank, SIDA
(Swedish
International.
Development
agency);
DANINDA
(Danish
International
Development
Assistance)
Finnish
Government,
Ministry for
Foreign Affairs of
Finland
USAID
Rhode Island CRC

USAID (CRMP
project)

Date

1997-

200r

1996-
2000

FEASIBILITY
STUDIES/
PROJECTS
(Cont.)

ICM'Effort'
SEACAM

Coastal
Resources
Management
Project (CRMP
Project II)

Coastal Resource

Management
Project
CRMP

Eastern
Africa
(Comoros,
Eritrea,
Kenya,
Madagascar,
Mauritius,
Mozambique,
Regional,
Reunion
(Fr.),Seychell
es, South
Africa,
Tanzania)

Mexico

Philippines

o
o
o
Jsi(¡)

(¡)



Source

@ Copyrighc EUCC,2001
Last update I I May 2001
htç ://www.coastal guide. or
g/icm/index.html

htþ ://icm.noaa. gov/coun
try/turkey.htrnl

Barriers to Imolementation

The main problems for the

development of ICZIvI in
Baltic Russia are:

Economical crisis in
Russia which has caused a

reduction in the financing
of, amongst others, nature
conservation
Absence of effective tools
pressing stakeholders
towa¡ds sustainable
management
Lack of traditions of
"ecological" behavior
among the population
Poor information of ICZVI
activities

Economic interests usually
win when in conflict with
ecological interests. Low
level of ecological
awareness. There are no
possibilities for public
pa¡ticioation

Prosress

There exists no separate
programme for integrated
coastal zone management

CoveraseDonor Assisted

GEF
Date

FEASIBILITY
STUDIES/
PROJECTS
(Cont.)

tEffortt

Integrated
Coastal Zone
Management in
Russia Project

CAMP

National Caspian

Action Program

Vietnam
Integrated
CoastalTnne
Management
Proiect

Country
Russia
(Black Sea,

Baltic Sea,

Caspian
Sea)

Turkey

Turlsnenistan

Vietnam
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o
l
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Appendix 2
South Australia's Coasts and Cleans Seas MoU

MEMORANDT]M OF UNDERSTANDING

COASTS AND CLEAN SEAS

MEMORANDLJM OF UNDERSTANDING made on the day of April 1998

PARTICIPANTS

The COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA,
The STATE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA, and

the LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

SECTION 1 INTERPRETATION

'ALGA' means the Australian Local Government Association Ltd, ACN 008613876, the Federation

of State-wide L¡cal Government Associations of the States, constituted by Local Govemment

bodies.

'Coastal zone' means that area extending as far inland and as far seaward as necessary to achieve the

coastal management objectives described in Schedule I of this Memorandum of
Understanding, with a primary focus on the land-sea interface.

'Coastal' means within the coastal zone.

'Coasts and Clean.S¿as' means the group of programs under the Natural Heritage Trust described in
the Commonwealth publication Natural Heritage Trust: Coasts and Clean Seas (1997) and

included in the Schedules to this Memorandum.

.Commonwealth Minister' means the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment,

'Commonwealth' means the Commonwealth of Australia.

'Community' means all non government organisations, bodies and individuals.

'DEHAA' means the South Australian Department of Environment, Heritage and Aboriginal Affairs.

'Ecologically Sustainable Use' means the use ofnatural resources as set out in the National Strategy

for Ecologically Sustainable Development.

'Environment Australia' means the environment related groups in the Commonwealth Department of- 
the Environment and the Statutory Authorities within the Commonwealth Environment

Portfolio or such other Department as may from time to time have responsibility for the

Natural Heritage Trust on behalf of the Commonwealth.

'Local Government Association of South Australia' means the Association incorporated under

Section 34 of the South Australian Local Government Act 1934.

,Local Govemment' means Councils incorporated under the South Australian L¡cal Government Act
1934.

'MOU' means the Coasts and Clean Seas Memorandum of Understanding.

'Natural Heritage Ministerial Board' means the Board established under the Commonwealth Natural
Heritøge Trust Act of Australia 1997 and which consists of the Commonwealth Ministers for
the Environment and Primary Industries and Energy.

.Natural Heritage Trust' means the Trust established under the Commonwealth Natural Heritage Trust Act of
Australia 1997.

.Partnership' means cooperation and consultation as developed in the Intergovernmental Agreement on the

Environment (IGAE) with no other legal effect intended

'State' means the State of South Australia.
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Coosls ond Cleon Seos MoU

SECTION2 PARPOSE

This Memorandum establishes the principles of partnership between the Commonwealth, the State of

South Australia and the Local Government Association of South Australia for:

. implementation of the intergovemmental aspects of the Coasts and Clean Seas programs set

out in Schedules to this Memorandum;

. outlining processes by which inter-govemmental cooperation in coastal management can be

achieved.

SECTION3 BASISFORTIIEAGREEMENT

3.1 The goal of this MOU is to promote ecologically sustainable use of Australia's coastal zone'

Cooperation between the three spheres of government in the implementation of the initiatives

described in the schedules will provide a mechanism to achieve further practical

improvements in coastal management.

3. 1 . I The Participants recognise that the Commonwealth's goal for Coasts and Clean Seas is to

accelerate activities in the national interest to achieve the conservation, sustainable use and

repair of Australia's coastal and marine environments.

3.l .2 Coasts and Clean Seas is a component of the Natural Heritage Trust. This MOU forms part of

the Natural Heritage Trust Partnership Agreement in so far as it relates to the responsibilities

of the Commonwealth and State with respect to the Natural Heritage Trust. The relationship

between this MOU and the Natural Heritage Trust Partnership Agreement is set out in

Attachment D of the Partnership Agreement.

3.2 The participants agree that implementation of Coasts and Clean Seas should be guided by the

following considerations.

(i) The participants recognise that coastal management is a cross sectoral activity, requiring

integration.

(ii) The participants recognise the value ofajoint approach between the three spheres of
gou"tntneni, and the community, in the implementation and further development of Coasts

and Clean Seas.

The participants acknowledge the role of State and Local Governments in land use planning

and decision making and of the Commonwealth in relation to the national interest.

The participants agree that Commonwealth funding provided under Coasts and Clean Seas is

to supplement and not to be a substitute for existing funding for coastal management.

Conflict Resolution

In the event that conflict arises, the participants will confer and use their best endeavours,

acting in a spirit of cooperation, to resolve the same.

Each of the participants will notify and consult on matters that come to their attention that

may affect the Memorandum,

SECTION 4 ACTIONS AGREED BY THE PARTICIPANTS

4,1 All participants agree:

(i) to cooperate and consult in implementation of the coastal management initiatives as set out in

the Schedules to this Memorandum;

(ii) to establish mechanisms within their jurisdiction to promote integration across govemment

agencies and dePartments;

(iiÐ to establish mechanisms for consultation with the community on coastal management issues;

(iv) to undertake coastal management in a manner consistent with the coastal management goal,

principles and objectives set out in Schedule I of this Memorandum;

(v) that it is desirable for all spheres of government to have in place consistent coastal

mânagement policies within which all coastal management activities are undefaken;

(iii)

(iv)

3.3

3.3.1

3.4

3tó
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Coqsts ond Cleon Seos MoU

(vi) to make a financial commitment, in cash or kind, to implementation of the Schedules to this

Memorandum;

(vii) to investigate and implement options other than government funding for hnancing coastal

management in the long term.

4.2 The Local Government Association of South Australia will promote among its member

organisations:

(i) the adoption of the philosophy and intent of this Memorandum of understanding;

(ii) the adoption ofcoastal management policies and practices that are consistent with the goal'

the objectives and the principles set out in schedule 1 of this Memorandum;

(iii) the establishment of mechanisms for consultation with coastal interest groups.

SECTION 5 SCTIEDULES

The Schedules to this Memorandum deal with specific coastal management initiatives and form part

of the Memorandum. The Schedules have been prepared and are to be interpreted in

accordance with Sections 1 to 4 of this Memorandum'

SECTION 6 ResPonsible Agencies

6.I Environment Australia is the lead agency for coordinating coastal policy within the

commonwealth Government and for implementing the schedules to the Mou.

6.2 DEHAA is the lead agency for coordinating coastal policy within the South Australian

Government.

6.3 The Local Government Association of South Australia is the lead agency for coordinating

coastal policy among local councils in South Australia.

6.4 For each particular Schedule included in this Memorandum, the State undertakes to nominate

un ug"n"y or Ministry to assume primary responsibility within its jurisdiction for matters

covered in the Schedule, including:

(i) ensuring that projects are undertaken as approved by Ministers and with the terms of this

MOU;

(ii) ensuring that recipients of Coasts and Clean Seas payments are able to manage and monitor

expenditgre in acõordance with South Australia's financial accounting requirements and in

conformity with sound financial practices.

(iiÐ ensuring that, where appropriate, recipients ofCoasts and Clean Seas payments provide the

outcomãs of projects to the Commonwealth in a suitable electronic format as specified in the

relevant project contract'

6.5 The State will nominate a single agency to be responsible for administering financial

assistance provided through the publicly advertised component of Coasts and Clean Seas.

payments will be made to the State by the Commonwealth under a Financial Agreement and

shall be made either to the lead agency, or direct to the State, for full and direct passing to the

lead agency. The lead agency will be responsible for timely delivery to project proponents.

SECTION 7 The Coasts and Clean Seas Assessment Panel

7.l The coasts and clean Seas Assessment Panel (the Panel) will consist of:

(i) state agencies with a direct interest in coastal and marine management, to ensure the

integration of State agency involvement in program implementation;

(ii) L¡cal Govemment members nominated by the Local Government Association of South

Australia;

(iii) non govemment members drawn from conservation groups, indigenous communities,

community user groups and industry.
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7.1.3

7 .1.4

7.1.1 The majority on the Panel shall be f¡cal Government and non govemment members

combined.

7.1.2 The non government members are to be appointed by the responsible State Minister in

consultation with the other Participants to this Memorandum and the agreement of the

Commonwealth Minister.

A Panel member with educational expertise would be desirable.

perly assess certain types of
be added or substituted for
to non government and

Local Govemment members combined is maintained, to fully participate in the assessment of

these projects.

The Panel shall have an independent Chair, selected in consultation between the Participants.

The panel and the State Natural Heritage Trust Assessment Panel will have a reciprocal

member to ensure appropriate integration.

The Commonwealth may nominate observers, who will provide advice on Commonwealth

priorities and project eligibility, to attend Panel meetings.

The State will convene and provide facilities and secretariat suPPort for the Panel.

By preference, all decisions of the Panel shall be agreed by consensus'

All costs associated with the Panel will be met by the State.

Functions of the Panel

The Panel will, for the State of South Australia:

determine the priority of applications for project funding under Coasts and Clean Seas,

according to the Coasts and Clean Seas guidelines, national and State/Tenitory priorities and

technical advice provided by any of the Participants;

make recommendations to the State and Commonwealth Ministers on the priority order of
projects seeking fu nding;

provide advice to program managers on the implementation and further development of these

progfams.

The recommendations of the Panel will be forwarded to appropriate Stâte Minister(s) for

endorsement, and in the case of Coastcare, for approval.

The State will forward all recommendations of the Panel to the Commonwealth Environment

Minister as a single package within 3 months of the closing date for applications.

Final approvals will be made by the Natural Heritage Ministerial Board, through the

Commonwealth Environment Minister, except for Coastcare where approval will be by both

the State Minister and the Board.

The participants will use their best endeavours to ensure that assessment processes and

approvals are completed and payments are made to successful applicants in a timely manner.

7.1.5

7.1.6

7.1.7

1a

1.3

7.4

7.5

7.5.1

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

7.6

7.7

7.8

7.9

SECTION 8 FINANCIAL AND COST SIIARING ARRANGEMENTS

The parties recognise that all levels of government and the community cufrently contribute resources

and effort to the conservation, sustainable use and repair ofcoastal and marine environments

in Australia'

g.l To ensure the maximum flexibility in the administration of the Coasts and Clean Seas, and to

take fully into account different circumstances acrossjurisdictions, financial arrangements

will be determined in accordance with the following principles:

(a) with the exception of Coastcare, expenditure of Commonwealth funds under this Agreement is

not contingent on a matching contribution from the States. The parties agree to use Coasts and

Clean Seas to enhance the total govemment and community effort applied to the pursuit of its

objectives, The commonwealth allocation of funds will, in part, be influenced by the

contribution of effort by the State and/or the alignment of programs, policies and regulations

with Coasts and Clean s Seas objectives;
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(b) the provision of funding by the Commonwealth is subject to the agreed objectives and

outcomes described in Schedules 3 - 9 of this MOU being met;

(c) the Commonwealth and the States will agree which types of costs are included or excluded in
identifying the level ofeffort applied to Coasts and Clean Seas programs;

(d) Coasts and Clean Seas funding is available to meet reasonable and transparently identilted
administrative and related costs, including monitoring and evaluation, associated with the

accelerated or additional development and implementation of Coasts and Clean Seas

programs;

(e) Coasts and Clean Seas funding is not to be used for existing activities of State governments

unless otherwise agreed in the Schedules. In seeking the enhancement oftotal effort in

environmental protection, sustainable agriculture and natural resources management,

innovation in service delivery, the use of alternative policy approaches or improved

productivity are encouraged, provided that outputs and outcomes are maintained or improved;

and

(Ð the focus of Coasts and Clean Seas is on public land. Activity on private land may be funded

taking into account the amount of public benefit received relative to the private benefìt

derived from the activity. Individuals who are direct beneficiaries ofCoasts and Clean Seas

funding will be expected to make complementary efforts to contribute to the project being

funded in recognition of the private beneht they derive. They will also be expected to act

consistently with the objectives ofCoasts and Clean Seas.

8.1 Specific criteria to be addressed in the assessment ofproposals include the proposed

contribution of the proponent and the relative proportions of public and private benefit to

flow from the proPosal.

8.2 In the spirit of partnership, funding under Coasts and Clean Seas for proposals undertaken in

conjunction with State agencies will require a contribution from the State. The level of
contribution will take account of priorities and outcomes for the program set at a national

level, and the current complementary effort by the State in relation to this program (this may

include contributions from catchment levies).

8.3 Community projects will be funded on the basis of a community cash or in-kind contribution,

as agreed between the parties, which will be outlined in annual guidelines.

8.4 Proposals submitted by State agencies should include an explanation ofthe basis for proposed

funding anangements, particularly the respective Commonwealth and State contributions

proposed, reflecting the flow ofbenefits at these levels'

8.5 Other criteria being equal, priority will be given to proposals which have higher levels of
proponent(s) contributions, either in cash or in kind.

8.ó Proposals involving capital infrastructure should reflect beneficiary/user/polluter pays

principles recognising that benefits are likely to accrue at the local, state and national levels.

As a general rule, the Commonwealth contribution will not exceed the State Government

contribution.

SECTION 9 Use of Existing Mechanisms

g.l Where not otherwise provided in the Schedules and subject to agreement between the

participants, existing intergovernmental arrangements will be the primary mechanisms for the

cooperative application of the provisions of this Memorandum'

SECTION 10 Promotion of Coasts and Clean Seas Activities

I 0. I The participants agree to acknowledge the role of the respective spheres of government and to

consult on all publicity and media releases and key correspondence conceming Coasts and

Clean Seas.

lO,2 The Participants agree that in all circumstances where programs or projects receive

Commonwealth funds through Coasts and Clean Seas, or where programs or projects receive

State funds, that appropriate acknowledgment will be given to Coasts and Clean Seas and the

State as a source of those funds,
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10.3 Specifically, in addition to recognising its own contribution, each party will give recognition

to the other party's contributions to projects and ensure that:

(a) any publications, articles, newsletters or other literary works prepared as part of a project

acknowledge that it is being conducted under Coasts and Clean Seas and has received

Commonwealth and State financial support. A copy ofany such publication is to be provided

to the other Party;

(b) signs, posters or other appropriate means are used to acknowledge Coasts and Clean Seas

programs and the Commonwealth and State financial support; and

(c) each party's role and the relevant Coasts and Clean Seas program is acknowledged at relevant

forums, conferences and at project openings.

10.4 The parties agree to consult on funding announcements'

10.5 The participants agree to cooperate in the promotion ofinformation about coastal

management best Practice.

SECTION 11 RePorting

I LI The South Australia Minister for Environment, Heritage and Aboriginal Affairs will,
following consultation with the Local Government Association of South Australia, provide

the Commonwealth with an annual report on implementation of the Coastal Action Program

by 3l October ofeach year. The report will include, but not necessarily be limited to:

(i) an expenditure acquittal;

(ii) an evaluation ofthe extent to which program objectives and outcomes wefe achieved, using

the agreed performance indicators which are to be developed for Schedules 3 - 9 of this

MOU, as the principal basis for evaluation;

(iii) the overall level of State resourcing for each Coasts and Clean Seas program covered in this

MOU in an agreed form.

SECTION 12 Minor variations to the Memorandum

lZ.1 Minor variations to the Memorandum may be agreed in writing at any time between the 3

participants.

SECTION 13 Evaluation and Review

13.1 The participants will consult regularly on the operation of the Memorandum and its progress

in meeting the objectives of Coasts and Clean Seas and the Memorandum will be reviewed

within 12 months of its signing, and annually thereafter, by the participants.

13.2 The Participants agree to cooperate in the development of a Coasts and Clean Seas Evaluation

and Monitoring Strategy, to be completed by 30 June 1998, and in the collection of
information for accountability and performance improvement purposes. As far as is practical,

information will be collected through project reports prepared by the recipients offinancial
assistance.
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SIGNED on behalf of the COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA by

Robert Hill

Minister for the Environment

SIGNED on behalf of the STATE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA by

Dorothy Kotz

Minister for Environment and Heritage

SIGNED on behalf of the LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA bv

Mayor RosemarY Craddock

President, Local Government Association of South Australia
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SCIIEDULE 1

COASTAL MANAGEMENT OBJECTTYES AND PRINCIPLES

l. The participants acknowledge that the goal ofcoastal management is ecologically sustainable

use of coastal resources.

Z. The coastal management objectives and principles set out in clauses 6 and'l of this Schedule

have been adopted by the Commonwealth.

3. The participants agree that the Schedules 2-9 of this Memorandum will be implemented in

accoidancJ with the objectives and principles set out in clauses 6 and 7 of this Schedule, to

assist in achieving the goal of ecologically sustainable use of coastal resources.

4. participants affirm that coastal management policies and practice within their jurisdiction are

and witl remain consistent with this goal and these objectives and principles.

5. The l,ocal Government Association of South Australia undertakes to promote the adoption,

by its member L¡cal Govemments, of coastal management policies and practices that are

consistent with this goal and these objectives and principles.

6. Coastal Management Objectives

6.1 The coastal management objectives are:

Sustainable resource use

(i) to ensure that coastal zone resources are available for fair and equitable public and

commercial use, so that their use optimises the long-term benefits derived by the community;

(ii) to ensure that consequences arising from the dynamic nature ofcoastal environments are

recognised. This includes taking into account natural fluctuations in sea level and climate,

climãte change, impacts associated with storm events, changes in shoreline position, and

species mobility within coastal ecosystems;

(iii) to maintain adequate and appropriate public access to the coast, so that it is possible to enjoy

a range ofrecreational opportunities that are consistent with these objectives. Where

appropriate, public access should be managed to protect coastal resources and public safety;

Resource conservation

(iv) to conserve and manage areas and features of significant ecological, physical, cultural,

historic, landscape and scientific importance, so that their values are maintained;

(v) to maintain the biological diversity and productivity ofmarine and terrestrial ecosystems and

natural processes within the coastal zone for present and future generations. Where

environmental qualities have been degraded remedial action should be taken to restore them;

(vi) to maintain or restore the quality of coastal waters, so that there is no significant detrimental

impact on the integrity of coastal ecosystems and their ability to support a range of beneficial

uses;

Public participation

(vii) to ensure that there is informed public participation in open, consultative processes dealing

with planning and management ofcoastal resources;

(viii) to recognise the interests in the coastal zone of Australia's indigenous peoples and

incorporate these interests in management arrangements;

Knowledge and understanding

(ix) to enhance and incorporate in decision making an understanding ofcoastal zone ecosystems

and natural processes and the effects on them ofhuman activities; this enhanced

understandiñg should also be reflected in the skills of managers with responsibilities in the

coastal zone;

(x) to encourage and support relevant decision making organisations in the p¡eparation of

runug"tn"nt guidelines and codes ofpractice to deal with specific coastal management issues'
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7. Guiding Principles For The Management Of Coastal Resources

7.1. The coastal management guiding principles are:

Sustainable resource use

Integrated assessment

(i) The ecological and physical links between terrestrial and marine systems must be taken into
consideration in the use and management ofcoastal zone resources.

(ii) The economic, environmental, social and cultural values ofcoastal zone resources should be

identified and the impacts of uses on those values should be determined as far as practicable

before decisions are made.

(a) As far as practicable, assessments should be made on local, regional, national and global

scales. They should take into account long-term impacts on the resource itselfand on other

resources and other users. As far as practicable, negative effects of resource use should be

minimised.

(b) Cumulative impacts should be taken into consideration before decisions are made about the

use ofcoastal resources. As far as practicable, cumulative impacts that have net negative

effects should be avoided. It is also necessary to guard against the unintended negative

effects of numerous small decisions.

(c) Resource uses in the coastal zone should have significant adverse long-term effects on

landscape or visual character only if the change induced is consistent with the

management objectives for the area.

(iii) Coastal zone resource uses should be monitored to ensure that impact assessments are

accurate. Ifimpacts differ significantly from those predicted, remedial actions, including
reviewing the resource allocation, should be undertaken.

The precautionary approach

(iv) If there is a high risk of serious or irreversible adverse impacts resulting from the use of a

coastal resource, thât use should be permitted only if those impacts can be mitigated or there

are overwhelming grounds for proceeding in the national interest'

(v) If a use is assessed as having a low risk ofcausing serious or irreversible adverse impacts, or

if there is insufficient information with which to assess fully and with certainty the magnitude

and nature ofimpacts, decision making should proceed in a conservative and cautious

manner, The absence ofscientiirc certainty should not be a reason for postponing measures

to prevent or mitigate negative impacts.

Resource allocation

(vi) Coastal resources should be allocated to the use with the greatest long-term community

benefit, where benefit is determined by taking economic, environmental, social and cultural

considerations into account.

(a) The degree to which an activity is dependent on being located in the coastal zone should be

taken into account when resources are being allocated. Priority should be given to uses that

are particularly dependent on coastal locations or coastal resources.

(b) Alternative uses of coastal resources and opportunities for multiple or sequential use should

be identihed before allocation decisions are made. Multiple or sequential use of the coast

should occur only when one use will not significantly diminish a resource's value for
subsequent uses. When this is not possible resources in an area should be allocated to

competing uses, so that the greatest range of beneficial uses is satisfied while minimising
conflict between uses. At times it may be necessary to use areas for a single purpose or a

restricted number of PurPoses.

Coastal areas in or near their natural state should be developed for uses that diminish their
value only if development would provide considerable benefit and no other viable alternative

exists.

Development in the coastal zone should occur in accordance with predetermined strategic

coastal management plans. Incremental linear development around coastal towns should be

discouraged.

(c)

(vii)

Coosls ond Cleon Seqs MoU
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(d)

(e)

(viii) Public access to the coast, including beach, foreshore and marine areas, should be maintained

for recreation, tourism and other public activities, The extent, location and type ofaccess

may, however, need to be controlled to mitigate adverse effects ofthis access, to resolve

incompatible uses, or in the interest of public safety.

The user-pays princiPle

prices charged for access to coastal resources should reflect all short-term and long-term economic,

environmental and social costs associated with use of those resources'

(a) Ifit is not possible to measure these costs their existence and relative importance should be

taken into account before decisions are made.

(b) Economic instruments should be applied equitably across all sectors of society, although the

circumstances ofdisadvantaged groups should be taken into account'

(c) The costs of development in coastal areas-including infrastructure costs, the costs of
environmental management and monitoring, and the costs of managing natural hazards-
should be borne by development Proponents.

If a direct benefit accrues to the community as a result of a development it is reasonable that

costs be apportioned between the developer and the community in accordance with the

distribution of benefi ts.

When developments in the coastal zone will result in increased tourism and recreational use,

it is necessary to assess the hazards that might affect users and to develop facilities for

managing the increased use. Comprehensive arrangements should be established to meet the

continuing costs of management and maintenance.

Resource conservation

(xi) Natural physical processes should be safeguarded. Development should take account of
natural processes and be located so as to disrupt or be affected by these processes as little as

possible. When the disruption of natural processes is unavoidable every attempt should be

made to limit that disruption and its impact on adjoining coastal areas.

(xii) Biological diversity and the biological processes on which it relies should be maintained. As

far as practicable, use ofthe coastal zone should have minimal adverse impacts on regional

biological diversity and biological processes.

(xiii) Sites ofecological, cultural, archaeological, historic and scientific signifrcance should be

identihed and maintained.

(xiv) The disposal ofwaste, particularly into rivers, estuaries and the ocean, should be limited to

the quantity and quality that the receiving environment can assimilate without suffering long-

term degradation.

(a) Waste disposal into coastal waters should be a last resort âfter all avenues for re-use and

recycling have been exhausted'

(b) If the assimilative capacity is unknown, existing pollution discharges should be progressively

reduced to levels where there is a low probability of adverse impacts on the receiving

environment beyond the discharge mixing zone. New discharges should be avoided.

Public participation

(xv) Effective public consultation and participation are essential to the planning process and

should be encouraged before decisions are made. For participation to be effective, the public

requires sufficient information and opportunity to be informed about alternative uses.

prócesses for deciding about coastal zone management should be open and publicly

documented to allow for scrutinY.

(xvi) Local communities, including local industries, should be encouraged to share direct

responsibility for management of local coastal areas and to participate in the development and

implementation of management strategies.

The interests of indigenous peoples should be recognised and incorporated in resource use

decision making. This requires, among other things, effective protection ofcultural and

intellectual property, including storylines; participation in the management of resources in

which people have traditional or cultural interests; recognition of indigenous rigbts to hunt,

gather ãnd fish, consistent with conservation objectives; and conservation of the resources

upon which these activities are based.

(xvii)
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SCHEDULE2

TIIE INTERGOYERNMENTAL COASTAL REFERENCE GROUP

1. The Participants agree to participate in the Intergovernmental Coastal Reference Group. The

terms of reference of the group are to;

(i) provide a forum to discuss issues associated with the implementation of the Schedules to this

MOU;

(ii) provide an opportunity for all govemments to exchange information on coastal management

practices;

(iii) provide advice to the Commonwealth on the implementation of these Schedules;

(iv) provide advice on the intergovernmental aspects ofcoastal matters directly to their respective
governments.

Membership of the Intergovernmental Coastal Reference Group shall comprise representatives

of the Commonwealth, each State and State I-¡cal Government Association, the Northern

Territory, the Northern Territory Local Govemment Association and the Australian Local
Government Association.

Members of the Group should have a direct responsibility for coastal policies and/or

management within their jurisdiction.

4. The Chair will be selected by the Group.

Environment Australia will ;

provide secretariat support to the Group;

lead the Commonwealth representation on the Group

6. Participants will meet their own costs associated with membership of the Group.

2.

3

5

(i)

(ii)
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SCIIEDULE 3

COASTCARE

The participants acknowledge the benehts to be derived from community participation in coastal

management; in particular, the creation of local ownership of environmental and natural

resource management problems and their solutions'

The participants agree to cooperate in the implementation of Coastcare.

J.

(i)

(ii)

The objectives of Coastcare are:

to engender in local communities, including local industries, a sense of stewardship for
coastal and marine areas;

to provide opportunities and resources for residents, volunteers, business and interest groups

to participate in coastal management;

to support community identihcation ofnatural and cultural heritage resources;

to facilitate interaction between the community and bodies with responsibility for managing

coastal areas.

The desired outcomes ofCoastcare are:

to increase the level and effectiveness of community involvement in coastal management;

to increase the capacity of those contributing to coastal management through documentation

and dissemination of best practice coastal management information;

to raise awareness ofcoastal issues - the problems and possible solutions;

to increase the level of effective coastal management activity;

to increase cooperation in and between all spheres of govemment and the community.

Performance indicators (based on the desired outcomes of Coastcare)

The Participants agree to cooperate in the development of performance indicators, as set out

in Clause I 1 .1 (ii) of this MOU,

(iii)

(iv)

4.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(vi)

5.

5.1

6 The South Australian Minister for Environment, Heritage and Aboriginal Affairs (the State

Minister) will be the responsible Minister for the administration of Coastcare in South

Australia.

6.I DEHAA will be Coastcare manager in South Australia.

Coastcare will be advertised as part of the publicly advertised component of the Guide to

Coasts and Clean Seas Applications.

8. ASSESSMENT OF COASTCARE APPLICATIONS

Coastcare applications will be assessed by the Coasts and Clean Seas Assessment Panel, as set

out in Clause 7 of this MOU.
8.1

7
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9.

9.1

9.2

(i)

(ii)

9.3

(i)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ii)

NATIONAL CRITERIA

Coastcare will focus primarily on publicly owned or managed coastal terrestrial and marine

environments and/or coastal land held in trust for or owned or managed by the Aboriginal

community.

To ensure that management actions are integrated, projects should:

be consistent with relevant local or regional management plans;

involve a partnership between the community, the relevant local coastal manager or owner

and Local Government.

Preference will be given to projects that:

are consistent with the objectives and principles in Schedule 1 of this Memorandum and State

and Local Government coastal management policies;

will assist in achieving the objectives and the desired outcomes ofCoastcare, set out in

clauses 4 and 5 ofthis Schedule;

are of demonstrable public beneht;

are of merit;

form part of a larger strategic project, particularly those strategies developed under Schedule

5;

identify the strategies to be used to maintain the outcomes of the project in the longer term;

demonstrate how the education, information dissemination and public awareness implications

of the project will be addressed;

have been prepared in consultation with a Coastcare facilitator, to ensure that all key interest

groups thai may be affected by the proposal have been consulted in its development.

Types Of Projects

Types of projects which will be funded under Coastcare include, but are not restricted to

community participation in development and implementation of management plans;

protection and rehabilitation of sensitive areas;

enhancement ofsustainable tourism, recreation and other activities, including access to the

coast;

community-based monitoring of coastal environments;

identihcation and protection ofnatural and cultural heritage resources;

involvement of coastal industries in community projects and the adoption of sustainable

management practices;

enhancement of coastal landscape and improved coastal urban design'

Consideration will be given to:

projects that run for more than one year. However, funding for ongoing projects will be

reviewed annually;

paying project ofhcer salary and other costs, only where these relate to a particular project;

projects on private land, provided they are of demonstrable public benefit.

Major capital works, for example, seawalls, groynes, roads and toilet blocks, will not be

tunded.

Conditions of Coastcare Program Grants

The following conditions apply to all grants made under Coastcare'

10.

l0.l
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

10.2

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

10.3

I l.

11.1
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(i)

(ii)

The project must acknowledge Coastcare and logo in the form ofsignage.

The Coastcare logo must be prominently displayed in any documents associated with the

project.

The grant must be acquitted, on completion of the project, with Coastcare manager, DEHAA.

All participants will be free to use the products/outcomes of the project, provided that the

Commonwealth's financial support is acknowledged, unless it is specihcally agreed otherwise

at any time by all ParticiPants'

For all grants greater than $20 000, progress reports must be submitted every 3 months to

Coastcare manager, DEHAA.

For all grants, a hnal report must be submitted to Coastcare manager' DEHAA, following

completion of the Project.

For p agreement to funding beyond one year' a satisfactory

progr I ofexpenditure to date, must be provided to Coastca¡e

mana for the subsequent year is considered.

Any group appl isfactorily complete and acquit all

previous projec projects will be considered for

funding, unless of concurrently managing and

completing more than one Project.

Grants may only be paid to an incorporated body.

Relevant approvals, including the specific endorsement of the relevant coastal manager(s) or

owner(s) must have been obtained for the project'

Funding

participants agree that responsibility for funding Coastcare grants will be shared as follows:

the Commonwealth will allocate funds to each State and the Northern Teritory based on a

division of the available monies in accordance with the following formula: equal proportions

of base grant:population:length of coastline, The Commonwealth anticipates making available

toSA$3ll000foreachfinancialyear7997198to2000/01inclusive. Theseltguresinclude

funding for the Indigenous Component of Coastcare (refer to clause I 5);

the State will match the Commonwealth allocation of funds in a combination of cash and

agreed 'in kind' contributions. States may claim an in kind contribution of either one dollar

for every cash dollar they provide for grants, up to a maximum of$85 000-or 25Vo oftheir
cash contribution, whichever is the larger;

the actual funding provided by the Commonwealth will be equal to the State's contribution in

cash and agreed 'in kind', up to the State's allocation;

the total amount of cash funds so provided by the Commonwealth and the State will
constitute the pool of funds for that State's Coastcare Program projects;

the pool of funds will be used exclusively for community based coastal projects determined in

accordance with the recommendations of the Panel;

L¡cal Government conributions to individual projects may include 'in kind' contributions

associated with minor capital works, such as small scale car parks, provided these are an

integral part of a larger integrated Coastcare Program project.

The Commonwealth, in consultation with the States, will promote Coastcare nationally and

will support a program to attract corporate sponsorship for Coastcare. Sponsorship funding

will be additional to the pool of funds (refer to 12.I(iii) and will not require matching funds.

Facilitators

3 Coastcare facilitators will be employed in regions, to be agreed by the Participants, to:

assist in raising the awareness and profile ofCoastcare in particular and Coasts and Clean

Seas in general;

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

t2.

12.1

(i)

(ii)

(i ii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

t2.2

13.

13.1

(i)
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(ii) advise on and coordinate activities funded under Coastcare within their region;

(iii) assist, where appropriate, with the implementation of Coasts and Clean Seas initiatives and

contribute to integrated approaches to coastal management;

(iv) work closely with and encourage community participation in coastal zone management and

associated activities within their region;

(v) provide advice to community gtoups and others on best practice coastal management;

(vi) facilitate communication and cooperation within and between community interest groups,

industries, local govemment and government agencies;

(vii)

(viii)

assist in the promotion of indigenous interests in coastal management;

assist community groups and others to prepafe applications for Coastcare Program funding'

13.2 Coastcare facilitators will carry out their functions in a manner consistent with the coastal

management objectives of each of the Participants.

13.3 Consideration will be given to employing at least one facilitator who is an Indigenous person,

or who is acceptable to Indigenous communities.

13.4 It is not the function of Coastcare facilitators to:

(i) act as community representatives or lobbyists;

(ii) play a formal role in the assessment ofprojects for grants.

13.5 Coastcare facilitators will be located within a host organisation (refer to clause 13.8).

13.6 Coastcare facilitators must provide progress reports at least every 3 months to the host

organisation, the State Coastal Coordinator (refer to clause 13.9), the Commonwealth

Coastcare Ofhcer (refer to clause 13.10) and the Local Government Association of South

Australia, identifying contacts, progress on projects and emerging issues, and evaluating

progress in terms ofthe desired outcomes set out in clause 4 ofthis Schedule.

13.7 Selection of Coastcare Facilitators

13,7.1 Coastcare facilitators will be selected by a selection panel consisting of at least I State

Government representative, I Local Govemment representative agreed with the Local

Government Association of South Australia and I community representative to be agreed by

the participants. One ofthese representatives will be from the host organisation. This

representative will also be the chair ofthe selection panel.

13.7 .2 Duty statements and selection criteria will be determined in consultation between the

participants. The Commonwealth will consult with non government organisations on these

matters.

13.8 The Host Organisation

13.8.1 The Commonwealth will make payments of at least $50 000 annually under contract to each

host organisation to cover salary and associated costs for Coastcare facilitators.

13.8.2 ThehostorganisationwillemploytheCoastcarefacilitatortocarryoutthedutiesasspecified
in the dutY statement.

13.8.3 The Coastcare facilitator will not carry out any of the core functions of the host organisation.

13.8.4 The host organisation will be responsible for:

(i) the administrative management of the Coastcare facilitator;

(ii) providing for the administrative needs of the Coastcare facilitator. Such support might

include offrce space, telephone, personal computing equipment, access to a vehicle for work

purposes and human resource management;

(iii) oversightingthefacilitator'sday-to-dayactivities'
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13.8.5 The host organisation will be selected following either consultation between the participants

or a call for expressions of interest in each region agreed by the participants.

13.9 The State Coastal Coordinator

I 3.9. I As part of its Coastcare Program management function, the State will provide a State Coastal

Coordinator to provide support for and promote State wide linkages between the Coastcare

facilitators. In addition, the State Coastal Coordinator will provide support for and promote

State/Local Government aspects of Coasts and Clean Seas generally.

13.9.2T1¡e State Coastal Coordinator will have responsibility in cooperation with the host in
developing, monitoring and reviewing the Coastcare facilitators work program. To the extent

necessary for ensuring the overall coordination ofthe Facilitators, the State Coastcare

Manager shall also oversee and direct the performance and duties of the Facilitators as set out

in the relevant contracts with Host Organisations'

13.9.3. Where there is disagreement between the State Coastcare Manager and a Facilitator about the

activities of the Facilitator that cannot be revolved by discussions between the two, the

participants to this MOU will confer to resolve the matter consistent with clause 3.3 of the

MOU.

I 3. l0 The Commonwealth Coastcare Officer

l3.l0.l The Commonwealth will provide a Commonwealth Coastcare Officer to:

(i) provide a national point ofcontact for Coastcare;

(ii) provide a national perspective for Coastcare;

(iii) promote national linkages;

(iv) provide national support for the Coastcare facilitators;

(v) coordinate the evaluation ofCoastcare nationally.

l3.l I Training

I 3. I 1.1 All participants will cooperate in the provision of relevant and timely training for the

Coastcare facilitators.

t4.

t4.l

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Reporting

The State Minister will, after consultation with the I-ncal Govemment Association of South

Australia, provide an annual report on Coastcare to the Commonwealth by 3l October of each

year or by a date agreed between the State and the Commonwealth. The report will include,

but not necessarily be limited to:

an audited expenditure acquittal of all Coastcare Program funds;

the total number and total cost of projects funded;

the title, aim, proponent, amount of grant and outcome of each project funded;

the number of projects comPleted;

the number of projects requiring an extension;

an evaluation of the year's Coastcare Program activities, using agreed performance indicators

as the principal basis for the evaluation.

Indigenous Component of Coastcare

A minimum pool of funds will be established for an Indigenous Component of Coastcare

under the same alrangements as set out in clause 12 ofthis Schedule.

Indigenous projects will also be eligible for funding out of the main pool of Coastcare

Program funds,

In addition to the national criteria, set out in clause 9 of this Schedule:

projects must be sponsored by an Indigenous community group;

15.

15. r

15.1.1

t5.2

(i)
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(ii) subject to the accountability requirements set out in this Memorandum, submissions from

Indigenous community groups may be accepted in a form different from the standard

application, where this is agreed by the Panel.

15.3 In addition to the types ofprojects set out in clause l0 ofthis Schedule, the types ofprojects

which will be funded under the Indigenous Component of Coastcare include, but are not

restricted to:

(i) recording and protection ofcultural heritage sites in the coastal zone;

(ii) development of management strategies for land and sea areas under Indigenous control;

(iii) participation in the development of strategies for areas in which Indigenous peoples have an

interest.

15.4 The Panel will, for the State of South Australia:

determine, within agreed national criteria and guidelines, the priority of applications for
project funding under the Indigenous Component of Coastcare;

make recommendations to the State and Commonwealth Ministers on the priority order of
projects seeking funding under the Indigenous Component of Coastcare.

(i)

(ii)
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lnterview Questions for managers of state Lead coastal

Management Agencies

the success of
Coastcare has

ry.

1'InyouropinionhowsuccessfulhastheCoastcareprogrambeeninprovidinga

"ontribotion 
to coastal management in your State?

2.InwhatwayshasCoastcarecontributedtocoastalmanagementinyour
StateÆenitorY?

3. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

4. coastca¡e reaches the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (200112002)'

on reflection, what do you consider to have been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

SectionTwo:RELATIoNSHIPSBETWEENCOASTCAREANDOTHER
COASTAL MANAGERS

Thefollowingquestionsseekyouropinion-abouthowwellCoastcarehasworkedtowards
i,, ái* 

"f 
ø"iiiating interaction between the community and those responsible for

managing coastal areas.

COASTCARE AND STATE COASTAL MANAGEMENT

5. How successful have Coastcare projects been in addressing:

a) State coastal management strategies/policy?

b) Regional coastal management plans/strategies?

6. How committed is your departmenlagency to the Coastcare program?

T.HowdoesyourdepartmenlagencydemonstrateitssupportfortheCoastcare
program?

coAsTcAREANDRoLEoFCoMMoNWEALTHGoVERNMENT
S.InyouropinionhowsupportivehastheCommonwealthGovernmentbeenin

deíeloping the Coastcare progÏam in your StateÆerritory?

g.InwhatwayscouldtheCommonwealthGovernmentbettersupportCoastcarein
your State?

COASTCARE AND LOCAL COASTAL LAND MANAGERS

10. The nature of interaction between Coastcare groups and local coastal land managers

maytake,"n",uldifferentforms(i,e.regularmeetings,technicalSupport,andso
on).

1 1. In your opinion how supportive have local coastal managers been in developing the

Coastcare ptogtu* in yàut StateÆerritory? (Local Government/State agencies -
Parks and Wildlife or equivalent)'
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lnterview Questions for managers of state Lead Goastal

Management Agencies (cont..')

In your opinion how effective is the interaction between local coastcare groups and

local coastal land managers?

In your opinion, how effective have the regional Coastcare facilitators been in

"nóooruging 
interaction between community groups and local coastal managers?

what evidence is there that effective interaction is taking place between coastcare

groups and local coastal land managers?

How could interaction between local coastal land managers and coastcare groups be

improved?

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Ã t"v "f"."nt 

of the Coastcare Program is to encourage local communities, including local

industry, to sha¡e responsibility for management of local coastal areas'

16. In your opinion, how effective is the Coastcare program's grant scheme aS a means

of involving local communities in coastal management?

17. How successful has Coastcare been in developing community responsibility for

managing coastal areas?

1g. How successful has the Coastcare program been in involving the community in

decision making for coastal planning and management at:

a) the local level?
b) the regional level?

lg.DoyouhaveanyfurthercommentsinregardtoCoastcarewhichhavenotbeen
addressed in this interview?

13

15.

t2.

14.
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Queslionnoires &

lnterview Questions for Gommonwealth Coastcare Managers

Schedules

Section One
COASTCARE AND COASTAL MANAGEMENT
The following section requires you to consider your overall impressions of the success of
the Coastcare program since its inception'

l. In your opinion how successful has the Coastcare program been in providing a

contribution to coastal management in Australia?

Z. In what ways has Coastcare contributed to coastal management around Australia?

3. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

4. Coasrcare reaches the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (2001/2002)

On reflection, what do you consider to have been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

Section Two
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COASTCARE AND OTHER COÄSTAL
MANAGERS
The following questions seek your opinion about how well Coastcare has worked towards

its aim of facilitating interaction between the community and those responsible for
managing coastal areas.

5. How satisfied are you with the degree of interaction you share with the State

Coastca¡e co-ordinators?

6. What is the nature of that interaction?

7. How do you think your interaction with State Coastcare co-ordinators could be

improved to further develop Coastcare?

8. In your opinion how effective have the lead coastal management

agencies/departments (at a managerial level) around the country been in

implementing the Coastcare program?

g. In what ways could the role of the lead State coastal management

departments/agencies (at a managerial level) be improved to further develop

Coastcare?

10. How satisfied are you with the degree of interaction you (the Commonwealth

Coastcare managers) share with the managers of State coastal planning/management

agencies in each of the States and the Northern Territory?

I l. What is the nature of interaction you, (the Commonwealth Coastcare managers),

share with the managers of State coastal planning/management agencies in each of
the States and the Northern Tenitory?

lZ. In your opinion, how effective have the Coastcare co-ordintors been in involving the

Státe coaital planning/management agencies in each of the States and the Northern

Territory in the Coastcare program?

13. rilhat evidence is there that effective interaction is taking place between the broader

State coastal programs and Coastcare in each of the States and the NT?

14. How satisfied are you with the degree of interaction you (the Commonwealth

Coastcare managers) share with the regional Coastcare facilitators in each of the

States and the Northern Territory?

15. What is the nature of interaction you share with the regional Coastcare facilitators?
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lnterview Questions for Commonwealth Goastcare Managers (Gont..)

COASTCARE AND LOCAL COASTAL LAND MANAGERS

ifre natur" of interaction between Coastcare groups and local coastal land managers may

take several different forms (i.e. regular meetings, technical support, and so on).

16. In your opinion, how effective have the regional Coastcare facilitators been in

"nóouruging 
interaction bet'ween community groups and local coastal managers?

lj. What evidence is there that effective interaction is taking place between Coastcare

groups and local coastal land managers?

18. How satisfied are you with the hosting arrangements for regional coastcare

facilitators?

lg. How do you think the hosting arrangements for regional Coastcare facilitators could

be improved?

Section Three
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Ã t"y 

"t"rn"nt 
of the Coastcare Program is to encourage local communities,

inctuâing local industry, to share responsibility for management of local coastal areas

2r.

In your opinion, how effective is the Coastcare program's grant scheme as a means

of involving local communities in coastal management?

How successful has Coastcare been in developing community responsibility for

managing coastal areas?

How successful has the coastcare program been in involving the community in

decision making for coastal planning and management?

Section Four
SELECTION PROCESS OF COASTCARE APPLICATIONS

23. How successful do you consider the State Assessment Panel process is in selecting

suitable Projects for funding?

24. How do you think the SAP process could be improved?

25. Do you have any further comments in regard to coastcare which have not been

addressed in this interview?

20.

22.
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lnterview Questions for State Coastcare Coordinators

Section One
COASTCARE AND COASTAL MANAGEMENT
The following section requires you to consider your overall impressio_ns of the success of

the Coastcare proglam since its'inception. It also seeks your views ofhow Coastcare has

functioned wittrin ttre coastal management framework in your State/Tenitory'

1. In your opinion how successful has the coastcare proglam been in providing a

contribution to coastal management in your State?

2.InwhatwayshasCoastcarecontributedtocoastalmanagementinyour
StateÆenitorY?

3. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

4. coastcare reaches the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (200112002)'

On reflection, what do you consider to have been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

Section Two
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COASTCARE AND OTHER COASTAL

MANAGERS
if," foUo*ing questions seek your opinion about how well Coastcare has worked towards

its aim of tacitiiating interactiôn between the community and those responsible for

managing coastal areas.

COASTCARE AND STATE COASTAL MANAGEMENT

5. How successful have Coastcare projects been in addressing:

a) State coastal management strategies/policy?

b) Regional coastal management plans/strategies?

6. In your opinion how supportive has the lead coastal management agency/department

in your Slate been in implementing the Coastcare program?

7 . In what ways could the role of the lead coastal management department/agency in

your State be improved to further develop Coastcare?

8. In what ways do you as the Coastcare co-ordinator, interact with the lead coastal

-unug"rn"nt dep;tmenvagency in your State (at a managerial level)? (i'e. are there

mechanisms in place for information exchange?)

g. How satisfied are you with the degree of interaction you share with the lead coastal

management departmenlagency (at a managerial level) in your State?

coASTcAREAI{DROLEoFcoMMoNwEALTHGOVERNMENT

10. How satisfied are you with the degree of interaction you share with the

Commonwealth Coastcare managers?

11. In your opinion, how effective have the Commonwealth Coastcare managers been in

"nóouruging 
the lead state agencies to support the coastcare program?

lz. In what ways could the commonwealth Government better support coastcare in

your State?
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Interview Questions for state coastcare coordinators
(cont...)

COASTCARE AND 
tal land managers may

The nature of interact

take several different rt' and so on)'

13.Inyouropinionhowsupportivelocal'coastalmanagersbeenindevelopingthe
coastcare pr" gr;;' il ;ã'ur stateflenitory? (Local Governmenlstate agencies -
Parks and Wit¿tit" or equivalent)'

14'InyouropinionhoweffectiveistheinteractionbetweenlocalCoastcaregroupsand
local coastal land managers?

15'Inyouropinion,howeffectivehavetheregionalCoastcarefacilitatorsbeenin
encouraging interaction between 

"o'n-uníty 
groups and local coastal managers?

|6.WhatevidenceistherethateffectiveinteractionistakingplacebetweenCoastcare
groups and local coastal land managers?

l,l'HowcouldinteractionbetweenlocalcoastallandmanagersandCoastcaregroupsbe

18.

19.

improved?

How supportive do you think the hosts have been of the Coastcare program?

HowdoyouthinkthehostingarrangementsforregionalCoastca¡efacilitatorscould
be improved?

N 
ities' including local

gram is to encourage local commun:

management of local coastal areas'

20.Inyouropinion,howeffectiveistheCoastcarepfogram'Sgrantschemeasameans
of involving local communities in coastal management?

2|.HowsuccessfulhasCoastca¡ebeenindevelopingcommunityresponsibilityfor
managing coastal areas?

zz. How successful has the coastcare program been in involving the community in

ãecision making for coastal planning and management at:

a) the local level?

b) the regional level?

Section Four
SELECTION PROCESS

This final section asks You

Coastcare aPPlications

OF COASTCARE APPLICATIONS
io ."n"rt upon various aspects of the process of selecting

23.

24.

25.

26.

27,

28

HowsuccessfuldoyouconsiderthestateAssessmentPanelprocessisinselecting
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lnterview euestions for Regional coastcare Facilitators

ENT
your overall impressions ofthe success of
so seeks your views of how Coastcare has

ework in your StateÆerritorY'

1. In your opinion how successful has the Coastcare program been in providing a

"ont.ibution 
to coastal management in your State?

2. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

3. In your opinion, how effective is the Coastcare program's grant scheme as a means

of involving local communities in coastal management?

4. coastcare reaches the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (200112002)'

On reflection, *nulão you consider to have been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

Section Two
NÈiEiTONSHIPS BETWEEN COASTCARE AND OTHER COASTAL

MANAGERS
Thefollowingquestionsseekyouropinion-abouthowwellCoastcarehasworkedtowards
its aim of facilitating inieractián betwe"n the community and those responsible for

managing coastal areas.

COASTCARE AND STATE COASTAL MANAGEMENT

5'HowsuccessfulhaveCoastcareprojectsbeeninaddressingStatecoastal
management strategies?

6. How successful have Coastcare projects been in addressing regional coastal

management Plans/strategies ?

,t . In your opinion how supportive has the lead coastal management agency/department

in yorrr Siate been in implementing the Coastcare program?

8'Howcouldtheroleoftheleadcoastalmanagementdepartment/agencyinyourState
be improved to further develop Coastcare?

9'HowsupportivehasthestateCoastcareCo-ordinatorbeenofyouinyourroleasa
regional Coastcare facilitator?

10. How satisfied are you with your hosting arrangements?

11. How supportive is your host of the Coastcare program?

12. How could the hosting arrangement be improved?

COASTCARE AND LOCAL COASTAL LAND MANAGERS

in" 
"ulut" 

of interaction between Coastcare groups and local coastal land managers may

take several different ror-, ti.". regular meetings, technical support, and so on).

13. In your opinion how effective is the interaction between local coastcare groups and

local coastal land managers?

74. what evidence is there that effective interaction is taking place between coastcare

groups and local coastal land managers?

15. How could interaction between local coastal land managers and coastcare groups be

imProved?
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Interview Questions for Regional coastcare Facilitators
(Cont..)

16. How supportive overall have local coastal managers been ofyour role as a regional

Coastcare facilitator?

Ij. As a regional Coastcare facilitator how have you gone about developing a working

relationihip with local coastal land managers?

18. What factors have helped establish postitive interaction with local coastal land

managers associated with Coastcare?

lg. what has hindered your interaction with local coastal land managers associated with

Coastcare?

COASTCARE AND ROLE OF COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT

20. In your opinion how supportive has the Commonwealth Government been in

ã"í"foping the CoastcarJ program in your StateÆerritory?

21. How could the Commonwealth Government better support Coastca¡e?

Section Three
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Ã k;;;1."""t of the Coastcare Program is to encourage local communities, including local

induitry, to share responsibility for management of local coastal areas'

ZZ. Has Coastcare been successful in developing community responsibility for

managing coastal areas?

23. How successful has the coastcare program been in involving the community in

decisionmakingforcoastalplanningandmanagementatthelocallevel?

24.HowsuccessfulhastheCoastcareprogfambeenininvolvingthecommunityin
decision makingfor coastal planning ãnd management at the regional level?

Section Four
sniECrTON PROCESS OF COASTCARE APPLICATIONS

This final section astcs you to reflect upon various aspects of the process of selecting

Coastcare aPPlications.

25. How successful do you consider the state Assessment Panel process is in selecting

suitable Projects for funding?

26.HowcouldtheCoastcareApplicationForm.GuidelinestoApplicants,be
imProved?

27. Do you consider the representation of stakeholders on the State Assessment Panel to

be adequate?

2S.Whatdoyouconsidertobethestrengthsofyourpanel'sselectionprocess?
29. How could your panel's selection process be improved?

30. In your opinion does your State Ass e adequate feedback

reiarding the outcomls of previous ds?

31. Do you have any further comments in e which have not been

addressed in this interview?
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Questionnaire for local coastal land managers

Section One
òomrcanE AND coAsrar, MANAcEMENT

s you to consider your overall impressio-ns ofthe success of

ts inception. It also seeks your views ofhow Coastcare has

managèment framework in your State/Tenitory'

1'InyouropinionhowsuccessfulhastheCoastcareprogrambeeninprovidinga
contribution to coastal management it your area?

2.InwhatwayshasCoastcarecontributedtocoastalmanagementinyourarea?

3. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

4. coastcare reaches the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (2ÛOll2oo2)'

on reflection, *hJJq'you consider iô hun" been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

Section Two
NNiNiTONSHIPS BETWEEN COASTCARE AND OTHER COASTAL

MANAGERS
ThefollowingquestionsseekyouropinionabouthowwellCoastcarehasworkedtowards
td;t* of facîliiating interaction between the community and those responsible for

managing coastal areas,

5.DoesyourorganisationhaveadedicatedstaffmembertoworkwithCoastcare
groups?
(Please tick one box)

6. In what ways does your organisation participate in the Coastcare program?

T.Inyouropinion,howeffectivehavetheregionalCoastcarefacilitatorsbeenin

"nóourugîng 
interaction between you (the local coastal land managers) and

communitY grouPs?

8. In what ways have the facilitators encouraged interaction?

9

Section Three
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
A key element of the co*rct" Program is to encourage local communities, including local

inOurt y, to share responsibility for management oflocal coastal areas'

10

11

In your opinion, how effective is the Coastcare program's grant scheme as a means

ãi ínuotning local communities in coastal management?

What are the reasons for your choice?

From your perspective of local coastal land manager' in what w.ays could the

è;;;;;togru* be improved to make a more effective contribution to coastal

management in Your area?

DoyouhaveanyfurthercommentsinregardtoCoastcarewhichhavenotbeen
addressed in this questionnaire?

12.
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Questionnaire for agencies hosting regional Coastcare

facilitators

Section One
COASTCARE AND COASTAL MANAGEMENT

s you to consider your overall impressio-ns of the success of

ts inception. It also seeks your views of how Coastcare has

managãment framework in your StateÆerritory'

l.InyouropinionhowsuccessfulhastheCoastcareprogrambeeninprovidinga
cont ibution to coastal management in your area?

2. What are the reasons for your choice?

3.InwhatwayshasCoastcarecontributedtocoastalmanagementinyourarea?

4. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

5. Coastcare reaches the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (2ooll2oo2)

on reflection, what do you consider Lr¡ have been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

Section Two
NNiÀUONSHIPS BETWEEN COASTCARE AND OTHER COASTAL

MANAGERS
it 

"ìoffo*ing 
questions seek your opinion about how well Coastcare has worked towards

it, ui* of fu.ifiiating interactiãn between the community and thosç responsible for

managing coastal areas'

6.Inyouropinionhowsupportivehasyourorganisation(asthehost)beenin
developing the Coastcare program in your area?

7. What are the reasons for your choice?

S.DoesyourorganisationhaveadedicatedstaffmembertoworkwithCoastcare

9.

l0
ll

groups?

In what ways does your organisation demonstrate its support for Coastcare?

In what ways does your agency' as the host, work with the Coastcare program?

e regional Coastcare facilitators been in

cal coastal land managers and community

choice?

In your opinion how supportive has the lead coastal management agency/department

i; ñ; Siate been in implementing the Coastcare program? What are the reasons

for your choice?

In what ways could the role of the lead coastal management department/agency in

your State úe improved to further develop Coastcare?

COASTCARE AND ROLE OF COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT

t4.InyouropinionhowsupportivehastheCommonwealthGovernmentbeenofyouas
the host ág"n"y develoiing the Coastcare program in your area?

15. In what ways could the commonwealth Government better support you as the host

agency?

l2

t3.
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4

Queslionnoires & Schedules

Questionnaire for Agencies Hosting coastcare Regional

Facilitators (cont.'.)

Section Three
N
gram is to encourage local communities' including local

management of local coastal areas'

16'Inyouropinion,howeffectiveistheCoastcÍrreproglam'Sgrantschemeasameans
ofinvolvinglocalcommunitiesincoastalmanagement?Whatarethereasonsfor
your choice?

|7'Fromyourperspective,inwhatwayscouldtheCoastcareprogrambeimprovedto
make ihe Projects more effective?

18. From your perspective, in what ways could tî" Cou:t-:1".^Î::Ti* be improved to

makeamoreeffectivecontributiontocoastalmanagementinyourarea?

|g.HowsuccessfulhasCoastcarebeenindevelopingcommunityresponsibilityfor
managing 

"ourtul 
areas? What are the reasons for your choice?

20'DoyouhaveanyfurthercommentsinregardtoCoastcarewhichhavenotbeen
addiessed in this questionnaire?

21.
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Appendix 4

Questionnoires & lnlerview Schedules

State Assessm ent Panel Questionnaire

Section One
COÄSTCARE AND COASTAL MANAGEMENT
it 

" 
totto*ing section seeks your general views of how coastcare has functioned within the

coastal manalement framewôrk in your State/Territory' It also require.s you to consider

yáui on"ruff iäpressions of the success of the progam since its inception.

l'InyouropinionhowsuccessfulhastheCoastcareprogrambeeninprovidinga
contribution to coastal management?

2. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

3.Inyouropinion,howeffectiveistheCoastcareprogram'sgrantschemeasameans
of involving local communities in coastal management?

4. Coastcare reaches the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (20Oll2OO2)'

on reflection, what do you consider to have been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

Section Two
ñBi¡,TTONSHIPS BETWEEN COASTCARE AND OTHER COASTAL

MANAGERS
rt 

" 
tottoring questions seek your opinion about how well coastcare has worked towards

its aim of faclliiating interactión between the community and those responsible for

managing coastal areas.

Coastcare and State coastal management

5. In your opinion how supportive has your State coastal management

agencytdepattments ¡een in developing the Coastcare program?

6. How could the relationship between coastcare and your State coastal management

department/agencies be imProved?

Coastcare and Local Coastal Land Managers

The nature of interaction between Coastcare groups and local coastal land managers may

take seueral different forms (i.e. regular meetings, technical support, and so on).

7. In your opinion how effective is the interaction between local coastcare groups and

local coastal land managers?

8. What evidence is there that effective interaction is taking place between Coastcare

groups and local coastal land managers?

g. How could interaction between local coastal land managers and coastcare groups be

improved?

10. In your opinion, how effective have the regional coastcare facilitators been in

"nóouruging 
interaction between community goups and local coastal managers?

Coastcare and role of Commonwealth Government

11. In your opinion how supportive has the Commonwealth Government been in

deíeloping the Coastcare program in your State/Tenitory?

12. How could the Commonwealth Government better support Coastcare?
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State Assessm ent Panel Questionnaire

Section One
COASTCARE AND COASTAL MANAGEMENT
ihe following section seeks your general views of how coastcare has functioned within the

""Ài¡ 
manalement framewãrk in your State/Territory. It also requires you to consider

vã"i """*ll 
iípressions of the success of the program since its inception.

l.InyouropinionhowsuccessfulhastheCoastcareprogrambeeninprovidinga
contribution to coastal management?

2. In your opinion, what are the strengths of the Coastcare program?

3.Inyouropinion,howeffectiveistheCoastcareproglam'Sgrantschemeasameans
of ínvolving local communities in coastal management?

4. Coastcare reaçhes the end of its first phase of NHT funding this year, (2O0ll2OO2)'

on reflection, what do you consider to have been the main challenges faced by the

Coastcare Program?

Section Two
NBi¿.UONSHIPS BETWEEN COASTCARE AND OTHER COASTAL

MANAGERS
it 

" 
forf o*ing questions seek your opinion about how well Coastcare has worked towards

its aim of faciliiating interactiãn between the community and those responsible for

managing coastal areas'

Coastcare and State coastal management

5. In your opinion how supportive has your State coastal management

agéncyldàpartments Ueén in developing the Coastcare program?

6. How could the relationship between coastcare and your State coastal management

departmenVagencies be imProved?

Coastcare and Local Coastal Land Managers

The nature of interaction between Coastcare groups and local coastal land managers may

take several different forms (i'e, regular meetings, technical SupPort, and so on).

7. In your opinion how effective is the interaction between local coastcare groups and

local coastal land managers?

g. What evidence is there that effective interaction is taking place between Coastcare

groups and local coastal land managers?

g. How could interaction between local coastal land managers and coastcare groups be

improved?

10. In your opinion, how effective have the regional coastcare facilitators been in

"nóourug^irrg 
interaction between community groups and local coastal managers?

Coastcare and role of Commonwealth Government

11. In your opinion how supportive has the Commonwealth Government been in

deíeloping the Coastcaré program in your StateÆenitory?

12. How could the Commonwealth Government better support Coastcare?
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StateAssessm ent Panet Questionnaire (Cont...)

Section Three
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
À t"y 

"t"^"nt 
of the Coastcare Program is to encourage local communities, including local

industry, to share responsibility for management of local coastal areas.

13. Has Coastcare been successful in developing community responsibility for

managing coastal areas?

14. How successful has the Coastcare program been in involving the community in

decision making for coastal planning and management?

Section Four
SELECTION PROCESS OF COASTCARE APPLICATIONS
This final section asks you to reflect upon various aspects of the process of selecting

Coastcare applications.

l5 What principles do you apply to ensure that an individual Coastcare application is

worthy of fúnding? Pleaie identify the origin of such principles, if possible'

How helpful are the Commonwealth 'Coastca¡e Guidelines to Applicants' for

selecting successful Coastcare applications?

(How could the 'Coastcare Guidelines to Applicants' be improved?)

What additional criteria (information/guidance) would assist you in assessing

Coastcare aPPlications?

Do you consider the representation of stakeholders on the State Assessment Panel to

be adequate?

what do you consider to be the strengths of your panel's selection process?

How could your panel's selection process be improved?

ln your opinion does your State Assessment Panel receive adequate feedback

regaraing ttte outcomes of previous Coastcare grant rounds?

Do you have any further comments in regard to Coastcare which have not been

addressed in this questionnaire?

16.

t7
18

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.
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Appendix 4

Questionnoires & lnterview Schedules

Questionnaire for state coastcare coord¡nators
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COASTCARE GENERAL DATA COLLECTION

COMPILING TIIE COASTCARE STATISTICS NATIONALLY

state and the Northern Territory.

relating to the Coastcare Program. Please, where Possible, provide the following information from your databases and other
Below is a series of questions

not have kept a record of âIl the information requested. If the information provided is an estimate,

sources. It is anticiPated and acknowledged that You may
't have the data and a¡e unable to provide an accufate estimate, please leave the sPace BLANK.

please indicate with an (E) beside the resPonse. IfYou don
call or email if this is a Problem.

If possible, Please return to the Coastcare National Office by Wednesday 13 September 2000 - please

Thank you for Your inPut and time - your efforts are greatly appreciated'

00/0199/00981999719896t9795196

Number of Project Officers employed full;.time 
by

ôourt.t" as part of approved project funding

Number of Project Ofllcers employed part'time by

Coastcare as part of approved project funding

Number of Coastcare projects funded

Number of Coastcare projects completeil

(final rePorts received)

COASTCARE APPLICATIONS & FIJNDING

Number of Coastcare applications received

STATE (Please comPlete) :

(/)
5
@



Number of councils signed as land manager for Coastcare

projects in Your state

Number of State Departments signed as land manager for

Coastcare Projects in Your state

Number of coastal councils in your state

involved in Coastcare

signed as land manager'

Average number of members in each Coastcare group

Estimated number of Indigenous Groups

AßOUT TIIE LAND MANAGER

Estimated Number of Coastca¡e groups in total (including

firnded and non-funded grouPs)

Number of Coastcare Group members in total (00-01

G'lines Q.20a)

GROTJP CHARACTERISTICS

Number of Coastcare groups (funded groups only)

Number of education projects funded

Number of indigenor¡r¡ projects funded

Number of Planning Projects funded

Number of monitoring projects funded

MAIN PROJECT ACTIVTTTES

Number of on-ground projects funded
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Other Contributions to Coastcare projects

Amount of Local Land Manager funds/in-kind contributed to

Coastca¡e Projects

Amount of Community fundVin-kind contributed to

Coastcare Projects

FTJNDING QT]ESTIONS

Amount of Commonwealth Funding contributed to

Coastcare Projects

Amount of State Funding contributed to Coastcare projects

OTIIER COASTCARE ACTIVTTIES

Number of Coastcare initiativss** (festivals/community

conferences/ workshops) in each state (please provide names

of these in the box Provided below)

Number of Private Land Owners signed as land manager for

Coastca¡e Projects in Your state

Number of Crown Land Managers signed as land manager

for Coastcare projects in your state

Number of Indigenous Owners signed as land manager for

Coastca¡e Projects in Your state

* Definition of a .coastcare, group: a group can be a community group, a Dunecare, CoastAction or Coastwest group' a Progress association, a volunteer association' a

Landca¡e group, Any group involvèd in coastal management related projects that have some involvement in coastcare.
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COASTCARE INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER COMMITTEES/ORGANISATIONS

please list the Committees and organisations that Co-ordinators or Facilitators are involved/have been involved in outside Coastcare (please summaúse)

ROLE OF THE FACILITATOR ON
THESE COMMITTEES

NAME OF COMMITTEESYEAR/S AS

MEMBER
co-
ORDINATORI/FACILITATOR
NAME

È
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OTHER COASTCARE ACTIVITIES

you outlined above the number the Coastcare related activities etc. that have been initiated/undertaken in your state. Please provide details below'

** coastcare initiatives(festivals/community conferences/ workshops) can include those funded by capacity Building, local regional conferences/workshops or

seminars, festivals, confeìences etc. The workshops do not need to ù hlry funded by coastcare but ne¿d to have a strong coastcare influence' Please list these

initiatives in the box provided below'

NAME OF FESTTVALYEARSTATE

(,(¡
N



Appendix 5

Gomparison of coastcare state Assessment Panel
Processes

SAP Membership

Technical Assessment Prior to SAP

State Members Voting Members

NSW 15 11

vrc (2000) 10 10

QLD 9 6

WA t4 9

sA (2000) 13 t2

TAS t7 8

NT 8 8

NSW NSW north coast utilises a team of technical arisessors.

Each member of the team is allocated particular issues to

evaluate. The team reconvenes and assesses each

application in turn. Coastca¡e applications for the South

Coast of NSV/ utilise regional stafffrom the Deparhent of
Land andWater Conservation @LWC) who undertake a

desk-top assessment of allocated applications. They

sometimes do site visits.

VIc Individual site assessment by technical team, followed up

by regional assessment panel.

QLD Individual assessors selected by the state coordinator,

undertake desk top assessment, completing a proforma for
each application.

WA Technical assessment team of 7 individually assess

applications and then meet to discuss' Administative
assessment completed by state coordinator.

SA No technical assessment prior to SAP

TAS A Technical Panel of 10 people meets for 1 day and

completes a proforma for each application assessing

technical feasibility and project relevance. A budget

Assessment Panel of3 people assess all the budget and

administative details for each application.

NT No technical assessment panel; all technical experts are part

ofSAP.
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Appendix 5

Comporison of Coostcore Slote Assessment Ponel Processes

SAP Criteria

Gultural Heritage

NSW The NSW criteria rely on the Guidelines to applicants.

VIC RAP undertake site visits. SAP begin their panel by a round table

discussion ofcriteria for selection including: value for money,

strategically focussed applications, follow-on projects, emphasis

on marine issues.

QLD Each SAP member received a copy of Queensalnd's Coastcare

priorities document that identified State and regional coastal

priorities and important local issues

WA Criteria for assessment are included with technical assessment

summaries. This includes Coastcare objectives and funding
criteria, a summary of Western Australian State Priorities, as well
as ineligible project activities.

SA A summary checklist derived from the Coastcare 'Guidelines to

Applicants'.

TAS Each application is assessed by each member of the SAP

according to 10 criteria and scored against each' Criteria include

value for money, demonstrable on-ground improvement,
addressing of state/regional priorities.

NT Coastca¡e'Guidelines to Applicants'

NSV/ Indigenous representative on panel in 2001

VIC Indigenous representative on panel in 2000' Desk top study of
Aboriginal Heritage for each project

QLD Indigenous representative on panel in 2001. Coastcare provide

the QLD Cultural Aboriginal Reference Group with all
applications. This group assesses each application and reports

their findings back to the Coordinator prior to the SAP'

lVA Indigenous representative on panel (not in attendance). Regional

facilitators utilise the services of the Indigenous Land
Management Facility (ILMF) through the Dept of Indigenous

Affairs to enquire about specific applications'

SA Cultural heritage issues are dealt with at SAP. Indigenous

representative on panel (not in attendance in 2000)

TAS No indigenous representative on panel' Each funded project is

expected to use funds designated in project design to seek their
own Aboriginal Heritage Assessment coordinated by Tasmanian

Aboriginal Lands Commission (TALC).

NT Applicants are required to contact the traditional owners in the

area for which their project is to take place' Applications are

checked against DL\MC land claims by technical assessors and by

the Heritage Officer who has access to the Aboriginal Sites

register.
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Appendix 5

Comporison of Cooslcore Slote Assessmenl Ponel Processes

Duration of Assessment

Ranking/Order of proiect Selection

State Number of Days

NSW I

vrc 1

QLD 1

WA 2

SA 2

TAS 1

NT I

NSW SAP panel is presented with a ranked listing of all applications,
showing their cumulative scores. Each application then reviewed
in turn from highest to lowest score for comment - mainly budget
adjustments. Applications below the funding limit available are

then open to discussion and some moved forward.

VIC Applications individually assessed. Those projects not
recommended by RAPs eliminated. Regions ranked one after the

other. Using the Regional Assessment Panels rankings, all
projects ranked High get funded.

QLD Applications are sorted by project type. The panel then assesses

in turn, firstly all planning and education applications, followed
by all monitoring and finally all on-ground works applications.

WA Ineligrble projects are agreed upon. Anomalies or outliers from
the voting are discussed and some decisions and votes amended.

A general check of each project likely to receive funding (those

with high scores) is followed by a general check ofthose not

likely to be funded (those with low scores). Choices are made

over marginal projects - those with equal rankings - facilitators
play a role here, justifying particular projects. Conditions
checked for all projects likely to receive funding.

SA 5 projects assessed per region, in turn until all projects

considered.

TAS Each region's applications are assessed in turn'

NT Panel members meet prior to the SAP and discuss each project,

clarify any issues and the facilitator provides background

information. The voting members take away a scoring sheet and

send in their selection prior to the SAP.
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Apoendix 5

Comporison of Coostcore Stole Assessment Pqnel Processes

Voting SYstem

Feedback to SAP

NSW Pre SAP voting. Votes of individual members for each

application are recorded and collated prior to the meeting of the

SAP.

VIC Regional Assessment Panels firstly rank applications either

Low Medium or High, along with a numerical score' Their

assessment is sent to the SAP who discuss the projects in turn

and may adjust a few of the RAP scores. Typically
applications ranked High are funded.

QLD Open Voting. Each panel member calls out their vote in turn'

All votes are tallied and ranked in an ongoing process for the

duration of the SAP. Ranked projects are displayed on a

projector screen for the SAP

WA Pre SAP voting. Votes are pre-recorded prior to the meeting of
the SAP and ranked projects are displayed for the SAP.

SA Open voting. Each panel member calls out their vote in turn

TAS Closed voting system. Panel members complete a score sheet

tallied at the end of the panel session'

NT Pre SAP voting. Scores handed in prior to meeting of the SAP

SAP provided with list ofprojects by their ranked average

score. The panel then rediscuss projects and sometimes

readjust the score.

NSW Not provided.

VIC SAP panel are sent Commonwealth announcements and receive

copies of the CoastAction/Coastcare nesletter throughout the

yeal.

QLD SAP panel are sent the Commonwealth announcements

WA Not specifically required as part of the Project Management

Agreement.

SA Not provided.

TAS Not provided

NT Commonwealth announcements are emailed to the panel.

Newsletters were sent to the panel but these are no longer

produced due to lack of funds.
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